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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
During the last few decades, strategic management and strategic human resource
management theories have received a great deal of attention in many industrial sectors. The
complex and constantly changing business environment has driven large construction
companies more than ever before to reflect on the interplay between their organisational
strategies and their strategic management processes, tools and techniques. This is despite the
great value of human capital for an organisation’s strategic flexibility within different sets of
environmental evolutions. This includes people in various positions, administrative,
professional, managerial and unskilled, as well as numerous project stakeholders. Several
researchers are increasingly interested in applying strategies and human-related studies within
the construction industry; however, an integrated study of these two factors has been notably
lacking, particularly in an airport context where the challenges and difficulties of managing
construction projects are high. This doctoral thesis contributes to the existing literature by
exploring the unique characteristics of an airport construction environment, along with
reporting the findings of the impact that different airport ownership forms have on
construction management efficiency. Through integrating numerous theories and concepts
associated with project strategies, strategic human resource management and various
efficiency management attributes, this research project presents a unique strategic framework
that offers a structured approach to support airport holding bodies. Research primary data
were collected following semi-structured interviews with senior construction project
managers of airport operators within three distinct airport organisations in terms of their
ownership structures. The resultant findings provide insight into the many differences
between the case studies in term of project management practices. Furthermore, an
explanation of the key practices that influence the occurrence of project success were
identified. This doctoral investigation identified there is a need for flexibility and scalability
aligned with adopting the strategic framework and engaging its conceptual application with
actual management and controlling practices. In essence, the research framework was
developed for each category of airport organisation, where an airport organisation is
encouraged to focus its efforts on managing the most important framework components
which are needed for effective improvement of management practices and, accordingly, to
achieve expectations. The resulting theoretical framework provides a unique tool for airport
operators to apply their project management knowledge effectively in order to realize
complex projects and to secure potential efficiency gains. This study therefore provides a
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novel theoretical insight into the strategic management of human resources during airport
construction projects. The primary application of the strategic framework is concerned with
managing and controlling existing airport construction projects, particularly refurbishment or
extension projects, however this could be also applied to new airport construction projects
where the factors affecting strategic management and strategic human resource management
anticipated to be different to those studied during this investigation. This has paved the way
for future investigations to be conducted to tackle this dichotomy and further understand the
intriguing aspects of airport construction business.
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1.

CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION

1

CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background of the Research Project

The intention of this research project is to explore the relationship that exists between airport
ownership structure, project management strategy and effectiveness within the context of a
number of case studies centred on the holding bodies of airports and their senior construction
project managers.

Among all various types of construction projects, an airport hub is one of the largest
development projects undertaken and a complex organisation. In an airport, a number of
significant and diverse activities are performed, whether within the airside, terminal or
landside zones. Airport owners or statutory bodies/operators need to manage both air
transport operations and also real estate investments and various construction projects. A
variety of people, project stakeholders, management processes, regulations, tools and
techniques are involved with airport activities and contribute to accomplishing construction
works. Their management, interaction, communication and development require the
application of efficient and effective strategic management tools and techniques in order to
achieve project success. Internal project activities, external environmental and human-related
factors are considered to be major elements that contribute to a construction organisation’s
ability to attain high performance levels and secure project success.

Within such environment, organisation and project strategy play a significant role in
achieving organisational success through delivering various construction projects effectively
and efficiently. This, in turn, requires strategic competence and ability at both the functional
and operational levels. Both strategies are influenced, initially, by organisational governance,
which comprises managerial and corporate governance. Decisions made by governments on
which organisational format their airports should operate determine the business orientation
and objective of the airport operator. Structures of ownership and control are varied in the
airport industry, whether under public or private participation forms, which eventually affect
the performance nature and efficiency of various operational and managerial aspects.
Researchers have provided empirical evidences of the link between governance/ownership
structure and the performance and efficiency of several dimensions, such as: airport
investment, pricing impact on users, economy, environment and society, airport management
2
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and operation implications. However, there is a lack of rigorous evidence of the effects of
various ownership forms on improving airport organisations’ effectiveness of managing and
controlling airport construction projects.

A key strength of the intended PhD study is remarkable. Given the limited contributions of
authors in airport construction and past studies of other management research journals,
disciplines, institutions, and scientific societies need to investigate the research subject area
and introduce new project management approaches. This PhD research project will therefore
explore the unique characteristics of an airport construction environment, introduce its
management practices and reduce existing ambiguity regarding the meaning of construction
business in airport environment.

1.2

Research Vision, Aims, Objectives and Limitations

The vision of this research project is to unite existing theories associated with project and
human related strategies within the construction industry and to explore airport project
management experiences. The study proposes a theoretical framework and model which
aims to strategise and enhance business operations within an airport construction project.
The aims of this study are:
•

To develop and confirm, through empirical research, a theoretical framework which
models the strategies to enhance management practices performance of managing and
controlling construction projects within different forms of ownership structures in an
airport environment.

•

To explore how the theoretical framework components affect the effectiveness of
project management strategy through high project performance, its personnel
productivity and stakeholders’ involvement.

The aims of the research project are realised as a result of successfully accomplishing a
number of interrelated objectives, which are listed below:
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1.

To undertake a detailed and comprehensive critical evaluation of relevant literature
regarding organisation, project and human-related strategies, including their application
to the construction industry along with airport bodies. This critical evaluation
subsequently provides a detailed understanding of the core theories associated with the
concept of effective strategic management and its relation to airport construction
business environment.

2.

To develop the elements of the research’s proposed strategic framework and to
construct an exploratory model that describes how framework theoretical components
correlate project effectiveness and performance, particularly from the perspective of
strategic project management practices and project stakeholders’ involvement and
productivity.

3.

To provide empirical evidence and validate the proposed framework by means of semistructured interviews with senior construction project managers of airport operators
within a number of distinct airport organisations in terms of their ownership structures.

4.

To present a series of recommendations regarding the practice of managing and
controlling airport construction projects within different airport ownership structures, in
addition to identifying potential areas for further study and investigation.

Thus, this study contributes to construction project management existing knowledge by
providing a comprehensive insight into airport construction characteristics. The new
understanding of airport construction business has facilitated the development process of
research theoretical framework that applies to existing airport construction projects and could
be applied to new projects where airport construction business’s complexities and challenges
reduce.

Although the research has reached its major aims and objectives, there were some limitations
that enable the researcher to identify further research directions. The study limitations are:
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1. The study is limited by the lack of information on a public corporation operator
where the proposed framework can be investigated and its suitability for all
different modes of airport operation can be revealed.
2. The scope of research case study was limited in terms of investigating the
proposed framework within single organisation under each airport ownership
structure form. Additional airport organisations under each ownership form
would add more validity and credibility to the study results.
3. The generalisability of framework components and their importance within
different industries is subjected to its potential applications in other industries
which has not yet been determined.

1.3

An Overview of the Research Methodology and Method

The research aims to develop and test, evaluate and modify, a strategic model of
organisational effectiveness within the current condition of various management practices
associated with airport construction projects under different modes of governance structures.
It also investigates how the proposed framework affects the context in terms of the actions
and interactions of its individuals and management processes, in order to expand existing
knowledge, and generate new knowledge or applications for the issues highlighted. The
investigation focuses on a number of airport operators, in particular, their construction project
management practices. These operators operate under different ownership structures,
government department, public cooperation, joint public-private venture and private
ownership.

A wide range of literature was reviewed in various areas to obtain the research data and
identify possible structure, approaches and components of research theoretical framework.
This was initiated by observing and investigating the construction industry in terms of its
basic knowledge and practices that relate to strategic management and human resource
management. In order to achieve this effectively and efficiently, an investigation of strategic
management and strategic human resource management aspects was conducted. The focus
5
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then narrowed to airport infrastructure, particularly, its construction projects, and identified
its development needs in terms of both aspects and associated project management practices.
In addition, different concepts of management and development strategies were investigated,
in order to understand sufficiently the main features and techniques of improvement
approaches. This was done within a research context to develop effectively the proposed
theoretical framework and enable the study to achieve its goal. The framework would
ultimately be tested and refined according to a series of investigation processes within the
selected cases in order to draw study conclusions.

Following the development of research strategic framework, the researcher sought to find and
collect evidence to confirm the specification of the proposed framework, which was
developed as a result of an adequate investigation process. The dominant approach adopted
during the entire study was deductive reasoning. However, the research contains inductive
elements, such as research hypothesis or testable theory within a framework format. These
distinct elements were developed inductively from observing the current condition of the
construction industry and, in particular, the airport construction project business environment
and related characteristics. The research hypothesis/theory could then move through the new
design stage following a deductive testing process in order to be refined, adjusted or rejected
in the light of study results. Hence, the research framework was inductively built and
deductively tested and refined.

Due to the nature of this study, information related to understanding and investigating various
management strategies, associated with airport construction projects within different
organisations, is acquired from several key construction personnel. The strategic method
adopted in this study is a qualitative approach with dominant attitudinal research
characteristics and some exploratory elements. A qualitative method helps the researcher in
adequately investigating and understanding his area of interest and achieving the research
goal. Furthermore, qualitative data gathered from research participants and were structured
and organized prior to evaluation and analysis. Table 1.1 below illustrates the key research
methodology which will be discussed further in Chapter 7.
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Table 1.1: Key Features of Research Methodology and Method

1.4

Overview of the Chapters

The overall project is divided into nine chapters. Following the introduction, the literature
review section includes four main chapters: chapter two, chapter three, chapter four and
chapter five. Chapter two begins by discussing the major theories and dimensions of the
construction industry and looks at its complex nature. The third chapter is concerned with
strategic and project management knowledge and its applications in the construction industry.
The fourth chapter examines strategic human resource management theory and how it relates
to construction business. The research’s main focus, airport construction, is considered in
detail in chapter five. The theoretical framework is presented in chapter six. Chapter seven
clarifies the research methodology and method adopted by evaluating and explaining the
7
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different research theories and strategies. Chapter eight analyses the results of the interviews
and presents the research findings. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in chapter nine along with
addressing the research limitations and making a series of research recommendations.
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2.1

Introduction

In order to acquire adequate knowledge about the major research context, the construction
industry, the following sections relate to the conceptual understanding of the construction
business environment and various dimensions including sectors, people and methods of
delivering its projects. The focus, subsequently, is on the complexity and challenges of the
industry as well as the role that management and leadership can play within the construction
business.

2.2

The Construction Industry

The construction industry is one of the key industries, in terms of size and impact, for a
country’s economy (Bennett, 2003). Typically, the construction industry represents about 8%
of GDP in developed countries such as the United Kingdom, whereas it contributes up to 5%
in some developing countries (Halpin and Senior, 2012; Office for National Statistics, 2014
and Ye et al., 2013). Construction plays a significant role in the overall economy of both
industrialised and developing countries, in terms of economic growth and achieving a
country’s development goals, infrastructure, shelter and employment (Khan, 2008; Anaman
and Amponsah, 2007).

The activities of the construction industry are intertwined with individuals’ daily lives, e.g.
motorways, bridges, water and fuel stations, hospitals, airports, ports, railways,
telecommunications, universities and schools, irrigation and agricultural systems, shopping
centres, places of work and residence (Gould and Joyce, 2009). Construction organisations
are directly involved with these activities, whether through constructing buildings and
infrastructure, as well as those who supply materials and equipment for construction works.
Within this context, different organisations integrate and collaborate in order to accomplish
specific activities. Accordingly, these different organisations and their related work activities
form the construction industry. Morton (2008) noted that a construction organisation’s size is
classified from an economic viewpoint and measured by its turnover (e.g. the giants, large to
medium business and small firms). Price et al. (2003) explained that, in the UK, large firms
have an annual work volume of more than £11.2 million, and consist of over 250 employees.
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In contrast, small firms have less than £2.8 million turnover and less than 50 employees.
Studies show that almost 70% of construction firms have less than five employees (Halpin
and Senior, 2012).

The construction process of a building or infrastructure involves an assembly of a different
group of people who define various procedures in a particular site of work. These people
come together to achieve a common goal and make the project possible, although they are
from various independent businesses and different backgrounds which is, in fact, one of the
industry challenges (Gould and Joyce, 2009). Khan (2008) noted that construction works in
any country associated with a high level of complexity due to the wide range of stakeholders
involved and different activities linked to its business, e.g. manufacturing process, the use of
labour, finance, energy, equipment and materials.

2.3

Construction Industry Sectors

Most construction firms concentrate their expertise and focus their business on a particular
construction sector, which has its specific manufactures, equipment and materials suppliers
and subcontractors. These variations have evolved due to differences which exist among
different sectors in terms of project building methods and funding, and how various groups of
people interact within a project.

There is no obvious agreement on the classification of construction sectors or how this
industry can break down into different categories (Bennett, 2003; Gould and Joyce, 2009;
Langford and Male, 2001 and Morton, 2008). Indeed, the construction industry is sometimes
considered not as a single industry, but one constituted of several different market sectors.
According to Bennett (2003), understanding the nature of the construction industry can be
gained from describing numerous types of construction works, which can be categorised into
two broad sectors, namely, construction as general building and engineering construction, and
further divided into several specialisms as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Construction Industry Sectors (Bennett, 2003)

However, various construction committees have established different classification schemes
for the construction industry in order to offer best practice and support its projects’ efficiency
and provide comprehensive guidance in term of projects’ segmentation and specification as
well as production drawings. Examples include CI/SFB, a combination of Construction
Industry and the Swedish Samarbetskommitten for Byggnadsfragor, that has been used
widely by construction organizations as an industry classification system, and known as
construction indexing manual (Thompson, 1999). It was adopted and introduced into the UK
by the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) before it replaced by Uniclass, a unified
classification system covering all construction sectors, in the late 90s (RIBA, 2013). Gelder
(2012) argued that various UK-based industry institutes, represented by the Construction
Project Information Committee (CPIc), decided to replace the CI/SFB system due to the
following motives:
•

CI/SFB was not the preferred construction classification approach among
several construction organisations.

•

Construction industry changes, e.g. performance issues and building types,
were not reflected in CI/SFB system.
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•

SFB was associated with high level of limitations in terms of computerisation,
which led new approaches of classifications to be developed to satisfy and assist
construction professionals, particularly those committed to industry advanced
technology, e.g. Building Information Modeling (BIM).

Thus, different versions of new classification systems have developed, namely, Uniclass,
Uniclass2 and Uniclass2015. Delany (2016) defined the unified classification scheme as “it
contains consistent tables classifying items of all scale from a facility such as a railway down
through to products such as a CCTV camera in a railway station.” It is an integrated system
that is applicable to all different stages of a construction project life cycle, and suitable for
use by the whole construction industry, including various types of buildings, landscape,
infrastructure and engineering services. As shown in Figure 2.2, the current Uniclass
classification version (Uniclass2015) is based on a hierarchical set of 7 core tables and
designed with enough flexibility to accommodate industry changes in terms of future
classification requirements. Project information can be defined from its broadest view to the
most detailed according to a structured and recognised code standard. The 7 key codes
within the classification system consist of several pairs of characters, namely, table code,
group, sub-group, sections and object (see Appendix A).

Figure 2.2: The Construction Industry Classification Table (Delany, 2016)
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•

Complexes: this offers the overall description of projects, e.g. an airport project,
rail networks project or University campus including all related facilities.

•

Entities: this distinguishes different projects within the main complex and
provides activities that occur in various areas.

•

Activites: this provides a definition of different activities that occur in a space
within the complex or entity.

•

Spaces/Locations: this clarifies different spaces where the activities take place,
and whether a space is suitable for one or more activities.

•

Elements: this is related to the main components of a building or its structure.

•

Systems: this provides element information in term of the collection of its
components.

•

2.4

Products: this specifies the single products that are used to construct a system.

Project Participants

Construction projects begin with basic ideas, which must be translated into visual forms
before transforming them into a tangible product. Project owners generate those ideas, and
designers then develop them prior to the production and delivery process that is undertaken
by contractors. This is a simple mechanism that defines the construction project cycle.
However, at closer inspection, it is more complex (Gould and Joyce, 2009).

As mentioned in the previous section, there are various major classifications of construction
works. In addition, distinct specialties have a significant role in construction’s further subdivisions. Within the diverse construction sectors many people are involved in construction
activities and contribute to accomplishing construction works. Langford and Male (2001)
classified three ‘players’ who have a major impact on construction business, namely,
contractors, professionals and consultants. Bennett (2003) and Sears et al. (2008) agreed with
Langford and Male (2001) about classifying the major actors of the construction process, but
they positioned project owners or clients at the top of the classification as a prime key actor.
This is due to the crucial role and responsibilities owners have throughout the stages of a
project. Dorsey (1997, cited in Bennett, 2003) has described owners and design and
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construction professionals as the eternal triangle of construction projects, where no single
project can operate without any of these three participants.

2.5

Project Delivery Methods

Halpin and Senior (2012) highlighted that when different people come together in a
construction business, legal agreements are needed for organising and financing a structure or
facility for the process, design, construction, operation and maintenance. This agreement
represents project delivery method or procurement method which is the owner’s decision on
how the entire design and construction process will be managed and project team organised.
Owner’s selection is based on his desire to complete the project on time and budget and to
provide the quality expected. Fisk and Reynolds (2010) stated that there is no single
organisational structure in terms of participants’ relation and management process on all
projects.

During the last 30 years, a number of different procurement methods have been developed
that can be used to complete construction projects and achieve end products (Bennett 2003;
Fisk and Reynolds, 2010; Hendrickson and Au, 2000; Langford and Male, 2001). Gould and
Joyce (2009) highlighted the most common strategies, which are design/bid/build,
design/build and construction management (see Appendix B). Project owners may have a
combination of these methods and they must ensure the proper choice for various projects,
but a decision is not always simple and clear.

2.6

Industry and Project LifeCycle

Langford and Male (2001) stated that industries, products and services, regardless of the
differences between them, are related in terms of the series of stages in a lifecycle which they
have to go through. In general, in any industry there are four life stages. The development
stage is the initial step where ambiguity and risk are high. Following this, the growth stage
takes place before maturity and then decline, which is the final stage. Henry (2011) agreed
with Langford and Male (2001) about the four stages of industry lifecycle except for the term
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used for the first stage. Instead, he described it as the introduction stage. He also observed
that there are obvious differences between industries in terms of each lifecycle length.

Management researchers have suggested that projects, like industries, go through similar
cycles, and attempt has been made to explain the reason behind project life cycle phases.
However, referring to the choice of terminology of these stages, Anderson and Merna (2003:
388) observed, “There is a wide variation in use and meaning of almost every term in the
project management canon, even within one company.” Even in the construction industry
this variation is commonplace. Thus, in order to link construction business with the general
lifecycle outlined above, Langford and Male (2001) separated construction products into two
categories: the service product and the end product. The former is associated with the
different stages of a project lifecycle and leads to the achievement of the end product
delivery. Various project procurement processes, e.g. those mentioned in the previous
sections, design/bid/build, design/build or construction management represent service product
inputs. End product refers to the complete outcome, whether product or service, delivered to
the client. An alternative view of construction project stages is presented by Sears et al.
(2008); planning and definition of construction projects is the first stage, followed by the
design stage and then procurement, with construction being the final stage. Numerous other
methods of categorising the construction project process have been designed and developed
(Bennett, 2003).

One of the most developed and updated models for the building design and construction
process is the RIBA plan of work. Indeed, it reflects the complexity of delivering
construction projects (see Appendix C). However, the plan of work is suitable for all types of
delivery methods and any size of project and practice, and has unique functions and
characteristics of eight different stages described by eight key tasks (RIBA, 2013).

2.7

Complexity of the Industry

Baccarini (1996: 202) proposed a definition for project complexity as “Consisting of many
varied interrelated parts and can be operationalized in terms of differentiation and
interdependency.” He emphasised that when dealing with project complexity, it is vital to
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distinguish clearly between numerous types of construction works and actual project stage.

It was previously considered the major dimensions of the construction industry. Construction
works are complex and no two projects can be exactly the same. Construction has a great
number of different activities and their interactions vary considerably from one project to
another. Project stakeholders have different goals and objectives, but they also have to
collaborate and communicate as a team and work towards accomplishing construction
projects successfully.

Construction projects are arguably the most complex among various projects within different
industries (Baccaribi, 1996; Giado, 1996; Walker, 2007; Xia and Chan, 2011). Their
complexity arises from different factors: organisational, systematic, technological,
informational, environmental, social, legal or economic. Bartelsen (2002) pointed out three
perspectives of complexity in construction. Firstly, project delivery process and management
procedures tend to be more complicated than project management processes in other
industries. The fragmented nature of the construction business is extremely high, where each
project is divided into several parts and different activities. Furthermore, construction firms
rely on human power, whether in dealing with managerial process or on-site activities. Large
numbers of workers often socially interact and cooperate within a construction project, where
they vary in knowledge and skills and may not be permanent staff at the construction site.
Instead, they work for specific organisations and are hired by another. Therefore, divided
loyalty issues arise as another source of construction complexity.

Gidado (1996) further noted the complexity of the construction industry. He argued that
there is complexity in construction for several reasons: the resources employed, the external
factors of the construction or its environment, competence of both scientific and
technological knowledge and the range of interactions that exist between different stages of
the construction project life cycle.

As previously mentioned, the construction industry plays a crucial role in the overall
economy of most countries (Bennett, 2003). Indeed, operating in the global arena is assumed
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today to be one of the major tools regarding economic growth and the increase in countries’
capital flow. Consequently, construction industries in different countries, whether
industrialised or developing, have included another facet of construction complexity when
operating internationally. This is due to the actual differences in regulations, beliefs,
cultures, behaviours and perceptions (Akiner and Akiner, 2009; Lewis, 2007; Ngowi et al.,
2005; Raftery et al., 1998).

2.8

Managing and Leading the Construction Project

Baccarini (1996) and Gidado (1996) argued that in order to deal with complexity, the concept
of integration must be effectively applied by establishing a good body of management
knowledge (that is, coordination techniques, communication tools and control factors) along
with efficiently implementing the managerial functions by providing an adequate and wellstudied planning and control method.

Henry (2011) stated that several plans of management actions and strategies are open to
organisations that operate under various challenges of construction. He argued that
cooperation between organisations focuses on “how to make things rather than what to make,
and how to deliver services rather than which services to deliver” (Henry, 2011: 296). Thus,
the managerial processes or strategies that help organisations to handle complexity and to
adapt to challenges and overcome obstacles are important factors in order to achieve goals
and accomplish tasks effectively and efficiently.

As in most industries, construction needs project managers who provide efficient platforms
for fast-track projects and effectively implement different techniques and practices to fulfil
organisation strategies and achieve targets (Gould and Joyce, 2009). These project managers
need individuals who can implement effective project strategies, satisfy different
stakeholders’ targets and objectives and provide a healthy collaborative environment to
complete projects successfully. Project managers must also provide confidence among
project team members, along with commanding a high level of respect.
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2.9

Summary

The chapter has commenced the process of working towards an original contribution to
theoretical knowledge and understanding. This has been achieved by characterizing the
elements of theory related to the construction industry that are important to the realisation of
the research aim by addressing the context of study prime objective. In particular, the
conceptual understanding of the construction business environment, from the perspective of
various dimensions, including industrial sector, people and methods of delivery, has been
developed in order to identify effective practices of construction project management.
Furthermore, the role management and leadership are able to play within the construction
business sector have been identified and discussed from the perspective of effective
construction management practice.

As construction is very complex and dynamic, it is dependent upon a number of strategies
and plans, whether at the organisational, business or project level. Construction complexity
is not only seen in different types of projects, stakeholders’ diverse interests and various
project delivery stages, but also from an industry, organisation and social perspective as well.
Different strategies at different levels within an organisation provide a solid platform for
achieving goals and objectives, and facilitating project management activities for various
managers. It is emphasised that each organisation is different; likewise, each construction
project is unique, and those differences are based on strategies that exist at different
organisation business levels. Strategic management knowledge provides a foundation for an
organisation’s plans and systems and plays a very important role in an organisation’s
framework and identity. It also clearly establishes an organisation’s managers’ directions and
plans for managing its projects. In order to achieve goals in the right manner, appropriate
strategies and competent managers, who lead, supervise, motivate and mentor others, are
needed.
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3.1

Introduction

The field of strategic management has dramatically evolved over the last three decades. Its
development has been discussed in both empirical and theoretical researches. Strategic
management knowledge is considered as an important arena not only in business-related
environments, but also various other disciplines. Organisations operate within a complex and
constantly changing environment. Indeed, due to political, legal, economic, social,
environmental or technological factors, competitive environmental circumstances and the
dynamic change in industries have forced organisations to find a successful means of
planning and management in order to survive. For Henry (2011), with strategic thinking, it is
possible to achieve certain goals and objectives; this is done by addressing the internal and
external environment of an organisation. Similarly, Grundy (1998) maintained that strategic
management, as a management tool, is powerful when dealing with complex situations and
multifunctional tasks. However, in this chapter various dimensions of strategy will be
examined, including its concept, definition and formulation and implementation mechanism.
Following this, the strategic project management will be considered before investigating the
application of strategy in the construction industry.

3.2

Strategy Background

Over the years, the term strategy has been discussed in many areas such as military, business,
marketing, politics, sports and media. Indeed, the use of strategy concept is not recent. It has
long been studied by various researchers and experts (Grundy, 1998; Henry, 2011; Pitsis et
al., 2003). Strategy can be traced back many centuries, and human history has many legends
of the use of superior military strategy and stories about great leaders who have defeated
others by implementing effective strategy (Henry, 2011). They had a set of ideas to achieve
their strategic goal, in this case victory. Military commanders have also utilised strategic
thinking for other purposes and their strategic skills were needed to plan for campaigns,
dispose of forces and move soldiers from one place to another by strategically deceiving the
enemy. Hawkins and Rajagopal (2005, cited in Henry, 2011: 4) stated that in the Art of War
book, Sun Tzu wrote:
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The one who figures on victory at headquarters before even doing
battle is the one who has the most strategic factors on his side. The
one who figures on inability to prevail at headquarters before doing
battle is the one with the least strategic factors on his side … observing
the matter in this way, I can see who will win and who will lose.

3.3

Strategy Concept

Since the 1980s, strategy concept and strategic management have received much attention
from management scientists and researchers (Artto et al., 2008; Langford and Male, 2001;
Porter, 1996; Jennings, 2002; Jiang, 2009). Despite this fact, it is difficult to find an
acceptable definition of strategy by professionals. Different perspectives of strategy adopted
by researchers have contributed to the emergence of a number of definitions (Henry, 2011).
Mintzberg et al. (2009) stated that it is difficult to find a single definition for strategy.
Indeed, there is wide agreement about strategy concept in terms of it being a tool that helps
individuals to design a plan of action in order to achieve various goals and objectives and also
to enhance work performance and competition capability within a complex and competitive
environment. Afsar (2011: 144) has defined strategy, in the context of strategic management,
as:

Combination of science and arts which increase an organisation’s
chances of success as it involves detailed planning of each and every
variable of the organisation that can help in the achievement of goals
and objectives.

Mazzucato (2006) argued that there would be no need for strategy unless there existed
different positions to move into and various paths to follow. Accordingly, she described
strategy as a process of designing a different set of activities in order to create a valuable and
unique position where choosing and adopting an appropriate strategy helps organisations to
reach their goals successfully.

The strategy deals with tools and devices that apply to an organisation’s activities in order to
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meet the desired needs, and also help and guide decision makers to form a set of
organisational behaviours guidelines (Langford and Male, 2001). Dikmen and Birgonul
(2003) noted that people who lead an organisation, make decisions and set activities at
various levels, are supported by a strategy, which works as a vehicle for their coordination.
Dikmen and Birgonul (2003) have also linked the implementation of strategy within an
organisation to crucial elements that must be considered in an integrated way in order to
achieve predefined goals effectively and efficiently. These are:
•

The scope of organisations: this is related to the service that the firm will offer
and/or the product which will be produced, and the selection of a market where they
will operate.

•

The environmental changes: this is primarily associated with the organisation’s role,
how it positions itself in different environments and adapts strategically to new
markets along with designing new business processes.

•

The core competencies: organisations need to develop their core competencies in
order to be able to compete in markets, which, in turn, allow them to achieve
competitive advantage. This is done by matching the resource capability of the firm
to its activities.

According to Artto et al. (2008), goals and plans are the reasoning behind strategy and
clarified the difference between an organisation’s strategy and project strategy. Each project
usually dictates its own goals, plans and objectives along with setting its success criteria.
Furthermore, the purpose of its strategy is aligned with a parent organisation’s strategy.
Thus, a project strategy can be defined as “Direction in a project that contributes to success of
the project in its environment” (Artto et al., 2008: 8). The term ‘direction’ refers to the
project strategy dynamic where the various strategic elements of a project establish and
define goals, objectives, plans, activities, tools and guidelines, as well as a project’s methods,
mechanisms, governance systems and controlling factors. Additionally, ‘contribute’ indicates
that the direction is crucial and has an extreme effect on a project. ‘Success’ occurs when a
project is able to meet its goals and objectives according to the predefined success criteria.
The use of ‘environment’ is indication of a unique context that a project must realise by
drawing its boundaries, whether inside or outside.
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3.4

Strategy Approaches

Over the years a number of strategic management researchers have sought to investigate how
strategy is actually formulated (Henry, 2011; Mintzberg et al., 2009; Whittington, 2001).
This has contributed to the emergence of a number of different schools of thought, for
instance, cognitive, positioning, planning, cultural, design, learning, configuration and
environmental. Indeed, these different approaches are crucial in organisations for efficient
strategic thinking and are considered as a key factor throughout an organisation’s business
lifecycle. Strategy schools provide different ways of formulating an organisation and project
strategies, each varying in terms of perspectives, dimensions and implementation process.
Various schools of thought also clarify the early steps of an organisation’s strategy and
actions needed (Henry, 2011).

Mintzberg et al. (2003) categorised 10 different schools as ‘prescriptive’ or ‘descriptive’, and
also argued that the various schools do not represent different approaches of strategy
formulation. Instead, the majority seem to be strategy aspects or different stages of the
strategy formation process. Henry (2011) identified two broad perspectives of strategy
formulation: the design and learning schools (See Appendix D).

3.5

Vision and Mission

Chinowsky (2001) states that organisation endeavours in all deferent industries start with
establishing several statements that draw a business outline and provide members with a
direction they need to operate in a particular environment. However, after choosing a
suitable approach strategy, an organisation has the information required to form a firm’s
vision, mission and values. Later, the work performance of a firm is judged by evaluating the
extent to which the vision and mission are achieved. Hence, vision, mission and
organisational values are the root of successful organisations; this is, when managers and
leaders efficiently define and apply them effectively in a working environment and achieve
various project objectives (Scott et al., 1993). By creating a well-defined vision, mission and
values, direction can be clearly and concisely conveyed to individuals along with informing
other groups and different stakeholders of crucial dimensions in the organisation’s business
practices. Charles et al. (2008) highlighted that in order to formulate these vital elements, a
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definition of an organisation’s business needs to be addressed. This definition deals with
what the organisation’s business is, why it exists, what it seeks to accomplish and who its
customers are, and, ultimately, delivers it to its members.

Henry (2008) stated that the founder of a business is often highly associated with the vision
statement formulating stage. Hitt et al. (2007) suggested that an effective vision statement
can be generated when top-level managers meet with organisation personnel, who work in
different departments, key suppliers and targeted customers or users. Researchers in different
organisational studies noted the involvement of these interest groups in formulating a process
closely associated with high performance level and chance of success (Charles et al., 2008).
An environment with such a vision statement is capable of reflecting organisation values on
all its employees. However, values are traits, tenets, beliefs and qualities that are considered
within an organisation and encouraged in individuals in their interpersonal interactions,
actions, decisions and work behaviours (Henry, 2008).

An organisation’s mission, on the other hand, focuses on the organisation prime function,
which also indicates how an organisation will achieve its vision. Henry (2008) stated that the
mission statement of an organisation answers these questions: Why does an organisation
exits? Which types of customers is an organisation intended to serve? Henry (2008) defined it
as a natural part of communication between an organisation’s internal and external business
environment.

Charles et al. (2008) linked organisational values to the achievement of a mission statement,
where individuals or groups obtain direction or guidance of conduct as regards the kind of
organisation they should build, in order to help achieve a firm’s mission. Consequently,
values seem to impact every aspect of an organisation so that every member needs to
understand and ultimately contribute to the achievement of desired objectives.

Thus, vision, mission and organisational values provide an overall image of an organisation’s
business to all personnel, stakeholders, customers and suppliers. These tools should be
precise as they provide the required foundation to organisations in order to formulate and
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implement their strategies (Langford and Male, 2001). Hitt et al. (2007) stated that an
organisation with an inappropriate vision and mission statements is more likely to fail in
overall business than that which has suitable, clear and precise statements.

3.6

Strategic Management Process

An integrated strategic management process within organisations is associated with several
stages that enable firms to implement effective management and achieve their objectives and
business success. Researchers and management specialists have no agreement regarding the
number of stages that the strategic management process consists. However, there is
remarkable agreement about the components of the strategic management process. David
(2011) offered three stages of strategic management process: strategy formulation, strategy
implementation and strategy evaluation.

3.6.1 Strategy Formulation
The first stage of the strategic management process includes vision and mission development,
defining an organisation’s value, determining internal strengths and weaknesses, identifying
and analysing external opportunities and threats. Also, at the formulation stage, long-term
objectives are established, strategies to achieve these objectives are defined and agreed
strategies are identified. Various dimensions at this stage are also considered by strategists:
resource allocation, the business result that an organisation seeks to achieve, an
organisation’s business direction including products/services, markets and resources over a
period of time, international market opportunities and whether to form a joint venture or
merge with others.

During the formulation stage decision makers should compose several strategies of different
hierarchical levels within an organisation, namely, corporate, business and operational level,
as shown in Figure 3.1. Top managers are primarily involved in formulating corporate
strategy; at the same time, it is encouraged involving as many employees as possible in
formulating business and operational strategy (David, 2011).
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Figure 3.1: The Hierarchy of Organisational Strategies (David, 2011)

3.6.2 Strategy Implementation
At this stage, a large number of an organisation’s individuals are involved in establishing its
short-term objectives and policies. The task of various departments or teams is to develop a
detailed action plan in order to achieve the developed short-term objectives. Establishing
short-term objectives contributes to formal resource allocation activities including financial,
physical, human and technological. An organisation, at this phase, needs to create an
effective organisational culture, motivate employees and ensure that individuals understand
its culture and objectives. Another important aspect is developing employees’ interpersonal
skills and encouraging their involvement, personal discipline and commitment. This is in
order to ensure a successful strategy implementation stage (David, 2011).

3.6.3 Strategy Evaluation
The final stage of strategic management requires an organisation to review its strategies,
measure performance and take corrective actions. The strategy evaluation stage enables
managers to know when specific strategy is not working well as strategies are subject to
modification and change due to the unstable nature of external and internal environment.
Accordingly, an effective and efficient decision-making process must be associated with this
phase. The strategy evaluation stage is very crucial for an organisation to ensure its
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continuous improvement as today’s success is not a guarantee of future success (David,
2011).

Bratton and Gold (2012) described the strategic management process as a cycle of various
events that follow one another. They divided the strategic management process into five
steps as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: The Strategic Management Process (Bratton and Gold, 2012: 41)

Communication, collaboration and interaction between managers and other individuals, at all
hierarchal levels, is a vital factor to support a strategic management team to perform
effectively and efficiently. Not all large organisations, along with most small business
entities, have strategic business units; instead, they have only corporate and operational level,
so corporate and operational managers and employees should be highly involved in
formulating, implementing and evaluating a firm’s strategic management. As shown in
Figure 3.3, David (2011) illustrated how a proper strategic management process enhances
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communication and emphasises the importance of communication between managers and
employees and, therefore, influences the success overall of the strategic management process.

Figure 3.3: Strategic Management and its Communication Benefit (David, 2011: 16)

3.7

Characteristics of Strategic Management

Every organisation has its own strategy whether it is intended as this could be unstructured
and informal. Working in a current management environment including competition,
challenges and complexity are not possible without the adoption of strategic thinking (Pearce
and Robinson, 2003). Many organisations, small and large, public and private, profit and
non-profit making, in all industries, have realised the importance of strategic thinking and
how it benefits their management procedures (David, 2011).

An effective implementation of strategic management can help develop and transform
organisations, and bring satisfaction to an organisation’s shareholders and a project’s
stakeholders. Rudd et al. (2008) noted that an organisation’s strategic flexibility in coping
with environmental changes and turbulence is crucial for its effective performance. Indeed,
by using a proper strategic management process, organisations will be more proactive than
reactive in shaping their future. However, strategic management is not a guarantee of
business results or organisation success; the inefficient conduct of strategic management can
place a company in a position of failure. Langley (1988) argued that focusing on the strategic
management process and its activities is more important than document and paper activities
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among top executives, in order to realise the various benefits of strategic management. David
(2011) emphasised strategic management dialogue and other processes including educating,
learning, helping and supporting activity. Operation managers and other people who will
execute strategies should be involved in developing strategic plans; this is, in fact, a key to
success.

Organisations that implement strategic management thinking are more profitable than firms
that do not (Smith, 1998). Strategic management significantly improves the financial results
of an organisation, develops and strengthens its market position and increases its
competitiveness. Besides the financial benefits of strategic management, Greenley (1986,
cited in David, 2011) mentioned various non-financial benefits to organisations that
implement strategic management as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Benefits of Strategic Management (David, 2011: 18)

Some organisations lack strategic management, and others do engage in strategic thinking,
but with no support and cooperation from either managers or employees. David (2011)
offered some reasons for the lack of strategic management or poor implementation of it:
•

Lack of experience or knowledge in strategic management field.
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3.8

•

Poor individuals’ reward structure.

•

Lack of time for planning.

•

An organisation may consider strategic management a waste of time.

•

An organisation considers strategic management as too expensive in time and money.

•

Lack of effort to formulate a plan.

•

Current condition of an organisation’s success, so strategic plan is unnecessary.

•

Fear of failure.

•

Overconfidence from top-managers or decision makers.

•

Previous bad experience with strategic management.

•

New plan might be a threat for some people.

•

Fear of the unknown.

•

Lack of trust from employees to upper management levels.

Strategic Project Management

An organisation’s strategy is the big-picture or the vision developed at top strategic
management level and implemented through numerous programmes and project strategies at
operational level. Project autonomy and the nature of its stakeholders are vital dimensions of
a project’s business aspects, so project managers and project management teams must
understand their position and learn how to support their organisation’s business strategy and
sustainability and achieve overall business results.

Various tools, plans, techniques and procedures have been developed in the project
management literature and can be imported into the project management arena to assist
project managers and leaders in managing programmes and projects effectively. However,
Williams (2005) noted that even when those different strategies have been carefully
formulated, implemented and followed, stakeholders’ expectations and the business results of
a project could still be unsatisfactory and disappointing. Indeed, a project is about specific
activities which follow various strategies to achieve specific goals. Patanakul and Shenhar
(2012) argued that project managers in a complex project environment should focus on how
they are going to succeed in a specific project environment, instead of talking about plans for
achieving goals. This is, in fact, the same principle that generated the concept of strategy in
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the military arena. Thus, a good project strategy involves both values, effectiveness and
efficiency, which means choosing the right procedures for the right products or services and
doing this correctly. Accordingly, the project strategy is associated with any aspect that leads
to the actual plan, and which will be linked to a pattern of behaviour that is required for
success.

Patanakul and Shenhar (2012: 7) defined the project strategy as “The project perspective,
position, and guidelines for what to do and how to do it, to achieve the highest competitive
advantage and the best value from the project”. As shown in Figure 3.5, the project strategy
definition is based on three major components, namely, perspective, position and guidelines
(see Appendix E). These parts are not fixed for all projects; they may be adjusted, change or
emerge according to the project’s industry, environment, type, size and project progress.
However, all sub-components of the project strategy have to be effectively defined for project
teams, and work in an integrated way to support one another. Deliberate and emergent
approaches, or a combination of both, can be used in the project strategy formulation stage
(Mintzberg, 1987). Patanakul and Shenhar (2012) stated that when flexibility and learning
combine with deliberation and control the best approach of the project strategy formulation
can be realised.

Figure 3.5: Project Strategy and its Components (Patanakul and Shenhar, 2012: 8)
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3.9

Strategic Management in Research Context - The Construction Industry

A number of studies have attempted to explore strategic management concept and its related
practices within the construction industry. An organisation’s competitive advantage, ways of
developing and sustaining it, has received construction researchers’ attention. Cost/economic
theories and strategic ideas regarding organisational and management perspectives have been
notably addressed (Betts and Ofori, 1994; Male and Stock, 1991; Langford and Male, 2001).
Indeed, different capabilities of strategic management have been developed by many large
construction organisations. However, construction professionals, as Chinowsky and
Meredith (2000) clarified, have paid significant attention to project management topics, in
particular, managerial tools and techniques, even though strategic management application in
construction context remains limited (Chinowsky and Meredith, 2000; Betts et al., 1999).

The dominant focus of strategic management research within the construction industry is
related to firm’s operational strategy (Cheah and Garvin, 2004). Since the early twenty first
century, construction firm competence-based approach including internal structure, resources
and capabilities have become the main interest of construction management researchers; this
is in terms of construction operation and strategy formulation (Chew et al., 2008; De Han et
al., 2002; Lampel, 2001). Prior to this, resource-based view and transaction cost economics
approaches have been offered by some researchers (Junnonen, 1998; Winch, 1998).
Huovinen (2004) noted that, regarding all different schools of strategy, construction business
has no established school or tradition in management research.

The construction industry is generally acknowledged to be an economically volatile business
sector. Its ability to manage change has been widely studied. This nature is partly the result
of its exposure to the dynamic global economy (Ofori, 1990). Chan et al. (2004) considered
increasing uncertainties in project development stages, budgets and related technology as key
factors of the dynamic nature of construction. Over the years a number of studies (for
example, Fergusson and Langford, 2006; Toor and Ofori, 2008; Kefela, 2010) investigated
and proposed remedies for this tendency. Yet, unexpected circumstances, complexities and
difficulties continue to emerge and influence construction productivity and output. Indeed,
not all construction firms have survived and been successful in providing competitive
advantages. An effective reaction to new opportunities and changing needs, the development
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of contractual procedures and use of technological innovation are the reasons for them being
static (Betts and Ofori, 1994).

During the last few decades, the construction industry has moved towards a more globalised
mode of operation, which has increased primary changes facing organisations, particularly,
the project team (Hillebrandt, 2000). There is a need, therefore, for construction firms to
change their procedures and practices in order to accommodate the dynamic and fast
changing multinational environment. In this regard, different researchers’ viewpoints have
been described (for example, Moavenzadeh, 1994; Nguyen et al., 2004; Gunhan and Arditi,
2005; Khang and Moe, 2008). This has required the industry to pay particular attention to
several influencing factors. Thus, the current business environment has driven large
construction companies more than ever before to reflect on the interplay between their
organisational strategies and their strategic processes, tools and techniques (Price et al.,
2003). Langford and Male (2001), in offering their contingency model of construction
strategic management, emphasised the value of human capital for an organisation’s strategic
flexibility within different sets of environmental evolutions. This includes managerial and
labour skills and entrepreneurial and innovative abilities.

Chan et al. (2004) concluded that internal organisational activities, external environmental
factors and human-related factors are considered to be major elements which contribute to a
construction firm’s ability to attain high levels of organisational performance and secure
project success. These variables are influenced by the organisational strategies of firms
(Cheah and Garvin, 2004). However, differences in international construction and its
characteristics, as well as cultural diversity, play a crucial role in determining the level of
effectiveness of strategic dimensions. Consequently, as Cox and Blake (1991) argued,
construction companies need to develop and transform their traditional organisational
strategies into multicultural ones. Traditional ways of conducting construction business
depend upon the technical and managerial features of its projects, which in fact require
management and human resource competences. A number of researchers have shown a
growing interest in operating organisational strategies and human resource strategic
management. Examples include work published by Price et al. (2003), Kazaz and Ulubeyli
(2009), Yankov and Kleiner (2001) and Brandenburg et al. (2006).
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3.10

Summary

This chapter has provided an insight into the roots and dimensions associated with strategic
management concepts, in addition to the process involved in strategy formulation. The
rationale for undertaking such a review was fundamental and enabled the study to uniquely
focus upon the identification of key concepts common to the strategic management body of
literature that have not previously been considered within the context of this study.
Additionally, a focused perspective applied to the unique context of this investigation was
also undertaken from the view of strategic management related to project management
practice. This has led to the development of a novel standpoint with respect to the conceptual
understanding of strategic management theories when moving towards the development of an
original research framework which will be investigated during this PhD research project.
This will enable the study to move closer to realising the research aim by addressing
objective 1.

Strategic management knowledge and the implementation of its philosophies and ideas are
highly important for organisations in all industries. Indeed, it is a management process that
enhances an organisation’s performance, in both administration and operation domain,
through improving flexibility, effectiveness and efficiency. However, a proper conduct of its
implementation is an essential condition for achieving the various benefits of strategic
management. An organisation should obtain information that is related to threats and
opportunities by analysing its external environment. It has also to assess the internal
environment in order to be able to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses; this is in order to
determine where gaps exist and cope with the external environment and associated changes.
At project level, project management teams must understand project environment and learn
how to deal with project business aspects, in order to support their firm and project strategy,
rather than just focusing their behaviour on meeting traditional goals; time, budget and
performance.

Lack of strategic management practice is associated with the construction industry, despite
the vital role that strategic management can play in coping with the dynamic nature of the
industry and an organisation’s internal and external environment. The nature of construction
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activity and project delivery stages require managing numerous processes and dealing with
various teams and stakeholders. This, in fact, emphasises the need for utilising strategic
thinking on the corporate, business and operational level of a construction organisation. In
such a business environment, management and human resource competences are the major
components for achieving an organisation’s strategic targets and traditional goals and
accomplishing programmes and projects effectively and efficiently. The need for strategic
management approaches is evident following the investigation process of the construction
sector, which relies upon various teams, fragmented work groups structure and subcontracted personnel, as well as different structures of project procurement.

Organisations widely use programme and project management as a means of implementing
their strategies through a systematic and hierarchical method of managing different projects
and programmes. This, accordingly, provides cohesion, integration, visibility and an
effective communication. Projects and programmes management tools are considered to be
an important vehicle for implementing organisation strategy and adapting to change.
However, it is critical for an organisation to have a supportive project management team that
understands the various dimensions of its business and is capable of forming, developing and
maintaining project and programme strategies. An organisation’s individuals must have
defined responsibilities, roles and accountabilities along with a healthy working environment,
in order to maintain effective production and attain high performance level, which is essential
for an organisation’s success. These crucial objectives can be achieved through developing
and implementing proper people strategies, which should be integrated with an organisation’s
strategies. Hence, in addition to effective strategic management thinking and associated
processes needed for the achievement of an organisation’s goals, the success of an
organisation depends on effective strategic human resource management at various levels
(Dainty and Lingard, 2003). The following chapter will investigate the key areas of strategic
human resource management and its applications in the construction industry.
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4.1

Introduction

An organisation is not able to function or even exist without people. Individuals are the
essential ingredient of all organisations. People are most important and a solid platform for
any organisation. They provide the means that drives and implements the work for a
business. An organisation’s strategies and related processes, its effectiveness in achieving its
goals and objectives, its success and integrity, reputation and even continued existence all
depend on people. Indeed, people establish, lead and manage an entire organisation towards
achieving goals.

Mullins (1999, cited in Loosemore et al., 2003: 1) defined people in an organisation as
follows: “Individuals who bring their own perspectives, values and attributes to
organisational life, and, when managed effectively, these human traits can bring considerable
benefits to organisations.” Effective management, the most valuable asset of an organisation,
is a key factor of a successful business. During the last four decades, people management
and organisational behaviour theories have led to the emergence of different schools of
thought; for instance, personnel management, industrial relations, human resource
management (HRM) and, more recently, a strategic application of HRM (Loosemore et al.,
2003). During the early1980s, organisations realised that people needed proper management
at organisation strategic level, which contributed to the emergence of human resource
management. Prior to this, from the late 1970s, the dominant model in people management
was personnel-management. Its application was focusing on employment job grades and
contracts in terms of administration, procedures and control (Redman and Wilkinson, 2001).
In the current dynamic business environment and associated complexity and difficulties,
HRM and strategic human resource management (SHRM) in modern organisations are more
complex applications than personnel-management.

In this chapter the differences between HRM and SHRM will be illustrated including their
aims. Following this, the implementation of strategic HRM within the construction industry
will be investigated.
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4.2

Human Resource Management

There is considerable debate concerning the change that occurred in managing human-related
activities, particularly, personnel-management and human resource management.
Researchers are interested in whether this change has an effect on the way that organisations
manage and deal with their people. Some management researchers and specialists argue that
there is no difference between them, while others highlight the meaning of each term in
practice and distinguish between both concepts (Armstrong, 2006). The focus of personnelmanagement is the workforce and directed at personnel needs, whereas HRM focuses on
resource and is directed at the needs of managing human resource. Accordingly, managing
human resource is a coherent approach to management and is a perspective on personnelmanagement but not one of substance (Hendry and Pettigrew, 1990). In this context,
Loosemore et al. (2003) mentioned that the line management of HR has responsibility for
people-related issues, so HR can develop the management team.

HRM specialises in aligning organisation and employee needs and its activities are at the
centre of organisational strategy. Furthermore, individuals set an organisation’s overall
strategies and goals, design organisational structure and work system, provide financial
resources, produce services and products and monitor quality. However, Bratton and Gold
(2012) stated that people in an organisation have different abilities, attitudes and talents, and
these characteristics influence work productivity and quality. Individuals’ roles are designed
and defined in a manner that aims to maximise their contributions in achieving organisational
objectives. Accordingly, people become human resources by virtue of the roles they are
assigned to in the organisation.

Thus, there is no difference managing people from managing other resources within an
organisation. However, people’s nature makes it different as they can be creative. People are
a complex resource to deal with; their behaviour is influenced by various factors whether
originating in the individual or the surrounding environment (Bratton and Gold, 2012). HRM
is part of the entire management process of an organisation, but it deals with the management
of people in work organisations. One of its main philosophies is that people are critical to
achieving a firm’s sustainable competitive advantage. Therefore, management researchers
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and HRM specialists emphasise the need to integrate human resource practices with an
organisation’s corporate strategy, and note the crucial role HRM can play in achieving
efficiency and business goals (Armstrong, 2006). Loosemore et al. (2003, 33) defined HRM
as:

A

managerial perspective, with theoretical and prescriptive

dimensions, which argues for the need to establish an integrated series
of personnel policies consistent with organization strategy, thus
ensuring quality of working life, high commitment and performance
from employees, and organizational effectiveness and competitive
advantage.

4.2.1 Human Resource Management Aims
The management of an organisation’s individuals’ relationship activities involves an effective
and productive use of people in order to achieve strategic objectives and satisfy individual
needs. HRM is much more than a set of various coordination activities that is delivered by an
organisation’s human resources. Indeed, it can make a major contribution to the success of
the entire business, as it influences an organisation’s key components; its business,
individuals, shareholders and project stakeholders. Moreover, it can be the main reason for
dissatisfaction and disappointment. Wood (1999) identified four dimensions for HRM to be
effective.
•

Different practices of HR should complement each other in a coherent way.

•

Other systems within an organisation should fit HR practices’ coherent sets.

•

Organisation’s HR system should be in line with an organisation business strategy.

•

HR system should fit the environment where an organisation operates.
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HRM can be the source of an organisation’s various capabilities, which allows it to develop,
expand and discover new business opportunities. Armstrong (2006) summarised different
areas (organisational effectiveness, human capital, knowledge management, reward
management, employee relations and meeting diverse needs) within an organisation where
HRM objectives can be achieved.

4.3

Strategic Human Resource Management

In chapter three, strategic management concepts and process framework have been explored
and examined. Following this, the theoretical debates of HRM and the nature and
significance of the term have been discussed and clarified. In this section the rationale for
strategic HRM will be addressed along with exploring the link between business strategy
level and HRM.

Over the last few decades, human resource management, one of the different organisation
functions, has experienced remarkable developments and changes (Sanz-Valle, 1999).
However, many organisations ignore the significance of the HR department as an
organisation’s strategic partner and view it just as an administrative function. HRM
development studies, within various management literatures, called for a more strategic role
for HR policies and practices. Realising the critical role that employees and other individuals
can play in achieving success and securing sustainable competitive advantage, and the way
they are managed in an organisation, was the reason for professionals’ increasing interest in
HRM. Indeed, the increasing interest in the strategic management of organisations has
contributed to raise awareness in various organisational functions of their role in a firm’s
strategic management process (Wright and McMahan, 1992). It was not until the late 1980s
that the field of HRM was integrated into the process of strategic management and led to the
development of a new discipline known as strategic human resource management (SHRM).

Becker and Huselid (2006) noted that two concepts distinguish strategic HRM from
traditional HRM. The main focus of SHRM is organisational performance, instead of
individual performance in HRM. HRM acts as a solution to emergent business problems,
while SHRM builds sustainable competitive advantage that contributes to outstanding
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organisational performance and differentiates organisational business from other competitors.
In this context, Loosemore et al. (2003) argued that SHRM focuses on relationships between
an organisation’s valuable asset, people, and organisational strategy, structures and its
external environment. Armstrong (2006) indicated that a firm’s ability to accomplish various
tasks effectively is considered as strategic HRM, where the focus is on human capital
requirements and process capabilities development. He also identified several organisational
issues that are included within SHRM scope, which are: structure and culture change, the
performance and effectiveness of an organisation, matching a firm’s resources to an
organisation’s future needs, distinctive capabilities development, knowledge management
and change management. Armstrong (1991, cited in Loosemore et al., 2003: 37) defined
SHRM as:

Is concerned with the development and implementation of people
strategies which are integrated with corporate strategies and ensure
that the culture, values and structure of the organization and the
quality, motivation and commitment of its members contribute fully to
the achievement of its goals.

Thus, strategic HRM’s fundamental aim is to generate an organisation’s strategic capability
through ensuring that it has the capacity to achieve success and sustain competitive
advantage. This includes individuals who are committed, skilled and well-motivated.
Organisations often exist in an unstable and complex environment, thus, the role of SHRM is
to provide a sense of direction that can meet the needs of the business, individual and group
as well as all employees. Indeed, this is the main objective of SHRM, which can be achieved
through design, development and implementation of integrated and practical policies and
various programmes (Armstrong, 2006). One of the crucial considerations of effective
SHRM is taking into account all organisation stakeholders’ interests including
owner/shareholders, managers, individuals, various groups, employees, customers and
suppliers. Therefore, a proper balance between the soft and hard philosophy of HRM is
essential. As explained in Section 4.2.2, the former places emphasis on various aspects of
human relations associated with people management. These concern people’s continuous
improvement and development, working life quality and balance, involvement, commitment,
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trust, communication and security of work. In comparison, the later philosophy emphasises
investing in an organisation’s human resources along with new technology which integrate
with business strategy.

4.3.1 HRM and Business-Level Strategy
Human resource forms the most vital asset within an organisation. Therefore, paying great
attention and utilising such administrative function to the optimum level secures better
results. An organisation, in a specific environment, that learns how to manage its human
resources effectively and efficiently, would have greater advantages over others. An
appropriate implementation of HR practices, policies and strategies is required to realise
business results and achieve organisational goals (Kumari et al., 2011). Therefore, Liao and
Chuang (2004) suggested that organisations should think strategically regarding HRM-related
matters rather than focusing on its practices in isolation. Various management researchers
(for example, Armstrong, 2006; Delery and Doty, 1996; Huang, 2001; Huselid, 1995) have
supported this idea and provided evidence with regard to organisations that integrate their HR
practices with business strategy and, eventually, achieve better performance and business
results.

Mintzberg et al. (2009) stated that on different levels – corporate, business and operational –
of organisational strategy each level strategically frames the environment of the following
level in the organisation as shown in Figure 4.1. On the operational level, HRM strategy is
utilised to attain business strategy goals. Due to the nature of this relation, HRM strategy is
related to business strategy. In this direction, researchers and practitioners make notable
efforts to identify and develop proper HR strategies that provide a link between HRM
practices and business strategy (Sibson, 1992; Storey, 1994). However, Purcell and
Ahlstrand (1994), in their study of HRM within multidivisional organisations, argued that
decisions made on all three organisational hierarchical levels as well as managers’
management ability and leadership practices under specific environmental conditions
determine HRM strategies, policies and practices.
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchy of Strategic Decision-Making (Bratton and Gold, 2012: 44)

Hence, according to Loosemore et al. (2003), various models have appeared in management
literature, which try to capture different ways of aligning an organisation’s HRM practices
with its various strategic objectives. Indeed, there is no generally accepted model of HRM,
which defines its role, activities and policies within organisations. Moreover, there is no
obvious agreement with regard to the operational aspects of SHRM function within
organisations. However, several models of SHRM function appeared throughout the 1990s,
such as Harvard, Michigan and Warwick. Each school of thought has its focus. The Harvard
model, as explained by Huczynski and Buchanan (2001), concerns how different policies of
SHRM influence various organisational functions and situational factors. Stakeholder
interests are its main driver. Stakeholders include shareholders, senior managers, various
teams, customers, suppliers and external pressure groups. The Harvard school of thought
illustrates the link between the different decisions of SHRM, a firm’s business environment
and performance. In comparison, the Michigan model focuses on maximising efficacy and
minimising cost by treating people like any other organisation resource, in order to reach its
goal. Functional aspects of SHRM, such as acquiring, evaluation, reward system and
development, should be operated in an interactive way. Furthermore, SHRM practices must
support an organisation’s strategic direction by aligning functional aspects with a firm’s
strategy (Fombrun et al., 1984). Hendry and Pettigrew (1990) mentioned that the Warwick
model is associated with the analysis of an organisation’s external factors and how they
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impact internal operations. It recognises the SHRM framework in which it operates,
including the entire components, tasks and skills, which define HRM as a strategic function.

The SHRM model best fits managing organisations’ functions in the current business
environment. Its HR strategy must be supported and aligned with an organisation’s business
strategy in order to function effectively (Loosemore et al., 2003).

In order to develop the SHRM plan several steps should be followed. Loosemore et al.
(2003) suggested that an organisation should clarify its short-, medium- and long-term
direction. Then, its different polices need to be designed to achieve the various goals.
Following this, an analysis of a firm’s strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats can
take place. However, during these phases several SHRM principles must be satisfied in order
for organisations to ensure HRM policy makes a strategic impact in achieving business goals.
Anthony et al. (1996, cited in Loosemore et al., 2003) have identified six characteristics of
SHRM (see Appendix F).

Once all the steps of the SHRM plan have been completed and associated criteria satisfied,
the organisation can identify its opportunities and determine where changes need to be made,
which maintains its production effectiveness within a competitive environment. Accordingly,
the ability to change and being flexible in response to the various demands of an external and
internal environment is crucial for organisations in all industries. Changes associated with
HRM strategies aim to support the achievement of an organisation’s business goals. These
changes are linked to an organisation’s management style and various activities at all
hierarchal levels. Armstrong (1991) and Armstrong (2006) identified the different areas
where various HRM strategies can be implemented.

•

Organisational Culture Change

•

Organisational Design

•

Organisational Effectiveness

•

Resourcing

•

Performance Management
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4.4

•

Reward Management

•

Motivation

•

Commitment

•

Employee Relations

SHRM in Research Context – The Construction Industry

During the last two decades development in technology, project management process and
production/service management techniques have received great attention and offered the
construction industry remarkable advantages. Despite all these recent advances, the
construction sector remains one of the industrial sectors which rely most on people and the
large majority of construction projects’ costs represented by human resources activities
(Loosemore et al., 2003). Most construction projects deal with an extremely diverse range of
individuals who have a wide range of skills, occupational culture, capabilities, construction
awareness and background. This includes people in various positions, administrative,
professional, managerial and unskilled, as well as several project stakeholders. Thus, in
construction business, a wide variety of employees and different groups communicate and
operate in workplace locations to accomplish the specific objectives of a project. It is the
nature of structure and mechanism of construction business that many disparate bodies come
together and work towards shared project objectives. However, commitment issues and
competing demands might emerge as personal objectives are not necessarily compatible or
even align with a project’s main goals and objectives. Indeed, these characteristics make
managing people effectively towards organisational success one of the most challenging
activities of construction. Such challenges and the dynamic nature of construction project
culture have the potential to undermine the effective application of HRM function, which is
applied successfully in more stable industries.

Various approaches and techniques in management literature have evolved to ensure effective
application of management and development activities that align with organisational
strategies. Brandenburg et al. (2006) suggested that a proper strategic human resource
management is associated with an organisation’s performance, which has been widely
investigated and studied within human resource literature. They noted that extensive studies
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have very few applications related to the construction industry. However, some construction
researchers (for example, Brandenburg et al., 2006; Chan, 2004; Loosemore et al., 2003;
Tabassi and Bakar, 2009; Raiden and Dainty, 2006; Yankov and Kleiner, 2001) realised the
vital role that people management and human-related factors can play in the successful
completion of projects and overall organisational business success. They also encouraged
construction organisations to improve their HRM effectiveness before focusing on the
delivery of services/products and cost efficiency, as people involvement is crucial from
project inception to completion stage.

In spite of the availability of all managerial tools, techniques and applications, construction
managers face difficulties and complexities in managing employees and diverse groups of
people. Construction business activities are diverse, project issues differ from one project to
another due to various project sizes and there are different forms of project structure and
participants’ relationships. However, Loosemore et al. (2003) argued that regardless of all
the differences between construction project types, all projects share several characteristics
which must be understood in order to integrate them effectively with various strategies, and
where an organisation’s success is key in managing competition and challenging demands
and balancing project requirements, including expectations, needs and priorities, groups and
individuals.

Projects are Unique
Construction projects have a one-off nature, where unique organisations with different
specialisms come together and are designed and constructed in a particular way to meet a
client’s specific service/product needs. In this context, Loosemore et al. (2003) encouraged
project managers to analyse effectively specific experiences, otherwise learning-curve
problems might appear and lead to significant risks within a project working environment as
a result of new business activities and workplace dynamics relationships.

Short Notice Award
In construction, the business planning period is often limited. This is due to the fact many
construction projects and associated activities are awarded after a process of competitive
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tendering. Once a project is awarded, most project stakeholders, whether design consultancy,
project management team or contractor, have to form a project team including people who
have appropriate abilities and skills to accomplish the project on time. Hillebrandt (2000)
emphasised that in a construction multi-project environment, people selection function and
resourcing process needs to be flexible and respond quickly to changing demands and
constantly changing requirements over project development phases.

Workforce Reliance
The use of prefabricated elements and off/on-site fabrications has increased significantly in
construction business, even though a transient workforce assembles and completes the final
product on a project site location, which contributes to high expense for workers when
traveling to work and extra working days associated with completing the project on time
(Loosemore et al., 2003). According to Gould and Joyce (2009), project team composition is
of a transient nature; teams often change during various project phases which involve various
individuals and employees who belong to different organisations and have different
backgrounds, attitudes, behaviours and work locations. Such a nature may contribute to
various issues including project delay and additional cost.

High Construction Demands
During the last decade construction clients’ expectations have increased steadily, in terms of
quality of both service and product (Loosemore et al., 2003). Therefore, the construction
industry requires a considerable commitment from people working within its business. People
tend to work longer hours, involve themselves in risky working practices and experience a
high level of stress.

Male-dominant Culture
Loosemore et al. (2003) pointed out that male workers are dominant in construction. Several
studies (for example, Agapiou, 2002; Dainty et al., 2000; Worrall et al., 2010) reported that
this characteristic applies to almost every level of the construction sector from operational
level, where site workers and other individuals operate on professional and managerial levels.
Therefore, most of construction recruiting process focuses on male individuals which may
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lead to skills shortages challenge. It might undermine ordinary working values, leading to
less workforce diversity and difficulties associated with the management of equal
opportunities and providing individuals with an environment where they can fully utilise their
various skills and competencies.

4.5

Summary

This chapter has identified different management theories related to the key driver of
strategies within the construction industry: namely, people from the perspective of human
resource management practice. The process of realising a strategic direction of human
resource management has been uniquely considered in order to effectively integrate it with
the development process of a unique theoretical framework within the context of this study.
This was achieved by investigating different dimensions of strategic human resource
management (SHRM) to those studied elsewhere where its conceptual understanding can be
effectively applied, along with identifying the various areas that human resource management
(HRM) strategies can be implemented.

Over the last few decades, human resources and strategic human resources have been
extensively investigated by management, HR specialists and researchers. This was the result
of realising the link between strategic applications of HRM and firm performance. Through
practicing appropriate models and philosophies of SHRM, a high level of consistency within
an organisation can be developed between its objectives and individuals’ needs. Creating an
effective working environment based on a strong culture and clear structure as well as people
who understand their organisation’s strategies, including their roles and relationships plan,
allows an organisation to achieve success and sustain competitive advantages. Providing
acceptable compensation methods and motivational and commitment factors, along with
required training and development activities, is crucial to support organisations which aim to
have business strategies and improve individuals, team and, ultimately, organisational
performance.

HR practices are important to the construction industry as to all other sectors. However,
inadequate attention has paid to SHRM and effective people management programmes are
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limited. Nevertheless, the sector is one of the most people-intensive (Loosemore et al.,
2003). The final construction service or product is assembled at its point of use, which is the
project site location. This, therefore, requires construction organisations to form a transitory
organisational structure which is often some distance from an organisation’s central
management. The nature of construction project cycle requires a project team to be changed
over several project stages. Hence, the emergent nature of HRM in construction is more
dominant than deliberate or strategic process. Indeed, the additional cost of HR function and
short-term contract of participants lead to poor commitment to SHRM in construction
organisations. In the HR development industry, there are numerous strategies and
applications available for organisations to be adopted (Bratton and Gold, 2012). Construction
business needs to implement structured management strategy within its projects rather than
rely on emergent strategies for its workforce, in order to manage effectively its people and
various stakeholders from various organisations with different knowledge, skills,
competences and backgrounds.
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5.1

Introduction

“Ninety percent of aviation is on the ground. Only 10% is in the air” (Dempsey, 2000: 1).
One of the most essential parts of the air transport system is the airport. Young and Wells
(2011) stated that an airport provides solid platform for passengers and cargo to transfer
between modes of transport, surface and air. Airport infrastructure provides aircrafts with
their entire functional needs, so they can take-off and land. However, the aviation industry
comprises complex industrial enterprises represented by numerous airports and various
systems, regulations, rules, workers, facilities, users and customers. As with a city, a huge
range of facilities and services integrate to fulfil the critical role of an airport and form the
aviation industry. Doganis (1998) suggested three distinct groups of airport services –
namely, essential operational services, traffic-handling services and commercial activities –
where basic infrastructure facilities range from ground and airport transport interchanges and
passenger terminals, to gates, aprons, taxiways and runways.

The air transport industry has transformed the world economy (Tyler, 2014). Through
scheduling over 50,000 routes and 100,000 flights a day, the air transport industry connects
3.3 billion passengers and 52 million tonnes of cargo. The aviation sector is the lifeblood of
the global economy, in which it supports over 58 million jobs and $2.4 trillion in annual
economic activity. It creates jobs for farmers who sell flowers in world markets, and
facilitates a global supply chain, so that workers in many nations can collaborate in order to
build computers, cars and airplanes. Air transport delivers many of the real world goods for
trading in virtual shops of internet commerce. The industry’s intangible benefits also create
greater values; flying brings people together, families, friends and business colleagues, and
gives them the freedom to be almost anywhere in the world in just 24 hours. Indeed, it turns a
wonderfully huge planet into a wonderfully small world of numerous opportunities.
Therefore, in the current modern business environment, the importance of an airport has
significantly increased. Graham (2008) stated that apart from the crucial role airports play in
the aviation industry, they are considered a key strategic partner of the areas they serve; in
this respect, airports become significantly integrated within countries’ overall transportation
development plans. Countries in their expansion and development programmes seek to
ensure that major road and high-speed rail networks are linked to their airports’ hubs. Hence,
airports have a remarkable effect on the economy and environment of both developed and
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developing countries in terms of economic and environmental growth. The various services
and related activities of airports also have a great impact on different key factors of a
country’s overall development aspects. They also provide considerable work opportunities
and are capable of creating greater wealth and enhancing the quality of life of the areas where
they are located.

Airport operators’ key role is to enable the entire airport system to operate effectively and
efficiently by ensuring control and being responsible in terms of strategic directions, services
and management (Ashford et al., 1997). However, an airport performance depends
considerably on the type of ownership and management structure and degree of autonomy
(Graham, 2008). Numerous books, articles and conference papers have appeared over the
last two decades dealing with airport management and operational aspects including design
and planning activities (for example, Ashford et al., 1997; Dempsey, 2000; Fernandes and
Pacheco, 2007; Young and Wells, 2011). Nevertheless, there has been no detailed
investigation and coherent initiative to discuss airport construction as a whole within a
management conceptual framework. This chapter will first focus on the various facilities of
an airport. The administrative aspects of airport management will then be considered before
considering types of ownership structures and investigating airport construction environment.

5.2

The Components of an Airport

In cities or regions the infrastructure projects in the aviation industry are some of the largest
development projects undertaken (Dempsey, 2000). Such projects are extremely costly and
time-consuming. To complete the whole process of building a new airport, refurbishing or
expanding activities from definition stage to handover, an airport body may spend hundreds
of millions of pounds and take a decade or even more. Ashford et al. (1997) argued that an
airport is complex and difficult in terms of management, operation and design features.
Indeed, it is developed to serve various users, passengers and cargo, aircraft and ground
service vehicles. Each of these diverse users needs a specific facility to operate and function
within an airport property. Aviation researchers and specialists often divide an airport’s
components into two main categories: the airside and landside (Adrem et al., 2006;
Fernandes and Pacheco, 2007; Young and Wells, 2011). The former deals with aircraft
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operations, and the latter concerns passenger operations. No matter the category or size of an
airport, the following components are essential to move passengers in an effective way when
using air transportation. As shown in Figure 5.1, airport components are planned in a way
that ensures a proper flow from one point to another.

Figure 5.1: The Components of an Airport (Young and Wells, 2011: 103)

5.2.1 The Airside
The airside area of an airport comprises facilities that serve aircraft operations and movement
whether around the airport or from the air. It can be further divided into two main parts, the
airfield and airspace. The airfield is planned and managed to facilitate the operation of
aircraft within an airport’s physical boundaries, while airspace represents the off the ground
area of an airport, in which aircraft manoeuver or pass through to another airport. Airfield
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facilities include runways, taxiways and apron-gate areas. The aprons are the link point
between passengers and aircrafts; aircraft parking areas are where passengers board and
disembark and aircraft receive technical-related services, such as luggage, cargo, catering,
fueling and any other preparation prior to flight. Other important facilities are located in the
airfield, which control and facilitate all aircraft requirements for safe and efficient movement,
such as air traffic control and surveillance facilities, fire stations and weather reporting
facilities.

5.2.2 The Landside
Passengers, cargo and ground vehicles are served by airport landside components. The
airport terminal and ground access are further divisions of the landside, which are planned
and managed to accommodate specific users. Terminals are used for passenger and luggage
movement from landside to airside where the aircraft is. Ground access serves ground
vehicles whether in the surrounding areas or between various buildings within an airport
property.

5.3

Airport Organisation and Administration

Activities in the aviation industry need different groups to function. These groups should
interact and communicate properly in order to manage overall operational activities and
provide essential buildings, installations and equipment that facilitate the movement of
passengers, aircraft, cargo and service vehicles. An airport obtains its air navigation
regulations and various policies, principles, air transport schedules and techniques from the
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) (Young and Wells, 2011). Many areas of
aviation activity are supported by the International Air Transport Association (IATA), the
world airlines’ trade association, which helps formulate industry policies of critical aviation
issues. IATA represents most airlines and provides safety and security for aircraft. It defines
a number of crucial airlines standards, introduces various concepts to simplify the air
transport business, e.g. bar coded boarding pass and e-ticket system, and reduces the
environmental impact (IATA, 2015). Personnel employed by the air transport sector work 24
hours and seven days a week to ensure that each flight is smooth, safe and on time as often as
possible. However, there are many other national and regional organisations that work in
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precise coordination with different civil aviation authorities and influence the regulations and
policies of airports. Their main interest is airport operation; they play a vital role in air
transport system and add great value to the area where they serve.

Air traffic services maintain safety and provide air control by navigating aircraft movement,
whether in the airport, while taking off, landing, taxing on the ground and parking or even
while flying. Airlines’ organisations complete the entire operation process by managing and
scheduling flights for passengers and cargo. However, no single operation can perform
without the existence of airports. Ashford et al. (1997) stated that airports are not similar;
they differ in their size and type as well as their relationship with the government of the
country where they operate. An airport can be operated as an international, regional or
domestic hub. Furthermore, every single airport requires organisation and administration
structure to survive in this challenging and dynamic environment.

There is no unique structure of airport management organisation that is applicable for all
airports (Young and Wells, 2011). Airport organisational structure varies, from very
complex to very simple, depending on the structure of airport ownership and management
along with airport scale and category. Aviation professionals and researchers have offered
various forms that can be adopted to clarify the relationship formality between managers and
their subordinates at various organisational levels. Firm structure supports superiors,
employees and other individuals to understand their numerous channels of communication as
well as their positions and roles within the organisation in relation to other people. Indeed,
the ways in which these functions are organised and managed vary, and each airport has its
own form of organisational structure. According to Ashford et al. (1997), as in any other
governmental and commercial entities within any field where facilities are operated, airport
management structure can be divided into two groups, namely, managerial individuals and
line functions. The former are those who directly support the administrator in managerial
activities and engage in the crucial decision-making process, while the latter are those
involved in the day-to-day operations of organisational facilities. The reporting procedures to
the airport director also vary considerably between these two groups. However, due to the
dynamic nature of the airport environment, decision makers must be continually flexible to
update their organisational forms in operation changing conditions.
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An integrated relationship between all distinct levels of an airport management system was
illustrated by Ashford et al. (1997), as shown in Figure 5.2. The policy board at higher
managerial level establishes a management pattern and policy, which an airport director/chief
executive group follows in directing the airport and making decisions, in terms of goals and
objectives setting, resources definition, level of service provided and performance
management monitoring. In most airport management systems, the policy board formulates
policies only and has no participation in the running of the airport. However, the airport
director is often a member of the airport policy board. In turn, day-to-day management of the
airport is carried out by several departments under department heads, who report to the chief
executive group. As shown in Figure 5.3, Young and Wells (2011) proposed a typical
framework for airport management and its organisation structure including major position
titles and functional areas.

Figure 5.2: Levels of Airport Management System (Ashford et al., 1997: 446)
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Figure 5.3: Typical Airport Management Structure (Young and Wells, 2011: 35)

5.4

Airport Management

In simple functional terms, Ashford et al. (1997) argued that an airport facility is developed
to enable aircraft to take off and land. However, between these operations, aircraft crew,
passengers and cargo are loaded and unloaded along with supplying aircraft. Moreover,
numerous managerial activities take place to support the operational mechanism. The air
transport industry and, in particular, its various airport hubs have undergone remarkable
changes over the last two decades in terms of infrastructure development and utilised
technologies. Nevertheless, Feldman (2007) argued that inadequate attention has been paid
to the managerial characteristics of airports, how directors and managers should manage,
what their required skills and styles should be and how their performance and success should
be measured. Managing an airport, as explained in the previous section, is associated with a
wide range of accountabilities from operating the airport on day-to-day basis, directing
financial activities, managing huge infrastructure projects and their related maintenance
requirements, to dealing with external stakeholders groups. Airport management is a
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challenging endeavour aligned with current responsibilities along with providing future
vision of the airport. The holding body of a small airport, when dealing with basic
operational components, needs a facility that offers essential functions. Ashford and Wright
(1992) outlined three distinct features that a simple airport terminal facility should have for
minimum operational requirements, these are:
•

Change of mode: an airport terminal provides a link for vehicle operating
characteristics between airside and landside for both air and ground vehicles.

•

Processing: this includes necessary facilities for all passengers and cargo procedures,
e.g. documentation, baggage handling, ticketing and control.

•

Change of movement type: deals with moving both passengers and cargo to aircraft
by transportation facilities including jet bridge, car, bus and train or trucks.

Thus, airport operation does not vary markedly or significantly more complex than the
operation of a railway station or regional bus station. However, the operation of a medium or
large airport, as well as managing a multi-airport system, is much more challenging, as it
requires a competent organisation that is able to deal with complexity and various challenges.
Ashford et al. (1997) stated that most airports and international hubs of a significant size need
a holding body that can provide management capabilities for numerous facilities:
•

Ground handling of passengers, cargo and baggage.

•

Aircraft services, engineering and maintenance.

•

Airline operations including different groups, whether on surface, e.g. ground crew,
office and terminal staff, or in the air, e.g. flight attendants and aircrew.

•

Business processes and procedures required for the stable economic conditions of an
airport.

•

Various facilities that support the operation of aviation, e.g. air traffic control,
telecommunications, meteorology and aeronautics.

•

Different government agencies and functions including immigration, customs,
security and various ministries.

A large international airport is very complex. Its operation has all the challenges and
problems that any large organisation with a huge number of employees can experience.
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However, any failure in operational activities or, in some cases, insufficient practice of
operations in such a system, may lead to huge expenses regarding cost associated with
aircraft, passengers and cargo delay and additional wages linked to fault and emergency
conditions. Young and Wells (2011) emphasised the importance of strategic planning and
management, which involve integrated coordination between various systems in an airport.
Additionally, thinking strategically in management and operational aspects plays a crucial
role in an airport business in meeting its future needs.

Airport management’s primary role is to ensure the safe and efficient operation of activities
and all related facilities, and to deal effectively with internal and external individuals and
groups that utilise various airport facilities. Young and Wells (2011: 379) defined airport
planning as:

The employment of an organized strategy for the future management
of airport operations, facilities designs, airfield configurations,
financial allocations and revenues, environmental impacts and
organizational structure.

Young and Wells (2011) expanded their definition and noted that an airport organisation
which has major responsibilities of strategic management and planning agenda should focus
on various dimensions including, organisational, facilities, financial, economic,
environmental and strategic management and planning.

Airport holding organisations responsible for operation, management and planning activities
are operated under a variety of organisational arrangements. Regardless of the ownership
structure, there are fundamental characteristics, as explained above, of airport administration
activities that must be properly considered and efficiently implemented.
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5.5

Airport Ownership and Operation Structure

Organisations play a significant role in assessing competitiveness, as they shape firms’
oversight, management procedures, overall performance and strategic behaviour. This is also
applicable to the airport setting. The aviation industry and airport sector, in particular, have
significantly changed and developed over the last few decades. The dimensions of the
development vary between countries and even between different airports within the same
area. However, one of the dominant areas is structural change in the ownership and
management of airports (Graham, 2008). Forsyth et al. (2011) noted three drivers of an
airport’s ownership and management development trend, which are, in fact, the main
characteristics of the airport industry. The market of the airport industry operates in either
horizontal or vertical structural form. The former is represented by airport competition
within the same operational area or between different airports in a global context. The latter
refers to flight and airline services linking various airports and air traffic received and
provided by those linked airports. Secondly, a range of services are received by customers
from airports whether infrastructure facilities, ground handling or commercial services.
Following this, the institutional framework, and its related regulations and policies, the
services provider of an airport operates. Kapur (1995) stated that the extent of an airport
holding entity’s involvement in these characteristics and their associated functions affects
airport structures in terms of cost and revenue. Accordingly, comparability differences are
created between airports. As shown in Figure 5.4, within the diverse services and facilities an
airport provides, they can be categorised under several groups.
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Figure 5.4: Typical Airport Functions (Kapur, 1995: 9)

Due to legal, historical and commercial motives, airport activities in countries and, in most
cases, in different airports within the same region vary. However, practically all airports act
as a single group to combine the industry’s disparate characteristics and related activities
towards facilitating the traffic of air transport and the interchange process between surface
and air transport. The airport operation and management that governments choose to
implement differ significantly and have a major impact on airport autonomy. Graham (2008)
mentioned that the common practices of airport functions in many developing countries are
directly owned and operated by a government department, which is typically the Ministry of
Transport, Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) or state military. In comparison, operational and
management functions in many industrialised countries are diffuse. Government departments
in these countries tend to separate the many operational activities of their airports. For
instance, air traffic control systems, facilities development, police and security procedures,
excluding customs and immigration procedures in most airports, are undertaken by private
organisations. Traffic handling activities in a number of such countries can be contracted out
to private bodies, e.g. airlines, or supplied by an entity of airport administration, while most
airport commercial activities are handled by private organisations that specialise in their own
business field (Doganis, 1998). In all countries, in some cases, airports might be owned by
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government entities but operated by either separate private or public organisations. Indeed,
even governments may have interest in local airport ownership in the form of jointly owned
arrangements with airport local government (Young and Wells, 2011).

The ownership and management agenda of airports, as in any other infrastructure sectors, is
viewed as strategically important in the majority of countries. Indeed, it has experienced two
developments. In the early 1970s, the first change occurred when various governments
decided to create airport cooperation arrangements under public ownership form. The
rationales for this strategic decision were to improve the operational efficiency of airports and
to provide opportunities to access private markets. The second change began in the mid1980s, when a number of countries restructured their major roles in terms of financial plans.
Consequently, they instigated a new method of financing airports directly through the private
sector in order to improve efficiency (Kapur, 1995). However, structural types of airport
ownership and management differ in various countries and often in the same domain.
Furthermore, two major forms have been recognised by researchers and industry
professionals: public or private ownership. Both arrangements have different forms of
structure and operational activities.

Doganis (1998) argued that among the numerous differences between an airport’s private and
public ownership structures is accessing airport financing sources. In publicity-owned
airports, sources of fund are directly from central or local government and might be through
lending organisations. Private capital markets can also provide airport funding in the case of
public corporations-owned airports under government guarantee form. On the other hand,
economic crises, management inefficiency and changes in technology, which have increased
competition factors between different airports’ holding bodies, have driven government
departments to privatisation approaches. Accordingly, a range of options have emerged
around the world to divest and privatise a country’s entire airport system, single airport,
practices of management, functions of airside, or activities of landside. These techniques can
be achieved through changes in entity structure whether in the capital, management or
ownership context. Graham (2008) argued that the development of the airport sector has
moved into a new era of ownership and management characteristics, in which the private
sector and international players are beginning to dominate airport control practices.
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However, while the forms of ownership and management differ widely between countries, for
comparative reasons, Kapur (1995) classified several broad categories of airport ownership,
as illustrated in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Airport Ownership Structures (Kapur, 1995)

5.5.1 Public Ownership and Operations
This model has been utilised to operate airports in the international arena. The general
orientation of this method is to focus on airport primary function with a limited degree of
association with commercial interest. The majority of airports, until the early 1990s, were
traditionally owned and operated by public sector, particularly, central government (Doganis,
1998; Graham, 2008; Kapur, 1995). In many countries, airport operation is under a single
government department represented by the civil aviation sector or administration of airport
body. The entire airport responsibility is that of either the Ministry of Transport or, in some
cases, the Ministry of Defence. Rationales for changes to this form of ownership and
operational activities, in a number of countries, are mainly in response to airport efficiency
and investment needs in terms of operational and management activities and airport
infrastructure. Most of these airports rely on government support in covering operational
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expenses, but a lack of consistency, between an airport’s aviation policy and efficient
utilisation of airport assets, has often been observed. Governments-run airports also do not
satisfy airport safety and environmental standards. However, a few airports under public
form of ownership are considerably profitable and efficient (Kapur, 1995). These airports are
owned by government agencies, but with active consultancy and supervision participation of
airlines companies and other organisations from the private sector. Moreover, most airport
activities are subcontracted to private entities. In such cases, the typical operational works of
governments are completed through cooperation arrangements with several departments. The
aviation consulting board is responsible for providing required air transport policies. The
operations committee, which is composed of senior airlines and civil aviation members,
advises the government on operational issues. The facilities committee is directed by various
internal and external bodies, airport director/executive group, airlines senior staff, air services
and other members who deal with passenger- and cargo-related functions. Doganis (1998)
noted that some governments who retain ownership believe that operational and management
practices could be improved if an airport has a high level of autonomy.

5.5.2 Regional Ownership and Operations
This type of ownership, an alternative form to government department structure, seeks to
encourage the development of the airport region, which is associated with co-ownership
participations between several government bodies. Securing long-term agreements with
different airline entities committed to providing operational costs and other services is a
traditional method in infrastructure development projects. Kapur (1995) clarified the typical
structure of this arrangement that involves local, state and community entities. Some large
industrialised countries adopt this approach of ownership where the state and the local
government-owned regional airports are directly operated by their government owner.
According to Graham (2008), the management structure of regional ownership is complex
and varied. Management responsibility can be shared between central government and
individual states or just one of them is responsible for handling management issues. Indeed,
some airports are contracted to be managed by the private sector on behalf of the government
owner. Many authorities are responsible for operating and managing more than one airport in
their specific region.
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5.5.3 Public Ownership and Operations with Commercial Orientation
This model is also acknowledged as a public corporation. In order to provide access to private
capital markets, improve an airport’s financial autonomy and its managerial efficiency
without affecting the structure of publicity-owned airports, public corporation ownership
form was established (Kapur, 1995). Airports under this type of arrangement are run
according to commercial practices and agreed performance objectives and various targets. A
corporate plan is developed by the airport board of directors, which consists of members from
diverse specialist areas, businesses, political and academic backgrounds, reporting to civil
aviation department and the Ministry of Transport. Following the determination of an airport
corporate plan, a framework of accountabilities, under which they operate, is established.
Accordingly, many government companies, with autonomous characteristics, have emerged,
but under the instruction and guidance of the Department of Transport and civil aviation.
These organisations have introduced some participation of private firms that facilitate
infrastructure development in terms of finance and construction activities.

5.5.4 Public Ownership and Private Operations
Inefficient management practices and advances in technology aligned with airport operational
activities have increased government willingness to extend airport operational functions
beyond the primary dimensions. This required significant innovative change in both
financing and operational structure (Kapur, 1995). Gillen (2010) stated that privatisation
arrangements in both airport infrastructure and services are capable of overcoming
difficulties facing governments in coping with operational functions and development. A
government department can achieve this by allowing a private sector to participate in airport
operational activities, through joint venture arrangements. Alternatively, it signs a long-term
lease contract with the private sector that gives them exclusive control of the entire airport
and related benefits, after which the government takes control of the improved asset. Thus,
within this structure various researchers and specialists (Carney and Mew, 2003; Graham,
2008; Kapur, 1995) explained various models of joint public-private venture that have been
implemented in a number of countries. The selection process of the most appropriate type of
joint venture requires time and involves complex decision-making procedures which will
ultimately depend on the country and its airport authority’s objectives in proposing
privatisation.
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•

Joint Ventures: the ownership split between the public and private sectors according
to participants’ agreed shareholdings. The government often owns most of the
shareholdings with limited financial and managerial autonomy. The joint venture
includes the development of airport infrastructure and airport operation and
administration activities.

•

Share Flotation: governments have used this method to secure future expansion and
development of their airports through private equity funding on their capital.

•

Management Contracts: in this model airport ownership remains with the
government authority which has the flexibility to contract the management and/or
operation of all the airport or part of it, for a defined period of time, to a specialised
operator under agreed and particular conditions. An operator can be responsible for
directing airport performance, economic status, infrastructure development and
maintenance related activities. Therefore, management contracts vary and depend on
the agreed services managed, operation autonomy level and financial incentives. The
concession agreements of airport commercial activities are commonly used by the
airport operator through different forms of subcontract arrangements. Management
contracts mechanism can also be applied through joint venture method if an airport
authority has decided to privatise its airport operation.

•

Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT): BOTs arrangements are broadly used by
governments and private entities for infrastructure development projects. As in other
infrastructure sectors, governments can increase the efficiency of their airport
facilities and reduce the requirement of capital financing through private sector
investments in various airport infrastructures, e.g. terminals, runways, taxiways or
transportation facilities. However, a BOT scheme is adopted when an airport specific
facility is contracted by a government to a private firm in order to finance, build and
operate it for a given period of time, commonly between 20 and 30 years, and to
obtain revenue from the facility operation’s activities. Under a typical type of
concession, all commercial risk is held by the private sector until the government
regains ownership of the improved asset at the end of the concession period.

•

Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT): this model of joint public-private sector is
similar to the previous BOT scheme. However, during the concession period of
BOOT contract the private organisation officially takes the property title of the
specific facility. Governments and private sectors form this type of agreement when
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loan scheme requires guarantees.
•

Lease-Develop-Operate (LDO): the governing body of the airport authority develops
a long-term concession agreement with a private firm. Accordingly, the private
organisation is responsible for developing and expanding the existing facility. Over
the concession period the private firm receives lease payment on the airport assets
from the government which holds all the property rights of the facility.

5.5.5 Private Ownership and Operations
Full privatisation of airport ownership and operations provides various benefits to
governments in terms of economic related matters and management and operation efficiency.
Graham (2008) stated that a government’s decision regarding transferring the ownership and
management of its airport to the private sector reduces the need for investment on revenueearning activities, provides numerous opportunities to access the international commercial
markets and increases an organisation’s opportunity to diversify as government interface and
control activities are reduced. Therefore, the efficiency of management and operational
practices may be improved, which provides a greater competition environment and broader
share of airport ownership. The effect of privatisation will be on management and
employees, as there will be greater incentive to perform well. However, in the literature on
airport privatisation there is a great deal of debate. The privatisation of publicity-owned
airports may lead to private monopoly, which delivers inadequate standards of management
and operational services, poor investment practices regarding the environment and social
consideration and less satisfactory employment conditions (Beesley, 1997; Graham, 2008;
Jackson and Price, 1994). It is argued that the greatest success resulting from privatisation
appears where airport organisational framework is well organised and developed, and the risk
of political factors is mitigated or somewhat reduced (Hooper, 2002).

Kapur (1959) highlighted two implementation methods for full private ownership
arrangements. Governments’ first option is divestiture of the existing assets of an airport,
whether in full or partial form. The second mechanism is related to developing or expanding
the new facilities of an airport under full private ownership structure, e.g. new passenger or
cargo terminal. The BOOT scheme is similar to the frequently used mechanism of private
ownership arrangement, but the ownership will not revert to the government at the end of the
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concession period. Instead, it is an open ended concession which can be achievable through
Build-Own-Operate (BOO) scheme, whereby at the end of the operation period the airport
facility will be the property of the private firm. It can also be accomplished through BuyBuild-Operate (BBO) scheme; a private firm purchases an airport facility through agreement
with the government, and following development or expansion process the property title is
granted to the private firm.

5.6

Characteristics of Airport Construction

The previous sections described various characteristics of the air transport industry and its
operational system and management structure, which integrate to provide a solid platform of
services for airlines and other airport customers. Hence, it is very important to differentiate
between providing airport services and producing an airport’s various facilities that support
distinct services. Airport facilities are the tangible objects that customers can physically
examine, and which also require effective and efficient managerial and control practices to be
integrated in the overall airport system. Binnekade et al. (2009) suggested that airports are
becoming a multimodal transportation hub link with large numbers of buildings within
substantial areas that constantly require refurbishment and/or expansion in order to meet the
community needs, growth and changing needs of the industry. Construction projects in an
airport environment, therefore, represent a fundamental part of its operations. Indeed,
numerous studies recently have dealt with various aspects of managing airport operation.
However, despite this theoretical basis, there is a lack of studies that examine the
management of airport construction projects and their related issues. Researchers and
practitioners in case studies and annual reports have illustrated the reasons for the challenges
that face operators in managing and controlling construction projects (Airport Authority
Hong Kong, 2012; Ashford et al., 1997; Banks et al., 2012; Binnekade et al., 2009; Adrem et
al., 2006; Khalafallah and El-Rayes, 2008).

Ashford et al. (1997) argued that airport projects are very similar to various projects in some
other businesses in terms of the following characteristics:
•

Airports business requires significant amounts of investment.

•

Airports maintenance involves continuous and expensive procedures.
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•

Airport finance requires careful methods of control, although many airports are not
associated with profitability in terms of commercial activities.

•

Airport operational activities require long-term planning competence in order to
ensure efficient response to future demands and changes in working practices and
technology.

However, as shown in Figure 5.6, a comprehensive review of related literature revealed the
unique characteristics of an airport construction environment. As a result, the researcher was
able to underline its various challenges and complex factors.

Figure 5.6: Characteristics of Airport Construction

5.6.1 High Level of Impacts
According to Kapur (1995), a basic ingredient of a country’s economic growth, development
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and production is infrastructure and transportation services. Adequacy, quality, reliability
and quantity of infrastructure and transportation in a country are key factors of its ability to
survive and compete globally. The level of demand being placed on all forms of
transportation has been growing. This is due to rapid human population growth, urbanisation
and technological advances. These factors have created various imperatives for countries
and, particularly, their services providers and operators. In addressing these imperatives,
airports play an increasingly crucial role (Binnekade et al., 2009). Airports are significantly
important to a country’s economic status and the quality of life of its residents. The
importance of airport hubs has been increasing and the size and location of their facilities
have become significant factors in increasing a number of distinct businesses. The air
transportation sector, in particular, its presence in numerous airports, and its interactions with
other sectors, has promoted various industries to expand their business and markets, which
eventually benefit the region. Other factors, such as cross border investment, increased
communications, international market operations and travel and tourism, have brought more
attention to the vital role that airports play. As stated by Graham (2008), the economic
effects of airports can be seen as direct and indirect impacts. The primary impact is
associated with airport income and employment activities generated from all operational
actions and related infrastructure facilities; while the latter is concerned with suppliers’ role
in the airport industry and the generated income and employment related to the supply chain
activities of services and goods.

5.6.2 Safety Rules and Regulations
Security levels in airports are always high, whether in landside, terminal or airside areas.
Airport management and others involved in operational activities are required to ensure and
provide safety and personal security of different staff and customers using airport facilities.
Ashford et al. (1997) noted that within an airport’s national and international contexts, there
is noticeable concern about increasing security level and providing protection against
terrorism and possible attacks on civil aviation. In addition, there are unpredictable incidents,
e.g. aircraft accidents, as both factors have high potential which could lead to injury, property
damage and serious loss of people’s lives. The achievement of these mutual goals requires
wide cooperation activities and a high level of commitment from a number of organisations,
namely, airport administration, airlines, airport staff, airport authorities, police, military and
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security services, medical services and various government agencies. However, the majority
of airport staff face a number of obstacles when, for instance, entering a terminal or airside.
Supplementary security procedures must be applied to deal with personnel involved in
construction projects, which would not be the case if working elsewhere. These might
include security checks by a specific security agency in the country and badges and licenses
for all workers, drivers and vehicles intended to access airport property (Adrem et al., 2006).
Insurance policies for airport construction work also differ markedly from those for ordinary
construction sites. Contractors, subcontractors, suppliers and others involved in construction
activities must be fully aware of safety rules and regulations that are not applicable on
landside (Khalafallah and El-Rayes, 2008). More challenges and difficulties are associated
with construction work related to expansion and refurbishment projects, which are the most
common type of airport construction activity, in terms of the selection of materials and
products, e.g. operating and facility systems that must be coherent with the existing area, and
working with unique materials and critical standards. Additional to identifying the proper
areas of connection points between existing buildings and the new developments,
construction design elements must be coherent with the older area, e.g. passengers’
circulations and jet bridges. As an airport is typically open 24 hours, seven days a week, and
due to commercial considerations, construction works can often only be carried out when
traffic and passenger capacity is low, normally, during inconvenient night working hours.

5.6.3

Many Stakeholders

The integrated process associated with airport infrastructure projects involves building airport
infrastructure facilities, operating the numerous facilities or leasing different spaces to service
operators and ensuring effective collaboration between them to provide air travel customers
secure and safe services. The group of stakeholders involved in these activities is large and
ambiguous, and also varies according to airport ownership structure. Mitchell et al. (1997)
defined stakeholders as individuals or any group that can affect the achievement of an
organisation’s objectives or even be affected by attaining those objectives. However, a
review of the literature on airport benchmarks (Ashford et al., 1997; Graham, 2008; Neufville
et al., 2003; Upham et al., 2003; Young and Wells, 2011) shows that airport stakeholders can
be categorised under numerous groups as in the following:
•

Passengers: including arriving, departing, transit passengers from international or
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domestic hubs.
•

Airlines: organisations that provide air transportation services for both passengers and
cargo.

•

Airport Organisation: the various groups that form airport organisational structure.

•

Aviation Authorities: any organisation involved in air transportation activities and
provides regulations, rules and other instructions.

•

Investors: this group is involved in investment activities in the airport, whether at
ownership, operation or commercial level.

•

Concessionaires: firms that provide operational services in an airport terminal, e.g.
hotel, food and beverage, retail and car rental services.

•

Service Providers: these stakeholders provide services to airport and airlines
organisations whether in airside or landside areas; For example, an aircraft fuel and
oil supply, baggage handling, aircraft loading and unloading activities, aircraft
cleaning, aircraft inspection and maintenance, catering transport, passenger handling
activities, facilities’ inspection and maintenance and ground transportation and
parking services.

•

Airport Staff: this category includes all employees at the airport, who are employed
directly by the airport organisation or firms operating in the airport.

•

Government Authorities: all governments departments associated with airport
operational activities are included in this category, e.g. customs, security and various
ministries

•

Non-governmental Organisations: any local or international organisation which has
interest in the operation of airports, e.g. environmental, educational, arts and
commerce entities.

•

Airport Suppliers: includes all organisations which deal with the airport itself as the
primary customer, e.g. airport equipment suppliers, contractor firms and consultants.

•

Communities: individuals or groups who are members of the airport and are affected
by airport expansion plans and operational activities in terms of safety, security and
other environmental impacts, e.g. noise, waste emission, air pollution, traffic
congestion and water quality.

Due to the nature of construction, activities associated with airport construction projects
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expand the stakeholders’ boundaries, within which an airport construction project
encompasses typical airport stakeholders, or those who are involved in a specific construction
project, and other construction project participants who are associated with the actual
construction activities. Thus, airport construction projects have many different stakeholders,
all of whom make a significant input during the project life cycle. This is due to the large
number of activities associated with aircraft and passenger flows (Flouris and Lock, 2009).
Consequently, reaching agreement over various demands and requirements is not a
straightforward process. Adrem et al. (2006) illustrated how several key stakeholders in an
airport construction project can drive various construction requirements based on their
functions; for instance, terminal coordination, commercial, traffic coordination,
customs/security and design.

5.6.4 Various Activities and Functions
Airports combine different elements and distinct activities within the same operational area,
which interact and ultimately form the total activities of an airport (Ashford et al., 1997).
These elements and associated activities vary depending on their functions and focus areas
within the entire operational process. High level detail is associated with airport operational
mechanisms, e.g. terminal coordination, traffic coordination, commercial function, customs,
security and design, which leads to various challenges and complexities when designing new
facilities. Accordingly, various activities and functions in airports impose the design outline
and specification to be established by an airport operator/administrator prior to the
involvement of construction practitioners (Adrem et al., 2006). Predetermined and exact
specifications may, consequently, reduce designers’ and contractors’ responsibility levels for
design and/or functional quality, and, as a result, some obstacles may arise between airport
project administration and assigned design or contractor organisations. The advantages of
their knowledge and technical experiences on similar projects could also be limited.

5.6.5 Critical Timeframe
Besides growth and development demands, the reasoning behind many expansion,
refurbishment and new airport projects are countries’ preparations to host big sporting events,
such as the World Cup or Olympic and Paralympic Games (Banks et al., 2012). This also
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requires every organisational group at airports to make changes to the way they normally
operate in order to meet the needs of various passengers and efficiently deal with the
increased operational demands. In such infrastructure development programmes, the
timeframe is extremely important; for example, London’s temporary Games terminal for the
2012 London Olympics and Brazil’s airports preparations programme for the 2014 World
Cup and the 2016 Olympic games.

5.7

Project Strategy and its Human-related Factors in Airport Construction

Clients, developers, consultants, designers, prime/sub-contractors, key/sub-suppliers,
government/non-government bodies and regularity agencies are the typical range of
stakeholders involved in large construction projects. These projects supported by a
management framework rely on skilled labour, and coordination with many professionals,
consultants, construction and supplier firms is mandatory. In order to manage, control and
execute such mega projects successfully, diverse players must effectively deal with diversity
and confront this challenge (Lampel, 2001). The successful achievement of organisational
objectives relies on delivering various projects within a scheduled time frame, budget
estimate and expected quality. However, it is argued that the traditional drivers of successful
project management are no longer adequate for a large scale construction project to guarantee
its success and to reach organisational goals and objectives (Shenhar and Dvir, 2007).
Instead, the implementation of effective project management and human resource strategies is
the most appropriate approach for the current business environment where most projects are
complex and uncertain (Price et al., 2003; Sheppeck and Militello, 2000). Indeed, although
one of the most labour-intensive sectors is construction, project managers who follow
traditional ways of managing and executing construction projects often give inadequate
attention to human resource factors in their management agendas or even disregard them
completely. Instead, they focus on time, cost, and quality. This behaviour might have a
significant impact on different expectations as no project would exist without input from
other people.

One of the crucial dimensions of airport organisation focuses on is facilities management and
planning agendas. This concerns directing and maintaining different airfield infrastructure
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facilities and effectively dealing with related development plans. Construction projects in
airports differ significantly from one another in terms of technical factors, participating
practitioners, range of stakeholders involved and nature of functions, specifications and
requirements associated with each project; for instance, runways, aprons, taxiways, airside
lightings, parking facilities, transportation facilities, navigation and communication systems,
terminal and related facilities, ground access facilities and other supporting facilities, whether
aeronautical, e.g. power plants, fire stations and fuel farms, or commercial projects, such as
restaurants, offices, hotels and car rental locations. All projects are also connected in a
certain way, as the completion of an airport operation is not possible without them being
integrated in order to facilitate primary airport function.

Hence, with the many challenges and difficulties linked to airport construction in producing
various facilities that support different services, and all the expectations associated with
project outcomes, when an effective and integrated project strategy exists, an effective
working environment will result. Therefore, an airport entity that is accountable for
construction activities can mitigate the numerous challenges in managing and controlling an
airport construction project. This, in fact, depends upon employees at all organisational
levels and various project stakeholders facilitating effective lines of coherent communication.
The sporadic involvement of these distinct individuals, groups and organisations will change
over project lifecycle. Accordingly, as indicated in Figure 5.7, the interplay between project
strategy and its human-related factors is often an overlooked factor of success in strategic
project management, where managers structure a framework of success, which involves a
unique approach to strategic project management practice.
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Figure 5.7: The Effectiveness Model of Airport Construction

5.8

Summary

Construction at airports differ, with a range of difficulties associated with working in an
environment and managing issues and challenges when dealing with various stakeholders.
An airport construction organisation or operator deals with various management processes,
tools and techniques as well as various people, groups and stakeholders, who are involved in
airport activities and, therefore, contribute to construction works. The process of
management, interaction, communication and development requires an application of
effective and efficient strategic management and procedures to achieve project success and
satisfy organisation business objectives, which relies upon facilities management and
planning entity that operates as an autonomous organisation or connected to airport
governance.

Structures of ownership and control are varied in the airport industry, whether public or
private, and eventually affect the performance and efficiency of various operational and
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managerial aspects. Appropriate ownership and control structures might vary within different
airports. Accordingly, countries should properly review the governance structure of their
various airports and make use of the best practices that can be generated from ownership
arrangements in terms of achieving airport operational goals and objectives, facilitating
responsibilities, satisfying shareholders’ interests and ensuring their rights, enabling power
and accountability of the management and enhancing relationship with diverse interested
parties. Within this context, researchers have provided empirical evidences of the link
between the governance/ownership structure of either an airport organisation or airline
operator and the performance and efficiency of several dimensions, such as airport
investment, pricing impact on users, economy, environment and society, airport management
and operation implications (Backx et al., 2002; Carney and Mew, 2003; Oum et al., 2008;
Parker, 1999; Yokomi, 2005). However, there is a lack of evidence on how the various
ownership forms improve airport organisations’ effectiveness in managing and controlling
airport construction projects.
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6.1

Introduction

The review of studies on the construction industry and its project management and
controlling practices has provided much evidence of associated complexities and challenges.
The industry has experienced significant development and dynamic changes in numerous
respects, ranging from systematic, technical, technological, informational, environmental,
social, legal and economic, to the project delivery process, fragmentation and dynamism
nature and the significant increase in diversity among workers and project stakeholders. Such
characteristics have emphasised the need for strategic management knowledge and its related
practices to act as a solid foundation for an organisation’s strategic plans and systems, as well
as clarifying directions and supporting managers. These managers lead, supervise, motivate
and mentor others, to manage and accomplish an organisation’s activities effectively and
efficiently. Consequently, strategic thinking has also been implemented at project level, as a
project team must understand the environment and learn how to deal with business aspects in
order to support their organisation and strategy, rather than just focusing on meeting
traditional goals; time, budget and performance. Therefore, it becomes critical for
organisations to have project management staff who are capable of forming, developing and
maintaining project and programme strategies as well as defining roles and responsibilities.
Furthermore, increasing the diversity of people involved in construction activities and the
range of project stakeholders aligned with a single project, has meant that strategic human
resource management can play a crucial role in dealing with individuals and groups of
various knowledge, skills, competences and background.

Supplementary elements of construction complexity and difficulty are highlighted in the
airport literature, which differentiates airport construction projects from those in other areas.
Airport business has experienced great difficulty in coping with the growing complexity of
construction projects. Baccarini (1996) stated that most practitioners’ views with regard to
projects’ simplicity and complexity are based on the level of management issues associated
with each case. This, indeed, has placed more emphasis on the need for efficient strategic
management philosophy that ensures effective completion of airport facilities in line with an
accepted level of expectations.
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Within the current business environment, the air transport industry has been evolving and
growing rapidly, which, consequently, has placed significant pressure on overall airport
infrastructure and its different functional activities. An effective and efficient approach to
mitigate specific problems associated with airport construction projects is therefore needed.
The proposed research framework is composed of a set of coherent concepts formed from
several components and organised in a manner that makes them interact, in order to improve
management practices, processes and activities, and seek to achieve project success and longterm business goals. Each component aims to enhance one or more aspects that impede the
progress of project management and cause certain obstacles, which have been identified from
a comprehensive review of airport business related literature. It can be further broken down
into several sub-modules, which explain the mechanism of applying the main component.

However, before examining closely the theoretical framework components and mechanisms
of the research, several managerial initiatives for improving the production of goods and
services will be outlined, in terms of system approaches, key principles and methods, which
have emerged in order to improve business context and resolve its associated issues.

6.2

Business Management Approaches

Organisations in all industries seek to attain a high level of performance and better results by
increasing their effectiveness and efficiency, especially if they are to survive in the current
competitive market. Sproull (2009) stated that improvement initiatives are always associated
with such organisations, as they continually reinvent themselves and adapt to external factors.
These firms always emphasise the need for change as managing change is much easier than
reacting to it, and believe that what worked in achieving past success will probably not be
appropriate for future objectives. However, the determining factors for future success are an
organisation’s awareness of what to change, what it should be changed to and how to make
certain changes happen. Thus, establishing and implementing a strategic approach for
improvement requires several considerations. An organisation should select the right area of
focus and its improvement content, develop an integrated plan to execute, receive the
required support from the top managerial level and provide an effective environment for
collaboration and involvement of those who will, ultimately, deliver the service or produce
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the product. All this cannot be done by chance; an organisation must logically address the
former questions at its strategic, business and operational levels, in order to develop and
implement effective strategies and policies. Organisation management researchers and
professionals, therefore, have developed many structured methods, tools and techniques to
implement in all industries regarding improvement initiatives and problem-solving processes,
to cement an organisation’s strategic goals and objectives.

6.3

Continuous Improvement Strategies

Continuous improvement in all industries, particularly in industrial processes, is the central
focus of most operations and quality improvement strategies, as it has been considered a
significant element of competiveness and business excellence when dealing with systems,
production or providing services (Jabrouni et al., 2011). Ross (2003) highlighted that this
concept originated from the Japanese term Kaizen, which is composed of two words, Kai and
Zen, meaning ‘Change’ and ‘to improve’ or ‘For the Better’, respectively. Generally, in the
current modern business setting, this means continuous improvement. According to Sanchez
and Blanco (2014: 988), continuous improvement can be defined as “the continuous process
of improvement in the company done with the participation of all staff.” They also
highlighted its following characteristics:
•

By its nature, the process is not an action, instead it is a cycle. Therefore, it must be
carried out in a constant manner over time.

•

Individuals at various organisation levels, from upper managerial to employer level,
should participate in the improvement cycle. And all aspects of a firm’s activities and
workforce should be considered.

•

The major aim of continuous improvement is to improve productivity, effectiveness
and safety for a system, structure, service or product. In order to achieve this target,
new areas of improvement should be identified and waste should be eliminated.

The reason for the emergence of Kaizen philosophy was to improve Japanese manufacturing
processes, which, indeed, led to success in various fields as a result of improved quality and
decreasing waste (Ross, 2003). Waste reduction in this context includes eliminating
overproduction, reduction of unnecessary activities, acting in a more efficient way and
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reducing time wasting. However, the benefits of continuous improvement approach can be
realised in many other working environments at both team and organisational level. Sanchez
and Blanco (2014) stated that improving the quality of management is not the only
motivation in Kaizen activities. Such an approach can be adopted by organisations when
they experience changes in their business environment, or identify new management systems.
Most firms in all industries have witnessed many changes in their business, ranging from
globalisation, advanced technologies, high customer demands and expectations, quality and
time becoming a key business concept and increasing social awareness in terms of
environmental issues. Additionally, numerous strategic management approaches have
emerged and become known to organisations, which require effective strategic planning,
decision-making or problem solving processes, such as Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA), Six
Sigma, Lean Management, 9S, Seven Steps and Hoshin Kanri strategic approach. The
appropriate selection of these methods, tools and techniques might involve a combination of
different approaches, while the successful implementation process depends on understanding
the event context, knowledge level and the proper application in an organisation activity and
its processes. However, the following sections will give a brief overview of several
approaches and their features.

6.3.1 Plan-Do-Check-Act
This approach is a combination of aspects of management, systems and behaviours. Sokovic
et al. (2010) argued that PDCA is a cycle, as shown in Figure 6.1, of quality improvement
and effective method in both managing a system or programme and its actions, whereby
organisations continuously focus on areas that need development and seek better methods of
improvement. Temporary and permanent corrective actions are part of the cycle. The former
action focuses on the results and aims to tackle and fix issues, while the latter action directs
its attention towards investigating and eliminating the root cause of problems, so the
improvement process can be sustainable. Lundkvist et al. (2014) categorised four phases of
the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle:
•

Plan: this involves studying the current event in order to identify and analyze the
problem, followed by developing a plan for change.

•

Do: this phase is associated with generating possible solutions and conducting a test
for the best potential solutions on a small scale without full implementation.
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•

Check: in this phase the test measurements observe the effect, how effective it was,
and analyse and identify how the solution could be improved. The results should be
reported to those who have authority and make decisions.

•

Act: in this step, the results of the solution for full implementation are studied, and the
changes that are required to ensure standardisation and improvement of the cycle are
identified.

Figure 6.1: Plan-Do-Check-Act Approach (Sokovic et al., 2010)

6.3.2 Six Sigma
Six Sigma is another method of process improvement which falls under the umbrella of total
quality. Hutchins (2008) stated that this approach seeks to eliminate all causes of defects, no
matter how small they are, in order to improve outputs quality. Accordingly, organisations
can implement Six Sigma approach in any type of project by following a defined sequence.
Its concept can be utilised as a management system or method for problem solving or
planning projects as shown in Figure 6.2. The first acts as a process for creating a new
process or product and adopts DMADV scheme: Define, Measure, Analyse, Design and
Verify. On the other hand, as a methodology, it improves an existing system or process and
follows the DMAIC method: Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control. Both
techniques are ineffective measure without a good definition of the process or the targets of
the activity, in which firms should have quantified value goals. Sokovic et al. (2010) defined
the five phases of each data-driven approach towards a Six Sigma project:
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DMADV
•

Define: selecting the right project, identifying and prioritising its goals and activities.

•

Measure: developing the measurement criteria of the new process and related scope
and performances, capabilities and risks.

•

Analyse: identifying the available alternatives to develop and design.

•

Design: following the selection phase, a new process or product can be developed and
designed.

•

Verify: the last step is to implement and verify the effectiveness of the final design.

DMAIC
•

Define: selecting the right project, identifying and prioritising its goals and activities.

•

Measure: the key characteristics of the current process with the scope of parameters
and related performances.

•

Analyse: investigating and identifying errors and causes.

•

Improve: the first step is changing the process and then improving its performance.

•

Control: the last phase is associated with controlling the improved process and
sustaining the achievement.

Figure 6.2: The Two Arms of Six Sigma Improvement (Hutchins, 2008: 127)

6.3.3 Lean Management
The core idea of lean philosophy is to maximise client/customer value or any individual who
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consumes a service or tangible product, while minimising waste. Its main goal is to
implement a perfect value of product or service creation to provide perfect value to the
customer. Different aims are associated with lean strategy including flexibility improvement,
output improvement and the increased market response efficiency of businesses (Hoshin,
2008). Lean is not a standard approach or cost reduction programme; instead a philosophical
way of acting and thinking can be applied by an entire organisation in any type of business or
process. The main focus when adopting lean thinking is how to achieve goals and desires,
rather than just focusing on end result. Organisations, in various industries, can implement
lean management and make significant changes in the way they manage people, processes
and products. Accordingly, lean management literature has covered numerous managerial
areas, for instance, design, maintenance, supply chain, safety, information technology, human
resources and materials (Bonavia, 2011, Cooper, 2004; Elizabeth and Cassandra, 2010;
Emmit, 2011; Hallowell et al., 2009; Hammer, 2011; Flinchbaugh, 2005). Ballard and
Howell (2010) stated that the unique approach to achieving goals, in which value is added by
reducing everything else, is not the only difference between lean project management and
traditional project management practice, but also the structure of project phases and the
nature of relationship between each phase and its participants.

Organisations that want to sustain the progress of lean thinking need to focus on its invisible,
fundamental components. One of them is the management and leadership structure including
the control system. The skills and capability needed at all organisation levels is part of this
(Pullin, 2005). According to Balle and Balle (2009), lean management is all about
developing a system to make people think, as this leads to better performance, which
contributes to better service and product. Projects are run by people who are guided and
supported by managers and leaders towards continuously improving the process for creating a
product or delivering a service that adds better value to the customer (Womack and Jones,
2003). However, influencing people’s behaviours is one of the most difficult challenges
facing organisations, while desired outcomes can be totally missed without appropriate and
solid behavioural values and principles. Consequently, Balle and Balle (2009) suggested five
core values under two main principles, which were originally developed by Toyota, namely,
continuous improvement and respect for people. Organisation members at various levels
should apply these different values in their ordinary day-to-day activities and relationships
with others.
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Continuous improvement
The first principle includes three values:
•

Challenge: this represents learning focus on individuals rather than explaining what
is required from them in terms of roles and tasks, in order to have long-term vision
and the right attitude to face long-term challenges. Therefore, every individual has to
challenge himself or herself on a daily basis to ensure organisation goals are
achieved.

•

Kaizen: this is associated with continuously improving processes and related
activities. This is because perfect process does not exist and there is always room for
improvement. Therefore, self-development and innovative thinking are fundamental
characteristics.

•

Genchi Genbutsu: this means that an individual should be visually and physically
involved with project process to ensure efficient implementation in terms of finding
related facts and making decisions in order to achieve goals.

Respect for people
•

Respect: this is related to making every effort to understand people and other
stakeholders in the business, taking their issues seriously, accepting others’
responsibilities and building a high level of trust.

•

Teamwork: this is based on developing individuals and team performance through
sharing opportunities and team problem solving, which requires the engagement of
people in an integrated team environment.

6.3.4 Seven Steps
This approach is acknowledged by the Seven Steps of decision-making or reactive
improvement. It is a standardised approach which seeks to explore problems, realise causes
and plan and implement solutions that are capable of providing effective working
performance (Shiba and Walden, 2001). Indeed, there are similar structured methods with
distinct numbers of steps, e.g. 8D and 9S (Jabrouni et al., 2011). Shiba and Walden (2001)
suggested that what really matters is the method selected for improvement, which involves a
combination of ideas and experiences, as illustrated in the following classification of the
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Seven Steps mechanism:
•

Identify the problem: through describing and analysing the symptoms to specify
clearly the problem that should be solved.

•

Gather information: this is done in order to confirm previous assessment and
investigate the sources of problems. Major and secondary causes should be described
and identified along with determining the root causes of the problem.

•

Analyse the causes of the problem: this is associated with analysing the gathered
information and drawing an adequate conclusion.

•

Plan options and implement solutions: evaluating the possible ways to eliminate the
causes of problems and then implementing the best solutions.

•

Evaluate and test the effect of the alternatives: an important decision should be
made, following tests and the data investigation process, whether to return to step 1 or
confirm and select the solution.

•

Standardise and control solutions: during this stage the modification process can be
implemented if necessary.

•

Reflect on the improvement process: a new method is documented including the
learning cycle of current experience that can help future consideration.

6.3.5 Hoshin Kanri
Hoshin Kanri (HK) is a strategic approach of planning and managing a business through the
continuous improvement process. There is no obvious agreement on the interpretation of HK
(Evans and Lindsay, 2005; Hutchins, 2008; Jolayemi, 2008). Dale (1990, cited in Jolayemi
2008: 297) defined HK as “a process of developing plans, targets, controls and areas of
improvements based on the previous level’s policy and on assessment of previous year’s
performance.” The four different components are the following:
•

Ho: refers to course, direction or plan.

•

Shin: means focus or needle.

•

Kan: refers to control, alignment or channeling.

•

Ri: means logic or reason.
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HK principally focuses on making an organisation the best in its business by utilising all
employees’ creative thinking and knowledge power in order to strengthen an organisation’s
vision and make achievable strategic goals and aims (Hutchins, 2008). HK philosophy has
been adopted in different industries and is considered a core aspect of a business management
system (Jolayemi, 2008). Most organisations have some of its features in place as its
application is also known as a policy control, policy management or planning for results.
Indeed, it is an easy concept to understand and apply in an organisation regardless of its
different names and interpretations which may be confusing. However, managing a business
using HK requires planning development, a clear benchmarking system and effective use of
continuous improvement tools and techniques at all organisational levels. As illustrated in
Figure 6.3, Jolayemi (2008) categorised seven stages of the HK key planning process, which
begins with the high level of an organisation’s strategic objectives and ends with its specific
target for improvement. Apart from the main planning process of HK, Hutchins (2008)
outlined the main elements of its philosophy as follows:
•

Organisation’s goals, aims and future scope are generated from its vision.

•

For effective adoption of HK philosophy, it is necessary for an organisation to
develop strategy, policy, objectives, targets and benchmarking.

•

Major strategy objectives must be aligned with an organisation’s resources at all
levels, and policy should be considered at each level of management.

•

An organisation must develop a feedback loop of outcomes in order to facilitate the
implementation of the Deming wheel or the PDCA cycle.

Jolayemi (2008) argued that very few HK studies have discussed the importance of preplanning in terms of internal and external analysis. As developing an organisation’s goals
and objectives is insufficient without analysing its current practices and considering its
internal and external changes (Mulligan et al., 1996). Accordingly, good statements of
vision, mission and value, which change according to market and environmental conditions,
cannot be developed without pre-planning analysis. Thus, companies which realise the
importance of environmental analysis in implementing Hoshin planning can maximise their
efforts and increase their chances of business success. However, organisations can gain
various benefits by implementing effective Hoshin planning; individuals at all levels will be
clearly aware of their roles and objectives, organisation members will understand
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organisation goals and act accordingly, a clear line of sight will exist, organisation objectives
and resources will be aligned at all levels and employees’ sense of belonging will increase as
they are involved in setting objectives and improving the process of schedules and reviews.

Figure 6.3: The Seven Steps of Hoshin Planning Process (Hutchins, 2008: 127)

6.4

Common Features of Problem Solving Approaches

In all industries, continuous improvement process is a fundamental factor for organisations,
in order to survive in a business context and effectively and efficiently deal with various
processes for creating products or delivering services in the current competitive environment
and associated dynamic changes. Despite the differences between the various management
and problem solving approaches that were outlined in the previous sections, they interrelate
in some aspects in terms of process component, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Jabrouni et al.
(2011) suggested four main dimensional levels, namely, context, analysis, solution and lesson
learned.
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Figure 6.4: Common Features of Problem Solving Approaches (Jabrouni et al., 2011: 127)

6.4.1 Context Level
The first level is related to event description, which provides a basic knowledge of the gap,
problem or obstacle that needs to be analysed. It focuses on defining the fault, weakness or
limitation of a specific process, product or service in a particular environment (Jabrouni et
al., 2011).

6.4.2 Analysis Level
On the second level, the identified problem is analysed according to its context, which builds
a case experience. An adequate process of understanding the context environment,
identifying problems and evaluating the effects on the context must be undertaken, in order to
validate the root causes and effectively propose alternative corrective actions (Jabrouni et al.,
2011).

6.4.3 Solution Level
On this level, numerous corrective actions can be implemented. Plan, method, structure,
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technique, framework and/or system can be adopted or developed to implement following an
integrated process of building required experience through identifying the problem, studying
its environment and analysing its causes (Jabrouni et al., 2011).

6.4.4 Lesson learned level
The knowledge level represents the knowledge obtained from single or several experiences.
Knowledge is the outcome of a learning process which involves evaluating, reviewing and
reflecting upon the experience. Thus, recommendations or rules can be formulated and
generalised, which reveals what should be done in order to prevent something or make
something happen. Elaboration of the typology of the experience to which the knowledge
might apply is encouraged (Jabrouni et al., 2011).

6.5

Characteristics of Efficiency

Continuous improvement seeks to involve everyone working in a project or within an
organisation to improve all factors related to the business on an ongoing basis by increasing
efficiency through eliminating waste and increasing quality. It also emphasises integrating
the benefits of teamwork practices with individual skills and creativity. For Sproul (2009),
continuous improvement philosophy plays a fundamental role in determining the right focus
of improvement, selecting the right time for this to happen, and using the right methods and
adequate amount of resources. Stebbing (1990) argued that all organisations, whether
engaged in manufacturing a product or delivering a service, must invest in quality
management to achieve a superior level of efficiency. He described quality management as
about controlling a process, ensuring quality, checking an event throughout each stage of
product or service development, in order to reach more consistent quality. It is also about
effective and efficient leadership and management practices and involves setting the
standards and values for the working environment and targets. Organisations that follow
quality management approaches are compelled to adopt new ways of thinking and acting.
Therefore, quality management is managing an organisation’s functions and activities, which
are necessary to determine quality and achieve business excellence. Thus, quality
management philosophy strives to provide continuous improvement on various functional
levels of an organisation (Kaynak, 2003).
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Stebbing (1990) argued that quality is not just associated with tangible items and their
application is not only limited to manufacturing and engineering activities. Instead, it is also
a people-based feature that considers their ability to satisfy a firm’s specific requirements,
which includes services if it is necessary for a project to understand and satisfy customer
needs. As reported by George Shaw (cited in Stebbing 1990: 21), in his description of quality
in the service domain, “there are only two qualities in the world, efficiency and inefficiency;
and only two sorts of people, the efficient and the inefficient.” Accordingly, every
organisation should be striving for efficiency, which is expected by clients in the service
industry. Various researchers and specialists have examined the relationship between quality
management and efficiency, and introduced different sets of applications (Easton and Jarrell,
1998; Flynn et al., 1995; Jung and Wang, 2006; Kaynak, 2003). However, prior to
explaining quality management principles, the 12 different attributes of management
efficiency (12 Cs) (Stebbing, 1990) are illustrated in Figure 6.5 below:

Figure 6.5: The 12 Attributes of Management Efficiency (Stebbing, 1990)
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6.5.1 Commitment
An organisation which delivers a service commits itself to providing a specific type of service
and its entire business is developed accordingly. The firm management is responsible for
providing that service in an efficient manner which satisfies customers’ needs. Successful
implementation of any organisation’s initiative requires commitment from top managerial
level, which is required to establish strategies, develop objectives and effectively support
individuals to attain organisation goals (Basu et al., 2002). Such commitment will affect all
the features of the business and, accordingly, appear in the form of quality management
application. Hersey et al. (2008) stressed that excellent managers act in a positive way as
other people continually observe and form impressions of mangers’ behaviours, attitudes,
values and beliefs. Managers’ actions and beliefs play a crucial rule in forming individuals’
commitments. Thus, commitment to all areas, whether the organisation, customers, self,
people or task, is key for effective and quality management.

6.5.2 Consistency
An organisation should always act in the same effective and efficient manner. Its
management practices and activities at all levels, in terms of performing a service, should be
correct at the first attempt. Poor quality consistency will negatively affect an organisation’s
efforts in the area of quality management along with the possibilities to apply quality
programmes efficiently (Carlsson, 1993). Therefore, the needs of an organisation must be
fulfilled in the most effective and efficient manner.

6.5.3

Competence

The skills and competences required to perform services in a specific organisation depend on
working methods. An entity cannot expect rapid engagement with individuals, who are
qualified to be nominated, to understand a firm’s working approaches and to fit the work
structure. Organisations must have individuals with purpose, goals and direction, as well as
the required competence, skills and knowledge, and motivate them to perform effectively.
Different types of training can be implemented to achieve this, whether in the internal or
external context. The former concerns good company performance through its personnel, and
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the latter satisfying its customers as a result of the service provided (Stebbing, 1990).

6.5.4 Contact
An entity should provide an internal and external channel of contact between the
management and workforce and the customer and personnel (Stebbing, 1990).

6.5.5 Communication
Communication takes place in all business activities. Written and oral communications are
crucial for an organisation to perform effectively within a working environment, and play an
important role in realising quality goods and services. Employees and customers should be
informed on a continuous basis. Accordingly, it is necessary for an organisation to identify
how customers and personnel will be kept informed of the new information, guidelines,
updates or progress of its process. This includes identifying internal and external channels of
communication between management, staff and customers, and defining methods and tools
for distributing information (Stebbing, 1990).

6.5.6 Credibility
The most valuable asset of any organisation is its employees and customers. Delivering on
promises and communicating clearly with a high level of transparency are crucial elements of
an organisation’s credibility. Organisations that need to build credibility, which supports
efficient application of quality management, should demonstrate honesty and integrity in
every single functional area (Stebbing, 1990).

6.5.7 Compassion
This feature is related to the organisational ability to be sympathetic, internally and
externally, to individuals’ and customers’ needs. The support which an organisation gives to
its personnel and customers increases their satisfaction level, which positively affects their
commitment and, ultimately, quality programme performance (Stebbing, 1990).
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6.5.8 Courtesy
Great outcomes can result from good relationships. Employees are more likely to perform
well when they are fairly treated. This is implicit in external relationships as well. Courteous
behaviour in an organisation can influence and inspire people to provide an effective working
environment and achieve an organisation’s goals (Stebbing, 1990).

6.5.9 Co-operation
The philosophy of co-operation values people as key resources in an organisation and holds
that employees are capable of making great contributions to business results. Co-operation
between management and other individuals within an organisation is a critical factor to the
survival of a business. A firm must also use its cooperation skills and competences to work
with customers and to establish and maintain positive relationships for future opportunities
(Stebbing, 1990).

6.5.10 Capability
An organisation should have the authority, power, knowledge and resources needed to
undertake a given service. The capability feature is highly associated with organisation
competence, that is, the ability to perform its tasks (Stebbing, 1990).

6.5.11 Confidence
Employees’ confidence level in an organisation has positive impact on business performance.
An organisation can increase the confidence level among individuals by various methods,
providing adequate training of crucial business aspects and allowing them to practise newly
acquired skills. Another approach is providing feedback on performance, whether positive or
negative, reward system, recognition programme and simple appreciation to identify good
practices. Direct communication from the top management to lower levels is capable of
maximising confidence, as it helps to reassure individuals that their work highly contributes
to an organisation achieving its goals. Encouraging an organisation’s staff to become
involved in personal development programmes is an effective way to boost their confidence
(Stebbing, 1990).
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6.5.12 Criticism
An organisation is always encouraged to follow a critical approach to employee performance
and outcomes. This can be implemented through placing emphasis on self-criticism among
employees (Stebbing, 1990).

Thus, quality management is a holistic philosophy of efficient management, integrating
various methods, tools and characteristics, which strive for continuous improvement in terms
of various organisational functions and activities (Kaynak, 2003). However, numerous study
versions of related focus and interest have attempted to identify what elements formulate the
practice of quality management in an organisation. Jung and Wang (2006) noted that most
framework development initiatives are based on the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award (MBNQA) framework, which was established in the mid-1990s. The Baldrige
framework was developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and
it focuses on the importance of performance excellence, in terms of management practices,
public and private organisations (NIST, 2014). The Baldrige framework has several
principles, namely, strategy and planning, leadership, information and analysis, customer
focus, process management and people management. As shown in Figure 6.6, according to
Jung and Wang (2006), these principles have been adjusted and modified following reviews
on more recent literature including numerous qualitative studies.

Figure 6.6: TQM Elements and CI of Project Management (Jung and Wang, 2006: 718)

•

Leadership: this is the most influential quality factor as it affects the management
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and development process. Leadership has significant influence on various crucial
elements of an organisation. Organisations are able to adjust and enhance their
organisational culture through leadership practices when managing various
processes and leading subordinates. Furthermore, the commitment and support of
top management levels are fundamental when a firm aims to change its culture
and implement a quality development programme. Quality practices are an
essential part of organisational strategy, developed to reflect positively an
organisation’s mission and align its future strategies with the objectively
established goals. Leadership, therefore, is highly associated with the overall
direction of an organisation that has clear objectives to achieve. Daft (2008)
stated that several aspects of effective and efficient leadership practices can
significantly contribute to an organisation’s success. Team building activities,
team support, goals emphasis, employees’ engagement, individuals’ motivation
and positive interaction between staff and business vision are crucial dimensions
that should be considered in order to achieve high performance in an organisation.
•

Employee relations and involvement of people: this includes teamwork, the
empowerment culture of decision-making and a proper scheme for recognition of
employees and compensation. The involvement of people and employee relations
can be considered essential components of a continuous improvement programme.
According to Amah and Ahiauzu (2013), an organisation which adopts a highly
involved culture is more inclined to encourage its employees to participate and
creates a sense of ownership among individuals, which leads to better
commitment towards the organisation. The quality of decisions and their
implementation process can be improved by allowing an organisation’s members
to contribute to the decision-making process. Indeed, a greater feeling of
responsibility, encouragement, support and motivation can lead individuals to
work hard and participate more in an organisation’s improving performance
process. At the same time, organisations should provide adequate training
programmes for employees in order to equip individuals with required skills and
competences.

•

Customer/supplier relations: meeting or exceeding a customer’s expectations is
a management focus that brings customer satisfaction. By fulfilling all
stakeholders’ needs and following a dissemination process for all related
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information, this provides adequate understanding of the business and enables
effectiveness in managing such a relationship. This, as well as employees’
empowerment, facilitates decision-making processes and positively impacts
customer relations. However, organisations must be expert in their business and
understand well customers in order to manage effectively the relationship (Val
and Dee, 2000).
•

Process/product management: the management of business technical aspects is
the difficult principle of quality management. Understanding the business
environment, including all interrelated business features, and the appropriate use
of data acquirement process and analysis techniques have a significant influence
on process/product management. It enables organisations to manage multiple
processes as an integrated system and focus on the key processes of success,
which, ultimately, lead to greater efficiency.

6.6

Proposed Theoretical Framework

The area of project management is the main research interest. Any temporary attempt
undertaken to deliver a service, create a product or produce a result is acknowledged as a
project (Project Management Institute, 2000). Once the start and end time is agreed,
including the associated activities or processes of organising, planning, arranging and
controlling resources and actions, as well as application of unique skills, competences and
knowledge, management features appear within the project and form project management
experience (Meredith and Mantel, 2009). The project management concept was initially
developed in construction and engineering activities and military field, which represent its
major foundation. Project Management Institute (2000: 8) defined project management as:

Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools and
techniques to project activities to meet project requirements. Project
management is accomplished through the application and integration
of the project management process of initiating, planning, executing,
monitoring and controlling, and closing. The project manager is the
person responsible for accomplishing the project objectives.
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Project Management Institute (PMI), Association of Project Management (APM) and other
organisations who share the same interests, have offered various tools, guides and standards
for developing good project management practices and processes. Cleland and Gareis (2006)
argued that project management knowledge, techniques and tools can be applied to any
industry and its various businesses. However, not all organisations can utilise the same
principle and set of management practices, which are effective elsewhere. The key element
for an organisation is its strategic ability to understand its internal and external environment
and identify what matters most, in order to adopt the most appropriate project management
application. Thus, the proposed theoretical framework aims to support the existing
knowledge and practices of organisations and their project managers within the research
specific context, airport construction business, which represents the researcher’s strategic
philosophy, as shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: The Researcher’s Theoretical Framework Philosophy
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The previous chapters provided adequate knowledge and understanding of the research
foundation. First, attention has been paid to the primary research context, the construction
industry, and its various components, players and methods of project delivery. Reviewing
management practices within the construction industry has led to consideration of crucial
misapplications. Accordingly, strategic management knowledge, particularly project- and
human-related practices, has been examined with regard to the construction industry context.
Subsequently, the research narrowed its scope to airport business, mainly the construction
management activities of airport projects. Various dimensions of airport business were
reviewed, and the processes of several airport construction projects analysed in terms of
rationale for construction projects, project management perspective, major challenges and
obstacles and success and failure factors (e.g. Beijing International Airport – terminal 3,
Incheon International Airport – new airport, Shenzen Baoan International Airport – Terminal
3, Zurich International Airport – expansion programme, Changi International Airport –
terminals 3 and 4, Heathrow Airport – terminal 5, London airports’ preparations for the 2012
Olympic Games, Denver International Airport – expansion project, King Abdul-Aziz
International Airport – new airport and Brazil’s airports’ preparations programme for the
2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games). This is done to acquire sufficient
knowledge and understanding with regard to airport construction business. The internal and
external environment of project management practices have also been considered by
reviewing related studies and project reports (Adrem et al., 2006; Airport Authority Hong
Kong, 2012; Banks et al., 2012; Binnekade et al., 2009; Forsyth et al., 2011; Khalafallah and
El-Rayes, 2008; Wang et al., 2011). This led the researcher to identify gaps and weaknesses,
which provided a solid foundation to develop a research framework. Indeed, the proposed
framework has been established through various phases of research development, which can
be illustrated by the research chapters flow as shown in Figure 6.8. These will be further
refined, modified or restructured to achieve the study conclusion.
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Figure 6.8: Research Structure and Development Phases

Hence, the following sections will investigate and justify the elements of the proposed
strategic framework, which will be used as a foundation of the exploratory model describing
how framework theoretical components/themes correlate with project effectiveness and
performance.
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6.6.1 Theme A – Project Team Formulation
The construction business has been widely acknowledged as having a fragmented approach.
Project delivery teams and other project stakeholders work within an environment where an
adversarial culture of different backgrounds, competences and attitudes exist. Integrated
success within mega construction projects is measured in terms of the achievements of
individual organisational standards, rather than traditional hard project outcomes, namely,
schedule timeframe, cost estimate and expected quality. The set of important soft outcomes
includes customers’ and employees’ satisfaction, individual development, an organisation’s
future benefits and professional and effective relationship between all parties involved in the
project. Young and Samson (2008) argued that in the process industry, project team
management factors play a significant role in achieving success and are more important than
the technical side of project management. By focusing on project team design and structure,
a management can easily realise maximum benefits from project participants, which
facilitates the achievement of goals and leads to an organisation’s desired success. However,
this requires the development of cross-functional project teams through project managers,
who can effectively prioritise and deliver project goals for each project to various team
members. Hackman (1987) stated that an organisation should play an important role in its
projects and teams, to develop clear goals and continuously provide top management support.
Particularly, in the construction industry, project team integration increases team performance
through improving the effectiveness of teamwork, which is an important factor in improving
project delivery processes (Baiden and Price, 2011). Integration, in a construction project,
refers to an effective team environment where collaboration is evident in work behaviour,
methods and practices, which lead to the free exchange of information among distinct project
parties. These parties have single project objectives and focus, and, accordingly, share
various skills, competences and knowledge, and thus eliminate all traditional barriers
between different participants and design and construction phases, in order to improve the
delivery of a project (Austin et al., 2002). Thus, following the development of a fully
integrated team a new and unique team identity emerges, in which various interests,
successes and failures are shared. The nature of construction prevents individuals from
acting alone, thus they share ideas, judgements and multiple skills required to perform in such
an industry. Consequently, team activities are highly associated with construction work.
However, various studies have demonstrated the potential benefits that can be achieved when
team foundation is based on process and team integration structure (Baiden et al., 2006;
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Hayes, 2002; Katzenbach and Smith, 1993; Scarnati, 2001). Baiden and Price (2011: 129)
defined project team integration as:

Where different disciplines or organizations with different goals,
needs and cultures merge into a single cohesive and mutually
supporting unit with collaborative alignment of processes and cultures.

The necessity of team integration is applicable to construction projects where numerous
organisations including various teams and stakeholders are brought together as a construction
project, which is naturally fragmented in terms of project procurement and delivery
processes. Furthermore, different interests inked to construction activities and challenges
associated with getting team members to understand other individuals’ contributions do not
encourage integration between parties involved throughout the entire construction project
phases (Baiden et al., 2006). Thus, managers or decision makers within construction projects
need to address effective integration between parties involved in a single project, who have to
share information and make various decisions in order to break down barriers and solve
disagreement issues. Team and project studies have proposed various models and defined
numerous ways of formulating an integrated project team (Bandura, 2000; Kirkman and
Rosen, 1999; Ranney and Deck, 1995; Schmidt et al., 2001; Young and Samson, 2008).
However, the integrated team factors that form the first component of the research framework
can be classified into five dimensions:
•

Project Team Design: cross-functionally team refers to a team that comprises
members from different departments involved in the project. It plays a crucial
role in effectively using project cycle time and may significantly limit it.

•

Project Goals: clear goals help in orientating a project team towards mutual
objectives, aligned with client/project or an organisation’s strategic goals.
Management should also emphasise cooperation between team members and
consider it as another crucial goal of the project. Once management set welldefined project goals and clearly explain these to team members with full
implementation of the collaboration concept, superior project performance can be
achieved.

•

Project Support: senior/top management support should be aligned with the
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project support system at the operational level, which provides authority and
power needed as well as all required resources, whether human, financial or
technological, for project success.
•

Problem Solving Strategy: this factor is associated with structuring a clear
method for issue negotiation and problem solving. It concerns how team
members react when faced by a problem, in terms of evaluation process,
brainstorming sessions, selection of best alternative action and ways of asking for
assistance. Solving any operational or technical problem in a fast manner can
significantly improve a project’s quality and speed, which leads to greater
financial and non-financial outcomes.

•

Project Team Efficiency: a team with belief and confidence about providing high
quality work, which can be effective when working together, has a high
commitment level among its members, who are more likely to work hard for team
interests towards desired outcomes. Consequently, task effectiveness and high
level of productivity can be achieved.

6.6.2 Theme B – Project Team Strategy
Each project in the construction industry needs various professional, with different
knowledge and experience. They are required to work and coordinate with each other.
Collaborative spirit and various key elements among team members are essential if they are
to work together efficiently to achieve project goals. Project managers always try to find a
better team strategy and create synergy between members when undertaking construction
activities, in order to realise an effective team environment. Indeed, financial and nonfinancial benefits can be realised through the effective process of team building in a project.
Distinct interests and associated conflict in construction works may lead to lack of effective
team practices. Project participants’ relationships should be carefully considered in order to
avoid additional pressures and challenges. Bender and Septelka (2002) stated that the
competitive nature of construction might negatively affect teamwork and cause its
breakdown. The combination of different functions and phases associated with a
construction project contributes to industry fragmentation. Such fragmentation prevents
consensus between project parties and communication, and obstructs agreement and
understanding between participants, which often leads to claims and litigation (Chow et al.,
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2005). The current state of global construction business and its associated multinational
projects lead to additional challenges when trying to organise and unify project teams on a
large scale including consideration of industrial, geographical and technological factors.
Indeed, the major challenges of a current construction environment arise when managing
projects under such conditions. However, the individual skills and competences of various
parties involved in a project are required and must be brought together effectively in the right
sequence. All people involved in the project should be motivated and committed to the
project. A traditional construction project team comprises mainly owner/client’s
representative, design consultant and main contractor, and all of them working together under
specific contractual agreement. Positive relationship practices should develop between these
parties in order to realise project success in terms of cost, time, expectation and opportunity
of future work. Walker (1996) sated that these objectives are achieved by effective
teambuilding strategy. Accordingly, one of the prime responsibilities of a project manager or
project management team is to establish an effective relationship between participants.
Teamwork strategy is considered as a key factor that leads to superior team productivity in
construction business (Chan et al., 2001). It affects numerous aspects of construction
performance, e.g. planning activities, team building process, communication and, in
particular, time factor. In line with team effectiveness, Chow et al. (2005: 18) observed that
“well-blended team is like a well-running piece of machinery; each part of the machine
interacting smoothly with the next. If one part is out of synchronization, the machine will
cease to function to its maximal effectiveness.” Apart from the benefits that accrue from an
effective teamwork environment, Rabey (2003) and Scarnati (2001) identified several factors
that can potentially prevent teamwork development. These include ineffective
communication, lack of trust and resources and inappropriate use of team approach.
Teamwork is not just bringing people together in a workplace; it can also be defined as
significant effort to cooperate, coordinate, support and share information on the part of every
member of a team, in order to achieve a common goal (Bender and Septelka, 2002). Chow et
al. (2005) proposed five characteristics of effective teamwork that is applicable to
construction business activities:
•

Clear Objectives: all team members form various organisations and they should
have a clear understanding of a project’s overall success factors, goals and
objectives, in order to create a high performance environment. Project
managers/project team management have also to establish clear objectives for the
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temporary team, in terms of what is expected from individuals and how they will
work together. They have to spend an adequate amount of time defining and
clarifying project goals and individual roles during the initial stage of developing
the project team to minimise the time needed to solve future problems and
misunderstandings. An effective team manager/leader strives to integrate
individual personal goals with project team goals and works hard on motivational
factors. Thus, team goals should be shared by all and team members will feel
involved in their achievement and care about the outcome.
•

Team Trust: trust dimension does not have the same meaning for all people.
However, in a project team it is all about the level of team comfort for each
individual. It is also about an individuals’ ability to understand others’ opinions,
values, attitudes, backgrounds and cultural differences and, accordingly, deal with
them. Trust factor significantly affects project information flow, which is a key
element in a construction project. Most theories of team development and
organisational effectiveness emphasise the important of building trust and respect at
various organisational levels and within project teams. Teamwork is not possible
where there are cynical views about others. However, developing and building a
trust between people who work together for the first time in a short-term project is
not an easy task for a project management team. Learning about each other’s
strengths and capabilities in the project and developing personal relationships play
a crucial role in providing understanding between team members, which facilitates
the trust building process. Involving the right people in the right decision-making
task is an effective method also for a project manager to adopt. Consequently,
healthy relationships can be built to increase team synergy, which is required for
project success.

•

Team Cohesiveness: this relates to members’ united feeling when working
together. In a project team members should work together and feel a sense of
belonging and believe that individual success means project team success. They
have also to resist anything that divides them into different groups within their
project team. Therefore, cohesiveness in a project refers to the degree of mutual
attraction or the strength which project members have that helps them remain as a
team. Once a project manager can create a highly cohesive team, less attention will
be associated with the project and misunderstanding between various parties will be
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minimised. Different factors facilitate project managers’ responsibilities in
providing cohesiveness in construction projects: satisfying the personal needs of
project team members, maintaining a high level of trust, establishing team
guidelines and norms and emphasising cooperation instead of negative competition.
•

Team Interdependency: this is associated with the mutual dependence between
team members; that is, they have the required knowledge and understanding to
combine their efforts. The construction business is aligned with numerous
activities that combine and contribute to project completion. These activities are
undertaken by various functional areas, which should be coordinated by team
members as much as possible in order to achieve a team’s desired goals. A
construction team comprises individuals with different experiences, abilities and
technical skills, and when working together individuals can participate in
developing solutions by sharing ideas and opinions, and excellent performance can
be reached ultimately. By working together team members can share resources,
support each other and share ideas. As a result, they become more able to
understand each other’s roles and abilities, which mitigates issues and significantly
helps problem solving processes.

•

Team Enthusiasm: a project team in a construction project needs energy and sprit
to maintain effective efforts. Enthusiasm is a key factor that drives great
performance. Project managers/leaders play an important role in achieving this by
developing a positive environment that adopts a ‘can do’ approach, which provides
an effective decision-making process and increases individuals’ level of
commitment. Recognition of achievement in a job supports project managers in
providing an effective working environment for employees. Indeed, this
psychological practice and all related-processes require a clear objective which
needs desire and ability in an individual to realise.

6.6.3 Theme C – Stakeholders Engagement
Construction projects often involve many stakeholders, in particular, airport projects
associated with a large number of internal and external stakeholders, who hold, to some
extent, equal right or influence over the project lifecycle or have claim on the provided
service. Consequently, the potential for conflict between them is relatively high. Practices
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and principles adopted by organisations to cope with this are vital and have a very strong
effect on project success. Employee and stakeholder engagement concept is something more
than traditional communication between key people in a project. Understanding the context
or key process and relationship that project members should have with each other is a
fundamental requirement in airport projects. It includes relationships between various
organisations in terms of teams, managers and individual development. Melcrum (2007)
stated that there is no single technique suitable for all projects or one that is better than
another; instead, there are effective procedures that depend on an organisation’s desired
results and business context. Simplicity and transparency of engagement procedures are key
to success; this means focusing on mutual outcomes, being effectively strategic about what
each party is doing and why, as well as involving and informing stakeholders of day-to-day
activities and decisions. Stakeholders’ engagement can be seen from a management or
ethical perspective, and it is rarely associated with knowledge which facilitates project
participants’ learning and social experience (Mathur et al., 2008). Innes and Booher (1999)
observed that engagement process, if properly designed, between parties in a project, who
have distinct interests as regards a project’s outcomes and different knowledge of working
practices, can contribute to numerous positive results. It develops trust and relationships,
provides mutual understanding, helps provide shared problem behaviours, encourages
innovative strategies, eliminates conflicts and increases the ability to work together towards
good performance.

Greenwood and Anderson (2009) argued that employees are the most important stakeholder
that help and support organisations in meeting a firm’s obligations to various stakeholders,
clients, government bodies, customers, business partners and investors. During a project
lifecycle employees are closely attached to the organisation and have a crucial role in
representing the firm when dealing with different stakeholders. Karlsen (2002), in contrast,
stated that a project’s client and end users should receive high priority from organisations as
they are the most important stakeholders and key to success. He noted that in most situations
a project manager should work to strengthen the relationship with stakeholders. However, in
some projects individuals and groups can belong to more than one category of stakeholders.
In order to ensure effectiveness and efficiency while dealing with them, willingness and a
high level of understanding, knowledge and skills is required. This is the case in airport
construction projects, where the same group represents different stakeholders, e.g. an airline
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client can be the owner and most airport users act as owner of a project development
programme. Accordingly, a range of duplicated roles have to be managed effectively, which
places great emphasis on each organisation to be engaged with all stakeholders. Chinyio and
Akintoye (2008) identified several potential benefits of stakeholders’ engagement activities.
This increases stakeholders’ level of commitment and the efficiency of an organisation,
reduces waste of time and materials, reduces conflict risk and associated litigation, provides
better services and products to end users, increases motivation and enchases overall
organisational learning.

Numerous organisational management studies state that increased chance of success is
associated with organisations which adopt an active engagement process among their
stakeholders (Lerbinger, 2006; Roome and Wijen, 2006; Smith and Love, 2004; Tang et al.,
2008). Chinyio and Akintoye (2008) proposed a strategic approach for managing and dealing
with construction stakeholders:
•

Top-level Support: top management support is essential for effectiveness, whereby
they have to develop a systematic method for managing and dealing with
stakeholders. The system should be clear to all stakeholders and include behaviour
principles and procedures when faced by difficulties. Organisations are encouraged
also to have a unit or individual to be responsible for overseeing stakeholders’
management activities as well as to develop project relevant skills.

•

Project Information: a very effective tool for maintaining relationships is
communication. All stakeholders should understand different parties’ expectations
with regard to project outcomes, and be continuously informed about project
updates. When stakeholders’ urgency level is not high, websites, on-site
publications and newsletters are very useful, while others who are highly interested
should be fully informed and particularly consulted prior to making critical
decisions. Such communication should involve an adequate assessment of
stakeholders’ status to ascertain the amount of information that should be shared.

•

Stakeholders Meetings: meetings and workshops are particularly useful for
managing stakeholders’ relationships and can be used to engage all stakeholders at
the same time. Regular meetings are scheduled for non-urgent and routine issues in
order to keep parties informed, meet various stakeholders’ needs and discuss
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disagreements. However, in the event of urgent matters and serious issues, project
managers can call for an ad hoc meeting.
•

Concerns and Actions: organisations which desire to maintain healthy and
effective relationship practices with their internal and external stakeholders should
address expected issues and obstacles in advance. Being proactive in dealing with
others over the project cycle encourages all partners, groups and individuals to raise
any issue of concern and to discuss it with involved parties and find a speedy
resolution.

•

Stakeholders’ Negotiation: a key method of resolving disagreements and
stakeholders’ differences. Client’s change of mind, related-ideas or project scope
are characteristics of the construction industry. This might lead to various claims
whether in terms of additional time, expenses or resources. However, negotiation
is a great tool to settle such claims and sometimes produce win-win results for all
parties concerned.

•

Incentives: this is related to any form of reward offered to individuals in order to
encourage them to demonstrate their strengths and capabilities. Project managers
should develop incentive strategies in order to encourage specific actions that lead
to enhanced performance and produces greater outcomes. Through individual
reward schemes or awards, managers not only improve day-to-day activities, but
also help an organisation to achieve short- or long-term business success and
growth. Incentive plans inspire and motivate tasks that have not yet been
completed and direct employees in the direction where an organisation wants them
to go. To develop an incentive plan, objectives must be clear including how the
programme can benefit an organisation and individuals. Indeed, it can be
considered as a management tool that helps a firm to achieve its specific goals and
objectives. An incentive is not necessarily tangible or financial rewards; instead, it
is something which can impart the fundamental values of an individual, e.g. end of
project celebration, employees’ anniversary celebration, the best employee of the
month and letters of appreciation. However, incentives can be adopted for external
parties, e.g. contractors, suppliers and consultants. Organisations use this form of
incentive also as a powerful motivational tool to provide greater performance and
achieve superior goals. Moreover, it can also be applied to maintain relationships
for future working opportunities or as an option when issues arise during
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construction work, e.g. to ensure project completion on time or, in some cases,
before agreed timescale.

6.6.4 Theme D – Leadership Structure
Leaders’ main role is to coordinate and manage project team activities, evaluate individuals’
performances, assign responsibilities to team members, develop individuals’ skills, abilities
and knowledge, motivate subordinates, develop a project plan and provide a positive working
environment (Salas et al., 2005). Accordingly, the relationship between team performance
and leadership affects the evolution process of a project team. Furthermore, the knowledge,
skills and understanding of individuals shape the structure of leadership. Odusami et al.
(2003) argued that leadership style will significantly affect the overall performance of a
project in the construction industry. Indeed, since works related to construction business
require huge team effort, leadership must have significant influence on a project team and,
ultimately, construction work performance. Leadership structure in airport construction
projects is associated with a high level of segmentation, where a single project comprises
various sub-projects, and different project managers/leaders are needed for each project.
These managers may not belong to the same organisation and they work temporarily in a
single project team. Complexity and ambiguity are highly expected in such situations, which
make it difficult for some external leaders to perform leadership functions successfully. In
airport construction business, a new type of leadership is needed which effectively responds
to the unique environment. In line with this, management professionals and researchers
suggested that in a highly complex and uncertain context, shared leadership style is more
effective than individual leadership (Crevani et al., 2007; Clarke, 2012). Shared leadership is
needed when various people who have different culture, background, views and principles
join together and use dialogue and collaboration practices to deliver a set of activities and
objectives in order to achieve a common objective. Thus, shared leadership suggests that no
single leader/manager performs all leadership functions; instead, certain individuals
accomplish collectively the entire project activities.

Airport organisations should nominate construction leaders who have ability to deal with
internal and external people and a greater number of ambiguities. Due to the extreme
variations between each construction project in airport business, in terms of size, project
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duration, stakeholders involved and technical requirements, leaders’ learning and problemsolving competence are key characteristics and more important than planning and controlling
skills. Problem-solving activities require high and professional levels of knowledge sharing
and effective response to emergent events. Clarke (2012) mentioned that most leadership
problems in complex projects that have investigated for many years are due to lack of
leadership skills, as most organisations focus on leader’s technical expertise. Pearce (2004)
stated that shared leadership becomes a fundamental element when a project involves
interdependence, requires creativity, includes emergent group working activities and is
associated with a high level of complexity.

According to Crevani et al. (2007), empowerment degree is the main reason for all initiatives
concerning the development of shared leadership style. The major concern is to avoid power
and authority concentrating on one individual. Two strategic dimensions have been
identified as a foundation for leadership practices in airport construction projects:
•

Leadership Type: without proper leadership practices, project team members are
difficult to identify and effectively perform. Leadership types significantly
influence a team’s motivational elements and cognitive and knowledge
development. It also affects team members’ behaviours, attitudes and beliefs. An
organisation should determine whether traditional leadership or shared leadership
approach is better for its specific project environment. The characteristics of
leaders in each construction project phase should be considered, in order to
nominate effectively the most qualified leader for a particular mission and select
proper leadership types for projects.

•

Empowerment Degree: this dimension is related to power, authority and
responsibility in the overall construction project journey. Project information and
stakeholders’ communication activities are highly influenced by the empowerment
factor over the project lifecycle. Empowerment-related matters within an
organisation can be performed as a shared function directed by all stakeholders, or
controlled by top-down leaders. Due to numerous phases and key stakeholders of
construction projects, sharing power and responsibilities can be adopted; an
organisation that has the most relevant skills and experiences of a specific phase
leads the project.
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6.6.5 Theme E – Project Culture: Behaviours and Relationships
Developing individual assumptions, values and beliefs that are shared by project members,
and maintaining a certain type of behaviour, focus and direction depend on several aspects of
project culture. Construction projects are highly fragmented and many parties work for
various organisations and, in most cases, have no experience of working together. Bringing
them together to complete a project within a defined period of time requires harmony and
clear policy of relationships. The collaborative work in the construction business and
information related to exchanging activities, along with expected issues and disagreements
between different participants, increase the demand for developing effective relationship
principles. However, Kadefors (2004) mentioned that relationships in construction projects
are often inefficient and adversarial. Project managers have to play a crucial role in
developing and delivering participants’ shared values, in order to provide a superior
relationship working environment. Shared assumptions, values and beliefs are significantly
important, and perceived as individual tools for achieving a successful project team. A
number of practitioners and recent students consider trust as a fundamental factor in
developing effective construction relationships between various parties (Kadefors, 2004;
Khalfan et al., 2007; Ling and Tran, 2012; Mcdermott et al., 2005; Ngowi, 2007).

Trust is not a form of behaviour; it is an ambiguous and complex psychological concept. It
has different dimensions, phases and development processes, which depend on context.
Kadefors (2004: 176) offered the following definition: “trust is a psychological state
comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the
intentions or behaviour of another.” Trust is a tool that creates confidence, commitment,
respect and transparency in relationships (Ngowi, 2007). Mcdermott et al. (2005) suggested
that the concept of trust is not easy to understand, which makes it difficult to be managed.
Kadefors (2004) explored the complexity that is associated with its phenomena, where trust
has three different levels. First, it is described as calculus-based trust, which develops when
the trusting individual realises benefits from the trusted party. Second, the relational trust
appears over a period of time between individuals who interact whether through direct
experience or information exchange. The last level of trust relates to organisational level,
which is known as institution-based trust. This form of trust refers to systems, norms and
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professional practices developed by an organisation in order to shape conditions that are
necessary to build trust, whether between various individuals or business partners.

Khalfan et al. (2007) investigated issues related to trust concept within the construction
industry and found three main dimensions. Trust is highly associated with honest
communication between people. When the trust exists, individuals become more open,
honest and willing to share critical information with various team members. Indeed, these
values are crucial while undertaking a construction project that includes numerous
stakeholders, such as airport projects. This is because it requires real information of a
situation to be shared when needed and, accordingly, when there is clear communication in
such business, firms can ensure better project delivery. Reliance has been identified as
another main factor; people can rely on received information when there is trust, which is
required all the time in construction activities. Besides relying on people, trust plays an
important role in delivering expected outcomes from competent people. When organisations
fail to deliver expectations, suspicions arise and may negatively affect an organisation’s
future business.

When a project/organisation is aligned with a high level of fragmentation, mistrust and poor
communication, considering the project culture is key to success. Understanding
construction project culture is essential to providing an effective environment which
improves the processes of project delivery and construction outcomes, particularly in largescale construction projects (Ankrah et al., 2008). Effective culture in an organisation has
much influence on various attitudes, habits and behaviours in a construction project, e.g.
health and safety procedures (Cooper, 2000). The construction industry is one of the most
hazardous industries in terms of serious injuries. The superior performance of safety
procedures on construction sites is an indication of an effective culture. Sawacha et al.
(1999) noted that safety became the most important concern for the majority of construction
organisations. However, risk management reactive approach, lack of individual safety
knowledge, inadequate safety training activities and lack of safety supervisors at sites are
behind most accidents at construction sites. Kines et al. (2010) found that project managers
or safety representatives’ daily verbal communications of safety-related matters with the
project team and site workers have significant influence on increasing levels of safety.
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Thus, there are numerous views about what culture means to an organisation, but every firm
needs to have its own focus with regard to cultural aspects that improve its operational
activities. It is important to consider that operational activities, professionals and individuals
are the major drivers of culture in an organisation, and they play a vital role in developing,
testing and maintaining the culture, respectively. The review of project culture of
construction projects, and considering the crucial aspects of culture needed within a research
context, airport construction, several fundamental dimensions can be identified:
•

Relationships Values: this aspect relates to organisational method of building
relationship values, including trust, commitment, respect and transparency.
Different project participants should experience working together on a day-to-day
basis and have a joint understanding of individual roles and each project aim.
Approaches to sharing information and solving problems should be in place and
clear to all parties. Project managers/leaders have to encourage individuals to
reward and support each other’s trust-related behaviours. Reasonable behaviours
have to be adopted, in terms of fair and professional working practices between
various individuals in the project team.

•

Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes: identifying the key drivers of organisational culture
and developing strategies that enable a firm to eliminate obstacles,
misunderstandings and negative behaviours in a project team is crucial. Project
managers can utilise comprehensive induction sessions for project teams and all
new members joining the team at any project stage. Workshop arrangements are
useful as an alternative method to capture updated information and maintain close
relationships between a project team. Clear project principles, team working
approach and related cultural aspects significantly affect individual behaviours,
leading to effective relationships between a project team and the numerous parties
involved in the project, which, ultimately, secures project success.

•

Proactive Safety Strategy: the most influencing factor of safety performance
concerns organisational policies and project managers’ adopted approaches for
delivering them to a project team and site workers. Project managers and/or safety
representatives are encouraged to develop effective proactive safety strategies
including several aspects, namely, psychological, technical and environmental.
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Psychological factors concern safety verbal communications between project
managers and project teams and site workers on a daily basis, while the technical
and procedural factors relate to the provision of essential safety clothes and
equipment, organising various safety training for everyone involved in the project,
in order to have good experience and technical skills, and publishing safety
booklets. Another crucial dimension is related to environmental and project policy,
where project managers and safety representatives effectively develop safety policy
and make sure that required posters and signs are provided on construction project
sites.

6.6.6 Theme F – Internal and External Communication
One of the most important success factors in a construction project is communication.
However, many issues are related to miscommunication (Perumal and Abu Bakar, 2011).
Stakeholders in a construction project create and share an enormous amount of information
between each other throughout a project’s lifecycle, whether on the demand or supply side.
Airport construction project activities involve many stakeholders dealing with a large number
of communication instruments (requirements, contracts, specifications, reports, manuals,
schedules, drawings, computer files, print-outs, agendas and minutes of meetings). These
require proper communication strategies in order to reach understanding, provide effective
working practices and ensure the success of the project. Thus, organisations and project
managers should provide an open and clear communication environment through developing
meaningful communication strategies for both internal and external stakeholders, those who
are at various levels of the organisation and project team, as well as other individuals and
groups involved in the projects.

According to Bender and Septelka (2002), ineffective practices of communication lead to
misunderstanding, tension and stress between team members, which significantly affects their
productivity and lowers commitment and morale. Consequently, a project will experience
time and financial loss. In order to have effective project communication, Bender and
Septelka (2002) suggested three important dimensions of communication: relevance,
responsiveness and occurrence. Relevance is related to project communications that are
clear, focused and task-oriented. Responsive represents easy access to other information and
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the ability to listen and share ideas and views. Finally, occurrence communication is
associated with developing effective communication methods and structure. Perumal and
Abu Bakar (2011) emphasised the importance of establishing the proper standardisation of
communication in an organisation, and described how it facilitates individuals’
communication activities and understanding of what is happening during the project’s
lifecycle. Developing effective structure and standard instruments of communication
provides a superior management system, which leads to the effective completion of a project.
This should include an organisation’s managerial and functional levels and all stakeholders
involved in the project, as well as to consider their processes and technologies needed.
Document management and structure also play a crucial role in the project communication
process; the proper method adopted can minimise waste of time and reduce misunderstanding
and conflict. The following dimensions are associated with good communication practices
that enhance the communication process in all construction project phases:
•

Communication Strategies: this dimension concerns the developing project
communication structure, which all parties involved should understand and act
upon. It includes clarification of how numerous participants will be contacted
throughout the project. A well-defined system of communication is what project
managers need to facilitate management practices and avoid any misconduct and
misunderstanding, which significantly increases the potential of success.

•

Communication Flow and Instruments: this relates to the communication
structure and its associated information flow; what direction of information
transmission will be followed in communication activities, downwards, upwards, or
horizontal. Each has its advantages and disadvantages, and project managers
should identify which methods are appropriate for different situations.
Communication that flows from upper managerial levels and managers to a project
team is downward communication. In upward communication, information is
prepared by employees and individuals for upper management level. Horizontal
communication occurs between different areas at the same level. This dimension
also concerns various types of project communication instruments. Project
managers should identify different tools that will be utilised throughout the project
and be introduced and carefully explained to all participants.

•

Communication Documents: effective system of document storage and retrieval
should be in place. A large-scale construction project has a huge number of
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documents and, in most cases, these should be available and easy to access at any
time during all project phases. Proper storage of project documents is significant
for future organisation business. The standardisation of document style and
structure may produce better communication performance between numerous
parties in a temporary working environment.

6.6.7 Theme G – Stakeholder Development Strategy
Human capital plays a significant role in an effective organisational environment, which
leads to a firm’s success. Training and development practices represent a significant strategy
in achieving greater individuals’ performance and various project goals. On a construction
project level, modifying or developing peoples’ work-related knowledge (project agreements,
health and safety roles, processes and new project regulations), attitudes, skills, abilities and
motivations can lead to a high level of effective performance. Dainty et al. (2000) stated that
development strategies within large construction firms should involve all managerial and
operational levels including professionals, managers, project teams and other individuals
involved in a project. Through implementing integrated development programmes,
individuals are able to fulfil their own needs and expectations and organisations meet their
management objectives. In order to fulfil project team expectations in construction, all team
members from various project stakeholders should be involved in these arrangements. They
require careful management, motivation and strategic development plans in order to
contribute positively to project performance. In this regard, employees’ training and
motivation practices at all organisational levels are not only considered important for
achieving goals, but also play a crucial role in maintaining an organisation’s competitiveness
in a business global arena (Tabassi, et al. 2011). However, it has been argued that the
temporary nature of construction project teams, the dynamic changes of resourcing needs and
requirements and the distinct skills required from professionals and managers throughout
construction processes prevent the effective implementation of such strategies. Therefore, an
organisation and its various project managers and leaders have to align development
strategies with organisational policies, which initially maximise a firm’s integration,
commitment and motivation of its employees, and the quality and flexibility of its activities.
Raiden et al. (2009) stated that the human resource management unit should play a
fundamental role in providing required training and development approaches for people in a
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construction project through sufficient understanding of project requirements and individuals’
needs. Thus, a powerful development system of human resource is a vital strategy for all
construction organisations. A significant focus in various studies has been on the important
role of strategic human resource management in fostering high levels of individual
knowledge, competence, motivation and challenge, so that they can contribute meaningfully
and creatively to the success of various initiatives that are related to the high performance of
organisations (Chow and Liu, 2009; Dainty et al., 2000; Tabassi and Abu Baker, 2009;
Tabassi et al., 2011). In an investigation of construction-related dimensions, the following
essential development factors can be proposed:
•

Development Level: an organisation’s human resource should directly work with
the project management team to identify a project’s requirements in terms of
individual and group learning and development opportunities that support business
strategies as well as project team and individual performance. Various project
participants should be considered, whether internal or external bodies, as they
belong to a single team with a common objective to achieve. Therefore, these
different activities will significantly enhance overall project performance.

•

Training Method: different methods of training and development programmes
should be implemented, which include both on-the-job and off-the-job training, in
order to ensure the best performance of project activities. The former deals with
project skills and knowledge requirements and updated regulations, processes and
procedures, while the latter involves the use of lectures, presentations, seminars and
exercises to develop various technical, personal and problem solving skills. The
major focus of individual and group learning experiences is on individual abilities,
skills, attitudes, behaviours and knowledge. Thus, it can be related to the specific
project or personal development practices that leverage employee competence
levels and benefit the organisation in the future.

•

Motivation: the level of individual willingness to contribute towards a project is
fundamental to success. Employees’ motivation can be increased through various
methods. Project managers have to understand their project environment and how
to satisfy individual needs, and, accordingly, develop proper motivational strategies
which boost people’s energy. Individuals’ involvement, sharing relevant project
information and team belonging factors have direct impact on performance
improvement in a project. Indeed, when employees feel that they are a crucial part
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of an organisation and their input is important in making decisions and leading to a
firm’s success, high encouragement levels will result. Project managers should
also offer various forms of recognition and rewards in exchange for employees’
superior performance and outcomes, in order to encourage such attitudes. This can
be applied to both individuals and project teams.

6.7

Summary

The novel research strategic framework, as shown in Figure 6.9, has developed through
several phases, by integrating various theories and concepts associated with project strategies,
SHRM and various efficiency management attributes. The theoretical rationale for its
different phases was inspired and guided by SM thinking and continuous improvement
philosophy. The researcher initiated the framework development process by building
adequate knowledge and obtaining insight into airport construction business environment and
its related issues in terms of management practices. Subsequently, associated problems were
identified and analysed, in turn outlining the specific direction of the research framework.
This was to achieve the desired framework that offers possible solutions for an airport
operator’s project managers to implement, in order to enhance their performance when
managing and controlling their construction projects. A detailed and comprehensive
examination of interdisciplinary literature revealed seven drivers of success, which are
applicable to airport construction context. Their sub-modules represent the independent
variables, which may influence the effective and efficient performance and completion of
airport construction projects, the dependent variables. The influence of high management
performance is moderated by the achievement of several project characteristics, the
intervening variables.

Further examination of the research framework can be achieved through the analysis of
several case studies, exploring different airport project management experiences, in the data
analysis chapter, in order to refine, modify or restructure its instruments and design the
theoretical framework. These case studies concern a number of different airport ownership
structures. Therefore, the effects of various ownership forms on improving airport
organisations’ effectiveness, when managing and controlling airport construction projects,
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will also be investigated. Accordingly, the researcher can elaborate a typology of the
different experiences to which the knowledge might apply.

Figure 6.9: Research Proposed Theoretical Framework
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7.1

Introduction

Different points of view and opinions may be raised about a specific aspect and lead to
various questions, so disputes appear. These different opinions need to be tested in order to
distinguish which is correct and settle arguments about the nature of the context. This can be
achieved by following a specific philosophy and a systematic investigation process. An
effective philosophy, therefore, is needed to formulate an investigation design and method,
which support gathering relevant and quality information and, ultimately, developing a solid
foundation for seeking possible answers. In research context, finding answers to specific
questions is the main and mutual goal for different researchers. Furthermore, distinct
purposes are the rationale for conducting these different systematic investigations (Burns,
2000).

However, what is the meaning of the term research? According to Naoum (2013: 2), research
can be defined as “careful search or inquiry; endeavour to discover new or collect old facts
etc. by scientific study of a subject; course of critical investigation.” Research aim or
objective identifies the focus of certain aspects of a topic and forms and organises a research
process which involves answering particular questions, solving specific issues or testing
hypotheses. Accordingly, the research process is composed of enquiry, study or investigation
dimensions, which must be carefully conducted in a critical and/or scientific manner. Indeed,
in practice, research is a continuous collaborative process that has no finish line, and in which
a researcher develops the knowledge acquired from others and provides a new path for
further investigations which will never be completed (Burns, 2000).

Bouma (2000) stated that understanding a process involves a series of linked activities guided
by various principles, philosophies, methods and rules, which create confident statements
about observations of a specific body of knowledge. In this context, he suggested that the
researcher can start the research process by clarifying the main issue, developing research
question/s and selecting a proper research method. Following this, the researcher moves to a
new stage where gathering information about the research question and collecting related
evidence take place. Such evidence will then be aligned to the research question and,
accordingly, appropriate conclusions can be drawn before suggesting areas of further research
and acknowledging research limitations. Indeed, researchers have established numerous
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philosophies for developing research knowledge within a particular field and going through
associated phases. Consequently, in social research literature, a considerable debate has
emerged regarding which research philosophy and methodology are the most appropriate for
research problems (Love et al., 2002; May, 2011; Veal, 2005; Yin, 2003). Saunders et al.
(2009) offered the research onion, as illustrated in Figure 7.1, as a systematic research
philosophical approach, which can lead to an effective understanding of research philosophy,
methodology and method. Each understanding level has a fundamental part to play in
developing the undertaken research. Research philosophy is about the type of philosophy
that deals with knowledge. The process of examining methodology involves the practice of
knowledge and clarifies the research design and strategy, as regards how the researcher will
achieve the desired knowledge. Research method clarifies the researcher’s choice of
knowledge collation technique/s and analysis procedures over the research project.

The research onion and its various layers will guide the development of the research
methodology and method chapter. This chapter considers the numerous dimensions of the
research project and its design process as well as the main structure and procedures needed to
achieve the research objectives. It will first provide an overview of research philosophical
thinking before investigating different research approaches and strategies before justifying
them within this research context. Following this, a rational discussion of research data
collection and analysis methods and related aspects will be presented.
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Figure 7.1: The Research Onion (Saunders et al., 2009: 108)

7.2

Research Philosophy

The type of research question/investigation is the most important consideration for
distinguishing between various research philosophies (Yin, 2003). Saunders et al. (2009)
argued that the research philosophy adopted by a researcher is influenced by various
considerations. However, the main influence concerns the researchers’ views of the
relationship between a particular knowledge area and its development process. Tashakkori
and Teddlie (1998) suggested that what matters most for an investigation affects those
different views, as the main concern for some researchers might be an organisation’s
management objectives, while for others it is workers’ or managers’ feelings, behaviours and
attitudes. The former represents the social entities’ position that exists in an organisation,
while the latter relates to the created social phenomena following the actions of social actors.
These two distinct aspects reflect the nature of reality and researchers’ beliefs about the way
the world works, and which is recognised as ontology. However, according to Tashakkori
and Teddlie (1998), not only one choice is available for researchers; instead, researchers’
philosophical thinking should be in the form of a continuum. Hence, researchers’ views
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should be based on what interests them and adding value to their studies throughout the entire
research journey.

A collection of strategic philosophies and theories forms the nature of research commitments,
which influences researchers’ decisions as regards the development of research design,
selection of research methods and data collection and analysis procedures. These different
sets of beliefs are strategic guidance for the researcher to understand the various dimensions
of research philosophies and to acquire the required knowledge. This is because they are
closely associated with the main research question, that is, how the researcher questions
research objectives and addresses and determines research findings type. In this respect, the
major way of thinking and the most fundamental philosophical distinction instrument at the
early stages of research is acknowledged through the study of epistemology. Collis and
Hussey (2003: 48) noted that “epistemology is concerned with the study of knowledge and
what we accept as being valid knowledge.” Various schools of epistemology have emerged,
which mainly analyse the nature of knowledge and justify researchers’ beliefs regarding truth
(Bhaskar, 1989 Burrell and Morgan, 1979). In the context of management research, Saunders
et al. (2009) and Easterby-Smith et al. (2002) stated that two main epistemological
approaches can inform the research process. Researchers who try to fill the knowledge gap
and rely on resources adopt positivist philosophy, whereas the problem solving researchers
who focus on feelings and behaviours embrace the interpretivist philosophy. The key
features and differences between the schools of thought are shown in Table 7.1.

Positivism Philosophy
According to Saunders et al. (2009), in positivist research, researchers are the process
controllers, but external to the research site. They believe that reality exists independently of
the phenomena being observed. In relation to reality, positivists consider that there is a single
objective reality in human minds regardless of the researchers’ beliefs or perspectives.
However, a particular phenomenon will lead the researcher to produce credible data; in this
case, the data collection process is based on an existing theory that supports the researcher to
develop study hypotheses. These hypotheses will then be evaluated and confirmed through
testing procedures, in order to develop further theory that may be evaluated in further study.
It has been argued that that positivist philosophy is mostly associated with objective
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knowledge and uses the methodology of natural science. Its researchers originate knowledge
from experiments and surveys and are guided by the quantitative research methodology
approach, which will be considered in Section 7.3 (Creswell, 2009 and Easterby-Smith et al.,
2002). Statistical or mathematical techniques are the common data analysis method used by
positivist researchers.

Interpretivism/Social Constructionism Philosophy
Within interpretivist research, researchers are part of what is being studied. They believe in
the importance of humans as they are the main drivers of science. Reality here is multiple as
it is related to the nature of research context. Thus, observers increase their understanding of
a situation or context through the social world and their point of view, and interpretation
process is based on a researcher’s set of meanings (Saunders et al., 2009). Accordingly,
knowledge is socially constructed; the researcher builds research subjective knowledge,
rather than knowledge which is objectively determined, through the use of interviews and
observations. The researcher is also guided by qualitative research methodology. Crucial to
this philosophy is that the researcher should follow the analysis procedures of conversation
and text in order to generate hypotheses and draw research conclusions specific to the
research context (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002).
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Table 7.1: Key Features of Positivism and Social Constructionism (Easterby-Smith et al.,
2002: 30)

7.2.1 The Selection of Research Philosophy
This research project aims to develop and confirm, empirically, a theoretically strategic
framework, which models various strategies in order to enhance a particular context
associated with specific problems. It also investigates how the proposed framework affects
the context in terms of the actions and interactions of its individuals and processes, in order to
expand existing knowledge, and generate new knowledge or applications for the issues
highlighted. Hence, this study is associated with the process of inquiry, study and
investigation related to an organised body of knowledge that is required by either law or
theory; these are pattern observation and systematic clarifications of behaviours or
phenomenon. According to Bhattacherjee (2012), such a process is acknowledged as science,
and can be divided into two distinct knowledge areas: natural science and social science. The
former refers to natural phenomenon, including sciences associated with physics, earth, life,
chemistry and astronomy. The latter is concerned with individuals and people within groups,
organisations and societies including their behaviours and attitudes. Thus, the nature of
research is categorised under social scientific research. This research type operates at two
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levels defined by Burns (2000) as theoretical and empirical. The theoretical level focuses on
developing concepts with regard to a social or natural phenomenon and exploring the
relationships between these concepts. Empirical level involves the process of testing
developed theoretical concepts, including their relationships, in order to achieve better
theories. Hence, social scientific research involves an iterative technique between
observations and developed theories, in which both are crucial components of this research
type.

Within social science research, in order to acquire knowledge about a subject in a field, the
actors’ process of meanings and interpretations of selected subjects must be followed. From
this knowledge perspective, a new epistemological approach under the same principle of
positivism was developed, which allowed more interaction between the social science
researcher and study participants. It was described as post-positivism philosophy, aiming to
produce knowledge about social patterns that is objective and can be generalised (Willis,
2007). According to Corman and Poole (2000), post-positivism is mainly a range of
perspectives on positivism, in which there is not a single social reality and judgement cannot
be only based on data; instead, it advocates the use of social constructions process where the
researcher needs to discover the exact nature of reality and how this actually works. In line
with data meaning context, Willis (2007) stated that post-positivist researchers develop
specific theories or hypotheses about a chosen research area, prior to conducting their studies,
which can be modified and validated through statistical analysis.

However, research proposed strategic framework has been developed through integrating
exiting theories related to the strategic management body of knowledge, which aims to
generate the rules and guidelines for selected contexts that need to be followed in order to
achieve effective management practice. With regard to the research framework and
associated knowledge, the researcher enters a specific world to gather data and understand the
context from the actors’ point of view, in order to confirm and verify the developed
framework. The researcher also aims to understand different situations in terms of the
relation between objective aspects of management and specific operational functions. Hence,
this research project contains characteristics of both interpretivism and post-positivism
philosophy, in particular, from the perspective of acquiring research knowledge, developing
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theories and analysing the data, which will be considered in the following section.

7.3

Research Approach

According to Walliman (2006), within the research context, there are two ways of acquiring
knowledge or understanding problems, namely, empiricism and rationalism. These different
ways of acquiring knowledge can be achieved by two types of research, known as methods of
reasoning; these are inductive and deductive, as shown in Figure 7.2, and they follow a topdown and bottom-up directions, which are in opposite structural format. Bhattacherjee
(2012) described the former approach of research as theory-building, in which researchers
draw conclusions from evidence, while the latter as theory-testing, where finding evidence is
the main concern for a researcher to support or reject conclusions. However, the adoption of
deductive approach is not just to test a pattern or theory, but the researcher can also extend,
adjust, improve and refine the developed theory.

Figure 7.2: Inductive and Deductive Reasoning (Walliman, 2006)

7.3.1 Inductive Reasoning
Inductive reasoning approach begins from particular observations and measures and moves
towards wider theories and generalisation. Thus, from the observed data the researcher can
form theoretical patterns and concepts (Bhattacherjee, 2012). In this approach uncertainty is
highly expected and its outcome is premise-based. Inductive approach was defined by Horn
(2009: 108) as:
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Generalizations are made from the individual instances. In research
terms, this involves observing instances of something, looking for a
pattern in the instances, building a tentative theory, and then testing
that general theory to provide generalizations about behaviour.

7.3.2 Deductive Reasoning
In contrast, a researcher begins the deductive reasoning approach from the top, where general
information is, and then develops theories of a particular interest. Following this, from the
developed theories the researcher narrows down the research focus and produces more
specific hypotheses. During the observation stage the researcher tests research hypotheses
and moves towards confirming, adjusting or rejecting the theories prior to generating more
specific conclusions. Thus, by using new empirical data the researcher can test different
patterns and concepts generated from the developed theory (Bhattacherjee, 2012). In this
approach, the conclusion is based on logic and the overall approach generally adopted to test
hypotheses. Horn (2009: 108) defined the deductive approach as:

Deduction starts with a theory, focuses down to a hypothesis about a
specific matters, then makes observations to test the hypothesis, finally
confirming or refuting the hypothesis.

7.3.3 Selection of Research Approach
The research project aims to develop and test, modify and revise, a strategic model of
organisational effectiveness under the current conditions of various management practices
associated with airport construction projects under different modes of governance structures.
The investigation focuses on several airport operators, in particular, their construction project
management practices. These operators work under different modes of ownership structures,
namely, government department, public cooperation, joint public-private venture and private
ownership.
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The researcher followed an appropriate method in order to satisfy the research aim through
accomplishment of the research objectives. There were various stages to obtain the research
data. This was initiated by observing and investigating the construction industry in terms of
its basic knowledge and practices that relate to strategic management and human resource
management. In order to achieve this effectively and efficiently, an investigation of SM and
SHRM aspects was conducted. The researcher then narrowed the focus to airport
infrastructure, particularly, its construction projects, and identified its development needs in
terms of both aspects and associated project management practices. In addition, different
concepts of management and development strategies were investigated, in order to
understand sufficiently the main features and techniques of improvement. This was done
within a research context to develop effectively the proposed theoretical framework and
enable the researcher to achieve the research goal. The framework would ultimately be tested
and refined according to a series of investigation processes within the selected cases in order
to draw study conclusions.

Thus, the researcher sought to find and collect evidence supporting or disproving the
proposed framework, which was developed as a conclusion of an adequate investigation
process. The dominant approach adopted during the entire study was deductive reasoning.
However, the research contains inductive elements, such as research hypothesis or testable
theory within a framework format. These distinct elements were developed inductively from
observing the current condition of the construction industry and, in particular, the airport
construction project business environment and related characteristics. The research
hypothesis/theory could then move through the new design stage following a deductive
testing process in order to be refined, adjusted or rejected in the light of study results. Hence,
the research framework was inductively built and deductively tested and refined. Walliman
(2006) mentioned that when a research combines inductive and deductive reasoning, this is
known as a hypothetico-deductive method. He also stated that, in practice, it is difficult to be
a pure inductivist or deductivist, as theoretical ideas are needed in order to know the scope of
the required information and adequate knowledge to develop and generate a theory
effectively.
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7.4

Research Strategy

There is general agreement among academics and professionals as regards research strategy
types that can be adopted when undertaking both inductive and deductive studies
(Bhattacherjee, 2012; Creswell, 2009; Horn, 2009; Naoum, 2013). Qualitative and
quantitative methods can be used by researchers when doing research activity. These
approaches are, mainly, a solid foundation for a research designing process from initial broad
assumptions to data collection and detailed methods. In practice, an additional technique can
be adopted which is called mixed method (Creswell, 2009). Indeed, the main purpose of any
technique is to acquire research data. However, as both names suggest, the quality of
information is the main concern of qualitative method, in which understanding and
interpretation of actions and experiences are highly involved. In comparison, quantitative
method is concerned with quantifying data, measuring a context of various opinions or
aggregating results (Bryman, 2008). Walliman (2006: 37) highlighted the key differences
between the two approaches; quantitative method “relies on collecting data that is
numerically based and amenable to such analytical methods as statistical correlations, often
in relation to hypothesis testing”, while qualitative method “relies more on language and the
interpretation of its meaning.” Furthermore, Naoum (2013) argued that theory placement in
quantitative research is clearer than qualitative experience as roles and standard terminology
are expected to exist. It has been noted that, in a number of qualitative researches, the
placement of theory occurs at the end of the study, which can be further studied and
investigated in quantitative research. In terms of the questions of each method, qualitative
approach is appropriate for answering questions about problems, e.g. why and how to fix an
issue, while quantitative method is suitable for answering quantity enquiries, e.g. how much
and how many types of questions. The key features of each research approach are illustrated
in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Key Features of Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches (Naoum, 2007: 43 and
Williman, 2006)

7.4.1 Qualitative Research
Subjective explanation of social actions is the major aim of qualitative research. Therefore,
qualitative research, including its questions and various processes, involves participants’
setting. Data are generated from participants inductively, analyzed and built, from specific to
general themes, based on a researcher’s interpretation of the meaning. Creswell (2009: 4)
defined qualitative research as “a means for exploring and understanding the meaning
individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem.” Qualitative method provides
detailed and rich results which offer the research numerous concepts and ideas. By utilising
this approach, researchers can understand people’s feelings towards a specific social
dimension. Naoum (2013) mentioned that qualitative research activities deal with people’s
experiences and descriptions, which are crucial sources of research data. The information is
divided into two groups: exploratory and attitudinal.
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Exploratory Research
Researchers adopt this type of approach when the amount of knowledge is limited.
Furthermore, a problem should be identified and researchers need to gather clear and detailed
statements about this issue. There are three rationales for conducting exploratory research:
diagnosing a particular situation, discovering new ideas about a specific area and screening
for possible solutions and alternatives. Exploratory research data are generated from
conversations with people, what they have actually said, or in a description form of what was
observed during the data collection phase.

Attitudinal Research
Researchers adopt attitudinal research when subjective evaluation of people’s opinions,
perceptions or views about a particular matter is needed. Indeed, the matter here can be in
the form of a statement, a question, an attribute, a factor or a variable. Thus, the main
purpose of attitudinal research is to measure or understand people’s beliefs by asking them
about their experiences.

7.4.2 Quantitative Research
Gathering quantitative data is the rationale for utilising quantitative research technique. The
quantitative method emphasises the measurement of a concept through implementing
statistical procedures to data that can be measured, classified and stored. These data are
reliable, solid, not abstract, and, therefore, this method is used when researchers want to
discover facts about particular attributes, questions or concepts (Naoum, 2013). It is a useful
technique when a researcher aims to collect evidence in order to test specific theories or
hypotheses through studying the relationship between various facts. Quantitative research
was defined as “a means for testing objective theories by examining the relationship among
variables” (Creswell, 2009: 4).

7.4.3 Selection of Research Strategy
The decision as to the appropriate style that can be adopted when undertaking research
depends on the extent to which research aims and objectives can be achieved and the
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suitability level of the overall journey, in particular, during the research analysis stage.
Various categories are associated with information that can be gathered from either
qualitative or quantitative methods. The former is divided into two categories, exploratory or
attitudinal, while the latter can take an ordinal, internal, nominal or ratio form. Naoum
(2013) explained that qualitative research is ‘subjective’ in nature and concerned with
language and its subsequent interpretation.

Due to the nature of this study, information related to understanding and investigating various
management strategies, associated with airport construction projects within different
organisations, is acquired from several key construction personnel. The strategic method
adopted in this study is a qualitative approach with dominant attitudinal research
characteristics and some exploratory elements. Qualitative method helps the researcher in
adequately investigating and understanding his area of interest and achieving the research
goal. Furthermore, data gathered from participants are quantified in order to be measured
following the process of qualitative evaluation of the information. In this regard, Naoum
(2007: 42) stated that “the data gathered under the qualitative research can later be
‘quantified’ to some extent but a qualitative approach tends to value the data as ‘qualitative’.”

7.4.4 Limitations and Strengths of the Qualitative Approach
Qualitative method has been criticised by quantitative researchers. However, it has various
strengths when well conducted. One of the major criticisms of qualitative approach is related
to the issue of sufficient reliability and validity (Burns, 2000). This is, indeed, due to the
subjective nature of its data and the origin of such data is a specific context. Thus,
researchers face difficulties and challenges when attempting to apply conventional criteria of
validity and reliability. Acceptable generalisation of events and situations cannot be applied
with a high level of confidence. Qualitative research produces a high volume of data, which
makes the data collection stage and the following analysis and interpretation processes time
consuming. A researcher’s promise of confidentiality and anonymity may lead to some
issues when evaluating, preparing and presenting findings. The viewpoints of participants
and the overall research results can be more difficult and consume more time if intended to be
presented in visual form.
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However, due to the importance of maintaining a close relationship with research participants
and data collection related activities, researchers can gain various benefits (Burns, 2000).
Detailed examination of research issues can be effectively done, which enables the researcher
to gain adequate understanding of a specific field of study. Various suggestions of possible
relationships, processes, effects and causes in a particular setting can be presented through
the description processes of qualitative data. For this reason, qualitative approach and its data
collection and analysis processes offer viable alternatives, but do not provide the researcher
with quick answers to the target questions. Researchers can also gain new insight into
contexts by examining different forms of knowledge that may be unavailable otherwise. This
feature allows researchers to develop and revise a research framework and its direction
quickly as new information arises.

7.5

Data Collection Approaches

Data collection is a process designed to gather quality research data and capture evidence on
the variables of a researcher’s interest, which can be then translated and analysed in order to
answer research questions, evaluate results and test theories and hypotheses. This stage is a
crucial and critical aspect of numerous types of studies regardless of the field of study or
different methods available for researchers. Accurate, appropriate and honest data collection
is essential to maintain research integrity, reliability and validity. Insufficient data collection
activities can lead to invalid outcomes, which significantly impact the entire research (Burns,
2000). The research process should follow essential steps to initiate the data collection phase.
Bouma (2000) argued that the researcher has to complete certain preparatory steps to proceed
with research data collection effectively and efficiently; these are identify the research focus,
decide on the major concepts involved, select the related variables, develop the research
design, identify the research sampling procedure and determine the data collection tools and
techniques. According to Naoum (2007), two factors influence the researcher when deciding
the appropriate method of data collection: the research and the nature of its investigation and
the type and availability of the desired data. Fieldwork and desk study are the available
approaches to gather information; the former provides primary research data, whereas the
latter represents secondary data research. Research data collection mechanism and design
and adopted instruments are key to realising relevant and effective results.
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7.5.1 Primary Data
In the research domain, this method is recognised as primary because the researcher is
primarily responsible for obtaining information, and also due to the close distance between
the data and the researcher. Primary data in ‘fieldwork research’ also refer to various primary
methods and activities of data collection, but are not related to people in terms of their daily
lives. In line with this, Naoum (2007: 48) described primary data as that “obtained first
hand.” He offered three different practical strategies, namely, the survey approach, the case
study approach and the action research/problem-solving approach, which suit different
researches and can be adopted in a built and environment setting, in particular the
construction industry and project management studies. Indeed, it has to be noted that there
are other approaches to primary data collection, which require long periods of time and are
associated with a high level of detailed evidence, e.g. observational and experimental.

7.5.2 Secondary Data
Secondary data approach is also adopted in research to collect data. This uses the desk study
method, which deals with different sources of information and involves data that are already
recorded and interpreted in the form of statistical or descriptive data format. Secondary data
are collected by researchers and professionals for the purpose of previous studies. Walliman
(2006) stated that by utilising this approach, researchers can pursue their research interest,
which differs from that of existing studies. Numerous sources are available for researchers to
obtain secondary data, ranging from text books, journal articles and papers to audio and
visual forms, e.g. movies, TV and numerous non-written sources. The advantages of
adopting the secondary data approach are offered by Naoum (2007) as shown in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3: Advantages of Secondary Data Approach (Naoum, 2007)

7.6

Techniques of Data Collection

Following a decision on the type of data, qualitative and/or quantitative, that should be
obtained to satisfy the research aim and objective, and the research strategy to be adopted,
whether survey, case study, problem-solving and/or archival data, the researcher has to select
the appropriate technique and procedure for collecting primary research data (Burns, 2000).
In fact, there is no obvious agreement on the approaches available for collecting either
qualitative or quantitative data (Burns, 2000; Creswell, 2009; Naoum, 2007). Naoum (2007)
described two main research techniques that can be utilised to collect research data from
participants: questionnaires and interviews. Creswell (2009) offered a survey approach
through developing the questionnaire design for quantitative research purposes, and
observations, interviews, audio-visual materials and published documents procedures for
qualitative type research. However, all techniques allow the researcher to obtain
systematically valuable data in a specific study, whether for individuals, groups of people,
organisations, events, objects or systems. Based on the method design, context and nature of
the required data, various data collection techniques can be applied for either qualitative or
quantitative research data. The following sections illustrate different data collection
procedures.

7.6.1 Observations
This technique involves taking notes on the activities and behaviours of objects, groups,
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events or individuals at the research site (Creswell, 2009). In these field notes the researcher
selects, watches and records characteristics and behaviours. The observer can participate in
the event and ask unstructured or semi-structured questions, or just watch and take notes
without any sort of participation. Table 7.4 illustrates the advantages and limitations of
observation technique.

Table 7.4: Advantages and Limitations of Observation Technique (Creswell, 2009: 179)

7.6.2 Interviews
Arksey and Knight (2011) suggested that interview is not a single research method; instead, it
is a combination of research approaches with a common characteristic, which is conversation
between the researcher and a participant. A standard definition of interview was offered by
Berg (2009: 101); it is “a conversation with a purpose. Specially, the purpose is to gather
information.” Therefore, interview is a data collection method that involves oral
communication, in question format, with individuals or group participants, to collect factual
information and opinions. However, answers generated from an interview can be taperecorded or written down whether during the interview or following its completion (Naoum,
2007). Indeed, interview activity cannot be organised and performed without the researcher’s
acknowledgment of the interview structure and its major design format, which will determine
the degree of flexibility in an interview. In this regard, some research professionals offer
only two types – formal and informal structures (Fitzgerald and Cox, 2002) – while others
mention three structural formats of interview, namely, structured, semi-structured and
unstructured (Leedy and Ormrod, 2004; Naoum, 2007). Berg (2009) described interview
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research structures as standardised, semi-standardised or unstandardised; the researcher can
adopt one form or a combination, and the research requirements guide the researcher’s
decisions. However, before discussing the different types of interviews the use of interview
approaches is illustrated in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: Features of Interview Approach (Naoum, 2007: 61)

Unstandardised Interview
Open-ended or open questions format is associated with this type of interview, in which the
researcher must develop a clear structure and effective plan, to guide the discussion process,
with regard to interview focus, in order to achieve the desired goal. Indeed, this form
requires a very skillful interviewing approach due to highly unpredictable discussions.
Interviewers usually adopt an unstructured interview approach when undertaking qualitative
research. The gathered information from each participant is not expected to be the same.
Thus, a purely exploratory exercise is highly associated with the data analysis phase to find
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correlations between various responses. Since the flow of interviews differs and discussion
may follow unexpected direction, it is highly recommended for the researcher to tape
interviews so to focus and lead the discussion and interact with people. Unstructured
interview is a useful method for acquiring an adequate understanding of an ambiguous
setting, culture or people’s experiences. It also allows development of more structured
interview formats or guides within a specific context. However, it should not be adopted
when the research aim is to generalise a set of outcomes (Berg, 2009).

Semi-standardised Interview
Semi-structured interview is often utilised to gather qualitative research data from
participants regarding defined subjects. This form of interview is closely associated with
high cost and time consumption, as well as more formal characteristics than unstructured
interview method. Interviewers use the open- and close-ended questions format, but a
specific order of questions is not essential to be followed. Communication skills and the
interpersonal skills of the researcher are important factors to generate the required
information effectively. The interviewer has to listen attentively to the interviewees’
responses in order to understand their points of view, to communicate properly and to
discover as much as possible specific information of the research subject area. Such a
technique relates to a situation that has been investigated and analysed previously, before
starting the interview phase. Accordingly, participant experience is investigated. To
accomplish this effectively, an interview guide should be developed, which specifies and
integrates the research hypothesis topics. Indeed, in this interview approach participants tend
to talk about an experience more freely and in detail. In addition, complex issues are easy to
clarify and discuss due to the high flexibility of a structured interview. However, the nature
of different interviews associated with the same study is different in terms of questions asked
and their order. Therefore, during the interview, an interviewer’s ability to think about
questions is key to the success of this technique. This leads to difficulty when repeating the
interview with other participants as different questions might be asked, which makes
qualitative data not easy to analyse, in terms of determining whether the information is
relevant to the research subject. Finding a way to develop trust between parties is a crucial
factor to ensure information validity (Berg, 2009).
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Standardised Interview
A list of predetermined questions and two parties, the researcher and interviewee, form this
type of interview. All applicants involved in a structured interview process must receive the
same questions in terms of order and wording format, which facilitates repeating the process
for the researcher and makes such a method easy to standardise. Moreover, the researcher is
able to clarify, explain and phrase for the respondent any ambiguous question, but its
meaning and context should be similar to each participant. During an interview the
researcher should have full control of interview procedure and maintain the flow as planned.
The interviewer can initiate the interview with an open question before moving to closed
questions. However, a structured interview provides the researcher with respondents’ level of
understanding about a particular object, event, problem, system or topic. It clarifies in-depth
data as the interviewer can explore participants’ feelings with regard to specific aspects.
These data represent reliable sources of quantitative research. However, in order to gain
useful information of high quality, questions asked must be effectively prepared as the
researcher is not allowed to subtract or add questions. Due to the nature of questions design,
even if the researcher used some open questions, the detail of responses is more limited than
in other interview forms (Berg, 2009). Berg (2009) distinguished between three types of
interview according to formality level associated with each structure, as shown in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6: Interview Types Features (Berg, 2009: 105)
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However, according to Creswell (2009) and Arksey and Knight (2011), interviews can be
conducted through several methods:
•

In person/face-to-face interviews.

•

Telephone interviews.

•

Focus group interviews.

•

Email interviews.

7.6.3 Questionnaires
One of the most common methods for conducting descriptive and analytical surveys is the
questionnaire method (Naoum, 2007). It is often used to determine people’s feelings,
opinions, experiences, attitudes, facts and views regarding a particular event. Questions of
how much, how many, what, where and who are answered to meet research information
needs regarding a specific topic concern. These questions are organised in either a closed- or
open-ended format and seek ‘yes’ or ‘no’ responses or ask participants to rank the importance
of various factors. The closed-ended question technique is less complicated and easier than
open-ended in terms of data interpretation and analysis, while the open-ended type is
associated with free responses and provides more depth information. Sapsford and Jupp
(2008) stated that capturing participants’ interests is a crucial factor for conducting an
effective questionnaire, as it is associated with low response rates. However, the following
are different factors that can affect questionnaire response rates:
•

Questionnaire length.

•

Complexity level of questions.

•

Professionalism and reputation level of organisation/individuals involved in the
study.

•

Questionnaire design and quality.

•

Time of the year in which nominated participants received the questionnaire.

Questionnaire technique is an effective and fast method for data collection, if the researcher
designs well the questions and properly considers all previous elements. The researcher, in a
short period of time, can involve a large number of people in the research study and obtain
large amounts of information in a cost effective way. A high level of uniformity and
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standardisation is possible in questionnaires, as all the respondents answer the same set of
questions structured in exactly the same format. However, based on their interpretation of
questions, participants may respond differently, so a high level of subjectivity is associated
with the questionnaire technique. Understanding respondents’ motivational factors is not
easy when utilising questionnaires, which may affect response validity. This means the
researcher has no control over respondents, so there is no guarantee that specific individuals
or the right people within an organisation will complete the questionnaire or even give
responses at all.

7.6.4 Documents
This approach of data collection deals with public and private published documents. Public
documents are newspapers, magazines, reports and minutes of meetings, while private
documents are official letters, journals articles and diaries (Creswell, 2009). It enables the
researcher to build adequately the required knowledge about the research topic and to
understand the research participants’ language. Documents are a significant source of
information available in the majority of study fields, which can be accessed when convenient
for the researcher. However, some information in sensitive research areas is not available for
public or private access, which may affect a researcher’s project. To adopt an effective
documents approach, the researcher should ensure the authenticity and accuracy of research
documents.

7.6.5 Audio-Visual Materials
In this technique, the researcher develops a scenario of a specific topic for the selected
participants. This scenario is in a visual form, e.g. pictures, videotapes, films or art objects
that are prepared for participant to observe (Creswell, 2009). The researcher asks participants
to give their interpretation of what is happening in the scenario. Their responses provide the
researcher with knowledge and perceptions for the case study. People can share their reality
by becoming involved in this process, whereby their attention is captured visually. However,
the context of visual materials might be inaccessible in a public or private setting. The
researcher should be careful when selecting visual materials as they can be also difficult to
understand and interpret.
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7.7

Selection of Research Data Collection Approach and Technique

Several factors provide researchers with an idea as to which technique best suits their primary
and secondary data collection: adequate and clear knowledge regarding the type of
information needed in a research project, and main research purpose and aim as well as the
nature of the research investigation and objectives (Berg, 209). Thus, in order to develop the
research proposed framework, which aims to enhance managing and controlling practices of
airport construction projects, a secondary data approach was adopted. The researcher
acquired information following a desk study technique, which involved various published
sources, including text books, journal papers and visual materials. This was to understand the
main research contexts and to expand the researcher’s knowledge with regard to airport
construction environment and related issues.

This study also aims to explore how the theoretical framework components affect the project
management strategy and its various practices within the research specific context. For this
reason, investigating the various management strategies associated with airport construction
projects is crucial, a process of understanding based on the views and experiences of key
personnel in construction. However, according to Patton (2002) and Polit and Hungler
(1995), researchers should outline all the major conceptual areas of the theory/hypothesis that
are relevant to the overall study, in order to visualise effectively the information needed for
their studies and to develop a set of questions that are relevant to each concept under
investigation. Indeed, the previous procedures of secondary data collection and, in particular,
the framework development process, provided the researcher with various elements which
can be considered as a solid platform when determining the nature of primary research
information, and a starting point for the primary data collection phase and development of its
associated questions. The researcher acquired primary data from fieldwork by conducting a
semi-standardised interview approach and survey to explore the conceptual areas. Thus, two
approaches of data collection were adopted in this study, primary and secondary.
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7.7.1 Variables in the Use of Theory and Hypothesis
During the development process of research theories and hypotheses, various elements
appeared and combined in an integrated way and formed a study theoretical framework.
These elements and their various categories represented framework themes that became the
main focus of the case study investigation during the research primary data collection phase.
In a specific context, once a researcher identifies elements which affect other elements,
independent variables, a theoretical foundation can be established and different hypotheses
can be generated (Naoum, 2007). The causes and effects of different categories or values are
acknowledged as variables. A variable is an element, characteristic or condition which can
take on more than one value or category. Creswell (2009: 50) categorised the common types
of variables in research independent, dependent and intervening.

-

Independent variables: that (probably) cause, influence, or affect
outcomes.

-

Dependent Variables: are those that depend on the independent
variables; they are the outcomes or results of the influence of the
independent variables.

-

Intervening or mediating variables: stand between the independent
and dependent variables, and they mediate the effects of the
independent variable on the dependent variable.

Figure 7.3 illustrates research theoretical framework’s variables which have explained in
Section 6.7.
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Figure 7.3: Independent, Intervening and Dependent Variables

7.7.2 Research Primary Data Collection Approach
In this study, the survey and case study approaches were selected to collect research primary
data. The survey approach was applied through following a questionnaire technique for data
collection, while the interview technique was adopted for the case study.

Questionnaire
The research questionnaire method was adopted in order to generate general information on
each participant regarding his/her working experience within the construction sector and in
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airport construction, period spent in the current role and total projects managed. This method
provided the researcher with a nominal or categorical data type, which depends on
classification without any quantitative value, as priority and ranking are not important
(Naoum, 2007). The brief information of the researcher, study project and nature of the
interview were included in the questionnaire to clarify the main research goals, and make
participants familiar with the researcher and interview context, which facilitates the overall
process of interview. However, questionnaires had to be completed and returned prior to
conducting each interview. Indeed, this technique helped the researcher to know his
interviewees and to understand their level of experience whether within the construction
industry or airport business, and their current position and role. Therefore, the types of
individuals involved became identified to the researcher, and the scope of questions of each
participant, as the researcher was allowed to add, adjust or probe into the interview questions.
Berg (2009) suggested that in order to conduct an effective interview, interviewers should
know their ‘audiences’ in terms of culture, experience and background. With regard to
questionnaire format, closed-ended questions were utilised to achieve the desired aim.
Research Participant Pre-interview Form (see Appendix G) was designed to be completed
and returned by the selected senior construction project manager prior to the interview. This
form included the following:
•

A brief introduction about the researcher and research project.

•

Explaining the rationale for the interview.

•

Providing adequate information about types of projects that should be selected and
considered by the interviewee throughout the interview; that is, the best and worst
case management experiences of the participant within the airport construction
context.

•

Anticipated interview duration.

•

Consent to participate in the interview and to audio record the discussion.

•

Confidentiality statement.

Interview
An interview is a considerably effective method (Taylor and Bogdan, 1998), when a
researcher wants to collect information regarding specific types of questions that address
certain types of characteristics, aspects or assumptions. Indeed, the actual aim and focus of
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the study required significant use of the interview method of data collection, as it seeks to
understand a specific environment and its various practices, in terms of the elements of the
developed framework, within a particular case study. Consequently, semi-standardised
interview questions were designed based on seven different themes, the conceptual areas,
which underpin the research theoretical framework. Indeed, study interviews are associated
with several complex factors, including the many participants involved in the overall process
and the various themes and sub-themes of the research framework, which need to be
investigated and offered the same stimulus along with interviewees’ responses to each of
them. In addition, the researcher is faced by difficulties in providing equal meaning for each
theme and maintaining equal flow in all interviews. However, a systematic and structured
technique had to be adopted during the overall data collection process to complete effectively
the lengthy interviews and achieve the desired outcomes. Thus, in order to increase the
effectiveness, minimise complexity and facilitate the interview process, the researcher
developed and adopted two approaches, as explained in the following:

Interview Cards – for participants
Seven cards (see Appendix H) were designed to ensure each participant understood the theme
direction and the answer required for each question. Participants received the interview cards
at the beginning of the interview, particularly, a card prior to each theme question. Every
card included the following elements:
•

Theme name.

•

Short description of the theme.

•

Main theme question.

Three additional cards were also designed to acquire further information based on open
general question format. The first was developed to understand the reasoning behind
participants’ unsuccessful experiences. Another question sought to prioritise organisations’
project success factors within the airport construction business environment. Project
managers’ responses to these questions supported the development of the research theoretical
framework in terms of refining, modifying or restructuring the framework themes and their
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components. The last question, used during the framework validation process aimed to
ensure that the research framework components covered all vital management factors within
the research specific context and its related investigation issues, and represented participants’
reality.

Interview Guide – for the researcher
This guide (see Appendix I) was developed to ensure that the researcher was able to conduct
the interview efficiently and cover all required points. It comprised theme components/subtheme elements, so the researcher could make notes during the interview regarding each
point, and ask questions about unconsidered sub-themes to generate information from all
interviews.

7.7.3 Research Secondary Data Collection Approach
In this study, numerous secondary data sources were utilised to build adequate knowledge
and understanding of various fundamental aspects of this research project, ranging from the
construction industry and strategic project management, to strategic human resource
management, in relation to airport business and its construction project management domain.
Data which have already been recorded and interpreted, that is, statistical or descriptive data
format, were used to gather secondary research data type. Therefore, analysis and evaluation
processes of numerous sources were completed, namely, academic text books, e-books,
electronic and printed journal papers, articles, annual airport reports, press publications,
digital airport magazine and documentary materials. Indeed, secondary data approach was
very useful and considerably supported the researcher in acquiring sufficient knowledge
needed in the project and developing its theoretical framework.

7.8

Sampling

Research is an organised, structured and systematic activity, seeking to find answers from a
population. A population can be defined, according to Burns (2000: 83) as “an entire group
of people or objects or events which all have at least one characteristic in common, and must
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be defined specially and unambiguously.” In social science research, these questions need to
be investigated through individuals and people within a group, organisation or community, in
order to find facts and understand a specific context in terms of the defined questions. Each
research has its population of interest from which the desired answers are drawn. Different
research characteristics and factors provide researchers with an idea as to which type of
population best suits their particular study. Leedy and Ormrod (2004) underlined that a
research question and the main purpose, aim and objective are the fundamental guide for
researchers in making the most appropriate selection. However, Naoum (2007) stated that
once a researcher has identified the study data collection approach, decided on the data
collection technique and has adequate knowledge regarding what to ask, the characteristics of
the respondents should be determined. Within the research domain, taking a portion of the
whole population is recognised as sampling (Burns, 2000). The researcher can then start the
investigation or observation activities on the selected smaller sample and through the findings
generalisation can be generated. Naoum (2007: 58) defined the term sample as “a specimen
or part of a whole (population) which is drawn to show what the rest is like.”

7.8.1 Techniques of Sampling
A number of techniques are available for researchers to draw representative samples and,
accordingly, make valid generalisation. Regardless of the research study type and approach
Burns (2000) suggested a number of techniques: random, systematic, stratified, cluster, stage
and opportunity. As regards most social scientific researches, Naoum (2007) offered two
methods: random and selected sampling.

Random Sampling
Researchers adopt this technique when the detailed characteristics and traits of the sample are
not fundamental elements of the investigation, e.g. participants’ background, organisation
size, location and nature of work. This means that every individual from the identified
population should have the same opportunity of being selected. Once the study population is
identified, a list of sampling should be recognised including the main and unique
characteristics, e.g. individuals’ names and addresses, of each sample, which is known as the
sampling frame. Based on the sample size, manual and computer-based techniques can be
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implemented to select samples.

Selected Sampling
This technique is often chosen in studies associated with the interview approach. Following
the population identification stage, the process is initiated listing the names and addresses of
the individuals involved; they should be homogenous and share particular characteristics.
Source of information within targeted organisations, e.g. a coordinator, should be identified
in order to obtain information related to participants, secure interview access and make
arrangements. However, even in the selected sample approach, samples with different
characteristics might be the research requirement, e.g. comparing various opinions and views
of individuals/groups that have different backgrounds or experiences.

7.8.2 Sample Size
Burns (2000) stated that for generalisation purposes, and in order to minimise errors and
increase accuracy associated with data results, a large sample is more appropriate. However,
as Berg (2009) argued, timescale and the available budget of a study play a fundamental role
in determining investigation sample size. Therefore, an approved sample should be
reasonable in complexity and size, in terms of achieving the desired goals and satisfying time
and financial factors. Researchers have to consider other essential factors, including the
possibility of access and whether targeted individuals are likely to be available during the
data collection phase.

7.8.3

Selection of Research Sampling – Technique and Size

The nature of this study and its main purpose, aims and objectives guided the researcher’s
decision on selecting a sampling technique to create research representative samples. As the
construction business is a major research focus, a sample had to be selected from the
construction industry. Additionally, construction sector type or research investigation is
airport construction and, in particular, its project management practices under different
airport ownership structures. As a result, the researcher chose four airport organisations that
operate under two different forms of both public and private participation, as shown in Figure
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7.4, namely, government department, public cooperation, joint public-private venture and
private ownership. Indeed, the entire process of selection took a long time to complete, due
to the numerous options available. In this regard, a decision was made, according to several
factors, about the geographical location of each operator, which affects cost and time, the
time consumed during the process of securing access and availability of sample size in an
organisation. However, various investigations and analysis processes occurred prior to the
selection stage, as identifying the mode of operation and ownership structure were key factors
in making decisions. Following this, another crucial decision was made regarding
participants’ managerial level; selected interviewees should work at strategic, business or
project organisational level. The following characteristics of the investigation samples were
identified:
•

The nominated individual has to be involved or working, during data collection stage,
on an airport construction project/s whether new development, expansion or
refurbishment.

•

The selected individual should work within project level, particularly, at senior
project management level.

Thus, as this study examines the strategic issues of various critical management and
controlling activities, it was crucial to include senior project managers responsible for
directing airport construction projects in the data collection sample. However, according to
the research project timeframe and the time required to accomplish the data collection and
analysis activities including processes of securing data, conducting interviews and their
related activities and lengthy analysis procedures, 10 to 15 project managers were invited to
participate in research data collection.
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Figure 7.4: Research Sampling

Indeed, the purpose of choosing one airport operator, representing a single ownership
structure, is to understand the construction project management practices of each firm, in
terms of research framework themes, which enable the researcher to confirm, adjust or reject
framework components and associated hypotheses. This is achieved through evaluating and
analysing the various experiences of qualified and expert individuals within each targeted
organisation, so similarities and dissimilarities of management practices between airport
operators can be realised and, accordingly, research conclusions and recommendations
drawn.

7.9

Pilot Study

A pilot study is a smaller version of the full study investigation, where pretesting of the entire
data collection method takes place, including the main research instrument design, process
and mechanism. Within effective research domain, it is highly advisable for researchers to
conduct a pilot study before collecting research data from a research sample (Naoum, 2007).
In large-scale researches, prior to the main research survey, a number of pilot studies can be
conducted. Indeed, a pilot study increases the chances of study success and plays an
important role in effective study design, as it provides a trial run for the research data
collection instrument, whether questionnaire or interview. A pilot study involves the testing
process, technique and wording of the question, identifying ambiguity and clarity of
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instruction, clarifying required time to complete the process, training interviewers and
increasing their confidence and familiarity with the process. Thus, researchers can identify
the quality level of the proposed method and the selected instrument of data collection and
make a decision whether it is complicated or appropriate. However, adopting this approach
does not ensure the success of the full-scale investigation in a study project. Bell (1996, cited
in Naoum 2007: 85) defined a pilot study procedure as:

Getting the bugs out of the instrument so that subjects in your main
study will experience no difficulties in completing it and so that you
can carry out a preliminary analysis to see whether the wording and
format of questions will present any difficulties when the main data
are analyzed.

Peat et al. (2002) suggest some activities that need to be considered while conducting a pilot
study, in order to complete it effectively and gain from it research benefit:
•

Researchers should ask participants for feedback, through predesigned form, to
identify all associated difficulties and ambiguities with instrument technique and
questions.

•

Interviewers should decide whether the timescale is reasonable through recording
the time taken to complete the entire process.

•

Answers to each question should be assessed in terms of providing an adequate
range of responses to what is required.

•

Researchers should try to identify questions that are not answered as expected and
then restructure or reword them.

In this study, four individuals participated in the research pilot study. All of them had
previous experience of the construction industry or working currently in such an
environment, particularly project management areas. Their experiences in the field ranged
from 10 to 30 years, which made their comments and advice very valuable when collecting
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data from the research sample. Following the completion of the pilot study process, a few
alterations were made to the research data collection technique, as detailed below:
•

Additional 30 minutes were added to the original interview plan.

•

A major question was included in each theme card to provide clear understanding
of the theme and to reduce any associated ambiguity.

•

7.10

Unnecessary questions were discarded and a few others restructured.

Data Access

Data that are not available in the public domain or academic institutions require official
access approval. Securing data access is a fundamental stage for researches, and this involves
primary data collection activities. The term access refers to being allowed to use or collect
data or materials from the sample of a population. Indeed, access to data can be achieved
through different methods. Copies of existing data or samples of materials can be sent to data
seekers. Researchers can download protected or confidential data online after securing data
access from authorised bodies within particular firms. Access is also requested to gather or
use data in person through visiting a specific place where different approaches can be
adopted. In most cases, in order to gain access several requirements, agreements and terms
need to be discussed and clarified between parties. Access agreements significantly differ in
various studies in terms of level of formality and time consumed to secure the access and start
the data collection process.

In this research project, it was crucial to secure data access from four different airport
operators, who represent different forms of ownership structures, in order to satisfy the
research objectives and effectively complete the study project. Consequently, following a
decision on selecting the research sample, the researcher began emailing the airport
organisations to obtain data access approval. Indeed, prior to this, a report of the research
project was developed to be sent to each organisation. The project report illustrated the
following information:
•

The researcher’s organisation/university name.

•

The researcher and supervision team names.
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•

Project title and programme of study information.

•

A brief overview of the research project including its purpose, aim, objectives and a
clarification of the main research interest.

•

A description of the participants and what is expected of them.

•

Summary of the research data collection method, in particular, the interview
process and related characteristics, project managers who will participate in the
study and the focus of the targeted information.

•

University ethical and data protection policies and procedures.

As illustrated in Figure 7.5, a representative is identified by each airport operator, who is
responsible for the communication process with the researcher and coordination of all
necessary procedures with nominated project managers, in terms of obtaining participation
consent and scheduling interview slots.

Figure 7.5: Typical Procedures of Data Access
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7.11

Data Analysis

Data are collected by researchers from specific sources, an individual, event, process or
object. They are also produced by those researchers themselves, in which case the data have
to be identified, through analysis process, and treated individually for the purpose of a
particular study context. Researchers begin the data collection stage following a decision on
selecting the data required, the approach and technique of data analysis (Sapsford and Jupp,
2008).

Within this research context, a range of methods produces various types of data. The type of
resulting data is determined by the selected method of data collection and technique.
However, data which have been produced in this research are qualitative in nature and
acquired through semi-structured format of open-ended questions. In the context of
qualitative data, Miles and Huberman (1994) suggested three major philosophical methods
for analysing qualitative data: phenomenology, ethnography and reflexivity or dialectics.
These analytical approaches represent three different research enquiries: interpretivism, social
anthropology and collaborative social research.

Phenomenology
Phenomenology refers to an individual’s perception of a particular event. The focus is on
how people interpret specific experiences with regard to a defined phenomenon.
Phenomenologists often seek deep understanding of a transcript that is produced from data
gathered (Miles and Huberman, 1994).

Ethnography
This approach involves an understanding of people and their motivations. Ethnographic
method aims to analyse data from multiple sources, which are generated often through the
use of a structured observation: film, videotape or audio. In such cases, anthropologists may
spend weeks observing the targeted culture’s behaviour within the study context, and the
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researcher is then able to decide what is important and needs to be highlighted for analysis
(Miles and Huberman, 1994).

Reflexivity or dialectics
In collaborative social research, two approaches are available for researchers. The main
strategy involves a critical enquiry process through the use of action-related activities.
Reflexivity or the process of reflection is based on a continuous reflective process as regards
an individual’s own perceptions, experiences and beliefs. Dialectics method seeks to
understand the reality and interprets the research data through a process of argumentation
between the researcher and local actors, who participate early in the study, e.g. designing the
outlines of an interview or field experiment (Miles and Huberman, 1994).

In this research project, the researcher aims to understand participants’ descriptions regarding
the research framework themes in relation to particular phenomena. Descriptive data are
obtained through conducting in-depth semi-structured interviews with senior construction
project managers of different airport operators. The extensive information generated from
interviews helps the researcher understand, explore and investigate practical aspects of the
research context, which adequately supports the decision to refine, modify or restructure the
research theoretical framework. Thus, the appropriate philosophical method of data analysis,
which supports the researcher to achieve the study goals, is phenomenological approach
within the field of interpretivism, which is the leading research philosophy.

However, the descriptive responses of participants are varied, but unclassified, as not all data
are relevant to the main purpose of the research. Indeed, most of the qualitative data are
unstructured and unclassified. Furthermore, the main purpose of the qualitative data analysis
is to classify, organise and structure responses in order to describe them (Dey, 1993).
Qualitative analysis, however, is not just concerned with description; instead, researchers
often seek to explain, clarify, understand, interpret and predict data. This approach represents
a way of analysing research data which is beyond description concept, whereby the
researcher transforms the initial data description into something new. Bohm (1983: 125)
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defined analysis process as “a process of resolving data into its constituent components, to
reveal its characteristic elements and structure.” Thus, as shown in Figure 7.6, without
applying the description and classification process of qualitative data, the initial analysis
phase cannot be achieved, which builds a solid foundation for further description enabling
researchers to obtain new insight into the research data, create concepts and make
connections.

Figure 7.6: Qualitative Data Analysis Process

7.11.1 Qualitative Data Analysis Process
Dey (1993) argued that the process of describing and classifying phenomena and making
connections of new concepts is the core of qualitative analysis. His description of these
related processes is discussed below.
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7.11.1.1

Description

Description plays a crucial role in qualitative analysis as it represents the first step of the
entire process of analysis. This step involves comprehensive descriptions of information in a
particular context of an act, defined as a ‘thick’ type of description, while the ‘thin’ type is
concerned with facts. Indeed, there are three aspects of description in qualitative analysis: the
context of activity or action, participant intention and action process.

Context is associated with detailed descriptions of the specific setting where activity and
action occur, in order to understand the relevant context as meaning depends on it. This
includes the specific characteristics of an activity, its timeframe, structure and relationships.
Research context can be an organisation, culture, group of people, individual or society.
Intention relates to a participant’s description of a specific action, as it is perceived before
making assumptions and concepts of analysing these actions by a researcher. Illustrating
participants’ understanding of activities and their own contexts is a crucial element of
qualitative analysis. Within the process, the focus changes from a specific context and
participant intention to consequence of actions and behaviours. However, description of
qualitative research varies and may not include all these aspects. Therefore, when
summarising data, the researcher should clearly and adequately outline the vital
characteristics of research data and disregard any unnecessary details (Dey, 1993).

7.11.1.2

Classification

A conceptual framework or model is significantly required to provide an adequate and
meaningful account of data. Researchers, through a developed framework, can interpret and
explain the events or actions of the research context. Indeed, the conceptual elements of a
framework capture the importance of actions and how they connect and interrelate.
However, interpretation adds new meaning which should not necessarily be aligned with
terms or descriptions used by participants themselves, while explanation creates new
concepts and accounts of contextual activity or action, in which referring to participants’
intentions is not necessary.
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In qualitative analysis, researchers are not able to know what to analyse or compare without
classifying the gathered data. Accordingly, classifying the data is one of the essential
elements of the analysis process, which represents a solid basis of interpretation and
explaining the data in terms of the conceptual foundations. Indeed, organising data into
categories provides a method of retrieving the data and effectively facilitating the
researcher’s comparison activities, which may lead to additional new categories or restructure
the current categories. Thus, the conceptual process of classification is associated with two
actions which occur in parallel, whereby the researcher splits the data into different parts and
assigns them to different categories/subjects. The researcher can then bring these parts
together again in an analytical way within a particular context. However, any classification
process cannot be done without purpose, which is guided by research objectives achieved
through the data analysis process (Dey, 1993).

7.11.1.3

Making Connection

Data classification and related concepts are the key components of making connection.
Following the classification stage, the first task is to create concepts which represent solid
building blocks of study analysis. Furthermore, researchers must bring these blocks together
through a connecting concepts process. Analysts, indeed, can identify substantive connection
through developed classifications. At this stage, instead of paying attention to differences
and similarities between concepts, researchers should focus on how the building blocks, the
concepts, interact. This can be achieved through a conceptual framework of various
variables, in particular, examining variations and identifying associations between different
variables. Eventually, by studying connections between various categories, the researcher
can make new descriptions of the research data (Dey, 1993).

7.11.2 The Use of Computer in Qualitative Analysis
Computers have become an essential element of people’s daily lives regardless of their
different purposes. In a research context, particularly during the analysis stage, the computer
and its various software offer notable support to researchers. However, computers cannot
think like individuals. Thus, computers are able to facilitate the data analysis process, but not
analysis of the data itself (Dey, 1993). Indeed, new technologies help people to think
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differently and more quickly, to complete tasks more efficiently and open new possibilities.
Figure 7.7 illustrates how researchers can enhance data collection and analysis procedures
through the use of computers.

Figure 7.7: The Use of Computers in Research

In qualitative research, efficient data management is crucial for effective data analysis.
Computers provide numerous methods and tools for managing data efficiently, which also
eliminate the time consumption associated with such activities. During the analysis stage,
researchers can benefit from software that can record any required information, e.g. text
location and file reference, and effectively store data and allow easy access to adjust different
categories. Using computers also allows researchers to create relations between different
classifications and their concepts, which is fundamental in qualitative analysis, in order to
reach a reasonable conclusion including new description of the research data.

7.12

Research Data Collection and Analysis Mechanism

As explained in Figure 7.8, the researcher followed a clear structure from the beginning of
the data collection phase. This was done to complete the entire process of data collection and
analysis effectively and efficiently.
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Figure 7.8: Research Data Collection and Analysis Mechanism

The research philosophy is qualitative in nature, including incorporation of various
professionals’ opinions, perceptions and experiences in the particular context of this research
– airport construction projects. These variations rely upon the implications of the research
theoretical framework within different settings, participants’ organisations, which represent
the primary project data gathered systematically, as explained in the above figure, through
research interviews.
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The interplay between data collection and analysis phases during the research process will,
ultimately, develop and evolve the theoretical framework. This will formulate theories and
hypotheses following the researcher’s understanding of the meaning of the project’s primary
data and their relationships to the proposed sets of research framework concepts/components.

Claser (1978, cited in Locke, 2005: 45) defined researchers’ processes/practices in terms of
how they assigned meaning to their gathered data, e.g. through semi-structured interviews,
field-observations and archival sources, from relevant multiple sources that are in the same
context as “the joint coding and analysis of data.” This set of practices offers logic for
combining conceptual elements through several analytical activities, in order to refine and
develop the theoretical framework. Using this approach during data analysis stage will
enable patterns in the data to emerge and to fulfil the research aim and objective.

The analysis stage of the research project’s primary data followed certain procedures to
transcribe interviews and analyse the qualitative data gathered from interviews.

7.12.1 Method of Transcribing Interviews
This research stage of analysis is to transform interview conversations, data description, from
recordings to textual data. Transcript has been prepared manually by the researcher in a
verbatim form ‘exactly as obtained’, and the naturalised transcription approach adopted to
generate ‘as much detail as possible’, regardless of non-verbal and non-intelligible signals
(Oliver et al., 2005).

The rationale for using this method of transcription, rather than external services that various
companies offer or relevant software, is highlighted in the following:
•

It means that the researcher is very familiar with the data.

•

It leads to coding which will be used in the analysis phase.

•

Participants’ voice inflections and changes in rhythm can be recognised, as well as
their emphasis on important points which the plain text does not reveal.
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•

Relations and connections between different themes, sub-themes and concepts can
be considered prior to the analysis stage.

7.12.2 Method of Data Analysis
In order to obtain effectively valuable outcomes from data gathered through interviews, a
coding technique should be applied where data are coded depending on their purpose
(Richards, 2015; Saldana, 2009; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). There are three phases of data
analysis:
•

Open coding: individuals’ focus, variables/participants’ responses to research
themes and sub-themes are identified, explored and categorised.

•

Axial coding: this stage concerns the organisation context, which involves new
ways of putting data together to identify relationships, make connections between
themes and sub-themes, explain and understand different variables to which they
relate in a specific organisation.

•

Selective coding: this process concerns all organisations and how they are
systematically related to different theme components/sub-theme elements. It
involves understanding a range of theme values where relationships are validated
and themes and sub-themes are refined and developed.

Following this process new data description can be provided, in which the research
framework and its components may be further refined, developed and/or reclassified.

7.12.3 Tool of Data Analysis
Computers are considered as powerful tool for the analysis of qualitative data. Consequently,
numerous methods have become available for researchers. Qualitative data analysis software
(QDAS) is designed to support qualitative researchers, whether during design, management
and data collection, data analysis process or theoretical development and presentation of
findings (Di Gregorio and Davidson, 2008). Hutchison et al. (2009) suggested that the use of
QDAS encourages good quality studies associated with the development of theories and
theoretical frameworks. They noted that one of the most powerful, if utilised properly, tools
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is software called NVivo, which is capable of facilitating a qualitative investigation process
and its various aspects.

However, an NVivo project does not follow a particular procedure, but relies on user’s
structure, plan and agenda ‘incomes’. In order to analyse effectively and efficiently ‘textual
data’ that are relevant to this research project, several steps needed to be followed by
correctly using NVivo (Hutchison et al., 2009):
Importing Data Documents
•

Text Data: interview transcripts.

•

Theme Nodes: research theoretical framework’s themes and sub-themes.

•

Participants and Organisations’ Nodes: organisation names/codes, participant
general information (names/codes, working experience in construction/airport
projects and number of airport projects managed).

The purpose of this stage is to facilitate the following analytical procedures.

Analytical Procedures
•

Coding: code items from transcript documents to themes and sub-theme Nodes of
each participant.

•

Relationship Nodes: these represent a connection between two or more Theme
Nodes, for example; contributes can influence and have an effect. This can be in
the form of a one-way relation – associative or symmetrical.

•

Node Classification: to ask NVivo to answer particular questions. For instance,
making connection between participants and their information, the above Nodes,
where ‘participants’ as classification and other ‘information’ attributes or
‘organisation’ as classification and their ‘names’ attributes/values.

•

Source Classification: to group sources of each type together, e.g. making
connection between organisations and participants.

•

Memo Links and Annotations: during this stage, the researcher makes notes of
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any new information from the interview transcripts of the analysis process. This is
to evolve the research proposed theoretical framework (refine and develop themes
and/or sub-themes).

7.13

Approaches to Analysing Qualitative Data

Arksey and Knight (2011) stated that the nature of research design largely determines the
way data are analysed. In the qualitative data analysis domain, there are two main approaches
that deal with data: the deductive approach and the inductive approach (Gerrish and Lacey,
2010; Ritchie and Lewis, 2003). Researchers, when analysing data, can handle each
approach in various ways. The methodological differences between both approaches have
been discussed early in this chapter, Section 7.3. However, in this section the focus will be
on variations in terms of analysing data gathered in accordance with each approach.
Deductive approach considers a predefined or developed framework, in which researchers
create their own models, theories or structures for specific data and use these during the
process of analysing interview transcripts. Deductive analysis, therefore, enables researchers
to confirm, reject or adjust theories according to information gathered from participants
through answering particular questions, and to investigate interactions within the data.
Gerrish and Lacey (2010) argued that in a deductive approach, researchers decide in advance
the coding framework; this may potentially bias or decrease the value of the entire data
analysis process and, accordingly, limit the development of the research framework, its
theories and themes. In comparison, for researchers who adopt the inductive approach, prior
to the analysis stage, they have no predetermined framework, structure or just a little insight
into the research theory. Therefore, they explore the data to assess issues, relationships and
common topics that emerge from the data. By using actual research data, the secondary data,
analysis structure can be originated and the coding research themes process can be developed.

7.13.1 Selection of Research Qualitative Data Analysis Approach
This study adopted a deductive approach to achieve its overall aims and objectives. The
research proposed framework and its hypotheses were developed from observing and
investigating various key elements ranging from the construction industry, SM, project
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management and HR applications, to the airport construction business. This process was
undertaken by the researcher to understand the airport construction context and identify its
development needs with regard to strategic project management practices. The mechanisms
of a variety of development methods were also examined and their common concepts adopted
for the overall research journey to achieve the research goals. Indeed, the entire research
questions were aligned with the research framework themes, which were used in the
interview transcripts analysis, along with the research framework development process.

Thus, following previous sections, Figure 7.9 illustrates the integrated method of research
data collection and analysis strategy that adopted by the researcher. This approach has
developed to leverage the researcher knowledge and understanding with regard to managing
and controlling practices of airport construction projects, so framework validation process
and presentation of recommendations can be achieved effectively.

Figure 7.9: Research Qualitative Data Analysis approach
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7.14

Theoretical Framework Validation Approach

Evaluating the quality of a research project is essential if its findings are to offer
recommendations to utilise in practice (Noble and Smith, 2015). In this research, the
proposed framework and its components aim to improve management practices, processes
and activities, and to achieve project success and long-term business goals. However, many
concepts in the social sciences mean different things to observers. One of the most
controversial concepts is validity (Sarantakos, 1994).
Creswell and Miller (2000) argued that the complexity associated with validity is owing to
researchers’ perception of validity within a particular study type, and their various paradigm
assumptions. Various approaches of validity have been developed by researchers, in which
they consider the concept most appropriate to their own social researches. In relation to the
social world, quantitative and qualitative traditions have different epistemological and
ontological meaning, as both concepts view the social world from opposing angles as
explained in Section 7.3. However, Golafshani (2003) stated that for some qualitative
researchers the concept of validity and reliability are not applicable to their studies. Noble
and Smith (2015) confirmed the debate with regard to whether concepts such as credibility,
authenticity, validity, adequacy and generalisability are appropriate to use when evaluating
qualitative research. In contrast, Lamnek (1988) and Bryman (2008) argued that high level of
validity can be achieved through qualitative investigations. The data in qualitative studies are
stronger and closer to the research field than in quantitative studies, which are closer to
reality. It is a challenging procedure to establish validity in qualitative enquiry.

In qualitative studies, Stenbacka (2001) confirmed the need for validity factor. However, she
added that reliability has no relevance in qualitative study as it concerns various measurement
factors. Golafshani (2003) noted that the rationale behind evaluating the quality in each
research type is the main reason for irrelevance. Quantitative study has the purpose of
explaining, while the concept of quality in qualitative research is associated with generating
understanding. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985: 316), “since there can be no validity
without reliability, a demonstration of the former is sufficient to establish the latter.” Hence,
the reliability factor is linked to the validity procedures in a study.
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The validity concept can be defined as “how accurately the account represents participants’
realities of the social phenomena and is credible to them” (Creswell and Miller, 2000:124).
Validity procedures are associated with various strategies implemented by researchers who
seek credibility in their investigations. Validity is not just applicable to research data, but
also refers to the implications drawn from the analysis of data (Hammersley and Atkinson,
2007).

The issue of validity in qualitative research context has not been disregarded. There is
general agreement, however, that researchers involved in qualitative studies need a
demonstration of credibility and validity. To this end, the concept of validity for qualitative
research has been redefined by several researchers (Stenbacka, 2001). This has contributed
to develop common validity procedures in qualitative projects (e.g., Davis and Dodd, 2002;
Lincoln and Guba 1995; Merriam, 1998; Sarantakos, 1994). However, the argument about
qualitative research validity concerns the viewpoint of the enquirer when establishing
research validity. Creswell and Miller (2000) stated that qualitative researchers deal with
lens of validity different from that of quantitative investigators. The former captures the
views of people, professionals or individuals, and conduct research, participate in, or review
an entire study, while the latter use a lens based on test scores of psychometric instruments
and validity of excremental designs. According to Kuzmanic (2009), it is difficult to
establish and generalise common criteria for qualitative research validity especially when a
particular study is associated with interviews and involves transcription and interpretation of
verbal data. Hence, it is important to consider the entire research process and its complete
outcome when thinking about validity.

Creswell and Miller (2000) described three lens of research credibility which qualitative
researchers can use. The first is the particular view of researchers themselves. It is
concerned with the researcher’s ability to determine whether research data are sufficient to
establish categories and themes. Patton (1980, in Creswell and Miller, 2000) defined this
view as an iteration process or a series of rounds in which qualitative analysts examine
whether their data themes, explanations and interpretations are intelligible and make sense.
People who participate in the study may be a second lens for qualitative enquirers.
Participants can be actively involved in establishing the validity of a study. This view
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determines whether participants’ realities have been reflected in research outcomes. The
third credibility lens is achieved through individuals who are not affiliated to the study.
These external people can be research reviewers or various readers who are familiar with the
research context.

The choice of validity procedures not only governs the perspective of different lens.
Researchers can also make procedure selection based on paradigm assumptions (Ratcliffe,
1983). Guba and Lincoln (1994: 105) defined the concept of paradigm as “basic belief
system or worldview that guides the investigators.” They offered three categories of
paradigm assumptions – postpositivist, constructivist and critical influence – as explained in
Table 7.7. Thus, the lens and the paradigm assumptions provide a two-dimensional
framework that includes different types of validity procedures. The primary lens is that of the
study participants within a postpositivist paradigm, which represents the qualitative approach
of the research project. Lens of the researcher, study participants and people external to the
study will be considered in Section 8.3.

Table 7.7: Validity Procedures within Qualitative Lens and Paradigm Assumption (Creswell
and Miller, 2000: 126)
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7.15

Research Ethical Considerations

When the concept of ethic arises in any environment, a distinction between right and wrong
procedure needs to be established and recognised. The context of ethics, which is associated
with the research domain, relates to various practices that must be adopted during the entire
process, in terms of principles and values. Ethical behaviour must be aligned with research
activities from the planning stage to the conduct and reporting of research. Research ethics
are considered during the whole journey of this research project. The researcher has
conducted the study in accordance with Northumbria University’s ethical governance policy
and the procedures on ethics in research. In particular, the following are important in
satisfying these procedures.

7.15.1 Informed Consent
The research project directly involved human participants. Research data were gathered from
individuals participating in the research through interviews. Consequently, participants were
provided with adequate information and explanation about the purpose of the research, in
order to help them make a decision as to whether to participate. This was in the form of a
short questionnaire including Research Participant Consent Form components (see Appendix
G).

7.15.2 Anonymity and Confidentiality
This study contains confidential information, as organisational and project strategy is not
only crucial but also often commercially sensitive. Due to this fact, issues related to
anonymity and confidentiality were carefully discussed with each participant indicating the
terms and extent of this anonymity.

7.15.3 Research Data
During the research project life, all confidential data were stored securely and depending on
the prevailing ethics policy may be destroyed at the end of the research. The information was
only used for the purpose of research and not for any other purpose. At the end of the
research, all data and consent forms were submitted to the Faculty of Engineering and
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Environment school office in an evidence file.
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8.1

Introduction

The research project developed a strategic framework aiming to enhance the performance of
managing and controlling airport construction projects within different organisational
ownership structures. Since one of the interrelated objectives of this study is to validate the
model and present a series of recommendations with regard to managing and controlling the
practices of airport construction projects, a qualitative methodological approach was adopted.
Therefore, in-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with senior construction
project managers of airport operators. Other individuals in an organisation do not have the
broad knowledge of strategic management practices. The extensive information generated
from interviews helped the researcher to understand, explore and investigate the practical
aspects of the research context, which adequately supported his decision to refine, modify or
restructure the research theoretical framework.

The relationship between data gathered and research focus was established. Hence, the
researcher, in this chapter, seeks to handle the research data effectively in order to achieve the
research aim and related objectives. However, the main focus of this chapter is analysis of
the interview data and the presentation procedures. Therefore, detailed analysis of the data
collected from each organisation will be discussed independently prior to the crossorganisation analysis. Finally, the validation and evaluation process of the research
framework will be considered.
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8.2

Interviews Analysis

Following the process of transcribing interview conversations, data description, from
recordings to textual data, the researcher can effectively initiate the interview analysis stage.
However, this section will be based on the qualitative data analysis process and approach
explained in Sections 7.11 and 7.13, respectively. In order to make sense of the data
gathered, the exploration and interpretation of procedures will be on three levels: description,
classification and making connection. Furthermore, three phases of coding process will be
adopted: open, axial and selective coding. Open coding applies during the description stage,
while axial coding characteristics appear in the classification phase, in order to create the new
concept of data. Cross-organisations analysis and making connection between different
management practices will be achieved through selective coding process.

8.2.1 Sample Demographic Details
It is important to have understanding of who the data were collected from. The purpose of
this data is to analyse the selected demographic characteristics of senior project managers
who run construction programmes or single projects within an airport business environment.
Three specific characteristics are analysed: gender, working experience (in the construction
industry, airport construction and participant’s current role) and the number of airport
construction projects that each participant has managed. The demographic characteristics of
the respondents are illustrated in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Sample Demographic Details
Organization 1 – Private Ownership Structure
Participant
Gender
Working Experience (years)
Name
In Construction
In Airport
In Current
Sector
Construction
Role
O1P1
M
4-7
4-7
0-3
O1P2
M
4-7
4-7
4-7
O1P3
F
4-7
4-7
4-7
O1P4
M
0-3
0-3
0-3
O1P5
M
< 20
11-20
0-3
O1P6
M
< 20
11-20
8-10
O1P7
F
< 20
11-20
0-3

Airport
Projects
< 16
< 16
1-5
1-5
6-10
< 16
< 16
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O1P8
M
< 20
O1P9
M
< 20
O1P10
M
< 20
Organization 2 – Public Ownership Structure
O2P1
M
< 20
O2P2
M
< 20
O2P3
M
< 20
O2P4
M
< 20
O2P5
M
< 20
O2P6
M
< 20
O2P7
M
< 20
O2P8
M
< 20
O2P9
M
< 20
O2P10
M
< 20
Organization 3 - Joint Public Private Venture
O3P1
M
< 20
O3P2
M
< 20
O3P3
M
11-20
O3P4
M
< 20
O3P5
M
< 20
O3P6
M
< 20
O3P7
M
4-7
O3P8
M
11-20
O3P9
M
8-10
O3P10
M
< 20

8-10
8-10
11-20

4-7
0-3
4-7

< 16
6-10
< 16

< 20
11-20
11-20
< 20
< 20
< 20
< 20
< 20
< 20
11-20

0-3
11-20
8-10
4-7
< 20
< 20
11-20
8-10
< 20
4-7

1-5
11-15
< 16
11-15
< 16
< 16
6-10
6-10
< 16
11-15

4-7
4-7
11-20
4-7
8-10
4-7
0-3
4-7
0-3
8-10

0-3
0-3
< 20
4-7
8-10
0-3
0-3
4-7
4-7
0-3

1-5
1-5
6-10
1-5
6-10
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
6-10

The interview study was conducted throughout the second half of 2013. As shown in Section
7.7.3, the target population was determined: senior project managers responsible for
overseeing airport construction projects from inception to completion in terms of people and
programme process. This rationale is seen as a great opportunity to provide the required
information that supports the model validation process and identifies recommendations for
the practice of managing and controlling airport construction projects. Thirty face-to-face
interviews were carried out with various senior project managers in three different airport
operators – 10 interviews in each organisation. The respondents identified themselves as
general directors, senior project managers or heads of various business divisions. Due to the
anonymity and confidentiality explained in Section 7.15.2, both organisation and individual
names will remain anonymous – O(x) and P(x) refer to organisation and participant,
respectively.
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The researcher did not focus on gender equity. However, the findings indicate a very low
female participation rate (6.67%). This fact supports various studies, as mentioned in the
literature review, confirming that the construction industry is typically male-dominated
(Agapiou, 2002; Dainty et al., 2000; Loosemore et al., 2003; Worrall et al., 2010). In total,
68% of those interviewed had managed five or more construction projects in different
airports. This meant that they possessed a wide variety of management experiences, which
added great value to the research outcomes. In addition, the majority of the participants had
over 20 years of experience in the construction industry and an average of 10 years of
experience in airport construction. Interestingly, in spite of the wide experience in the
construction industry of most participants and the airport business, only 20% of senior project
managers had been in their current role for over 10 years. This can be attributed to the fact
that gaining enough construction experience and a good reputation takes a significant number
of years before managers can manage an airport construction or undertake a challenging and
complex project.

8.2.2 Data Description and Classification
8.2.2.1

Theme A – Project Team Formulation

Each organisation’s data description of Theme A, including context and intention, is
illustrated in Appendix J. The interpretation stage of data classification is also discussed in
Appendix J.

8.2.2.2

Theme B – Project Team Strategy

Each organisation’s data description, including context and intention of Theme B, is
illustrated in Appendix K. The interpretation stage of the data classification is also discussed
in Appendix K.
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8.2.2.3

Theme C – Stakeholders’ Engagement

Each organisation’s data description, including context and intention of Theme C, is
illustrated in Appendix L. The interpretation stage of data classification is also discussed in
Appendix L.

8.2.2.4

Theme D – Leadership Structure

Each organisation’s data description, including context and intention of Theme D, is
illustrated in Appendix M. The interpretation stage of the data classification is also discussed
in Appendix M.

8.2.2.5

Theme E – Project Culture: Behaviours and Relationships

Each organisation’s data description, including context and intention of Theme E, is
illustrated in Appendix N. The interpretation stage of the data classification is also discussed
in Appendix N.

8.2.2.6

Theme F – Internal and External Communication

Each organisation’s data description, including context and intention of Theme F, is
illustrated in Appendix O. The interpretation stage of the data classification is also discussed
in Appendix O.

8.2.2.7

Theme G – Stakeholder Development Strategy

Each organisation’s data description, including context and intention of Theme G, is
illustrated in Appendix P. The interpretation stage of the data classification is also discussed
in Appendix P.
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8.2.3 Data Making Connection
In order to make connection, data classification and emergent concepts are required. The
data classification process was discussed in a previous section with regard to each
organisation context. Through a research framework and its conceptual elements,
participants’ responses to each theme and its sub-themes have been combined to provide an
adequate and meaningful account for every organisation. Accordingly, understanding context
actions adds new meaning to the data, which will be used in explanation to create new
concepts and identify connections.

8.2.3.1

Theme A – Project Team Formulation

8.2.3.1.1 New Concept: Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
In O1 organisation strategic level and senior project managers play an important role in
creating a high performing cross-functional project team. O1 is following a very structured
and organised method as shown in Figure 8.1. The private operator provides all support
needed for success and plays a strategic role through developing a strategic plan for every
five-year period (quinquennium), which includes a full business plan for operation,
development and investment. Five-year framework agreements with a mix of external
resources are also signed. Management services providers (MSPs) work in a number of
different projects in order to support senior construction project managers in terms of project
programme, cost, schedule and contract management. Numerous consultancy services,
financial, design, communication and health and safety, are available for senior project
managers through framework consultants agreements. Framework contractors’ agreements
ensure dealing with expert people in airport-related business. Senior project managers, on the
other hand, are concerned about people as regards a specific project during its various stages,
whether in-house members, contractors or consultants. Accordingly, they develop a balanced
team, in terms of individual skills and type, throughout the project lifecycle, which has clear
goals to help orientate the project team to mutual objectives along with clear roles and
responsibilities. Through psychometric testing various people at different project phases are
selected. Different interviews/scenarios are conducted with available contractors and
consultants in order to select the most appropriate parties for a particular project.
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Hence, such a project team formulation process in each of O1’s construction projects
develops an integrated project team, which aims to deliver a successful project. According to
the literature review, project team integration increases team performance and improves
project delivery process (Baiden and Price, 2011). As shown in Figure 8.2, integration
includes sharing various skills, competences and knowledge, and removing all traditional
barriers between different parties (Austin et al., 2002). Due to the proper adoption of
integration philosophy in O1, these parties, from different cultures, and with different needs
and goals, have merged into a single project team with mutual interest and collaborative
alignment of processes and cultures (Baiden et al., 2006; Hayes, 2002; Katzenbach and
Smith, 1993; Scarnati, 2001). Indeed, the five-year framework agreement and the established
relationship between O1 and its external parties have provided effective integration. All
airport projects are funded by the airline through landing charges. Thus, because of the
nature of O1’s ownership structure, key airlines stakeholders are part of the project team,
which increases collaboration between the parties involved and creates common project
objectives and interests. The effective and efficient performance of the external parties
involved in a project is mainly driven by future contract opportunities as they are an
organisation’s framework partners.
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Figure 8.1: Organisation 1 – Project Team Design
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Figure 8.2: Organisation 1 – Project Delivery Method

8.2.3.1.2 New Concept: Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure
The project team forming process has no structure or defined selection method. The
engineering department that is responsible for infrastructure planning and development is
divided into two isolated units with unique organisation structure, management practices and
project agendas. However, in all projects, the supervision team and its director develop
internally from various engineering disciplines as shown in Figure 8.3. This team, in some
projects, may be responsible for project management activities in addition to supervision
responsibilities. Team members can be selected by top-management or the appointed project
director, which is mainly based on individual experience and competence, but can also
include nominated young engineers. As shown in Figure 8.4 and 8.5, project management
organisations, consultants and contractors join projects following a tender process organised
for specific projects throughout the various project phases. The relationship between internal
and external people is contractually based, in which case, the in-house project team
supervises both the contractor’s and consultant’s activities, and the project coordinator
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manages stakeholders’ requirements and related matters. Accordingly, the project team is
cross-functional, but not in an integrated form where different parties work together as one
unit and share mutual objectives. As mentioned in the literature review, the different interests
linked to construction activities and the various challenges and difficulties associated with
getting team members to understand other individuals’ contributions do not encourage the
idea of team integration (Baiden et al., 2006).

Figure 8.3: Organisation 2 – Project Team Design
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Figure 8.4: Organisation 2 – Project Delivery Method A

Figure 8.5: Organisation 2 – Project Delivery Method B
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8.2.3.1.3 New Concept: Organisation 3 – Joint Public-Private Venture
In the joint venture cooperation project the team development process is based on a structured
method as shown in Figure 8.6. The government owner establishes a project-client
organisation which is responsible for obtaining all information from the stakeholders
involved in the project, in order to provide minimum technical requirements (MTR).
Following this, the project tender can be announced, which is, in this case, in the form of a
build, transfer and operate (BTO) arrangement. The construction project team is built from
organisations awarded the contract, an international construction manager (CM) and local
contractor/subcontractors with equal or different percentage share as shown in Figure 8.7 and
8.8. The project team comprises all disciplines required in airport development, and team
members’ roles and responsibilities are shared between both companies and based on a
know-how structure. The project departments include individuals from both companies who
work in the same environment. The client organisation and joint-venture partners have
managed and operated the airport for 25 years. Thus, time and quality are fundamental
success factors for all parties which are able to ensure effective and efficient performance.
Hence, high project support and mutual interests have resulted because of the nature of
contract, which also created a fully integrated project team. Austin et al. (2002) argued that
once parties’ various interests and a project’s success and failure are shared, a new and
unique fully integrated team identity will emerge.
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Figure 8.6: Organisation 3 – Project Team Design

Figure 8.7: Organisation 3 – Project Delivery Method A
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Figure 8.8: Organisation 3 – Project Delivery Method B

8.2.3.2

Theme B – Project Team Strategy

8.2.3.2.1 New Concept: Organisation 1- Private Ownership Structure
O1 has established standards, which were developed by APM, to follow when setting out
project goals and objectives, in terms of getting internal and external parties to work together
at an early stage. In this context, furthermore, stakeholder’s expectations, delivery strategies,
the nature of relationships and the various team members’ roles and responsibilities are
discussed and identified. All project team members and relevant stakeholders meet on a
regular basis in order to discuss project status and related obstacles, except for sensitive
financial matters which are only shared with particular people. Senior project managers in
various projects play a crucial role in providing different teamwork characteristics, in relation
to all parties involved, and work accordingly. According to Walker (1996), an effective
teamwork environment is achievable through managers who establish effective relationship
practices between participants. However, it has been the case that a project manager’s efforts
proved insufficient when a project experience concerned traditional contracting procedure.
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An official collaborative working environment is also crucial; it exists as a result of the
relationships between various project parties and is based on effective teamwork philosophy.
This supports the findings of Bender and Septelka (2002), who stipulated that bringing people
together does not ensure the creation of a teamwork environment; instead, the significant
effort of every single member of a project team is required to ensure cooperation,
coordination, support and the sharing of information. Hence, on account of the nature of
O1’s framework collaborative approach, a healthy working environment is created,
encouraging various parties to work together and increase transparency, openness,
commitment and trust levels.

8.2.3.2.2 New Concept: Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure
In O2, most managers believe in the important role that teamwork plays in successfully
achieving targets. Therefore, they encourage individuals to cooperate, coordinate and share
project information. However, this strategy is fully adopted within the internal project team,
where there is a lack of trust in sharing project information and working together throughout
a project lifecycle. According to Chow et al. (2005), such relationships significantly affect
project information flow, which creates boundaries between internal and external parties and
leads to a misunderstanding of issues. What is surprising is that upper managerial level does
not have full confidence in internal resources, as two supervision teams have been replaced
by external project management organisations midway through a project journey and
assigned to other tasks within the organisation. This, indeed, significantly reduces the level
of trust within an organisation’s internal environment as well as individuals’ commitment,
which negatively affects the development of teamwork. Teamwork cannot be possible when
there is a cynical view about others (Rabey, 2003; Scarnati, 2001). It is obvious that in-house
people work closely with the design consultant during the project scope development process
at an early stage of the project, while during the construction phase supervision and
monitoring are mainly the key objectives of the client-contractor’s relationship. The late
involvement of some project parties contributes to ambiguities and obstacles which can be
potential barriers to the development of an effective teamwork environment.
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8.2.3.2.3 New Concept: Organisation 3- Joint Public-Private Venture
After awarding the BTO contract, the project joint-venture team and other stakeholders
including the owner, client, consultant and lenders discussed the project scope and
established common objectives, lines of communication and coordination method.
Accordingly, each party became aware of the parties’ roles and responsibilities and what
needed to be accomplished. The joint-venture team and project client that represent key
stakeholders share the same interest, which has developed from the nature of the project
contract. Due to the multicultural project environment of O3 including different languages,
cultures, beliefs and attitudes, project members faced some difficulties at early project stages,
which is a common issue in multinational project experience as mentioned in the literature
(Chow et al., 2005). Furthermore, project objectives are well identified, the level of trust is
high between parties involved, activities are shared and cooperation and coordination method
is established. Hence, through an effective implementation of teamwork characteristics,
project parties managed to tackle these issues and effectively work together as a single unit
towards their mutual goals. The literature suggests that the competitive nature of
construction might negatively affect teamwork, prevent consensus between project parties,
impede communication and obstruct agreement and understanding between participants
(Chan et al., 2001; Chow et al., 2005). In contrast, the BTO agreement and associated future
operational roles of the key partners, CM, contractor and project client have significantly
facilitated the development of teamwork characteristics and provided an effective working
environment.

8.2.3.3

Theme C – Stakeholders’ Engagement

8.2.3.3.1 New Concept: Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
O1 follows a structured and organised method when dealing with its various stakeholders.
An official stakeholders’ management plan is developed and updated on a regular basis.
Senior project managers, who are responsible for stakeholders’ activities, ensure proper
engagement process and effective management practices through supported stakeholders’
group structure, stakeholders’ matrix, stakeholders’ assessment method, stakeholders’
meetings and workshops and contract change system. As a result, they are able to distinguish
major stakeholders at each project stage, determine their amount of influence on a project,
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properly assess their numerous requirements, effectively control scope changes and update
them by project status. All these arrangements can be developed and structured due to the
huge number of parties that need to be engaged, the significant amount of influence they hold
over projects and their various requirements and vital contributions they make to the
decision-making process. In addition to managing the duplicated roles that some
stakeholders have, major airlines operators own stakes in the organisation and fund various
infrastructure projects, which supports Karlsen’s (2002) argument. Thus, O1 has realised the
importance of stakeholders during overall project lifecycle and identified benefits associated
with their engagement. An incentive plan is also in place for stakeholders, whether internal
employees or external parties, in order to provide great financial benefits, ensure effective
performance, encourage creative ideas and increase commitment level. By implementing a
proper stakeholders’ management and engagement plan, O1 increases its efficiency and
stakeholders’ commitment, reduces waste of time and materials, reduces conflict risks and
associated litigation, provides better services and products to end users and improves
organisational learning, all of which have been mentioned in the literature (Chinyio and
Akintoye , 2008).

8.2.3.3.2 New Concept: Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure
An official stakeholders’ management plan in O2 is neglected. Different methods have been
adopted by senior project managers to manage stakeholders’ related activities. Moreover, in
most cases, there is no direct relation between project team parties, including contractors and
consultants, and external people. These activities are managed by an allocated coordinator,
disciplines representatives or department heads. Their major task is to obtain stakeholders’
requirements at an early project stage to support the design documents. However, during the
construction stage stakeholders, excluding contractors and consultants, are not highly
involved as the government project owner makes the final decisions. What should be noted
here is that stakeholders’ matrix and associated models and plans are not applied. Although
meetings and workshops are arranged, when needed, or issues arise, no structured method,
organised session or official consideration is connected to this crucial matter. This leads to
significant waste of time as each case is individually planned and considered.
Communication by means of official letter correspondence between parties involved and the
required signatures from department heads and upper management level increase time
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inefficiency. Indeed, the electronic method of communication was considered in two project
managers’ experiences as a success factor in terms of minimising delays, which is a most
important element in stakeholders’ management, where a significant amount of time is spent
on information and communication management. Project information is available on request
from the document control centre (DCC); an updating information system is however
unavailable. Hence, lack of effective development of such important plans contributes to
insufficient involvement and ineffective communication with stakeholders, which can lead to
project failure (Innes and Booher, 1999). According to Chinyio and Akintoye (2008), this
may also prevent knowledge learning and incentives that could enhance performance and
produce greater results, which is consistent with O2 findings.

8.2.3.3.3 New Concept: Organisation 3 – Joint Public-Private Venture
In O3 the case of stakeholders is different; external stakeholders’ management is not one of
the project manager’s or even project team’s obligations. The project client who is assigned
by the government owner is responsible for all stakeholders’ activities and, most importantly,
stakeholders’ analysis, which identifies their expectations, requirements, interfaces,
relationships and authorities. Roles and responsibilities have been decided during early
project stages through the joint-venture contract agreement. The reason for this is not
obvious, but it may have something to do with know-how and efficient time consumption.
therefore, each partner can focus on its strength. The CM organisation has expertise in
airport construction projects and management process, the local contractor associated with
subcontractors and suppliers’ relationships and other internal matters including political
issues. The project client coordinates and manages communication and coordination
activities with airport stakeholders and local authorities, as well as provides project direction
and necessary guidance. Accordingly, all parties can effectively and efficiently achieve their
common goal, and accomplish the project within the scheduled timeframe and with the
quality expected. With regard to the high priority associated with time, quality and safety
incentives, plans for internal employees and external subcontractors have been developed,
which ensure on time completion, better employee performance and behaviour demonstrating
close adherence to safety regulations. It has been mentioned in the literature that the
engagement process, if properly managed in a project, between parties who have distinct
interests in a project’s outcomes and different knowledge of working practices, can contribute
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to numerous positive results (Innes and Booher, 1999). However, the shared interests and
common objectives of key project partners facilitate the development of ‘we’ and the single
team concept, as explained in previous discussion of theme results, which may also ensure
stakeholders’ proper engagement practices and efficient sharing of project information.

8.2.3.4

Theme D – Leadership Structure

8.2.3.4.1 New Concept: Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
Throughout O1’s project lifecycle, project leadership changes according to project phase and
individual competences and skills. These leaders belong to different project stakeholders’
organisations that represent project team members. The internal project development
manager leads in the project’s early stages, when the project, related scope, communication
and relation methods are established. The external project delivery manager, from the
framework contractors’ side, manages the actual construction activities. At a later stage in
the project, prior to the completion, the internal facility manager takes project responsibility,
which he maintains until hand over. Thus, a systematic method of leadership structure is in
place. However, an internal senior project manager manages the entire project team and a
contract specialist, from the management services providers’ (MSPs) side, holds overall
project accountability in terms of scope and contract changes. Therefore, various internal and
external individuals share project responsibilities and accomplish collectively entire project
activities in order to perform successfully leadership functions and effectively manage
various project stages. Indeed, this supports several arguments in the literature regarding
mega construction projects associated with a high level of complexity, ambiguity and
segmentation, which need a shared leadership approach, and whereby organisations or
leaders who have the most relevant skills and experiences of a specific phase lead the project
(Crevani et al., 2007; Clarke, 2012; Odusami et al., 2003).

8.2.3.4.2

New Concept: Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure

O2 strategic policy does not encourage the concept of shared leadership; instead, topmanagement appoints an internal manager who is responsible for overall project phases in
terms of leadership and management activities. Their decision is not based on individual
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leadership and management competences, where position and personality are the selection
criteria. By adopting this approach, an unqualified leader may hold project responsibility and
mislead his project team, which contributes to ineffective project performance. Indeed, O2
has experience of this situation; as a result, the entire project team was changed during the
construction phase, which led to massive delay and additional project cost. Leaders’ ability
to learn, problem-solve and deal with internal and external people as well as ambiguities are
key characteristics and more important than planning and controlling skills. Clarke (2012)
noted that most leadership problems in many complex projects over the years have been due
to the lack of leadership skills, as most organisations have been focusing on leader’s technical
expertise.

8.2.3.4.3 New Concept: Organisation 3- Joint Public-Private Venture
Leadership structure of O3 is totally shared between the construction team’s partners, the CM
and contractor organisations. The project director, deputy project director and department
heads, who are from both companies, constitute the shared leadership structure. Selection
criteria are based on know-how approach which includes skills, competences and the
knowledge of individuals and organisations. All related matters including authority are
defined and agreed on at an early project stage, in particular, at the organisational structure
development stage, which is managed by the CM organisation. Project segmentation and
different leadership skills, knowledge and competences needed in such projects are fully
considered and understood, which leads to adopting this specific approach of leadership
structure. Accordingly, project team members ensure a fair decision-making process and
effective and efficient flow of information and communication activities, which are
horizontally based between various departments (Crevani et al., 2007). The government
project owner is only involved in financial matters.

8.2.3.5

Theme E – Project Culture

8.2.3.5.1 New Concept: Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
One of the major concerns of O1, with regard to project management development practices,
is project culture and its associated values. The future quinquennium 6 (Q6) and related
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professional collaboration scheme are all about project values and behaviours. This applies
to construction project contracts, whether with intelligence client or framework contractors
and consultants or even with subcontractors and other external partners who support the
airport construction business. The dimensions of O1’s project culture include politics, safety,
relationships, behaviours, communication, planning, execution, conditions, achievements,
learning, enjoyment, visibility, respect, trust and leadership. The current business operation
has its required technology, process and management practices that lead to project success.
Project culture has become a main focus as the intention is to achieve more than traditional
success, to add more value to a project journey and to enhance a project environment, so
performance can be leveraged. Thus, various sessions, forums, workshops and training
arrangements are in place at various management levels for internal people and other
stakeholders involved in different projects. Priority is given to safety related matters and to
risk on site knowledge; a two- day safety induction must be completed by everyone within
business environment. A written guide and a DVD which explain O1’s behaviour regulations
are prepared on values, as lack of individual safety knowledge, inadequate safety training
activities and lack of safety supervisors on site are behind most accidents at construction sites
(Sawacha et al., 1999).

Through adopting this new approach and relationship principles, O1 significantly supports
and adds significant values to its collaborative work and increases integration between
individuals. In the literature, Kadefors (2004) mentioned that relationships within
construction projects are often inefficient and adversarial; therefore, developing shared
values, assumptions and beliefs between distinct parties creates a superior working
environment, perceived as individual tools of interaction and what makes a successful project
team. However, an effective organisational culture is much more important when people can
understand it (Ankrah et al., 2008). Indeed, this has been adopted and implemented in O1.
The project culture and its relevant values do not just affect individuals’ relationships, but
also facilitate the development of a project teamwork strategy, ensure better management
practices and facilitate leaders’ duties and stakeholders’ engagement process. In addition, it
boosts various levels of trust, which is so vital in construction business, whether calculusbased trust, relational trust or institution-based trust (Kadefors, 2004).
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8.2.3.5.2 New Concept: Organisation 2- Public Ownership Structure
Most senior project managers in O2 understand well how developed project culture enhances
a project environment and increases performance level. They have undertaken several
initiatives to introduce specific aspects of project culture in order to increase people’s
commitment, transparency and trust. However, within the entire organisation no official and
clear agenda has developed in this respect. Even new members’ project induction is based on
project managers’ experiences, whether verbal or informal sessions. Surprisingly, safety
knowledge is overlooked as no attention is paid to safety issues apart from traditional safety
requirements on construction sites, safety gear and a safety site representative. This means
that a structured approach has not been followed.

Lack of project culture within O2 might have been due to the nature of fragmentation, not
because of the industry itself, instead of project team and working environment. Indeed,
when boundaries exist between parties, the need for a shared culture and related strategies
becomes less of a priority for an organisation. It is crucial, however, if the organisation
intends to work collaboratively and improve business operation, which might significantly
provide a healthy working environment in terms of commitment, trust, transparency,
communication, team integration and, most importantly, project completion on time.
Bringing various people together who belong to distinct organisations and asking them to
achieve a common goal within a defined period of time needs mutual identification, which
can be achieved through the cultivation of the right project culture and all behaviours and
relationship values (Kadefors, 2004).

8.2.3.5.3 New Concept: Organisation 3 – Joint Public-Private Venture
In O3, various characteristics are generated from the nature of contract which facilitate the
development of a shared culture. Furthermore, the procedures for developing such a culture
are not established. Within the BTO agreements, parties have common goals to achieve,
established organisational structure and clear leadership roles and responsibilities. An
integrated team environment is naturally developed and business cooperation significantly
creates trust between key people, because if the project fails everyone will be affected. Trust
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increases confidence, commitment, respect and transparency in the relationship (Ngowi,
2007). All parties adopt the project identity, joint-venture, which is based on cooperation
values. Partners are a team and they must work this way in order to satisfy their individual
interests. They join together in one environment according to know-how criteria. Therefore,
support, help, communication, understanding and openness are key cultural behaviours for
them. Hence, every project context or organisation needs to identify its own focus points,
with regard to cultural aspects which improve its operational activities, and develop these
effectively, to ensure expected results from professionals and other individuals who are the
main cultural drivers.

8.2.3.6

Theme F – Internal and External Communication

8.2.3.6.1 New Concept: Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
In O1 significant communication lines need to be established and huge volumes of
information should be shared. The in-house project team, framework partners and other
external stakeholders are working within the same business environment in order to deliver
various products and provide different services. Individual organisations have their own
strategy and method of communication when conducting their specific business tasks in O1’s
specific airport context. However, once they agree to collaborate and support each other at
various organisational levels, to achieve various common goals through numerous project
packages and a large number of associated information instruments, establishing effective
communication structure becomes a fundamental concern. This is because they want to
provide effective practices of communication and superior management operation, which
ensure understanding and successful completion of projects (Perumal and Abu Bakar, 2011).
Indeed, they have realised that a successful project is all about communication and acted
accordingly through assigning communication specialists. These specialists have changed
the method of communication that has been in use for over 20 years. Thus, three levels of
communication have been identified and various systems adopted. They have considered a
project’s official and less formal team communication and information that needs to be
shared with airlines stakeholders and other external parties during the different project stages.
The PMO (Project Management Office), an established department, is responsible for
managing all communication-related activities. Furthermore, as the research literature
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suggests, communication is one of the most important success factors in construction, and
O1’s senior project managers must ensure that all communication instruments are managed,
logged, controlled and stored. Indeed, information follows different directions and includes
people within an organisation who are not associated with construction activities. Hence, all
levels are linked and they are aware of organisation business, which significantly increases all
parties’ sense of belonging, commitment level and transparency and this, in turn, positively
affects their performance.

8.2.3.6.2 New Concept: Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure
O2 has adopted a hierarchal structure of communication and follows a traditional way of
dealing with project communication instruments. An effective method of communication is
lacking, as all official correspondence with either internal or external bodies is in the form of
letters. Most senior project managers agree that inefficiency arises from adopting such an
approach, and, therefore, tried to implement other methods in their project experiences.
However, ultimately, they must follow an organisation’s approved communication
procedures and ensure all project documents are available in written format, so that the DCC
(Document Control Centre) can store project documents. As a consequence, a huge number
of data hard copies result and a time consuming process associated with data retrieval
activity. Misunderstanding of issues and delays in the procurement of materials in O2’s
several projects could be avoided with the proper conduct of communication strategies, as
Bender and Septelka (2002) proposed. Indeed, these kinds of issue may considerably
increase project cost and negatively affect participants’ performance. Therefore, the
government owner and senior project managers should properly consider this crucial issue to
enhance a business operation.

8.2.3.6.3 New Concept: Organisation 3 – Joint Public-Private Venture
During early project stages, O3 considered all key internal and external parties involved in
construction project activities in terms of different strategies linked to communication and
share project information. This included the project owner, client, joint-venture project team,
external subcontractors and suppliers. Various methods were approved to share effectively
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information between various project parties, and the documents control system established to
build an electronic project database in which information can be stored and retrieved. As each
organisation of the joint-venture project team has unique communication methods, the best
methods and systems were confirmed and adopted according to know-how approach and
related project benefits. Openness, transparency and commitment are the main aims to
achieve successfully common goals; accordingly, an open and clear communication
environment is a priority for the project team, which is achieved through developing proper
communication strategies at an early stage of the project (Perumal and Abu Bakar, 2011).

8.2.3.7

Theme G – Stakeholders Development Strategy

8.2.3.7.1 New Concept: Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
Capturing knowledge, through lessons learned activities, and individual development at all
organisational levels, is key in O1. An established department, personal development group,
develops most sessions and training arrangements. It organises a technical and personal
development programme for individuals based on their roles and personal needs, which can
be distinguished through a structured testing approach. In addition to this, the organisation’s
regulations on various behaviours are delivered to internal and external people following
compulsory sessions and workshop events. Project contract, project scope, project values,
people relations, leadership skills and safety behaviours are the main focus areas. Most
people involved in these arrangements have worked in different project programmes for
several years according to contract agreements. Hence, a continuous improvement integrated
plan, at all organisational levels, is expected to affect positively people’s attitudes, skills,
competences and motivations and to ensure an effective working environment throughout the
quinquennium plan period (Chow and Liu, 2009; Dainty et al., 2000). Lessons learned by all
organisation levels and key stakeholders can leverage various individuals and overall
organisational performance through additional value and project achievements. These
arrangements and additional methods increase the motivation levels of individuals and the
organisation. In turn, they become more committed and perform more effectively, meaning
that they play a crucial role in maintaining the organisation’s competitiveness in a global
business arena (Tabassi et al., 2011).
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8.2.3.7.2 New Concept: Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure
Numerous internal and external development opportunities are available in O2. This training
is arranged for young local engineers working in various organisation departments.
However, an established scheme that establishes individual development needs is
unavailable; as a consequence, it is everyone’s responsibility to decide and request such
training from department heads. Accordingly, selected training may not satisfy individual
roles and a project’s required skills and competences, which significantly affects its
efficiency level. Raiden et al. (2009) emphasised that the responsible department should play
a fundamental role in developing the required training for people within the construction
project through effective understanding of project requirements and individual needs. This is
done so that development initiative benefits can be realised and supported. It was noted by
O2’s project managers that most upper managerial level members and external partners are
highly skilful and expert people, which should explain the main reason for their lack of
training. In fact, each project environment is different and bringing various people to work in
the same place and achieve mutual goals requires particular competences (Sanchez and
Blanco, 2014; Jabrouni et al., 2011). At all organisation levels, knowledge, personal
development and lessons learned are effective tools for continuously achieving better results
and improving business operation. Consequently, being motivated to perform well depends
on project managers’ leadership characteristics and individual morale and commitment level.

8.2.3.7.3

New Concept: Organisation 3 – Joint Public-Private Venture

O3’s joint-venture project is a fast track construction project, involving three different
partners, to design, build and operate a totally new airport. Completing the project within its
scheduled timeframe is a main success factor for all parties involved in the joint-venture
agreement. These stakeholders have been joined together according to their various
experiences needed to accomplish such mega projects. Required communication methods,
leadership structure, relationship nature and project values and regulations were developed
and agreed on at early project stages, when all partners sat together and discussed related
matters. Any development required to accomplish successfully the project and, ultimately,
start its operation, is organised and delivered to any project stakeholders whether project team
members or external parties. Indeed, the temporary nature of such projects and the level of
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professionalism required throughout the construction process may reduce the efficiency of
the development strategy (Tabassi et al., 2011). However, training sessions associated with
project safety behaviours are a compulsory requirement for individuals participating in
construction activities. Various financial and moral arrangements are also in place to ensure
high individual motivation levels.

8.2.4 Open Questions – Questions H and I
Participants were asked to respond to two open questions (questions H and I). The first
clarifies the reasoning behind their unsuccessful experiences and explains ineffective
management practices that minimise chances of achieving project goals and success within an
organisation. The latter seeks to prioritise an organisation’s project success factors within
airport construction business. The project managers’ responses support the development of a
research theoretical framework in terms of refining, modifying or restructuring framework
themes and their components.

8.2.4.1

Question H – Unsuccessful Project Experience

Table 8.2: Open Question (H) Responses
Open Question 1: Reasons behind participants’ unsuccessful project experience
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant Direct Quotes from Participants
Framework Theme/Sub-theme
and
Emergent Theme
- “The scope was not very well defined.”
- (Project Team Formulation and
O1P1
Project Team Strategy).

- “The team was not very well defined.”

O1P2
O1P3
O1P4

- “About relation … You need to manage
people.”
- “Unrealistic goals … Unrealistic timeframe.”
- “Overly optimistic in terms of what we can
build and how quickly it will take.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Stakeholders Engagement).
- (Project Team Strategy/Project
Objectives).
- (Project Team Formulation and
Project Team Strategy/Project
Goals and Objectives).
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O1P5
O1P6

O1P7

- “Combination of not having a clear owner on
it … Stakeholders not having defined enough
inputs.”
- “No clear definition of requirements.”

- (Project Team Formulation and
Project Team Strategy/Project
Goals and Objectives).
- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Stakeholders
Information Management).

- “We got unrealistic time scale.”

- (Project Team Strategy/ Project
Objectives).

- “Do not have a good team … The right
people at the right role.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Project Team Formulation and
Project Team Strategy/Project
Goals and Objectives).

- “There was not a clear brief at the beginning
of the project.”

O1P8

- “There was no clear leadership at a high
level.”
- “A bit relationship things.”

O1P9

- “We had not defined the scope.”

- “We have risks that we could not define.”

O1P10

- “You have got the right people in the job.”

- “Know and understand your scope.”

Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
- “The team was not well developed.”
O2P2

O2P3

O2P4

- “Changing the entire team at the middle of
the project life cycle.”
- “We have discovered that the same project is
designing by another party … lack of
confidence and trust about the in-house team
… That was a real disappointed for us as a
project team.”
- “Bureaucracy in our business operation.”
- “Engineer needs to have trainings, look at the
advanced technologies, attend different

- (Leadership Structure/Leadership
Type).
- (Project Culture/ Relationship
Values).
- (Project Team Formulation and
Project Team Strategy/Project
Goals and Objectives).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Problem Solving)
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Project Team Formulation and
Project Team Strategy/Project
Goals and Objectives)
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Trust).
- (Project Team Formulation/
Project Team Design).

- (Leadership
Structure/Empowerment Degree).
- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy/Training Method).
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expeditions and conferences and get promoted,
all that in a regular basis.”

O2P5
O2P6

O2P7

- “Some departments are centralized and others
are isolated.”
- “Unqualified/bad contractor or consultant this
would be a reason of failure.”
- “So many stakeholders who had different
views.”

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Trust).

- “Lack of skills in particular area might lead to
unsuccessful experience.”

- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy/Training Method).

- “If your boss is also negative and not
supported.”
- “The owner was not quite honest with project
team.”
- “In a public organization like this one there
are many stakeholders working with and
against each other.”
- “The different interests on the project.”
- “Lack of accountability.”

O2P9

O2P10

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Stakeholders
Information Management).

- “Should not give it to a contractor around the
finishing stage … They should do that much
earlier … At the last minute they change
everything.”
“Somebody misleads you with the information
can affect your project.”

- “Team who is not motivated … Have not got
interest in the area.”

O2P8

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Interdependency).

- “Assigning one contractor to numerous
packages of developing a new airport …
Putting all the risk in one basket … Not the
right disciplines, specialities at the right place.”
- “Duplicated roles and responsibilities within
project team members I think.”

- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Stakeholder
Information Management).

- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy/Motivation Method).
- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Enthusiasm).
- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).
- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Stakeholders
Meetings and Stakeholders
Information Management).
- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Cohesiveness).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).

Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
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O3P1

- “The interference or conflict of interests.”

O3P2

- “Nobody can make decision … Time of
getting approval from the main office take so
long time.”

O3P4

O3P5

O3P6

- “The attitude of managers is not positive.”

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Enthusiasm).

- “They do not have appreciation for
achievements or jobs you doing.”

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Enthusiasm).

- “Do not get any type of incentives.”

- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Incentives).

- “People intend to have power in one hand
only bureaucracy.”
- “Unsuccessful experiences made many good
experiences for future works … It is learning.”

- (Leadership
Structure/Empowerment Degree)
- (Learning Cycle)

- “Miss selection of subcontractors and the
selection of team members.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Project Team Strategy/Project
Objectives).

- “Unclear design or specification … Continues
requests or requirements from the employer or
client to change the design during the project
… The client vision was not clear.”
- “Bad management behaviours.”
- “Poor selection of project team.”

O3P7

- “And their working strategy.”
- “What need to be done is not clear for all
parties.”
- “Inefficient communication method between
project’s parties.”
- “Isolated departments.”

O3P8
O3P9

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Cohesiveness).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Support).

- “When you do not maintain a unique standard
for everybody, same standard treatment for
all.”
- “Subcontractor management were hiding that
they are not capable to do the project.”

- (Project Culture).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Project Team Strategy).
- (Project team Strategy/Project
Objectives).
- (Communication/Communication
Strategy).
- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Interdependency).
- (Project Culture).
- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).
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8.2.4.2

Question I – Success and Failure Terms

Table 8.3: Open Question (I) Responses
Open Question 2: participants’ evaluation of the term ‘success’ or ‘failure’ in chosen
project experiences
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant Direct Quotes from Participants
- “It is about benefits … What is your expectation at the beginning and the end …
O1P1
Delivered under budget, under time.”

O1P2
O1P3
O1P4
O1P5
O1P6

O1P7

O1P8

- “It depends on stakeholders really, so for shareholders they would say cost, for the
airlines it would probably be time, from operation point of view scheduled timeframe
would it be the most critical. Airlines do not want us to spend money that we not
going to earn money on.”
- “On budget, on time, customer satisfaction, all the formal stuff … Did I enjoy,
would I do it again, did the people enjoy it.”
- “Quite often you evaluate it on time, If you have not hit the time things then failed
… You can get additional money if you need it to save time.”
- “Everyone sticks to quality … Cost and programme will flex in priority depending
on the circumstances.”
- The time was the key thing.
- “If you get the quality right, you get it on time and you get it to cost.”
- “Cost can be flexible … Time depends on what you trying to deliver … Safety
number one and you get everything else right.”
- “The main targets reached (time, quality and cost) … Was it a happy team? …
It is giving benefits to owner.”
- “Often time really … To some degree cost is a consequences of time … That is a
consequences of quality so if you things right first time, then it is going to take less
time and that will cost you less.”
- “We finish the runway and get it opened by the end of September if not earlier.”
- “Money does not matter … It is more important that we get the runway working
and that is the success … Money is not massive, with all airlines … Prefer lost
money than not planning a disaster.”

O1P9
O1P10

- “More about the business model, where you make money.”
- “It is really about the benefit actually … Success is based upon how much money
we going to save per year.”
- “I don’t like being late in my job … If it cost hundred thousand more, I need to
trade off and do the right thing with conversations with stakeholders … My nature is
to deliver on time … the cost side of thing, the way we regulated you get return on it
… so, success is time, cost and quality.”
- “My view of project success … It is about delivering the benefits … Delivering on
time … and it is about the steps of delivering the benefits as well.”

Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
- “The cost of the project, they are not that much careful about it.
O2P2
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O2P3
O2P4
O2P5

O2P6
O2P7
O2P8
O2P9

O2P10

Number 1 is time, 2 the cost of the project, 3rd quality of the product and then
safety.”
- “I think cost is getting more importance recently … Quality and safety are so
important … Time is not a big deal even in most of public projects … I do not
remember a project that has finished in its schedule timeframe.”
- “Cost becomes very important.”
- “Completing the project on time, good quality … The last factor is the safety …
Time and quality at the same level.”
- “The cost you already accepted from the beginning from the contractor … If it our
fault we back anything up, so we pay the additional expenses.”
- “Budget I would say, then comes quality and then time … Here time is not
important.”
- “Depends on the stakeholders … Contribution of people in the project … People
who are not delivering on time … Budget is important.”
- “Finish the project on time, and within the estimated budget.”
- “The success and failure has a lot to do with accountability.”
- “Accomplishing the project according to the agreed quality and specifications and
on its time … First priority is giving to quality … As the budget is to be defined at
the early stages … That why cost is not at the top.”
- “Quality, safety, time and then budget.”
- “Completing the project on time with agreed specifications.”
- “Cost is so important … safety should be … I do not think they care about time.”

Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
- “Airport project success is managing many stakeholders along with the interference
O3P1
between them, this is one of the most important things in airport construction
business.”

- “Many stakeholders with many requirements … Every stakeholder wants to get
their own requirements … You need to well coordinate between them to provide the
harmony and understanding.”
- “Time is the major important for us, as we have to finish as soon as possible and
start operation in order to pay the lenders and have income … Quality is also very
important as we are going to operate the airport for 25 years”

O3P2

- “Safety is number one in my opinion.”
- “Success is making profit from the project … Manage to deliver the project on time
and within budget … Failure is the result of bad behaviours.”

O3P3

- “Quality is first then time … Our concern in this project is quality, because we are
going to run the project for 25 years … Quality, safety and time … Budget we are
doing very well in finishing the project within budget.”
- “You accomplish your job at a given time with normal effort.”

O3P4

- “Quality and time are always the first priority for us … Safety and cost then.”
- “First is always the safety following by quality and then the time scheduled.”
- “For this project time and quality are the first priority, because another part of (..)
the CM will involve later in the operation … Then safety is the third one.”
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O3P5

- “Quality and time are not tolerable … Safety comes next and the cost is the last
priority.”

O3P6

- “Reputation and professionalism on quality and time.”
- “Mainly time and quality.”

O3P7
O3P8

- “They believe if they are going to hand over this project early even with extra cost
… Time and quality will be at the same level and then the safety and cost comes.”
- “Time and quality got the most priority.”
- “Safety is first … Second thing is time and quality … last thing is cost or money.”

O3P9

- “If the first things (safety, time and quality) are there the third one (cost) will come
automatically.”
- “Time and quality is number 1, at the same time they are not scarifying the safety
… Cost is the last factor.”

8.2.5 Cross-Case Analysis
The researcher collected multiple accounts of common management experiences in airport
construction business. However, each individual account of experience had in its own
context. The ability to illuminate the particulars of human experience is one of the great
strengths of qualitative research (Stake, 1995). Ayres et al. (2003: 880) argued that
“qualitative analysis depends on the identification of key elements in the phenomenon under
investigation.” These key elements in the data are recognised by themes developed early in
this study. As a result, previous sections have provided in-depth interpretations and detailed
information regarding each case in terms of research proposed framework themes and their
components.

Investigation process is based on the successful project experiences of senior project
managers who participated in the study. Previous processes of data analysis only address
operators’ practices independently. For this reason, an analysis of the differences and
similarities across cases, as shown in Table 8.4, is essential, in order to confirm or adjust
framework components. This inference process is supported by data making connection
process and associated new concepts in Section 8.2.3. By developing this analysis, the extent
to which an organisation is fulfilling framework components can be evaluated and examined.
Thus, in this respect, variations of an organisation’s management performance can be
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realised, which can be an indicator of the relation between ownership structure and efficiency
of construction management practices.

Table 8.4: Cross Cases Analysis

Context
Theme
Theme 1
Project Team
Formulation

Organization 1
Private Airport
Operator

Organization 2
Public Airport
Operator

Organization 3
Private and Public
Airport Operator

Organized and
Structured
(Integrated Project
Team)

Varied in each project

Organized and
Structured
(Integrated
Construction Team)

(No clear structure)

- Project team includes
various organizations
that have various
obligations at different
project levels.

Theme 2
Project Team
Strategy

Theme 3
Stakeholders
Engagement

Team Work Strategy

No clear structure

- Implemented at
different project levels
through sharing project
activities, meetings,
workshops and
presentations’
arrangements, etc.

- Initiatives by project
managers.

Project manager
responsibility

Assigned coordinator
responsibility

- Fully implemented
through organization
official arrangements.

- A coordinator is
assigned by project
manager or airport
administration.
- No official direct
relations between
internal project team
and external parties
which is requested by a
project manager in
some projects.

- Project team is
established form
organizations that
awarded the contract,
international
construction manager
(CM) and local
contractor with equal
shares percentage.
Team Work Strategy
- Between department
heads through
meetings.
- When needed at
operational level
through sharing
project activities and
workshops’
arrangements, etc.
Client organization
responsibility
- Stakeholders’
engagement process is
based on cooperation
activities between
project client and
project team director.
- No official direct
relations between
internal project team
and external parties as
all requirements are
clear and agreed prior
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Theme 4
Leadership
Structure

Theme 5
Project Culture

Theme 6
Internal and
external
Communication
Theme 7
Stakeholders
Development
Strategy

Shared leadership
structure
- Based on know-how
approach (knowledge
or skill required).
Strong Culture within
Organization Level

Hierarchical
leadership Structure

No clear
project/organization
culture

- Individuals and
stakeholders involved
in any project must
understand and adopt
organizational culture
which is under
development stage.
Effective, structured
and organized
communication
strategy

- Project culture may be
developed by project
manager as personal
working style.

At all organization
levels

At operational level
(local young engineers)

- Organization and
individuals are both
responsible for
continuous
development plans.
- Most stakeholders
engaged in
development plans.

Numerous development
opportunities are
available for local
engineers, but access is
based on individuals’
desire along with upper
managerial level
approval.

Ineffective
communication
strategy

to delivery stage, at
early project stages.
Shared leadership
structure
- Based on know-how
approach (knowledge
or skill required).
Clear Culture within
Project Level
- Project culture and
its values are
developed within
joint-venture
agreement and
everyone must act
accordingly.
Effective, structured
and organized
communication
strategy
Available when
needed
- Most development
programmes occur at
individual
organization context,
outside joint-venture
agreement.
- Experts and
professional
individuals are major
requirement in the
BOT contract
agreement.

Interestingly, the most successful projects nominated are current or recent experiences of
project managers, as shown in Table 8.5, which is indicative of the best existing practices of
project and stakeholder management strategies within each organisational context in terms of
the research proposed framework. However, continuous improvement of management
strategies is highly recommended by management specialists and researchers, as discussed in
the literature review chapter, in order to ensure effective mode of project management and
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controlling practices and improved productivity and effectiveness. The literature has
suggested, as explained in Section 6.4, that an analysis process including understanding an
environment and previous experiences, particularly, recognising a problem’s causes, is
required to identify improvement areas. With this in mind, acknowledging unsuccessful
experiences of study participants can indicate where an organisation’s management practices
went wrong in relation to the defined themes characteristics. Consequently, an integrated
insight into past and current experiences significantly supports confirmation and/or
modification procedure of the research theoretical framework. The researcher, in view of
this, has attempted to demonstrate the rationales for an entire project failure, part of it or
period of bad management experiences in each organisation context as shown in Figure 8.9.
This was realised following the responses of participants to open question ‘H’ in previous
Section 8.2.4.

Table 8.5: Construction/Completion Date of Participants’ Successful Experiences

Participants
O1P1

Successful experiences
Direct Quotes from Participants
“It was probably about 18 months ago.”

O1P2

“It was six months ago.”

O1P3

Unknown

O1P4

“The current one, the project has been going since 2011.”

O1P5

“A very good project was one I did last year 2012.”

O1P6

“My successful project which was pack in 2001.”

O1P7

“The successful project that I did was number of years ago.”

O1P8

“It was about ten years ago.”

O1P9

“It is actually my current one.”

O1P10

“A new Terminal here at (..) the airport … this project has just finished.”

O2P1

Unknown

O2P2

“At that particular time 15 years ago.”

O2P3

“The project is redevelopment of runways of new (..) the airport.”

O2P4

“I am talking about 15 to 20 years.”

O2P5

“A good project which I involved in is a development of 7 runways project,
lately completed and was a successful experience.”
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O2P6

“The project I have chosen is the nearly completion design of new (..) the
airport.”

O2P7

“It is the most active project which is undergoing.”

O2P8

“We have just almost completed a project, the title of it is new (..) airport
airfield facilities upgrade project.”

O2P9

“It is the new (..) the airport project.”

O2P10

“The new development of (..) airport project.”

O3P1

“Operate, develop and construct the new (..) airport.”

O3P2

“My chosen project is new (..) Airport project.”

O3P3

“I will be talking about this project (..) airport.”

O3P4

“The new (..) airport project.”

O3P5

“My chosen project is (..) international airport project about 5 years ago.”

O3P6

“My chosen project is new (..) airport project.”

O3P7

“It will be this project new (..) international airport.”

O3P8

“New (..) airport project.”

O3P9

“My chosen project is new (..) airport project.”

O3P10

Unknown
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Figure 8.9: Reasoning behind Participants’ Unsuccessful Experiences
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The basic criteria for project success were identified by Atkinson (1999) as forming an ‘iron
triangle’, which includes time, cost and quality. Indeed, these values have been discussed by
most researchers who investigated the concept of project success (Chan and Chan, 2004).
The open question ‘I’ seeks to prioritise these objectives from an organisation’s perspective
through participants’ experiences. The safety factor should be also included in the
investigation as suggested by Pocock et al. (1996), since its significant importance in
construction business and high association with the human factor, legislation and financial
issues.

Despite the nature of procurement routes in various airport organisations, numerous actors
take part in the process. Owner, clients, owner/client representatives, consultants, technical
experts, architects, contractors, sub-contractors, airlines, government departments and various
users are involved. The definition of success of each party is mainly linked to the achieved
results, particularly, delivering the benefits which change from project to project. In the
airport construction business, as in any other business, the success of a project relates to
client satisfaction as shown in Figure 8.10, including agreed goals and objectives. In research
study cases, the airport holding organisation responsible for management, planning and
development activities represents the client organisation in the construction business. Thus, it
is of importance to understand clearly who the client is, especially when the client is a group
of people guided often by distinct interests, conflicting values and time perspectives. Hence,
the ownership structure of different airports plays a significant role in the selection of success
criteria priorities.

In organisation 1’s regulated management framework, safety procedures are of major concern
and are a priority among various projects. Safety is a parameter to measure the success of
projects where no one is hurt during the project delivery stage. An organisation believes that
if managers and workers adopt the correct safety procedures, they will deliver the project on
time and ensure that quality is maintained. However, at the post-delivery stage, success is
based on delivering benefits, in particular, how much money airlines and other shareholders
will save each year. Accordingly, time factor is frequently viewed as a top priority due to the
fact that delay in planned schedules may contribute to unexpected consequences. Moreover,
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management effort and effective management practices will help to control project budget
and ensure quality. As a result, additional money is always an option when delay associated
with planned schedule is the main concern.

The government owner, organisation 2, has been increasingly concerned with project cost.
Yet, there is little evidence of projects accomplished within the scheduled timeframe. In
addition to this, safety procedures are neglected and not given priority. With project delays
and safety misconduct, cost overruns and further legislation and financial issues will become
more obvious, principle factors leading to the high cost of a construction project.

Following the BOT agreement in the joint venture project, organisation 3, both construction
team parties will participate in future airport operations. Therefore, completing the project on
time and producing the expected quality are vital success indicators. All partners benefit
from early airport operation, therefore, they perceive the time factor as a priority. Project
quality is also a major goal for joint venture parties. The current construction project team
will strive to integrate all functions and processes and to achieve expected products and
service quality, in order to facilitate their future operational role. Thus, through the jointventure team’s know-how, the government owner can reduce construction costs and
scheduled timeframe along with improving airport operating efficiency.
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Figure 8.10: Organisation Indicators for Measuring Projects Success
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8.3

Research Theoretical Framework Validation

As explained in Section 7.14, three lens of validating research theoretical framework have
considered in following sections.
8.3.1 The Lens of the Researcher
Conducting and reporting the literature review was a fundamental process to situate the
research project within its field including the wider academic community. This helped the
researcher to understand and critically analyse the construction industry, in terms of
managing project planning and organising processes, and controlling and motivating project
procedures and resources. The process of reviewing the literature identified a research gap,
which this study attempted to address. The researcher’s awareness of management
misapplication practices has narrowed the study focus to strategic management studies within
project and human-related context. Following this, attention was paid to studies directly
related to research specific investigation, airport business, in particular, the construction
management activities of airport projects.

The previous approach helped build the researcher’s solid knowledge of a broad research
context as well as studies which overlap with this project and are associated with the
particular investigation. It has also grouped relevant research into topics designed to address
the research gap. Thus, various themes have established the proposed research theoretical
framework. However, throughout the data collection stage, including numerous
conversations with different participants from real practice settings, the researcher was able
to determine areas of agreement and developed a deeper understanding of how professionals
view the issue. Indeed, the literature review, data interpretation, explanation process and the
sense-making process indicate research framework validity.

In terms of paradigm assumption, triangulation procedure is suggested for implementation in
the post-positivist paradigm, which is the philosophical assumption of this research (Creswell
and Miller, 2000). Crossan (2003) argued that from a post-positivism view, reality concept is
highly associated with the human mind. People view the real world from different
perspectives, which depends on its numerous contexts. Post-positivists, therefore, believe
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that error must be included in all observations and theories, which are ultimately fallible and
revisable (Trochim, 2000). In contrast, positivism philosophy encourages that only the world
aspects which researchers can be certain about should be studied by science. However, due
to the characteristics of post-positivism, triangulation method has emerged in social science
to strengthen the reliability and validity of research. Creswell and Miller (2000: 126) defined
triangulation as “a validity procedure where researchers search for convergence among
multiple and different sources of information to form themes or categories in a study.”
According to Denzin (1978), triangulation in research design and method has four different
perspectives: across data sources, methods or theories, and among investigators.

Data triangulation represents the process of retrieving data from various sources with similar
subject of interest. Methodological triangulation refers to gathering data by using multiple
methods, whether within-method or between-method. The former uses the same method in
different contexts, and the latter involves the use of different methods with the same study
context. The third perspective, theory triangulation, is associated with providing alternative
explanations for a single set of data. Finally, investigator triangulation involves the
observation of the same problem by using more than one investigator (Denzin, 1978).

In this research project, from a post-positivism viewpoint, triangulation approach will be
applied in terms of data sources. Indeed, several factors have determined this choice. On
account of the nature of the research being undertaken, there is little published data on airport
construction and a remarkable lack of studies investigating construction management
practices in airport business. In addition, there are research project time constraints and
associated milestone goals. Moreover, with regard to the research, it was conducted by a
single researcher and no other investigators participated in the entire research journey.

Data Triangulation
A single source of data may minimise the reliability level of any research. To minimise
errors, data source triangulation was employed to develop a research theoretical framework
based on theoretical analysis and empirical study (Creswell and Miller, 2000). Two main
sources of data were used in this research project, primary and secondary. Secondary data
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were used for an initial understanding of subjects of interest, to expand the researcher’s
knowledge of relevant issues, identify context problems and develop its solutions. This was
achieved through the desk study technique, which involved various published sources,
including text books, journal papers, company documents, project reports and visual
materials. In order to reflect fairly the real practices and evaluate the framework after its
development phase, fieldwork technique was adopted through conducting a semistandardised interview. This technique represents the primary source of data; understanding
various management strategies associated with airport construction projects was crucial to
soliciting the views and experiences of key construction personnel.

Hence, in order to develop a theoretical framework which was not only based on the literature
study, empirical data were gathered. Data from interviews in the three organisations (1, 2 and
3), which operate under different forms of ownership structures, were analysed. As a result,
the evolved framework benefited from both empirical and theory input. The integrated work
conducted throughout the research journey including its various phases revealed the
significant potential of the triangulation approach in providing the researcher with
comprehensive results that are more objective and can be applied in the field.

8.3.2 The Lens of the Study Participants
This lens shifts the validity process from the researcher to individuals external to the research
who participated in the study. The researcher has adopted this viewpoint to determine the
accuracy of the realities of study participants, airport senior project managers, presented in
the research proposed theoretical framework. Creswell and Miller (2000) stated that
establishing credibility through research participants’ involvement is the primary lens for
validation. Various procedures have been developed to facilitate this technique under
different paradigm assumptions, member checking, prolonged engagement in the field and
collaboration. However, Lincoln and Guba (1985: 314) described member checking as “the
most crucial technique for establishing credibility.” Equally, for post-positivists, member
checking is the appropriate validation procedure (Creswell and Miller, 2000). In
consideration of this, member checking is the adopted technique in this research project.
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Member Checking
Several procedures are available to researchers to implement this process. Researchers’
selections depend on the nature of their study and what they assume best suits their validation
context (Creswell and Miller, 2000). For example, a focus group of participants can review
study findings. Another strategy is to present raw data to participants in order to solicit their
views on data accuracy, e.g. transcriptions, explanations or observations from field notes.
Alternatively, investigators may request from participants to view a research project’s themes
or categories and decide whether they make sense, whether their development process is
based on sufficient evidence and whether the overall form is solid and realistic.

In this research project, participants were asked to respond to an additional open question
(question J), which enables the researcher to obtain further crucial information that facilitates
the validation process of the proposed research framework. The question seeks to ensure that
research framework components cover all vital management factors within research specific
context and its related issues, and represent their reality. It also recognises effective
management practices that increase chances of achieving project goals and providing an
effective and efficient mode of business operation. This is achieved through linking project
managers’ responses to research framework themes and sub-themes, otherwise an emergent
theme will be recognised. Thus, study participants add a vital level of validity and credibility
to a research qualitative study. Indeed, project managers’ lens presents a better validation of
the proposed framework due to their level of expertise. The following Table 8.6 presents
participants’ views.

Table 8.6: Open Question (J) Responses
Open Question 3: Additional project or human-related strategic management factors
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant Direct Quotes from Participants
Framework Theme/Sub-theme
and
Emergent Theme
“You kind of cover it.”
O1P1
- “All about establishing clear goals … Very
clear what we wanted from the beginning.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Goals).
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- “Engaging and having good structures in
place for managing stakeholders.”
- “We have very effective procurement
methods in terms of how we tender the work
… Supplier evaluation board type approach
where we have technical assisters and
commercial assessment.”
- “A lot of synergy.”

O1P2

O1P3

- “We take learning from previous incidence
and make sure that we constantly learning.”
- “Experience and knowledge.”

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Cohesiveness).
- (Lessons Learned).
- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy).
- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Stakeholders
Management)

- “Managing the solution rather than managing
the process.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Problem Solving
Strategy).

- “I encourage conversation around the table …
What can we learn from that past issue.”
- “People have been able to overcome issues.”

- “Influencing people skills.”
- “You always look back and think how you
can do things better.”
- “Project team and ways we have bonded and
formed.”

O1P5

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team Design).

- “Relationship, stakeholders’ environment and
the more people you can ask question of,
finding information from, find out who to ask
for that information, it is absolutely essential
for successful project.”
“I cannot think of anything other than things
you already carried.”

- “Try to educate and manage the sponsors.”

O1P4

- (Stakeholders Engagement/
Stakeholders Management).

- “Very much collaborative, workshop
environment where issues are shared and
discussed.”
“What else we can put in here.”

- (Stakeholders
Development/Development Level).
- (Lessons Learned).
- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Concerns and
Actions).
- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy/Training Method).
- (Lessons Learned).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team Design).
- (Project Team Strategy and
Stakeholders Engagement).
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- “Having the stakeholders too close to the
project half way through the project.”

- “A lesson learned session that we did after the
project where I brought together some of the
team and we went through all of these
headings.”

O1P6

“We tried to pick up a lot of the positives …
A lot of these we have covered today.”
- “Pulling people at the right direction … They
understand objectives.”

O1P9

- (Project Team Strategy/Project
Objectives).
- (Project Team strategy/Team
Trust).

- “Everyone understands what the role they
play.”

- (Project Team Formulation /
Project Team Design.

- “Being honest and open with people from the
start.”
- “Empowering of the project managers.”
- “Clear understanding of what the owner
wanted to get out of the project … What the
main stakeholders wanted.”

O1P8

- (Lessons Learned).

- “People feel that I got part to play in the
success of the project.”

- “You have to be able to deal with those
conversations, you need structure.”

O1P7

- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Stakeholders
Management).

- “I encourage people to share their learning
and their enthusiasms for the work and that was
right through all levels.”
- “I like to talk to people and get them to feel
comfortable … Transparency, open and honest
communication.”

- (Communication/Communication
Strategy)
- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Support).
- (Project Team Strategy/Project
Objectives).

- (Lessons Learned).
- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).

- “Price them if they are doing something
good.”
- “Working with them.”

- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy/Motivation).
- (Project Team Strategy/ Team
Interdependency).

- “Getting their respect.”

- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).

- “Getting issues out on the table.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Problem Solving
Strategy).

- “Openness.”

- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).
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- “Confidence that my manager has on me.”

O1P10

“The thing that in your mind and what you are
writing about, we are not there yet … But there
are mechanisms we have got on place to the
CEO as we go along … It is quite interesting
… we will make it work, I am going to be
positive as a director on this.”
- “It is about location, setting together, the
project team.”

- (Communication/Communication
Strategies).

- “Have people who are steady … Not
changing people.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team Design).

- “It is about the right information.”

- (Communication/Communication
Flow and Instruments).

- “When things not right I need to do
something quick.”

- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Concerns and
Actions).

- “I took a lot of learning on that from ... This
is about success factors.”

- (Lessons Learned).

- “Put the learning in and all the problems …
Share learning.”

- (Lessons Learned).

- “Never stop the work regardless of any
situation, try to resolve the issue on site.”

O2P4

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Interdependency).

- “It is all about communication.”

Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
- “Do not go to contractor office.”
O2P2

O2P3

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Support).

- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).
- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Concerns and
Actions).

- “You should have the freedom to take, make,
discuss any topic you wish too, free to bring
ideas and solutions.”

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Ability and Willingness).

- “Discuss and consult among the team
members.”
- “Be up to date with new knowledge and
advanced technology … Focused really on
young local engineers’ development.”
- “Giving the flexibility to the project manager,
trust and authority to manage the project.”

- (Project Team Strategy/Nature of
Project Activities).
- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy/Training Method).

- (Project Team Formulation
Project Support).
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O2P5

O2P6
O2P7

O2P8

- “Solve issues effectively … Taking decision
in a short time really crucial in project
success.”
- “External people must be qualified and expert
in their filed.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team Design).

- “I had the freedom and was in charge of
making most of project decisions without going
back to upper managerial level which really
help us in facilitating things and not delaying
the project.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Support).

- “Project scheduled be always monitored,
updated, revised and redesigned if any issue or
changes happen.”
- “Project scheduled should be well developed
by all parties and all should follow it.”
- “Good communication is one of the most
important factors.”

- (Project Team Formulation and
Project Team Strategy/Goals and
Objectives).
- (Project Team Formulation and
Project Team Strategy/Goals and
Objectives).
- (Communication/Communication
Strategies).

- “Share with them what we are doing is very
important and keeping records up to date.”

- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Project Information).

- “Project knowledge and skills of all parties
involved.”

- (Project Team Formulating and
Stakeholders Development
Strategy).
- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Interdependency).

- “I think cooperation.”
- “Respecting each other.”

O2P9

O2P10

- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Concerns and
Actions).

- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).

“I do not think I can add more to what we were
talking about.”
- “I think politics factors should not involve in
managing projects in terms of making
decisions.”

- (Leadership Structure/Leadership
Type).

- “The assigned project team should have
adequate power and authority when managing
and supervising construction projects.”

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Support).

- “We tried to avoid different issues that we
faced previously.”
- “Clear structure of leadership.”
- “Clear definition of individuals’ obligations.”

- (Lessons Learned).
- (Leadership Structure/Leadership
Type and Empowerment Degree).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team Design).

Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
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O3P1

- “Clearly know and understand project scope
of work, what you have to do and what they
have to do.”
- “Being aware of all consequences if the
project does not go well.”

O3P2

- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).
- (Lessons Learned).

- “The management attitude, upper
management level and sub-managerial level,
they should be really positive.”

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Enthusiasm).

- “Building a positive team … Technical
experience, know-how.”

O3P4

- (Communication/Communication
Strategies).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).

- “Knowledge of the advanced technology in
the market.”
- “Be open and truthful with everybody in
every field you work in.”

- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy/Training Method).
- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).

- “Working together … What I want is success
and what I always expect from them is
success.”
- “an unsuccessful experience made many good
experiences for future works … It is learning.”

- (Project Team Strategy/Team
Interdependency).

- “We have to adapt and solve problems very
quickly.”
- “In construction you may do something today
and tomorrow you do something totally
different, the first thing you must like the
construction works and be committed to your
tasks or you cannot manage the work
You have to be open to learn.”
- “People have to work as a team with good
coordination and try to help each other.”
- “And Communication.”

O3P5

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Goals).

- “Being very accurate, truthful, devoted and
honest in doing your task.”
- “I have explained to them how we do things
right …We should keep learning … We share
our experiences.”

- “Communication with people.”

O3P3

- (Project Team Formulation and
Project Team Strategy/Project
Goals and Objectives).

- “The selection of project team is one of the
most important factors.”

- (Lessons Learned).
- (Stakeholders
Engagement/Concern and
Actions).
- (Stakeholders Development
Strategy).

- (Project Team Strategy/ Team
Enthusiasm).
- (Communication/Communication
Strategies).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
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O3P6

- “The right management behaviours.”
- “The right project team and resources.”

- “Good decision maker.”

O3P7

- “Design and specification must be very
clear.”
- “Communication between all departments.”
- “Different department must set together
regularly.”

O3P8
O3P9

- (Project Culture).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).
- (Leadership
Structure/Empowerment Degree).
- (Project Team Strategy/Project
Objectives).
- (Communication/Communication
Strategies).
- (Project Team Strategy/ Team
Enthusiasm).

- The selection of subcontractors … Providing
good project team where expert and qualified
people.

- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).

- “I let them learn from my past experience.”
- “First is commitment … Respect of all people
from all nationalities.”
- “The contract method or structure is the first
factor.”

- (Lessons Learned).
- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values).
- (Project Team
Formulation/Project Team
Design).

- “Building the confidence for the client and
showing our commitment in which we can do
the job and deliver what he wants.”

- (Project Culture/Relationship
Values and Habits, Behaviours and
Attitudes and Safety Strategy)

In order to visualise an integrated view of airport construction projects’ professionals with
regard to fundamental project and human-related factors that contribute to provide effective
management and controlling practices, the following Figure 8.11 was developed.
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Figure 8.11: Factors Contribute to Effective Management and Controlling Practices

The above Figure 8.11 illustrates the perceptions of senior construction project managers
regarding critical factors that provide effectiveness and efficiency to management and
controlling practices. However, experts in the field have placed different levels of emphasis
on framework themes and their sub-components, the seven different strategic aspects
advocated as being valuable and fundamental and leading to project success. It is, therefore,
important that airport construction projects are within the developed framework, which
ensures there is focus on the overall strategic attributes. By applying the seven knowledge
areas that the framework outlines within project management procedures, organisations can
create an effective environment in which to leverage the potential benefits that occur from
them. In particular, they can properly manage and control the progress of their projects and
improve the chances of bringing them to a successful conclusion.
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In terms of framework validation process, its integrated design can be realised from the
following quotes, as indicated in Table 8.6. This validity should be taken into account.

•

“You kind of cover it.”

•

“I cannot think of anything other than things you already carried.”

•

“What else we can put in here.”

•

“We tried to pick up a lot of the positives … A lot of these we
have covered today.”

•

“The thing that in your mind and what you are writing about, we
are not there yet … But there are mechanisms we have got on
place to the CEO as we go along … It is quite interesting … We
will make it work, I am going to be positive as a director on this.”

•

“I do not think I can add more to what we were talking about.”

However, project managers consider project team formulation and project team design
themes as being the most important foundations. Stakeholders’ engagement, project culture,
stakeholders’ development strategies and internal and external communication have also
received great attention. Leadership structure theme has not been neglected; instead, it has
received some attention. Yet, reviewing the perceptions of project managers has led to
identification of a key attribute which, notably, has been acknowledged by various project
managers in all case study organisations. The identified strategic aspect is related to
knowledge management, specifically, lessons learned approach. Its effective strategy has
appeared to be a very powerful tool for improving the performance of future projects, which
involves reflecting upon previous experiences whether associated with the mistakes or
successes of projects. Hence, together these results provide important insights into the great
role that the proposed research framework, including the emergent theme, can play in
delivering strategic objectives and achieving success.
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8.3.3 The Lens of People External to the Study
This process shifts the lens for establishing validity to a group of experts in the field, e.g.,
auditors or readers, whether formally brought into the research project or used by researchers
to review their study (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). The basis of both review processes is to
assess study accuracy, quality, credibility and novelty. The former is used in dissertations,
PhD theses, academic journal papers, conference papers and other formal publications,
particularly when internal and/or external committee members are assigned to study the
documentation provided by researchers and write their reviews and comments. The latter
involves individuals employed by the researcher for professional review purposes.

Throughout the research publication process in the Journal of Advanced Management
Science (JOAMS), the research paper went through several stages. Following a first review
process, the editors along with referees, who are experts in the field, offered some
recommendations for improvements. The researcher then completed the required
amendments and resubmitted the paper. Eventually, the editors and other reviewers accepted
the paper after their feedback and comments. Thus, the process of reviewing the document
by external editors, and final acceptance, adds credibility to the study (Creswell and Miller,
2000). However, it must be noted that the journal article did not cover the entire research
content; instead, the development of the proposed research theoretical framework including
its themes and sub-themes was the main focus.

Another level for establishing validity, from the lens of people external to the study, will be
the viva-voce examination, which takes place in the final stages of the researcher’s PhD
programme, and involves internal and external experts. The systematic review of the
document, followed by thesis defence, including outcomes, is a fundamental procedure for
research study validity.

8.4

Theoretical Framework Evaluation and Refinement

The major aim of this study was to develop and confirm a theoretical framework that
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enhances management practices performance of managing and controlling construction
projects in an airport environment, and to explore how framework components affect the
specific business operation. The development process of the research theoretical framework
was achieved through combining existing theories associated with project and human-related
strategies within the body of project management knowledge, and investigation processes of
airport construction. In order to satisfy the study aim, the developed framework developed
through a series of validation procedures, as shown in Section 8.3. However, in this section,
the framework evaluation process in different study organisation contexts will be applied in
order to offer useful recommendations for airport holding bodies. This stage will be
concluded with the new version of the research framework.

8.4.1 Framework Evaluation – Context and Application
From the perspective of the research theoretical framework and its validity, realised by
airport project managers, all knowledge areas should be managed and coordinated properly.
However, having linked the empirical findings of organisations’ current performance and
rationales behind participants’ unsuccessful project experiences, an understanding of an
organisation’s environment centred on framework conceptual structure is crucial to ensure
continuous improvement. The former was revealed from investigating the proposed
framework in individual organisation context as shown in the cross cases analysis (Table
8.4), while the latter was recognised from practice-based sources as illustrated in Figure 8.9.
Indeed, this confirms previous studies in strategic management and problem solving, which
placed a great deal of emphasis on strategic thinking associated with environmental analysis
approach (Bratton and Gold, 2012; David, 2011; Jabrouni et al., 2011; Sanchez and Blanco,
2014).

Hence, organisations need to focus their efforts on managing the most important themes.
However, what matters most varies and depends on context. It not only varies from one
organisation to another, but also between projects within the same organisation. Making
choices requires sufficient understanding of the context through effective strategic
management analysis in terms of both project and human-related factors. Consequently, an
organisation will identify its priorities and act accordingly. These priorities can then be
applied to the set of management tasks. However, following the comprehensive analysis of
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data collected in this study, several versions of the research framework can be developed
which suit each organisation’s context. As shown in Figure 8.12, a strategic thinking
approach was developed by the researcher to facilitate development of the framework
versions.

Figure 8.12: Strategic Approach for Developing Framework Different Versions

Context Analysis and Gap Definition
The first stage is to identify the environment context, whether at organisation or project level,
and analyse it according to framework characteristics. The main objective is to investigate
the extent to which each framework theme is structured within a context’s project
management agenda. This defining of the faults, weaknesses or limitations, involves
evaluating, reviewing and reflecting upon previous experiences including positive and
negative results.
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Themes Prioritisation
Within the second level, after identifying the causes of problems and linking them to actual
project management strategies, corrective actions can be implemented through adopting the
proposed framework. Themes prioritisation process is a key task here, which can be realised
through aligning organisation/project main objectives with what matters most.

Strategic Management Framework Application
Themes prioritisation stage informs decisions about what is required to be done for
project/programme managers. An emergent framework is realised and its components can be
applied to the set of management and controlling practices associated with the environment
context.

The organisation’s framework designs are realised through implementing the previous
strategic approach including integrated insight and analysis of:
•

An organisation’s unsuccessful experiences (Table 8.4), which represent pre-effective
strategic management practices.

•

An organisation’s actual management practices (Figure 8.9), which may have been
identified during the organisation’s continuous improvement approaches.

•

An organisation’s indicators for measuring project success (Figure 8.10), which
represent what matters most under the various forms of ownership structures.

8.4.1.1

Organisation 1 Framework’s Version – Private Airport Operator

In this particular private ownership organisation, the private operator and airlines operators
are the airport holding body in relation to defining project goals and related benefits. Their
primary concern is financial and how they can generate benefits from various projects. This
has contributed to effective and efficient management practices. In line with this, a structured
management framework was established to achieve expected quality, reduce any potential
delay and avoid safety misconduct, which may affect project cost and minimise financial
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benefits. In addition, the continuous improvement concept has been adopted by developing a
strategic plan (quinquennium) for every five-year period, in order to realise the organisation’s
competitive advantages and achieve business excellence. As a result, project team
formulation is based on an organised and structured process that defines team strategy for
each project context. Project stakeholders are effectively engaged with a clear leadership
structure and defined method of communication. However, as shown in Figure 8.13, project
directors/managers have been encouraged to demonstrate relationship values and behaviours
in relation to understanding and collaboration, as well as ensure that project parties have the
required culture. Therefore, stakeholders must have supporting strengths and behaviours in
order to participate in projects, reinforced by strategic development plans, including training
and workshops.

Figure 8.13: Organisation 1 Framework Version
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8.4.1.2

Organisation 2 Framework’s Version – Public Airport Operator

In organisation 2, various factors related to management practices prevent the government
owner from accomplishing various construction projects on time and, accordingly, project
budgets are increased. This has recently become the organisation’s major concern.

The unstructured process of project team formulation does not permit the organisation to
realise the maximum benefits from projects’ participants, and which facilitate the
achievement of project goals. Consequently, project managers make huge efforts in
developing a project team, its working strategy and project culture rather than focusing on
managing and controlling stakeholders and project deliverables. Moreover, an obvious gap
exists between project parties, as there is no direct relation between internal project team and
other stakeholders, which significantly affects trust. In such an environment, project
participants’ comfort level and their ability to understand each other’s opinion are decreased,
which significantly affects project information flow and contributes to an unhealthy working
environment. Additionally, ineffective internal and external communication strategy between
project stakeholders leads to misunderstanding, tension and stress between team members,
which negatively affects their productivity and lowers their commitment and moral. As a
consequence, a project will experience time and financial loss. However, the misconduct of
project management activities leads to inefficient performance. Thus, organisation 2 is
encouraged to adopt the strategic framework, as shown in Figure 8.14, in order to enhance its
project management practices, and to achieve project goals and business excellence.
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Figure 8.14: Organisation 2 Framework Version

8.4.1.3

Organisation 3 Framework Version – Public and Private Airport Operator

The primary characteristic of organisation 3’s integrated joint venture agreement is that the
parties share project profit and losses. However, during the development of the joint venture
agreement, a common goal was established between key project stakeholders, mainly
centring on achieving expected project quality on time. Furthermore, the main members have
a vital part to play not only in project design and construction phase, but also participating in
future airport operation. Indeed, this collaboration contributes to an effective and efficient
performance of management practices, which enables the project team to meet project goals
effectively and minimise potential construction delays that might be the result of
disagreement or duplicated roles. In this context, a very structured and organised method has
been adopted during project team development phases. Project stakeholders have engaged
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and clarified their requirements at early project stages through the supervision of the project
client organisation assigned by the airport government owner. The development of a project
team formulation is based on the know-how structure of the joint venture parties, which is the
reason for the lack of stakeholders’ development strategy within the construction project
context. Leadership structure along with internal and external communication methods have
been established and identified. However, the joint venture is not only a temporary
collaboration between organisations, but also a sharing of activities between individuals with
different attitudes, beliefs and cultural backgrounds. Collaborative spirit and various key
elements among team members are essential in order to create an effective working
environment and, ultimately, achieve project goals. Disregarding such important factors may
minimise chances of success and lead to the collapse of the joint venture. As shown in Figure
8.15, the joint venture’s project director/manager has to make great effort to establish a
reasonable approach of teamwork strategy and provide synergy between members when
undertaking construction activities. Maintaining a certain type of project culture including
individual behaviours, focus and direction should not be neglected. A superior working
environment is highly encouraged and should be provided through developing and delivering
participants’ shared assumptions, values and beliefs, which are perceived as essential tools
for project team success.
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Figure 8.15: Organisation 3 Framework Version

8.4.2 Framework Refinement
The proposed theoretical framework was developed through integrating different knowledge
areas that present a coherent set of strategies, concepts, processes, beliefs, methods,
procedures and approaches relevant to effective and efficient practices of project
management. The developed framework and its mechanism is not a definite set of
knowledge that has to be strictly adopted and followed by airport holding bodies and their
project managers otherwise inefficiency will be associated with construction business.
Instead, it should be taken as a guide for improving the airport construction project
management process. It was designed to address the key challenges within airport context,
throughout project lifecycle.
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The initial development of framework themes was theory-based activity, which has received
a great level of agreement from field practitioners. However, practice-based activity has
suggested addressing a key concept seen as an integral part of any project-based environment.
The emerging attribute is lessons learned from previous project experiences. Yet, in order to
engage with this new knowledge in the research theoretical framework design, an
understanding of its concept, approach and important aspects should be considered first in the
following section.

8.4.2.1

Emergent Theme (Theme H) - Lessons Learned Strategy

In the review of lessons learned (LL) literature, a great deal of attention was paid to this
concept by practitioners and researchers in the field of project management, organisational
learning and knowledge management (Carrillo et al., 2013; Disterer 2002; Schindler and
Eppler, 2003; Weber et al., 2001). It is becoming increasingly vital for organisations due to
its remarkable benefits, which are acknowledged on an industry, project and even individual
level. Organisations in different industries have realised that their business success is highly
associated with their ability to learn from their previous experiences (Jalili et al., 2011). As a
result, various recent studies in the project management context have focused on LL
approaches, systems and tools, but very little have been undertaken in the construction
industry. In addition, there is inadequate capture of lessons learned in relation to construction
management practices, which can make a vital difference to project cost, time and quality and
improve overall performance of project management activities (Carrillo et al., 2013; David et
al., 2010 ; Jalili et al., 2011). However, organisations are still struggling to develop a
management approach for capturing, storing and disseminating lessons learned which,
consequently, leads to poor performance in achieving desired benefits (Rhodes and Dawson,
2013).

LL literature offers a wide variety of conceptual definitions, and many researchers make the
distinction between the process of identifying lessons and the action of lessons learned
(Milton, 2011). In this regard, it has been argued that lessons are not learned unless changes
result from applying them, which significantly improves organisational behaviour, project
process or individual performance (Rhodes and Dawson, 2013; Weber et al. 2001).
However, the most integrated definition for lessons learned is offered by Secchi et al. (1999,
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cited in Carrillo et al., 2013: 568):

A knowledge or understanding gained by experience. The experience
may be positive, as in a successful test or mission, or negative, as in a
mishap or failure. Successes are also considered sources of lessons
learned. A lesson must be significant in that it has a real or assumed
impact on operations; valid in that is factually and technically correct;
and applicable in that it identifies a specific design, process, or
decision that reduces or eliminates the potential for failures and
mishaps, or reinforces a positive result.

This definition clarifies the important criteria of LL concept, as it can be a positive or
negative experience, and emphasises the impact required. Thus, organisations or project
managers may use a lesson for various purposes, e.g. to repeat an outstanding experience, a
corrective action for an emerging problem, a method for avoiding an error or enhancing the
future performance of a task or process. Additionally, lessons are learned by experts or other
individuals who might be retired or unavailable due to various reasons. In this respect,
knowledge management (KM) goal is to preserve projects and organisations’ knowledge,
which may be lost, through lessons learned strategy (Weber et al., 2001). In this context, it
should be noted that several knowledge artifacts have also been recognised by KM
researchers and practitioners such as incident reports, corporate memories and best practices
(Kuhn and Abecker, 1997; O’Leary and Selfridge, 2000; Secchi, 1999). However, these
strategies have been criticised due to some inefficiency associated with their application.
They are concerned with only unsuccessful stories, not attached to a specific application, or
capture only successful experiences (Weber et al., 2001). Table 8.7 distinguishes these
typical artifacts of knowledge management with respect to their origin, application, results
and orientation.
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Table 8.7: Distinguishing Knowledge Management Artifacts (Weber et al., 2001:19)

Indeed, other sets of KM artifacts can hinder the process of allocating relevant lessons, as
well as the considerable benefits that could otherwise be gained from LL strategy. Gorelick
et al. (2004) stated that successful adoption of lessons learned should be employed at
different stages, meaning that project team members learn at project initiating stage, during
the project lifecycle and at the end of the project. The project starts with complete
knowledge, and processes and plans can be altered as new and relevant knowledge becomes
tangible. Most importantly, lessons are captured for future use (Rhodes and Dawson, 2013).
However, the actual process of LL strategy adopted by organisations varies and can range
from simple to complex. Various processes have been offered by researches that focus on
lessons learned within the project management body of knowledge (Carrillo et al., 2013;
Weber et al., 2001; Williams, 2008). In terms of construction management practices, Caldas
et al. (2009) offered three key features of LL process: collection, analysis and
implementation.

Collection
This stage is associated with gathering experiences from individuals, project managers or
project team members. It can be achieved through submitting a formal lessons form by an
organisation’s member relating to its own experiences of specific tasks whether internally or
externally. Interviews with expert members can be also conducted to satisfy this purpose.
Another common technique within mature construction organisations is to collect lessons
during or near the end of organisation projects through brainstorming, meetings and lessons
learned sessions (Caldas et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2001). Some organisations that support
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learning behaviours publish documents and reports to share their knowledge and lessons
learned for the future benefits of industry projects along with academia and development
programmes, e.g. lessons learned from the London 2012 construction project, lessons learned
from the opening of Heathrow Terminal 5 and Denver International Airport. Organisations,
therefore, should find relevant lessons and improve their construction management practices
and standards.

Analysis
Following the process of lessons collection, these lessons must be validated and analysed
before disseminating them within the organisation in order to guarantee that the LL process is
correct, relevant and consistent and its information easy to interpret. A validation process can
be performed through an individual, project team or subject matter expert. The quality
department and the lessons learned review team, who are assigned by the organisation,
constitute an alternative method of analysis. Data categorisation and prioritisation method
should be highly considered by analysts in order to provide the most value from the lessons
learned to the organisation (Caldas et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2001).

Implementation
It is extremely important for organisations to develop a storing system which puts the lesson
into action, otherwise lessons cannot be helpful. Therefore, implementation step is vital to
highlight lessons learned and make them available for future use (Collision and Parcell,
2005). Various forms are available for implementing lessons, ranging from initial meetings
where project managers change their running projects’ working practices, standards and
procedures, to the use of an electronic database in which lessons are published and stored
(Caldas et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2001).

Hence, the effective implementation of lessons learned strategy, including its collection,
verification, storing, dissemination and reuse, is significantly supported by various factors:
leadership, culture, process and technology (Carrillo et al., 2013; Collision and Parcell, 2005;
Rhodes and Dawson, 2013). Indeed, leadership and organisational culture are considered the
most influential factors due to the crucial role that leaders play in developing LL process, as
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well as project management maturity level in adopting its concept (Von Krogh et al., 2012;
Williams, 2008). However, one of the key success features of LL implementation is to
include it formally within an organisation’s various business processes as a fundamental
requirement. Carrillo et al. (2013) argued that legal consideration aligned with LL practices
should not be neglected in case of legal risk. Accordingly, clear understanding of legal issue
must be part of LL development, in which review and approval procedures have to be
performed by an organisation’s legal department.

However, within the construction industry, there is general agreement that organisations aim
to avoid the repetition of previous mistakes and misconducts, particularly, on major projects,
due to the consequences and considerable losses resulting from any associated delay (Caldas
et al., 2009; Carrillo et al., 2013; David et al., 2010; Jalili et al., 2011). Research participants
also highlighted the crucial role that lessons learned strategy plays in leveraging management
practice performance and achieving project goals effectively and efficiently. Thus, lessons
learned strategy is engaged as an additional framework theme. Based on a review of the LL
literature and with regard to effective LL strategy, the researcher suggests that organisational
learning culture and the leadership strategy of programme/project managers must be
strategically integrated in order to realise LL’s benefits. LL major components are:
•

Learning culture: this aspect is related to the maturity level of an organisation’s
project management. Overall, organisational behaviour supports the learning
culture and habits, and motivates people through recognition of the importance of
knowledge capturing and sharing. A mature organisation establishes an effective
process of lessons learned strategy and includes applications in project management
standards (Williams, 2008). Such an organisation is highly encouraged to
implement an LL training scheme where individuals train on how to use an LL
system (Rhodes and Dawson, 2013). Caldas et al. (2009) discussed how allocation
of required LL resources, whether human, materials or technological, creates a
healthy environment and solid platform, which encourages project managers and
increases their commitment level. They referred also to an organisation’s focus on
LL active maintenance and continuous improvement. This will help to increase
constantly lessons’ validity and relevancy.

•

Strategic lessons learned leadership: the actual implementation of LL strategy is
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achieved through programme/project managers, so learning culture does not exist
within an organisation unless its leadership believes that it does matter and act
accordingly. This is due to the fact that the vital link of communication and
transparency between upper managerial levels and construction team is developed
by these managers. Leadership commitment to knowledge sharing and lessons
learned implementation enables learning behaviours within project teams (Von
Krogh et al., 2012). Caldas et al. (2009) noted that LL vision and guidance are
delivered to an organisation’s members through the leadership’s verbal
communication and actions. Consistent behaviours and actions in an organisation
creates an effective learning environment and success, which is characterised as a
strategic LL leadership (Fedor et al., 2003; Ho, 2009). Strategic LL leadership role
is to assess LL process, establish its vision, define its process, allocate team
members’ roles and responsibilities and motivate them to apply effective LL
behaviours (Carrillo et al., 2013). In this context, Rhodes and Dawson (2013)
emphasised the importance of addressing construction project time pressures,
because if an organisation disregards this and does not allow adequate time for LL
in project management processes, it will certainly fail to gain LL benefits.

Lessons learned strategy theme (Theme H) has developed and can be engaged in the research
framework as shown in Figure 8.16. However, it appears that LL strategy components have
some features strongly associated with other themes, particularly, project culture (Theme E)
and stakeholders’ development strategy (Theme G). Effective adoption of its concept within
the framework must also investigate relevant project experiences in terms of the remaining
themes: project team formulation (Theme A), project team strategy (Theme B), stakeholders’
engagement (Theme C), leadership structure (Theme D) and internal and external
communication (Them F). Accordingly, the researcher suggests that LL strategy should work
in parallel with both Themes E and G and engage with Themes A, B, C, D and F in individual
project context. This means, once a decision has been made by an organisation to adopt the
strategic framework philosophy, LL strategy is directly linked to the designing stage of
project culture theme and stakeholders’ development strategy theme. Project managers
should reflect the lessons of relevant project experiences while considering other framework
themes.
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Figure 8.16: Refined Version of Research Theoretical Framework
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9.1

Introduction

Construction projects are an integral part of airport operations. The special circumstances
inherent with working at an airport, particularly airside, result in production delays and costs
that are much higher than those of traditional construction projects not associated with
airports. It is therefore important that senior executives responsible for airports recognize the
importance of construction management practice, i.e., project-related business operations of
stakeholders and their human resource management strategies, to realize successful projects.

This PhD study set out to integrate key theories associated with project strategies, strategic
human resource management, and efficiency management attributes in order to develop a
theoretical framework for airport operators when managing and controlling construction
projects. The resultant unique framework was formulated to respect either high complexity
projects that are associated with existing airport facilities or when building new airports. The
framework’s main aim was to effectively support project managers when enhancing business
operations through coping with airport environment difficulties (which were identified earlier
in this study following a comprehensive review of airport construction characteristics as
discussed in Section 5.6). It is important to note the framework was developed from key
knowledge areas associated with construction and project management following a
comprehensive review of the literature.

The investigation examined the association between airport ownership structure forms and
construction project management practices. The main outcome of the study was the
development of a framework, comprised of eight theoretical components, which enables
airport operators to prioritize their attention when managing airport construction projects.
However, how they choose what component matters the most varies, depending upon the
context of the airport operator. Furthermore, airport operators’ choices will vary not only
from one organisation to another, but also between projects within the same organisation.
Making appropriate choices therefore requires airport operators to have a focused
understanding of the context in question, i.e., human, project or organization-related, in order
to identify its priorities and to act accordingly. These priorities can then be applied by airport
operators and their management teams to the set of organisation and project management
tasks.
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This chapter concludes the research project. It first addresses the achievements of the study’s
major aims and objectives, which were used to guide the development of research chapters,
and the overview of the entire research project. Following this, key contributions of this
study will be presented at three different levels: the researcher, knowledge and practice. The
researcher will then outline several suggestions for further researches following a discussion
of study limitations.

9.2

Aims and Objectives of the Study

The dynamic and fast changing nature of the construction industry, including complexity,
fragmentation, multinational environment and advances in technology associated with its
construction activities have presented organisations and their project managers with new
challenges. The unique characteristics of an airport construction environment have led to
various challenging and complex factors in the context of project management and control
procedures. A re-evaluation, therefore, of existing management knowledge is needed. The
main outcome of this research project, which has satisfied the research aims, is a strategic
framework that supports airport holding bodies facing these challenges, and improves project
management practices adopted by organisations and their project managers within airport
construction.

The primary research aims have been realised through accomplishing a number of
interrelated objectives which represent the rationale for the design of the different research
chapters. In this respect, the researcher will conclude the research process.

9.2.1

Literature Review and Methodology

The literature review chapters (Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) offered a
detailed and comprehensive critical evaluation of relevant studies regarding organisation,
project, human-related strategies and their application in the construction industry, in
particular, airport business. It was necessary to conduct a thorough theoretical review of the
different research topics, which is crucial to justifying their relationship and locating this
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research topic within different study fields. Indeed, the literature review process increased
the researcher’s understanding of core theories of construction business, strategic
management effectiveness and its relation to airport construction business, as well as
strengthened the need for developing a strategic framework. However, with regard to the
literature review materials, it would not have been possible to complete this work without
combining old and new studies. Older sources are building blocks for constructing
knowledge, and the knowledge-building process is usually considered to be iterative. This
confirms Naoum’s (2013) definition of research as a process of balancing new and old facts
to answer questions, solve issues or test hypotheses.

Hence, the review of the literature highlighted a key element which is needed for an
organisation to perform effectively; that is, strategic competence and ability at both the
functional and operational levels to understand their unique internal and external environment
and identify what matters, in order to implement the most appropriate project management. It
was also evident that construction organisations should focus their efforts on strategic project
management and human-related factors to manage and control effectively their project
management practices, particularly processes and people. With regard to people
management, the study underlines the need to create an effective working environment based
on a strong culture and clear structure and people who understand well their organisation’s
strategies including their roles and relationships. However, in order to achieve this, it is most
important to understand individuals’ cultures, competences and needs and, accordingly, to
engage them in the construction project’s various stages.
In the Airport Construction Theory Chapter certain gaps and weaknesses were identified in
the research, which provided a solid foundation for developing research strategic framework
components.

The Methodology chapter justified the researcher’s choice of methods employed in the
research project. Indeed, there are numerous options. However, the researcher’s
understanding of methodology and its key components has significantly developed following
completion of a PGR training programme and the MSc course, the writing up of the research,
research philosophy and paradigms training and the Applied Research Method module. Due
to the lack of airport construction literature and the information needed to investigate actual
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airport management practices and validate the proposed strategic framework, fieldwork was a
fundamental process to achieve research project outcomes. This, in fact, facilitated the
researcher’s choice of appropriate techniques for primary and secondary data collection and
related activities.

9.2.2 Research Theoretical Framework
The Research Theoretical Framework Chapter investigated and justified the elements of the
research strategic framework within an airport business environment. Consequently, an
exploratory model was constructed, which describes how framework theoretical themes
correlate with project effectiveness and performance, particularly in terms of strategic project
management and stakeholders’ involvement and productivity.

However, the developed framework and its mechanism is not a definite set of knowledge that
has to be strictly adopted by airport holding bodies and their project managers to avoid
inefficiency in the construction business. Instead, it should be viewed as a signpost pointing
towards greater efficiency in the airport construction project management process. It was
designed to address key challenges and what matters most within an airport context,
throughout a project lifecycle. Case studies investigation process and continuous
improvement approach suggest that construction management practices should be updated
every defined period of time. O1’s five-year framework (quinquennium plan) provides
important insights into management practices development needs, which require an adequate
understanding of an organisation’s internal and external environment.

9.2.3 Research Method and Analysis
The Data Analysis and Results Chapter provided empirical evidence in support of research
framework conceptual design. This was achieved through conducting numerous semistructure interviews with senior construction project managers of airport holding bodies in
three airport organisations in terms of their ownership structures. The proposed framework
was validated from different perspectives based on a post-positivist paradigm assumption.
The results of the study identified a prioritisation approach concerning what matters most for
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an organisation, particularly regarding the research strategic framework themes.
Accordingly, three versions of the research framework were developed for each airport
organisation. Lessons learned strategy theme identified following data analysis process. It
investigated and evaluated, and effectively engaged with, the proposed strategic framework.
This process concluded with refinements made to the research strategic framework, and
based on this, a new research strategic framework version was developed.

The interview process and its related activities, transcribing and analysing, were associated
with high cost and time consumption. However, the entire procedures added great value to
the research project and deepened the researcher’s understanding of how airport construction
projects are managed and controlled under different ownership structures. Interviewing
industry professionals, in their place of work, and having long discussions regarding the main
focus of study, facilitated the researcher’s visualising of the maturity level of organisations
and the differences between ownership forms.

9.3

Key Research Contributions

9.3.1 Contribution to Knowledge
Petre and Rugg (2010: 14) stated, “making a ‘significant contribution’ means ‘adding to
knowledge’ or ‘contributing to the discourse’ – that is, providing evidence to substantiate a
conclusion that’s worth making.” Thus, the essence at knowledge contribution level is to find
original knowledge and add it to existing body of knowledge associated with the specific
field of study.

Within this research project, strategic management field is the main research knowledge,
particularly, airport business. Management researchers and practitioners have examined the
airport and aviation industry and offered numerous recommendations, strategies,
methodologies and frameworks, in order to improve firms’ efficiency. These investigations
have applied to various practices, such as design and planning, operation and management,
maintenance, traffic and passenger flow management, safety and security and information
technology (Ashford et al., 1997; Enoma and Allen, 2007; Graham, 2008; Stolletz, 2011;
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Young and Wells, 2011). Airport ownership form has also received a great deal of attention
and become an important subject for management and economic researchers. Strategic
management literature has provided empirical evidence regarding the effects of ownership
and governance structure on the performance and efficiency of various dimensions, including
country economy, environment and society, firm investment, operation, administration and
management and pricing impact on users (Backx et al., 2002; Carney and Mew, 2003; Oum
et al., 2008; Parker, 1999; Yokomi, 2005). Although various studies have been undertaken
within airport strategic management field, the literature lacks investigations in construction
business. In this study, the researcher has tried to shift the focus and provide a strategic
management framework for airport operators to adopt during managing and controlling
existing airport construction projects, which could be also applied to new projects. The
research project has raised important questions about the effect that different airport
ownership forms have on construction management efficiency.

In the context of knowledge advancement and dissemination, the researcher endeavoured to
promote the study through publication (see Appendix Q) in the peer-reviewed Journal of
Advanced Management Science (JOAMS). The researcher also presented the findings at the
2013 International Conference on Construction and Project Management, as well as in the
form of a poster (see Appendix R) presented at the Northumbria Research Conference 2013.

9.3.2

Contribution to Practice and Recommendations

Data analysis results have indicated that the proposed research theoretical framework is of
strategic value to organisations and project managers who manage and control various airport
construction projects. The research findings also confirmed that ownership and governance
structure has an influence on the efficiency and maturity of management practices, in which a
private organisation’s (O1) management framework is obviously more organised and
developed than that of a public airport operator (O2). However, the government department
has leveraged its management, controlling and operation practices through allowing private
sector participation (O3) in these activities in the form of a joint venture arrangement. The
chosen private sector has exclusive control of the airport project and resulting benefits for an
agreed period of time, after which the government retakes control of the improved asset.
Indeed, these results are in line with the study findings of numerous researchers in relation to
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the ownership structure effects on efficiency and performance of various dimensions (Backx
et al., 2002; Carney and Mew, 2003; Oum et al., 2008; Parker, 1999; Yokomi, 2005).

However, having the strategic framework and its knowledge is not adequate to make
enhancement in practice. Knowledge-based change can be realised in practice if an
organisation sponsors research and uses the knowledge and evidence to make changes
accompanied by the required resources. Various practitioners are not motivated to engage in
searching for new ideas, and they perceive research studies and related findings as irrelevant
to their daily activities (Lewis, 2002). However, working with these professionals and
addressing their work issues was a great opportunity to gain appropriate knowledge which
contributes to change decisions. In order to help practitioners improve their practice, Lewis
(2002) suggested two factors: the researcher has to proceed from actual practice condition,
rather than relying on research knowledge, in addition to effectively interacting with
professionals. Indeed, the interview approach for collecting study data and the validation
process, in particular, the views of participants, supported these factors. In this context, the
programme director (O1P10) of the private airport operator responsible for developing
organisation management practices stated:

The thing that in your mind and what you are writing about, we are not
there yet ... I have just been in a session which is, are we at risk for
some of these stuff … It is a bit touchy feeling for the construction
industry to start talking about behaviours … Contractors don’t get
these stuff, but they been contracted on that … How you can contract
on behaviours … But there are mechanisms we have got on place to
the CEO we go along … We are going to give them the availability to
how we are doing … How me performing, how is my behaviours like
… How we can change the country contractors, they are all about
money … It is quite interesting … We will make it work, I am going
to be positive as a director on this.

Hence, as explained in Section 8.5.1, there is a need for flexibility and scalability aligned
with adopting the strategic framework and engaging its conceptual application with actual
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management and controlling practices. As shown in Figure 9.1, an airport organisation
should focus its efforts on managing the most important framework themes that are needed to
improve its management practices and, accordingly, achieve expectations. Making the right
choice requires a clear and sufficient understanding of the context and what suits its
procurement structure, project management resources and culture, with regard to framework
components and desired project goals. An organisation, consequently, should identify its
strategic priorities, and it is encouraged to act accordingly through applying the relevant
framework to the set of management tasks, in order to manage and control its projects
effectively.

Figure 9.1: Contribution to Practice Roadmap
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9.3.3 Contribution to the Researcher
One of the key features throughout the entire PhD journey is the researcher’s learning curve.
The researcher’s progress in gaining new skills and experiences was successful based on
various factors: postgraduate research personal development programme, research analytical
thinking and lengthy discussions with airport construction professionals.

Postgraduate Research Personal Development Programme
As a researcher, being in charge of personal and professional development was key to gaining
new skills during the research journey. It involved more than acquiring the research skills of
a development scheme. Instead, it has broader relevance to a professional career enabling the
researcher to add great value to organisations, particularly development programmes relating
to strategic thinking and project planning and management as well as effective
communication and networking. The researcher has successfully completed a range of PGR
professional development and research training programme activities (see Appendix S). The
selected training programmes were chosen to equip the researcher with the necessary research
skills, knowledge, competences and attributes. Training courses, in particular, cover four
main domains (see Appendix S): knowledge and intellectual abilities, personal effectiveness
and development, research governance and organisation and engagement, influence and
impact (Vitae, 2011).

Research Analytical Thinking and Problem Solving Approach
In this research project, as illustrated in Figure 9.2, the process of acquiring knowledge,
understanding related problems, identifying possible causes, drawing conclusions and finding
appropriate solutions were based on the adoption of deductive reasoning approach.
Accordingly, analytical thinking and problem solving were the main skills needed to
accomplish successfully the different stages of research, in particular, the data analysis and
presentation of results. Indeed, strategies used to collect research primary data and to follow
a lengthy qualitative data analysis process, including dividing them into meaningful
components and drawing conclusions from the evidence and applying judgements to achieve
study conclusions, have significantly developed the foundational thinking skills of the
researcher.
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Figure 9.2: The Research Project Journey

Interviewing Industry Professionals
Interview is considered as an effective data collection tool. However, in addition to the study
benefits from conducting face-to-face interview, as shown in Section 7.5.2, it involves broad
understanding. Discussion with various senior airport construction managers was a great
opportunity for learning that is not easily found anywhere. The knowledge and experience
obtained from professionals may not be available in secondary data sources. Interviewing
industry professionals in different countries, as regards their activities, including securing
data access and scheduling interview sessions, have improved the researcher’ level of
confidence as well as time management, coordination, communication and conversational
skills. It has also expanded the researcher’s network of contacts, specifically, in the airport
construction management field.
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9.4

Recommendation for Further Research and Limitations of the Study

Making suggestions and identifying directions for future study is important as it also offers
several opportunities for further research proposals. Recommendations will be based on
suggesting how research limitations could be overcome. However, matters arise in the
research project and beyond the researcher’s control which are acknowledged as study
limitations. Recognising these limitations reflects the degree to which the study results and
conclusions can be considered to be reliable (Saunders et al., 2009). In the following
sections, I identify and explain the study limitations which have the greatest impact on the
quality of the findings and the researcher’s ability to achieve the research project objectives.
The choices that the researcher made along with suggestions and directions for further
research will be also justified.

9.4.1 Public Corporation Operator Involvement
The time constraints of this research project meant that the proposed strategic framework
could not be verified for all forms of ownership structures. If this had been done, the validity
of comparison activities would have increased and thus added reliability to the research
findings. Indeed, approaching the appropriate airport organisation and obtaining its
agreement to conduct interviews with their senior project managers/directors was not an easy
task. Although the researcher achieved an advanced level of communication with a public
corporation operator, ultimately, access could not be secured. Having discussed with the
research supervision team and panel examiners the length of time that the researcher needed
to secure organisation access, and to collect and analyse the obtained data, a decision was
made on the acceptability of cases in the study. Thus, research case studies were investigated
in three ownership structures: private, government department and public corporation.

The researcher’s inability to secure additional airport ownership access suggests an area of
future research where the proposed framework can be investigated as regards a public
corporation operator. This will reveal the suitability of the framework for all different modes
of operation. A new perspective, therefore, of the relation between ownership structure and
construction management efficiency would be realised.
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9.4.2 Investigating the Framework in Different Airport Environments
The construction industry and airport construction literature showed that airport construction
environments significantly vary. Construction projects differ not only between organisations,
but also between projects within the same organisation. However, various factors influence
construction business performance, ranging from the maturity level of the organisation,
procurement methods and project managers’ approaches, to project management strategies
adopted. One of the research project limitations is that its data were acquired from a single
airport environment and only concerned the management practice of one organisation under
each ownership structure form.

In order to achieve better validity of the research framework, the generality of findings and
continual improvement of the research strategic management initiative, additional research is
needed in order to understand how different airport operators, under the same ownership
structure, perform while managing their construction projects.

9.4.3 Applicability of the Strategic Framework in Different Industries
The research strategic framework in its current form emerged from a process of
understanding a specific environment and identifying its problems and obstacles in relation to
management practices. These investigative processes aimed to identify the root causes of
problems and their effects on management and control activities of construction projects in an
airport business environment. The developed framework, therefore, represented the
corrective actions that were significantly encouraged while managing and controlling airport
construction projects. However, the potential application of the research strategic framework
in other industries has not yet been determined. Indeed, investigating framework components
and their importance within different industries would support the generality of the research
findings process.

Further research can be carried out to establish the potential application of the strategic
framework and study its effectiveness in relation to other industries and their construction
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management activities. This might lead to a definite clarification with regard to whether
airport construction projects differ from those in other industries. It would also help to reveal
the suitability of the framework beyond its current use as a tool of strategic management for
managing and controlling construction projects.
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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
During the last few decades, strategic management and strategic human resource
management theories have received a great deal of attention in many industrial sectors. The
complex and constantly changing business environment has driven large construction
companies more than ever before to reflect on the interplay between their organisational
strategies and their strategic management processes, tools and techniques. This is despite the
great value of human capital for an organisation’s strategic flexibility within different sets of
environmental evolutions. This includes people in various positions, administrative,
professional, managerial and unskilled, as well as numerous project stakeholders. Several
researchers are increasingly interested in applying strategies and human-related studies within
the construction industry; however, an integrated study of these two factors has been notably
lacking, particularly in an airport context where the challenges and difficulties of managing
construction projects are high. This doctoral thesis contributes to the existing literature by
exploring the unique characteristics of an airport construction environment, along with
reporting the findings of the impact that different airport ownership forms have on
construction management efficiency. Through integrating numerous theories and concepts
associated with project strategies, strategic human resource management and various
efficiency management attributes, this research project presents a unique strategic framework
that offers a structured approach to support airport holding bodies. Research primary data
were collected following semi-structured interviews with senior construction project
managers of airport operators within three distinct airport organisations in terms of their
ownership structures. The resultant findings provide insight into the many differences
between the case studies in term of project management practices. Furthermore, an
explanation of the key practices that influence the occurrence of project success were
identified. This doctoral investigation identified there is a need for flexibility and scalability
aligned with adopting the strategic framework and engaging its conceptual application with
actual management and controlling practices. In essence, the research framework was
developed for each category of airport organisation, where an airport organisation is
encouraged to focus its efforts on managing the most important framework components
which are needed for effective improvement of management practices and, accordingly, to
achieve expectations. The resulting theoretical framework provides a unique tool for airport
operators to apply their project management knowledge effectively in order to realize
complex projects and to secure potential efficiency gains. This study therefore provides a
II

ABSTRACT

novel theoretical insight into the strategic management of human resources during airport
construction projects. The primary application of the strategic framework is concerned with
managing and controlling existing airport construction projects, particularly refurbishment or
extension projects, however this could be also applied to new airport construction projects
where the factors affecting strategic management and strategic human resource management
anticipated to be different to those studied during this investigation. This has paved the way
for future investigations to be conducted to tackle this dichotomy and further understand the
intriguing aspects of airport construction business.
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Appendix – B
2.1

Construction Project Delivery Methods

2.1.1 Design/Bid/Build
In this approach (DBB), the project owner completes the design activities by employing an
architect engineer or a designer. Following this, a separate contract with a construction
professional delivers and completes the project as shown in Figure 1.1. An owner may hire an
architect or a construction manager to administer the contract during construction process.
Alternatively, he may have in-house people who perform the management task.

By adopting this method, owners identify project construction cost at the beginning of the
work. The level of risk is, accordingly, reduced throughout the project stages and project
activities are more likely to proceed smoothly. Gould and Joyce (2009) have argued that
involving a contractor after the design process is not effective. However, some clients
overcome this by having construction professionals in their project team or external
construction consultants during the design process. Indeed, this enhances the efficiency of
design activities, but is not as effective as having the professional, who will actually build the
project, engaged earlier.

Figure 2.1: Design/Bid/Build Approach (Gould and Joyce, 2009: 83)
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2.1.2 Design/Build
As shown in Figure 1.2, in design build (DB) strategy, a single organisation provides design
and construction services and completes the entire task for the project owner. This
organisation may not be a single entity; it can also take the form of joint-venture cooperation
setting where more than one organisation works contractually together in a single project.
This approach is used in complex and highly technical projects, e.g. industrial construction
projects, and projects that have a tight scheduled time frame (Halpin and Senior, 2012).
Accordingly, organisations are specialised in particular areas and offer DB service. During
this procurement method, the project owner is less involved in day-to-day communication
and has a single point of contact and responsibility over the project life-cycle. Good
communication will exist also between the design and construction team from a project’s
early stages; this allows both activities to be done in parallel. Accordingly, construction
works can be initiated on site prior to the completion of the design phase, which allows the
project to be fast-tracked (Fisk and Reynolds, 2010). As design and construction team
coordination is within the same contract agreement, this allows easier project scope changes.
In contrast to DBB delivery method, it is difficult for the owner to know the actual project
cost until part of the project is complete. In comparison, a conceptual budget is an owner
method for entering a design/build arrangement. This might raise the risk of quality
sacrifices, as the design and construction team try to make the scope fit the client’s expected
price to protect their profit.

Figure 2.2: Design/Build Approach (Gould and Joyce, 2009: 86)
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2.1.3 Construction Management
The construction management procurement method means that a construction management
(CM) organisation represents a client and acts on his behalf in terms of group management
activities as shown in Figure 1.3. The project owner may involve a designer early in the
preconstruction phase, and work directly associated with construction is provided and
organised by the CM organisation. Indeed, the major functions of the CM firm and its
responsibilities vary depending on the project involvement phase, whether during the
predesign, design or construction phase. According to Halpin and Senior (2012), in most CM
agreements, the CM organisation establishes a contract awarding procedures to all project
parties, architect/engineers, principle suppliers and contractors. Following the formation of
contractual relationships, the CM firm manages and controls site activities and everybody
involved in the project, including subcontractors and off-site fabricators. Thus, the CM body
may provide a comprehensive project team of both office and filed personnel, including
engineers, project manager, schedulers, estimators, accountants, construction coordinators
and many others (Fisk and Reynolds, 2010).

Gould and Joyce (2009) stated that by using construction management arrangement a good
level of communication is established early in the design and construction phases between all
project key members, the owner, the designer and the contractor. Such communication
continues also throughout the whole project. This close communication environment makes
scope changes over project phases not as difficult as in DBB approach. This method requires
effective and efficient collaboration and communication practices between people as they
engage together early, and allows for a fast-tracking project where they can manage to
develop all necessary management and coordination schedules. However, if any of the key
project players becomes uncommunicative, disrespectful or uncooperative, the use of CM
procurement will be negatively affected. Shared information, transparency and mutual
respect between all project players are highly suggested in order to benefit from CM delivery
method.
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Figure 2.3: Construction Management Approach (Gould and Joyce, 2009: 89)
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RIBA Plan of Work
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Appendix – C
3.1

RIBA Plan of Work

3.1.1 Stage 0 – Strategy Definition
Strategic definition phase is initiated when an organisation’s strategic managers discuss
various opportunities and the project concept, ask the right questions, appraise and define
project strategic perspectives before even developing the project brief details. A proper
consideration of a client’s business case and the strategic brief is the main focus (RIBA,
2013).

3.1.2 Stage 1 – Preparation and Brief
The preparation and brief is a very important stage to achieve a high level of project success,
ensuring that the project design activities, the following stage, are as productive and effective
as possible. During this stage various crucial activities need to be completed in parallel.
Initial project brief and feasibility studies are developed in this stage. Following this, the
project team is assembled and each party’s roles, responsibilities and risks are defined and
explained. Project information is also shared between the parties involved (RIBA, 2013).

3.1.3 Stage 2 – Concept Design
This stage has been designed to map the former stage and it is formed according to initial
project brief requirements. During this stage, much information is exchanged and several
project strategies developed: cost information, construction strategy, health and safety
strategy, maintenance and operational strategy and project execution plan. It is vital to
review the brief throughout the concept stage and issue the final project brief version, in order
to exchange project information effectively (RIBA, 2013).

3.1.4 Stage 3 – Developed Design
The lead designer plays a significant role in this stage, when the project concept design is
further developed. An iteration process is required among parties involved in this stage, and
the use of design workshops is encouraged in order to engage efficiently the different parties
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and to involve them in the project. Cost information can be aligned to project budget once
the lead designer has completed his task. Different strategies that were developed during
Stage 2 should be reviewed and developed further along by implementing change control
procedures. The information and guidance of specialist subcontractors’ design work, which
will take place in the following Stage 4, may be considered for the developed design stage
(RIBA, 2013).

3.1.5 Stage 4 – Technical Design
Project technical definition and specialist contractors’ design work is developed and
concluded at this stage. There is coordination during the previous stage between the different
design processes; having architectural, building services and structural engineering means
that each party is able to develop its technical design independently. Once the design team
completes its work as defined in the design programme and there is agreement between
project parties, specialist contractors can start their design works. At the end of the technical
design stage, a completed and detailed view of the design can be developed and construction
work, Stage 5, is ready to proceed (RIBA, 2013).

3.1.6 Stage 5 – Construction
According to the developed construction programme, the building is constructed on the
project site. Resolution of design queries from site activities is also a main objective of this
stage. Administration and supervision of different activities on the construction site is
required, by reviewing progress methods and conducting regular site inspections (RIBA,
2013).

3.1.7 Stage 6 – Handover and Close Out
A successful handover of a structure or facility, according to the project programme, is the
project team’s major objective during this stage. Further different activities can be
implemented during this stage; organising feedback workshops and lessons learned sessions
and undertaking different tasks in relation to testing the building and ensuring the successful
operation of the facility (RIBA, 2013).
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3.1.8 Stage 7 – In Use
The in use stage of the project deals with the assessment, evaluation and review activities of
project performance and outcomes. It includes research and development aspects for future
organisation and its projects’ strategies (RIBA, 2013).
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4. Appendix D
Strategy Approaches – The Design and Learning Schools
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Appendix – D
4.1

Strategy Approaches

4.1.1 The Design School
The design school is a prescriptive school category, which Mintzberg et al. (2009: 5) defined
as being “more concerned with how the strategies should be formulated than with how they
necessarily do form.” According to Henry (2011), the design school proposes a model of
strategy that is inspired by the analysis of an organisation’s strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. Thus, an organisation needs to match its internal capabilities,
strengths and weaknesses, with external possibilities, opportunities and threats. The former
pair are driven by resources and competencies, whereas, the latter are related to an
organisation’s competitive environment.

For the design school, an evaluation of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
(SWOT analysis) in an organisation business environment is a key factor in order to match
effectively an organisation’s internal and external environment. Following this, the
organisation will have different strategic options; an evaluation of each of them will
determine the best possible fit. The managerial competences of a firm are another important
factor, as choosing the most appropriate strategy is the role of an organisation’s top
management and other decision makers.

4.1.2 The Learning School
Other management researchers argue that the competitive environment is widely recognised
as being volatile, complex and unpredictable (Henry, 2011 and Junnonen, 1998).
Organisations in such an environment often experience unclear strategic direction.
Accordingly, strategy making involves a process of interaction between the various
management members, individuals and different groups who share interests in an
organisation, in order to incorporate their experience and learning into an organisation’s plan
of action. However, the learning school, in comparison with the design school, is descriptive
as it attempts to understand how strategies are formulated in reality (Mintzberg et al., 2009).
In such a case, the management and decision makers of an organisation have to observe
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closely the appropriate strategy for an organisation by implementing a process of learning
and paying attention to trial and error; therefore, an organisation’s business strategy emerges
and develops over time.

Mintzberg and Waters (1985, cited in Henry, 2011) suggested three approaches of strategy
making: intended, realised and emergent. Intended strategy refers to the processes that occur
at organisation managerial level where negotiation and interaction between individuals and
groups initially take place. As a result, the organisation deliberately chooses its strategy,
while realised strategy is the actual strategy that an organisation has implemented in reality
and it could be partly related to its intended strategy. However, due to new conditions in the
industry market place or changes in industry competitive environment, the intended strategy
becomes irrelevant and therefore is replaced by another one, the realised. Emergent strategy
meets an external environment’s needs. When managers, individuals and decision makers
use their experience and learning obtained from the actual implemented strategy, unrealised
strategy, over time they develop an emergent strategy that becomes after its effective
implementation the realised strategy of a firm.
Indeed, the reasoning behind different strategic approaches offers an insight into what an
organisation’s vision is most likely to be and the appropriate strategy that is relevant to
achieving that vision (Hitt et al., 2007). Thus, after an organisation has its basic information
or strategic inputs by choosing its environment and business philosophy, through scanning
the internal and external environment, top managerial level and/or other key individuals or
groups have to form a firm’s value, vision and mission statements.
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Appendix – E
5.1

Project Strategy Components

5.1.1 Position – What?
The second part of the project strategy is associated with an organisation’s position achieved
following the completion of the project along with the expectations of company,
stakeholders, customers and users.
Service/ Process/Product Definition
Service definition is associated with the end result which was not clarified at the project
initiation stage. It defines the operation concept and how the project will be used by users or
customers; this includes main requirements, functions and technical specifications (Patanakul
and Shenhar, 2012).
Competitive Advantage/Value
Competitive advantage is related to what is unique about the service, process or product and
how functionality, performance and quality are displayed. This element also concerns longterm value that will be created for the organisation (Patanakul and Shenhar, 2012).
Success and Failure Criteria
This element establishes expectations that will assess a project’s success or failure. Success
dimensions will make project managers and their teams aware of difficulties and risks that
might be associated with the achievement of expected results (Patanakul and Shenhar, 2012).

5.1.2 Guidelines – How?
Guideline is the final major component of project strategy. It is the planning of various
project actions in order to achieve business results. People’s behaviours, responsibilities and
relationships needed to reach desired goals are also considered. Also included is the project
team’s learning cycle during and after the experience.
Project Definition
This is a crucial element for good project management practice, defining how project
objectives and value will be reached; this includes a project’s scope statement, timeframe and
budget. Another important dimension of this component is defining project structure, in
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terms of which the project manager and team will perform the project (Patanakul and
Shenhar, 2012).
Strategic Focus
The last component of the project strategy creates behaviour guidelines for project
participants to achieve agreed competitive advantage and value. It is basically a translation
of the project competitive advantage and value into a form of guidelines for behaviour. A
project team’s policy that drives their activities is also clarified along with learning processes
including feedback and strategy revision throughout project life-cycle. Project managers
should define the roles and responsibilities of all individuals of different teams who will
undertake the project (Patanakul and Shenhar, 2012).

5.1.3 Perspective – Why?
Project perspective represents the reasoning behind a project and defines the overall project
objectives and concept which will guide decision makers and other project participants
throughout the experience.
Business Background
This element defines the reasoning and motivation behind the project. It explains the project
environment, its needs and business opportunities, which helps project participants
understand a project’s big-picture and its association with their organisation. Problems and
obstacles are also identified along with possible ways to deal with them (Patanakul and
Shenhar, 2012).
Business Objective
Following the definition of a project big-picture, business objective helps a project’s teams to
focus on ultimate project goals, instead of just accomplish the project. This includes business
results after delivering the project (Patanakul and Shenhar, 2012).
Strategic Concept
This component describes how a project’s strategy idea is aligned with an organisation’s
strategy. A project’s approach and guidelines for achieving the business objectives will,
specifically, be clarified for a project’s teams. It is the principal strategic guide for project
managers and teams during the creation and development of a project’s service or product, to
succeed in the project environment (Patanakul and Shenhar, 2012).
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Characteristics of Strategic Human Resource Management
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Appendix – F
6.1

Characteristics of SHRM

6.1.1 Recognition of the Outside Environment
Strategic decision-making process plays an important role, and in which opportunities and
threats from the organisation’s external environment must be recognised. Several factors are
included for greater results, such as legislation, political forces, social aspects, technology,
economic conditions and demographic and labour-market changes. By considering these
elements, an organisation can effectively assign the right people to the most suitable place,
develop them in its best interests and retain them, as over time these individuals will take the
organisation forward (Loosemore et al., 2003).

6.1.2 Recognition of Competition and Labour-market Dynamics
An organisation needs to remain competitive in its industry. Therefore, recognising its
competitive and employee-market dynamics will allow the firm to define and provide the
necessary conditions for achieving this. An organisation’s awareness of wage, benefits and
rewards levels will also be affected, as well as other important working conditions
(Loosemore et al., 2003).

6.1.3 Long-range Focus
This depends on an organisation’s management philosophy, in terms of where it wants to
position itself in the future. Long-term objectives and direction of the firm should be
considered by the company owner and key people operate in corporate strategic level.
Shareholders might be also involved in this process (Loosemore et al., 2003).

6.1.4 Decision-making Focus
This means that the particular direction and obligation of human resources should be
consciously defined and clarified by the organisation. An effective implementation of this
principle occurs when decision-making procedure is based on three levels, namely, strategic,
managerial and operational (Loosemore et al., 2003).
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6.1.5 Consideration of all Stakeholders
Communication and negotiation processes with all internal and external stakeholders are
crucial tasks. An organisation should take account of their views, interests and requirements
in order to satisfy its integrated approach (Loosemore et al., 2003).

6.1.6 Integration with Corporate Strategy
This characteristic is considered as the most important element within SHRM context. HR
strategies must be integrated and aligned with an organisation’s overall corporate strategy.
At all time, HR should combine its competences and provide necessary skills and abilities to
support an organisation’s strategic goals. Indeed, aligning HR strategy with the corporate
goals of an organisation needs to be done at both the strategic and practical level (Loosemore
et al., 2003).
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7.

Appendix G
Research Participants’ Pre-interview and Consent Form
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8.1

Card 1

8.2

Card 2
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8.3

Card 3

8.4

Card 4
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8.5

Card 5

8.6

Card 6
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8.7

Card 7

8.8

Card 8
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8.9

Card 9

8.10

Card 10
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9.1

Theme 1 – Project Team Formulation
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9.2

Theme 2 – Project Team Strategy
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9.3

Theme 3 – Stakeholders’ Engagement
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9.4

Theme 4 – Leadership Structure
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9.5

Theme 5 – Project Culture
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9.6

Theme 6 – Internal and External Communication
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9.7

Theme 7 – Stakeholders’ Development Strategy
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Appendix – J
10.1

Theme A: Project Team Formulation - Data Description

Context
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P1
Senior construction project Refurbishment of Terminal
01:28:46
manager – programme
Departure Lounge
manager
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“it is always within my team and also within my organizational or main contractor … I do not
see that I can be successful if they are not successful and vice versa … Our process is typically is
that we have a project that is raise if I either assign it to a project manager or I can seek a project
manager … We are structured we have support from what we call a Multi Service Providers
(MSPs), they provide a variety of functions, schedule management, cost management and
contract management … We set up a team … Forming a team is very standard in a way we just
bring the people together, explaining the overall outcomes and objectives.”
“We tendered the work … We had several responses and then narrow it down … we made out
decisions on number of facts … The strength of the team … The contractor team may have my
project manager and myself and others within the organization, effectively it is a virtual team
and then there is number of various stakeholders … Until become a virtual team members as
well … Key representatives in certain areas.”
“The organizational structure, the ability of the team, the experience and the competency of
their core team, project managers, contract managers, QAQCs, construction managers, etc.,
various functions … support we get from the back office, functions and the environmental
management, contracting support, industrial relations, everything else.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Reasonably closely, I mean they organize themselves and work obviously within their groups, I
am the client, I have a project manager who was assign with that … My rule is senior project
manager, so I have a number of projects and each lead by a project manager, that is more a
programme management level in terms of overseeing them, obviously I am also responsible for
that project … I have a number of projects, each with a project manager and I am managing the
projects.
“all member aware of responsibilities and roles of other members.”
“We are trying to operate sort of collaboratively … We have a number of structured reviews, in
terms of weekly change management reviews, risk management, schedule management, cost on
monthly basis … And number of team forms within that group of the client to the contractor,
and within that obviously of forming the team and working together … As a group we have
regular stakeholders management reviews weekly, key stakeholders to present the work that
we are doing and various monthly forms … It is all about that stakeholders’ management
because it makes the success of the job.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“We got support in the long game throughout the project, I have to report out monthly to (..) the
airport executive … Monthly programme review.”
“it was the refurbishment of (..) An airport terminal departure lounge … This part was about 18
months, and the core on site delivery was about 12 months.”
“Monthly project board meeting with the project sponsor and other key management within the
organization … Another monthly programme review with directors’ level review, where I
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present where we are with the project dash board.”
“I was responsible for that project … within the project”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“Actually this (problem solving process) happened in this project and other projects as well.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“In terms of moral etc. which is sort of soft skills and motivating people, this is work … But we
are very control driven (..) the airport, so we have a monthly projects reporting structure, a
dashboard … We use the value management rigorously, the contractor has to prepare all the
monthly reporting data/control data … We review the progress on site with the contractors …
They review their suppliers, so they make a judgment exactly what have been spent and being
earned in terms of our overall programme base line versus what we actually spending.
By using value management, it determine them what our schedule performance index and cost
performance index is, what the cost variance and schedule variance is … So we will be able to
understand if we are spending more money than we expected at this point some time … It
allows us to make assessment on our progress, so fundamentally it is all about that monthly
rigor of reviewing projects, so it is project programme controls and that also in the organization,
at the programme level and then as organizational level in reviews shareholder … All their data
be grouped together within the overall programme, and that then give the confidence for the
programme being on schedule.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P2
Senior Construction
Minor Construction Works
00:52:45
Project Manager Programme: Office
Portfolio Manager of Asset Buildings, Roads Networks –
Replacement &
Escalators
Commercial Capital
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“It was probably about reforming the teams to make sure we have got the right mix … Small
construction works around the airport … Team of individuals … We are mix of people … history
report performance … what the key strengths related to those individuals.”
“Bringing those guys together was absolutely essential through making sure they all understood
where we are going as a team … All have different ideas of what a success look like, so we have
to get some clarity around what that meant to them … Sharing what their various skills were,
allowing them to demonstrate their skills in those areas and lead the team.”
“The majority were in-house … One or two contractor agencies but they were both tend to do
effectively (..) the airport works … There was a constant term of contractors bedding for pieces
of works …
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“We have an established relationship with them … We are dealing with the same people time
and time again.”
“Across the team yes I did … The idea was cooperation when you are looking reorganizing your
team.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“I have always support when needed … I was giving a free hand to do what I needed to do, and
so I have giving a very clear business objectives, what needed to be done … I had all the power I
needed to delegating team.”
“For forming the team yes that was on me … The individuals’ project managers had their
accountabilities and responsibilities, so they have the power to run their projects.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“Actually not, as we were in crisis mode when I joined the team … It was a two years
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programme, it was six months in and we were less than 10% away from the project”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“Being available … They can talk to you and share their challenges and concerns with you ... You
need to be supportive both in the professional and the personal level … Come and talk to me”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P3
Senior Project Manager in
Strategic Construction
01:25:56
Direct Support of Strategic
Projects Perspective
Initiative – Preconstruction Activities
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“Unless let us say a major project … We do not necessarily have process of formally establishing
project team … What we tend to have is a scenario … We have what is called MSP (Manage
Service Provider) … build asset consultancy … There are a big team of people and they are
managing a number of multiple projects across multimillion programs … In some cases and I
will have individuals who are assigned to my project but they are not dedicated to my project …
If I need anyone else to support the project … I call on people who already have their dedicated
day jobs … It is more of a virtual team … I do not have a line diagram that says here is my project
team … Range of people who are allocated to support me in delivering the project but they are a
virtual team … It is around my ability to influence them to get the project delivered.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Everybody in the same building more or less … Everybody on airport and then usually we
would run the project through series of formal project meetings … Weekly meeting or a weekly
workshop … I might meet the programme controls or programme controls side of the house to
talk about schedule performance, cost performance, contract performance and do the day to day
controls and reporting
of the project … I might have a separate session where dealing with IT manager, the property
manager … Whoever else is big part of that project in terms of the scope, the solution and the
planning and what is need to be delivered.”
“Yes, and you have to tell them too … The MSP side of things quite well prescribed so the cost
manager knows that is his job, we are hiring them … They are quite clear about what they
require to do to support the project … In terms of briefing them it would be more around my
explaining to them what the nature of the particular project … They are working on a number of
projects … Making sure that they understand what this one is about … But they are quite clear
about their rules and accountabilities with other members of the project team who are more
aligned with helping me develop and deliver the scope … We are the client resources, people
that belong to the airport ... I would have to explain why they are needed to be part of the
project team … What their actions or outputs.”
“At the beginning at the point when you are making sure that the business case and its right
strategy is there, then that whole piece around being clear around the value to the business of
the project is stated … is more chained to how we manage stakeholders … There is usually quite
a bit of compromise and it is very difficult to do something positive for somebody without
impacting others, because you are working in a very constrained environment.”
“But the MSP side of thing … They are framework contractors we pay them to lever service … It
is important to make them feel part of the project. So, by making sure that they understand
what they are working on.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“We do not carry a lot of power as a regulated business … I do not know whether that because
we are regulated or this is just the way that (..) the airport is organized … There is very little
authority to go with it … Most of the accountability and the authority sets up at the board level
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… Day to day decisions, you have quite a lot of autonomy … You are expected just to be proactive
and self-starter to get on your job really … But in terms of authority for decision making aligned
with money no we refer that to the board.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“solving problem is entirely my accountability … It depends on the situation, so we all set
around the table talking about in a way that contractive and coming to resolution as great, if
there is a need for decision and there is a time pressure then I would also be confident and after
take a decision and say this is what we are going to do, so I think it works always.”
“I am accountable for making decisions … If I have got the authority to take the decision then I
will, if I need to refer up to then I go with the recommendation.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“Making goals, objectives and responsibility clear is one part of it … Reviewing as we go along of
performance and where we are … Making sure that people of thought through probably and
how they are going to do the next piece of work and that it is well thought, well considered and
well planned even contingency planning if this does not work or that does not work …
Encourage and influence as much as possible that we are all, as a project team, getting the most
out of everything we do”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P4
Senior project Manager Airside Physical Facilities –
01:19:40
The capacity Optimisation Dealing with Snow in Winter
Programmes, Airfield
Condition
Team
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“I have MSP (Management Service Providers) support … They work in a number of different
projects but they provide expertise in programme, cost management, risk management and
contract management … My approach is very much allowed them to be part of the decision
making and not sort of developing a plan myself and tell them how it is going to be … I tended to
use a workshop format with them to develop solutions and actually that worked well … They
have developed the solutions themselves, so they buy on to it because they suggesting the
solutions … It is generating really good team ethos.”
“They are external service providers … Have a range of experience working for the contractors,
working on the client side, it is a good broad mix of people … The project management team …
We as a team deliver the project … There are still people on the project team … They may not
realize they are on the project team … I need them to help us with issues, provide advices and
help me clear obstacles … I would very much consider them part of my team.”
“It is all about influencing and being able to explain particularly complex issues, being able to
explain to them quite quickly … I think there are quite a few people outside the immediate
project team who I would consider still part of my team and helping me deliver the project.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“I have got my project and my project team who do the contract management, programme
management and everything else and they work in my project but they are not the same team
on other projects … they work with different project programme managers and cost managers
… We have all got this project and then others and probably the same team is not on the same in
other projects with different project managers. It is probably the same with external people in
(..) the airport business who are in the wider project team … Just helping people, trying to
overcome issues and achieve results for the business.”
“Delivering the construction elements of the solution to helping the business deal with snow on
winter conditions in much better way … with more vehicles you need more drivers and if you
got more drivers you need somewhere for them to shower and have the lockers and somewhere
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to eat and rest and lax. If you got more vehicles you need more fuel, you need more of the
deicing product to put on the vehicle … Physical facilities for that vehicles.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“I would definitely first relay on my influencing abilities and my network to be able to clear
issues … But I would maybe escalated to my line manager who has her own network at her level
… She is able to help me to clear obstacles if I am not able to unlock them at my level.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“There is a lot of idea sharing, I do not think there is any parries in that respect … We good here
with the IT … Everyone is very email friendly … And idea sharing … I think I have maybe not
done enough in terms of explaining this is the input phase and you need to tell me everything in
that phase, will agree and sign off that scope and then I will go and build it … I do not think I
have explained that well enough because I still getting input … I should be explained the process
to them and said look ‘this is the time line and we are in this first six months, tell me everything
you want and if it within reasons I will included’ because if you can demonstrate you need it I
will include it but after this point is not, I do not think I explained that well enough.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“My approach is to try and create collaborative environment and trying to maintain that for our
people even when you have very difficult issues … In the long run it is much better to try and
maintain a collaborative environment.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P5
Senior Project Manager –
Separate Temporary
01:13:47
Fast Development Projects
Terminal
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“We had to build a separate temporary … So we tendered several companies that did this sort of
works and visited them to look at their product … That was the first period really developing
that design, getting all the input from all of the key stakeholders … then getting the contractors
on board and eventually we got on site.”
“Mostly yes, we brought all stakeholders … to try to figure out what needed to go in the building
from my experience and also talking to other people that I know in the business who would
have part of that operation on the day, like immigration, the security team, our retail team …
There were lots of stakeholders … There were the airlines stakeholders, people from the
authorities … because we had to be sure they are happy with what we offering.”
“A little bit of both really, I put together regular working groups with the IT, both groups with
our IT and with the people who supply the airlines with IT, because we found out that checking
product that we wanted to offer … there were 3 main systems … We had to get in to the building
… With those people we were very close and we worked very close with them and with their
airlines’ IT reps to make sure they going to be able to meet time scale that we had … That was
the key issue, (..) the event was not going to change its date.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Well we generally do that anyway … The way we work is to trying to be collaborative, and yes
you have the occasion where people have got competing, requirement some priorities but we
usually apply that.”
“Actually people wanted to be part of it … People were very keen and wanted it to work and
they knew it is important … They knew that (..) the airport, if we did not do something like the
(..) the event terminal for all the forecast data that we share, (..) the airport will be in trouble for
those two or three days which would then not gone potentially and the bad media coverage we
would have got out of it … This was not an option really, so it had to work … Everybody really
got stuck in and got behind the project which was great.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
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“I think I carried a lot of it … There was another team I was reporting back too who had maybe
overall control of the (..) the event effort, I think for the (..) the terminal itself a lot of it was
setting in.”
“It was my baby if you like … Go and do this and come back to us if you need any support, so
really I only pull that support when I really need it.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
““We did that … When we were developing the scope … A lot of the early discussions were,
brought together the design team and brought together people from our operation and brought
together some of the airlines’ people to talk about what we needed in the building … In the early
days we had several sessions where we were talking quite openly, you know, about ‘what if we
do this’ so a lot of different scenarios.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“I was very driven towards delivering it whatever date … There was always very tide deadline
and follow up on the actions … Everybody recognize the thing, they had to get the finger out on
that one, quite often on other projects people do not do the actions or they do not quite finish
and tracks on other weeks, we could not afford that in this project … So we keep the pressure
on.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P6
Senior Construction
Refurbish an Old Domestic
01:05:16
project manager
Lounge
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“Project time frame was 12 months … We have got a number of people … We have got a
development department or number of internal resources … Project management office who do
the resource planning for the project as well … We have got functional teams that provide
support to us … We have got our quality team who set the standard that we use to make sure
that we deliver project and quality … We have also HSE (Health Safety Environment) team who
are specialist in the area … We have also got a design team as well, so a number people and we
call them design leaders to make sure that our standards/design standards are met … We got
people that we do not need to buy, they already here … We do buy resources called Managing
Service Providers (MCPs), they support us to make sure of different points of views,
commercially with delivering best value, schedule so around schedule management as well …
We have got an acquisition team as well … Mix of external resources from managing service
providers and also internal team … We have also got framework contractors and framework
consultants.”
“A five year framework agreement in place with design team … We have got architectural
practices … The contractors we have got a framework on place for complex building integrator
… They do our large project … We have got local LPI (Local Project Integrator) suppliers … We
leave a single source of suppliers or we go out to tender to make sure that we you know
introduce competition.”
“The project was a refurbish of an old domestic lounge at (..) the airport … What made that
successful is the way that we worked quite hard and I did find the strength of the team, areas for
development to what we did when we started to draw in the resources we got our design,
contractor, our commercial teams together we have spent a day, an A1 day … Getting everyone
together and what we did, the day was around on mixing those team … The project manager
would be the contractor, the contractor would be the project manager in roles … I put them
those roles for a day and everyone worked together and we also undertook Belbin for
individuals for we have got an idea of where the strength were for different members of the
team … Just started to develop a bit of team working very early … What that allowed us to do
moving forward was open an honest conversation with each other rather than this very
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contractual relationship … We had issues on the project but was able to debated open and
honestly and actually it was viewed when I first take over as a poorly performing project to one
of the best project delivered at that time.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“It was actually yes … Let say the contractor wanted to make a profit out of it … Stakeholders
wanted extra capacity … It was win-win for everyone … By doing that we tried to be a project
team.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“This is the storming period … This is what we do … We actually started problem solving and
was able to get together and discussing all together … We had an open plan office and what I did
on there, it not just we got the stakeholders and the airlines together.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“Very open and honest ... You have to set expectation … You have to be very approachable … You
have to be very supportive as well in the team … Trying to handle soft skills rather that task
skills … You have to do the task skills but while you go doing it I think.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P7
Senior Project Manager –
Airside Segregation Project
01:05:57
Capital Construction
projects
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“Segregation project … Was successful because I chose the managing contractor … Then helped
me pick the appropriate sub-suppliers … Actually, they were our contractors and those
contractors were from this framework contractors who we knew could perform in the airport
environment … It was all airside … There were lots of stakeholders involved because it involve
putting a segregation right a cross of (..) Airport terminal … A lot of areas underneath … The
baggage area … The departure lounge … The customer area … We could upset a lot of people,
but we knew the needed resources that were certain types of resources … We had the basic
group design ... I think is very different from a lot of the projects … I think is very different from
a lot of the projects … The head of that commercial team was from (..) the organization
employee … He was given very strong accountability by me … We ended up on that project
under budget and under time, so that was a successful one … The accountability was spread
among the team … There were very clear rules and responsibilities in terms of who had
accountability for doing what … The managing contractor … All the other contractors had very
clear accountability … Was very well laid out in terms of those rules and responsibilities … Very
well as we went to a lot of details with the design in terms of how various parts of the
construction fitted together.”
“Rules and responsibilities had clarified well to every party.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“The project successful was one the fact that we had a number of very common goals … We had
to do this in a certain time … To make best use of the pre-fabricated units … Wanted to
introduce the learning … Develop the learning … To have success from that … Some of the subsuppliers had buy in to making that successful.”
“We all were working together as a single team.”
“You would get the representative of different team together, I mean the main contractor … This
was once a week.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
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Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“Yes we had design and we had the managing contractor on board … That was valuable … What
I like to have as soon as possible on the project is what I call a production plan … Basic outline of
a narration of the programme or the schedule … We going to build things in a certain way and a
certain process … Specially if you are do it with diagram then you start to understand the issues
that you have to answer.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“I set very tough targets … I got the whole team into a room and said we have to make this date
… in my mind I knew it was possible and we just drove towards that … Ultimately, you need to
be quite flexible on how you ultimately settle and deal the changes with them.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P8
Senior Construction
Airfield Pavement Projects
01:16:36
Project manager – Leader
(Runway and Taxiway
of project Managers &
Refurbishments and
Project Engineers within
Prefiguration)
Airport Runways Projects
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“The team that I came into were fully parting with the contractor … Fully inclusive sharing all
risks, design process and everything … It was a fully integrated team … It was not a more
adversarial approach which perhaps is all what we have got today … That was a quite good
environment … We involved in the design process … Involved in costing it, discussion cost
works with stakeholders … There is a project managers from the airport side we sort of helped
move that process on … A lot of it was left to the contractor to sort out with other airport
stakeholders … That was a quite good team … A good way of structuring because everyone was
jointly working towards a goal, you do not hang up about with you making money or not it is not
the commercial side of it.”
“It was series of projects … Airfield pavement team … The run way refurbishments, taxiways,
and some prefiguration … It was a pretty unique team within (..) the airport, because of the
environment that we were work on it … It is a very specialist environment … The work is very
specialist … It is quite difficult environment to work in with all stakeholders and the
requirements of the regulations and the certifications of the airfield.”
“It was about ten years framework … We realized we have to work in a different way … In a way
that was structured and also working in this pavement team structure.”
“We were hundred, no not hundred, we have so many stakeholders … We have many
stakeholders, people of the service, people in technical issues, people that deal with the services
… If you do not go to all of them and then miss one out, that one can still stop your project … We
have got the project team … There is the client, the contractor and maybe we have got the cost
management team from a third party … But all the stakeholders do their normal day job cross
the airport … We then have to do is pull them in to our team every night and then just to discuss
with them how we interface with the far service … We have to engage the far service … So they
are happy … You just got to pull them in every night … But they are very focus on their normal
day job, so they are not looking to then not aiming to understand what we do as a team or what
are our responsibilities are.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“In that environment it needed to be win-win … Because the contractor got paid all these costs
plus the fee and he was not competing with anybody else … Even to the supply chain …
Everybody were seeking the main driver … Was to deliver a good successful project rather than
making more profit than somebody else.”
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“Everybody worked out at the same office … I mean just because I am a client did not mean I had
any more authority than anybody else … Even that the hierarchy … Everybody was working at
the same level and everybody had the same goals.”
“Because of the airfield you have to talk to other people that work in the terminal … If you go
back to (..) an airport terminal project when that was built … Was built in very much the same
model … Everybody was working towards a goal of completing the project rather that the need
of their individual companies … It had the same ethos.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“Yes we still set roles … At the end of the day we are paying for it … We decide what we going to
build … How we are going to build and when … It is in our control … It has to be like this because
contractors are building what we ask them to build … The sequence things and discussing with
the stakeholders over getting access to various things.”
“There are not worried about whether they going to make money or not, the main driver was to
get over whatever the problem was as efficient as possible … The benefit for them was to get a
good reputation and make sure they got more work for the future and to be able to sell those
skills outside the airport.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We got a particular problem then can get together, discuss and brainstorming what we can do
and come out with the best solution … We have regular risk management sessions … We will
review where we are, what the risks are … At the beginning of the project we begin do
brainstorming bits, what are the risks, how we can mitigate them, who is responsible for the
risk and then as the project evolved we probably review that each month, so keeping up with
managing the risk.”
“we have stakeholder assessment strategy … Project manager be responsible for making sure
we driven on.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“Clearly set out what their responsibilities are … Leading all the project managers and allowing
them to get on with do what they need to do … Supporting them on that rather doing it for them
… Trying to sort of encourage them … If they find any problem come talk to me about that … If
there is any problem I help them with them.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P9
Senior Construction
Terminals Security Project:
01:43:20
Project Manager – (leader
Security Equipment in the
of Project Managers
Passenger Security Areas
(Security and Saving
Operational Cost)
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“It’s a security-based project … All around installing new security equipment in the passenger
security area in all Terminals … To increase the flow of passenger through security … To
introduce savings on operational expending shares because the lines that more efficient they
require less staff to manage lines.”
“Keys to get the right team … Around experience I would say … Team I got in my current project
they have experience in this particular type of projects … The airport is a unique environment …
Maybe at an airport more than some other environment, it’s important that you get people they
have got a specific experience … The right people who have the right previous experience and
based on that previous experience it will give you the confidence that they going to deliver what
you need them to deliver in your current project.”
“Team I have got … it’s a mixture of internal and external … (..) the airport employees support
services … Cost managers, schedulers, and risk managers … The external teams are largely
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based or comprise of the large CPI (the Complex Building Integrated) … The construction
company that you choose needs to have the relevant experience … At (..) the airport we have
complex supply chain of different construction companies, each with their own specialties and
each at varying time perforating well or not performing so well … A lot of it was based on me
having worked with them in the past, me knowing the personnel in that company, being
confidant that they can deliver, past record on similar types of projects and I think that sorts of
the early project forming those criteria that you use … If they got the right experience from the
previous projects and you got confidence that they can deliver this time around, it’s essential to
get in the project right from the work go.”
“It’s more of a virtual team I guess … I am based here (head office) generally … The cost, risk and
schedulers are either based here … They might not work directly for (..) the airport but they
manage service providers that we use … They provide us that service … In affect they are
working with us … It is four to five years contract for supplying those services … My current
construction company based on site, they have project office port cabin … They work out from
there and all the projects that they do in (..) the airport generally are managed from that one
office including mine … We work together but we not necessarily all in the same location at ones
… On a weekly bases if not more frequently I have meetings with the construction guys … With
the risk, cost and scheduling teams as well … The contact is daily on the phone, if not hourly,
depending on how the project goes.”
“The teams or different groups that come out from me being in the centre, they know what I
expect of them … Managing Service Providers (MSP) team who do the scheduling, the cost and
the risk don’t necessarily meet up with (..) the contractor on a weekly bases, it comes through
me … If they do need to meet then it would generally been meeting facilitated than meeting each
other … They don’t speak to each other directly on a daily bases … It’s a joined up team but
comes through the project managers and that applied to most projects at (..) the airport.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Project goals and objectives are set out right at the beginning in the brief in the business case …
Again it’s a unique environment … We have got so many projects on (..) the airport … Quit often
the project managers who is delivering at any one point is not necessarily the project manager
who started off the project … I might not have written the business case but I am now delivering
it.”
“I keep coming back to the word unique … (..) The airport is unique … It is a regulated
construction activities … We are regulated in our case by the CIA … Any work that we do in (..)
the airport, generally, is funded by the airlines, but over five years period … We charge airlines
to land at (..) the airport that is how we get the money to do our projects … Any work that we
going to do in a five years period has to be agreed in advanced … So we can predict how much
money we going to get to pay for that project or that portfolio … The business case is for all
projects … Presented to the airlines and to CIA and to the governing bodies of the airport in
advance of the beginning of that five years period … The business case is quite often written
very early on, even though the delivery might not happen until later on.”
“In general yes it is cooperative environment … Each party has got slightly different priorities …
The CIA are coming from how much we can charge point of view … The airlines are coming
along almost with we want you to do as much as possible, build as much as possible, make
terminals as good as possible … We sort of the man in the middle … We can only use this much
scope, therefore our list is only this long … Each is got their own priority … In general it is
cooperative … There are always going to be occasions where there is a disagreement over which
project takes priority.”
“We can solve with the airlines because the airlines we have to work in congestion with them to
make (..) the airport work … We can say to the airlines, we going to do that and you may not like
it but we will do it anyway, because it is our airport … We would not generally encourage that
sort of behavior … They will then not cooperate in the future … We involve them because we
want them to cooperate with us.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
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““They do have an input … We suggest what we would like to do in that five years period and
have a business case for each piece of work … the airlines will also say “will we quite likely to do
this” and they will input into the business case to get that done … We will have our owns that we
wanted to do and the airlines will have their … All put into one part and then prioritize based on
how much money we can generate from landing charges in the next five years period … If the
CIA who govern us are saying “you cannot charge that much for the next five years period for
planes to land here” that reduces the amount of income we going to get in that five years period
… It reduces the number of projects that we can do in that five years period … In the big list of
priorities the less money we have the higher-up that priority list the line is drawn.”
“The planning and programme director is the main point of contact for the senior airlines
management … Different airlines they have senior management … Then an overarching body
called AOC (The Airlines Operator Comities) … Main director will be representing (..) the airport
and what we would like to do and the AOC and various key airlines will be representing the
airlines … then you got the CIA as well who effectively govern how much we can generate on
five years period … They all have numerous meetings.”
“It is start from these business cases … When you deciding which project you going to do at this
early stage, risk does not really come in to because you have not started building anything, you
are just making a priority list … Once the project start, the risk is either or generally split
between (..) the airport and the construction company … We are also including risk within our
internal cost plan as well … There is a sharing of the risk and it depends on what the risk or who
is own it in effect.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“In a day to day environment … You have a risk review and a change control section … If
anything has arisen in that past month … project change control will take that money from risk
and put it into your based cost.”
“Project managers, programme office, a lot of the support team that I would say (cost managers,
risk managers) … All that work is done in the background and then in this monthly session, you
got the programme director, the project manager, the programme office and maybe somebody
from the commercial team, present how much risk they want to drawdown that month and it is
sound of you get process … The contractor does not go … Separately every fortnight I have a
commercial meeting with the contractor and my commercial manager … We go through our
contract change system, it is done in a programme called SEMAR … It is the way that project
manager instructions are generated, compensation events are generated … It could be from (..)
the contractor saying that “not in our original cost, therefore we need money for it” … It could be
from our side, responding to that saying “this is not justified or yes we think this is justified” …
Those commercial meeting every two weeks are generally about validating the compensation
events.”
“I am very blessed with the way is going, they are very corporative … There are mutual respect
between me and their senior project managers, in terms of what I expect from them and what
they expect from me … it is a good relationship.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“Security project types in an airport has all sort of complications, regulations and rules you have
to apply … Companies that work at (..) the airport know it is a unique environment … They
know that it is going to be complications and on this specific project … There are numerous
roles that make the project difficult but they have to be abided by … You either do what has to
be done or you do not do the project … In terms of cooperation, they understand that and I am
realistic in what I expect from them in the way that they abide by the roles and vice versa.”
“On the airfield there is a completely different set of roles … All about knowing, which roles,
which procedures, which governance applied to each specific area of the airport … It is every
point at (..) the airport has its roles that you have to apply upon.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
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O1P10

Senior Construction Project
Manager – Programme
Director of Terminals
Projects

Totally New Terminal

02:24:06

Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“A new Terminal 2 here at (..) the airport … I took a lot of learning on that from (..) previous
terminal project in the airport and this is about success factors … We have moved over the past
is been adversarial formal contract … Then we have moved to T5 agreement which is alliancing
… We ask people and we can say who can do that over there and the charges and no hidden
profits … Then we are on the Intelligence Client Model which is really developing now … Part of
the project team … I think it includes the contractor as well … But there is another thing about
all people around it and the consultants and everything else … I use psychometric test about
forming together the team … I always make sure within my team I have got the psychometric …
What we look for is whether you are RED (Delivery director or whatever), BLUE (which is very
sort of in spreadsheet, introverted, academic can go that as well), YELLOW (sunshine, come on
let’s delivered, let’s motivate, let’s go for it) and the GREEN (‘I want to hockey’ and that sort of
things, out there talking to people) … I make sure I have got a balance team in terms of skills set
and also make sure in terms of the types of people … I am only as good as my team, so I have put
a lot of effort into forming the project team, and that is why that is successful.”
“The job that it did not work well was a team which I have inherited and I have not got an
influence on them … Traditional way, it is just sort of people being on the right place at the right
time, getting on the job and that sort of things … The dynamic was not right … I have got rid of
the people who would like shouting out, they have moved out
My hypothesis is that you do not get project managers … Everybody talked about being
beginning to end … Some people like the development … Some people like it at site, some people
like at the close out … I balance it … Bringing more strength in the site team like (..) an
individual like been out on site, like engaging and making sandwiches with the boys on sites and
etc … Then I have got those people who are blues which are very structured, spreadsheet and
details … I need people who are detailed now, about finishing, who stickles for quality.”
“A contractor is only good, my hypothesis again is that a contractor, whatever you get, it is based
on five good people … When they give you a team you need to make sure you have got the
strongest team ever … When I joined I have removed the project director and replaced him with
the (..) a project manager of the year of (..) a contractor company … You are only as good as you
team and you are only as good as your contractor … Because they do all the cleaver stuff and I
am just the client … I do something based on psychometric … I do something which is interviews
and also interview the contractor as well and I get the people tidy and strong I get them tidy to
the contract
“I am a project director and I have something is called project control manager, I have
something is called a contractor officer and I have a commercial manager … The project control
manager reports to project control director … The contract officer manages the contract … The
commercial manager manages the contract/the acquisition side of things as well and he reports
to the acquisition director and it keep me honest.”
Project control manager, the MSP works for them. So, the service provider and maybe some
cost advice goes in there, so project controls of the MSP goes in to him and the cost
management, it managed by him, but goes to the commercial manager as well. So, all this data,
cost and commercial, it is all working together. I have got a team there … You have got a team
who deliver on site set with me around me, my project managers, but also a team in here as well
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… It is really an interesting model … This level is the strategic level of the project and the other
level is the project level … The strategic is about direction.”
“This is really important … We have a day called insight … This thing where we do the
psychometric test of the team … They got a list of how they communicate with me … I am an
energetic I am yellow … I will talk over you … I spend a whole day … I got everybody to write
down define rules … As soon as write it down then read it … I asked everybody on my team to
put it in PowerPoint … Put it in a PowerPoint slides all the things you do … What I do and if
things do not goes right what the consequences and something like that … Everyone was really
interested in that day, because it was a bit of an establish team that picked up … The fact was
‘hold on I am doing that, you have put out there but I do that’, it was duplication … Duplication is
inefficiency, duplication is communication, and duplication is failure that is my view of the
world … Yes define rules … Where we are now what is called Quintuennium (Q6), sorting a new
regulating period … We have moved along way and I am quite excited about where we are at the
moment.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
Everything we do it got has a benefit … Every pound I spend out there, we use to just be able to
build stuff and get a returns on it … Now it is about benefits … Now it is all about shareholders’
values … And giving the airlines what they want … We have 8 strategic goals in this organization
… Everything I do goes on to the strategic goals … We are business cases now, so goals are
separate from that … So what we have is why we do something … The goals side of things, I set
the goals, I am a leader I set goals for my team, I set individual targets … I have my straight line
for every project … I want this to be the best project … So, goals are quite specific, goals are
there for my team … Just my team will know individual goals are … Then there is something
beyond that is also something at the development level which is all links to those 8.”
“I think to some degree on the individual level … It is part of that process, developing individuals
that they have goals they have to achieve … When I said best project to (..) the airport what is
best mean, it means time, quality and safety, safety is number one.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“There are 2 things as a support; I think a leadership really understands how people tick … I had
a boss … When he comes to the site people are fearful … It is something I can use to my
advantage, so I look at the strength of him … I go listen my boss is coming tomorrow, we better
make sure we have got the perfect slide … I can be empathy with the contractor and work
together, create that horrible things on site … But also it is creating something which I can use …
So as long as we keep together and aligned, me and him, so this fiery, scary character coming to
the site is part to me, so it works for me … I have got a lot of respect from my boss, he has been
great for me.”
“There is a matrix I have for communication … What you have is important stakeholders’ effects
on the programme … You have got somebody pushes a baggage trolley (down in the matrix) and
they are not important to the programme, so we giving them a newsletter every six months …
You got somebody (up in the matrix) a CEO of the company … He is a high important up to the
project and has got a high influence on the outcome of the project. So, I use to speak with him
every single day, pick up the phone every day, but it could be a stage whereby dips in him to the
middle area (of the matrix) and somebody else dips up … This is got to be as a matrix where you
look at all the time … So that is how we communicate.
“When it is crisis … This is very important and a very good question … I believe you should have
absolutely honestly in crisis … As soon as I get incidence, anything that happen in safety you
actually you tell, anything that goes wrong you tell, everything gets found out here … We get all
the data we can and we published it externally … The reason for that is when you are honest no
one can blame you … There is a data and it is bad but we show how we improving it as well … If
I leave it goes even higher … You got to be transparent on good and bad.”
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Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We have formality of that … Weekly meeting, and leadership lessons … I was around the table
… I picked up good practices over the years and I listen to people.”
“I do not think so … We are a multi headed changing organization … We have got a matrix but it
is not always work … (..) the CEO wants 4 between him and lowest point in the organization, so
there is him, (..) a director, me, senior managers and somebody else and that is set in the whole
organization … The reason for that is communication and then is also about accountability,
ownership, decision making as well, empowerment and these sorts of things.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“There are some people who can and some who cannot … People who cannot I make sure they
do rules where they apply to their strengths … I have got people who do not write very well but
they love talking to people … I have got them out on site looking at safety, taking of the airlines
round all day long … I have got other people who are tick box and such things … It is just
aligning people to their strengths … Most of the times it works … It is to understand who are the
BLUES, who are the GREENS, who are very dissemble, they are out there in the field talking to
people … The YELLOWS and RED are leaders … The BLUES keep a track of the cost and values …
If you put people in the wrong box, there are unhappy, if they are unhappy you do not get the
result … I do not have criteria for that but I feel it.”
Context
Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Name
O2P1
Deputy Construction
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:35:30

Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P2

Position Title
Head of structural
engineering department

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Private Aviation Terminal
Project

Interview
Length
01:21:25

Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“The first criteria that they have to be qualified and should have the experience, they should be
very positive approach to the project, which should not getting to problems relate to personal
kind of situation … Not even experience but also at the same time their attitude, how they get
along with people, how they take care of other things of what been giving to them and how
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quickly and fast they react upon their experience and qualification … Because been working in a
place so many years, we come in to a point when we have conversation, communication,
discussions as well and dealing with those people, you can find out quickly … You know how
much in depth they are at showing.”
“I have an A project which called Private Aviation … I was working with engineering department
of (..) the airport, and I have been giving this task to develop my own team, so I chose from my
department and we were about 6 to 7 people from different disciplines.”
“The project has given to the consultant who has designed the project and it has given to us to
supervise the construction activities … We handle it, and reviewed the design, we have reviewed
it of all disciplines, electromechanical, structure … We have coordination with the consultant
services company that developing all criteria”
“Main stakeholders of the project (..) the public operator as a project manager, (..) the consultant
and (..) the main contractor.”
“Once we have a team and be in a team work, I prefer everyone to have freedom to do the job
perfectly with no limitation, Contractor should comply with specification and at the same time
we want to make sure that we follow the design that has been approved and that should be
complied, without any excuse … If there is any technical problem we solve it for them and we
help them actually … We review the design and give all the tips for construction activities to
make sure that progress is going and we should not stop the work.”
“My team, of course of different disciplines be always have a meeting and we discuss the
problems and we come up with solutions, we have, meetings with the contractor at the same
time and also with the consultant … , however, we prefer to have him also on board so that we
know what is all about and he should explain.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“We developed it and from the day one of the design we had a very close coordination with the
consultant and we told them this is our expectation, this is our criteria, this is our design criteria
for all disciplines.”
“We have had also other stakeholders e.g., government agencies, airlines, (..) the private aviation
and Jet Aviation who are the two major stakeholders, we discuss with them the requirement to
make sure that we comply their requirements … They are going to be the end users, and you do
not want to have something that given to them and then ‘oh my god, what is this’.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“I was really lucky enough at that time to have that kind of support from the top management,
even from the general director … This is your baby, rise it up, bring it up and give it to us and we
will take care of it’.”
“I would not go beyond that kind of limitation that has been given to us technically, we can of
make sure that project is perfect in all aspects from meeting all specifications and criteria, and
of course all engineering standards.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We do not have clashes with the contractor … We want to make sure the work should not be
stopped … We give them all technical help as much as we can … And be having a good
understanding with the contractor and other stakeholders like Jet Aviation, they do realize that
this is a perfect team.”
“This what I have developed, a communication … I told everybody ‘if you have any problem
come to me’, do not go somewhere else to get some kind of help … Once we decided is beyond
our limitations then we go for some other authority and then we share that problem with my
top management and resolve it.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“it is open book actually, we always have communication everyday early in the morning and we
discuss the problems and what we have to do, what we supposed to take care of it …
Understanding between us as well … Giving the confidence, and giving the respect to each other
… I tell them ‘if you see any problem, or you see I am going to a different direction, stop me
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please, take care of it and do not hide it’.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P3
Senior Project Manager Runways Development of a
01:18:19
Leader of Project
New Airport - Airfield
Managers & Engineers
Projects
(Civil, Structural &
Pavement).
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“The project is redevelopment of runways of (..) the airport, airfield projects.”
“The project team has been selected by the (..) president of the public operator … The project
was to develop the terminal including the runways. At the early stages of the project I was not
in the project team … We had a project to evaluate the status of (..) the airport runways with a
(..) an international company … I was a member of that team … They recommended that
runways must be repaired or redeveloped … According to that I have been chosen to be part of
(..) the new airport development team (terminals, towers, taxiways, runways and aprons).”
“According to the study report we have developed the design within (..) the public operator, we
had not have consultant at that time … I am taking just regarding airfield projects. After that the
project has fragmented into 2 projects … The official body have asked us to provide all project
related documents, scope of work, design drawings, project elements, pricing and so on … It was
an in-house team.”
“One of the key factors that made the project successful … I have involved in the early stages
from the assessment and evaluation stage … We had skilled and expert people in the team … We
developed the project scope, table of quantities and pricing list, we then handed it to ministry of
finance and we got the approval.”
“The external people are just in the landside area, terminal project, and all parties involved in
the airfield projects, runways, are in-house, designs and project management.”
“It was a general tendering, 7 or 8 companies have participated … We did not pick the best
offered price, instead we chose the best experience company with its offer too.”
“The first draft of the design was developed in-house, later one of the contractor task is to select
3 designers where we picked one who going to complete the project.”
“the in-house team were director or project manager … Then several departments underneath
him, civil engineering, electrical and electromechanical engineering, special system, contract
and legal department and document control center.”
“There were (..) a local airline company and most of the existing foreign airlines … All in-house
people, maintenance, operation, airport management and security and so on, they must be there
… Actually we have assigned someone from airport management to coordinate with us in this
regards … The contractor and designer and people within (..) the public operator people who
are related to runway operation activities.”
“It supposed to be 3 years, however it took 5 years … This is because of some obstacles that
appeared … We supposed to start with the East runway and it is the nearest one to the air force,
so they have asked for an alternative runway to precede their activities during completing our
project.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Actually we have developed almost everything before involving the contractor … We made
several changes after we started the project.”
“We were almost working as a one team and we tried to make the best supervision from our
side.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
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“We had a full support from our upper management … Our team really got the confidence that
we can accomplish the project successfully by effective supervision and follow up the project …
They were always there, as they know the value of this project … You are talking about aircraft
safety related, it is must be one of the first priorities for them.”
“We were almost working as a one team and we tried to make the best supervision from our
side.”
“The project administration from (..) the public operator side … We consulted (..) the contractor
and considered his recommendations but we made the final decisions, especially in a critical
things.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We had weakly meetings to discuss project obstacles and any problems … We developed
different alternatives for different scenarios … The project phases were East, Central and West
runways, but we did the East and West then the central runway … This was one of the major
changes in the project.”
“I was coordinating those sort of things … I have assigned … to be at the top of the structure as a
project coordinator … I received all communications, tasks and documents and then I distribute
them to relevant department/individual … The contractor also has a coordinator who I deal
with in all project related.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“I have developed a good system within our team in a form of check list following every unit or
sub-project handover … In airport projects you need to be ready and aware of all standards and
requirements … We have adopted the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) runway
checklist and implemented within our supervision and management practices.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P4
General Director of
Airfield Development
01:14:21
Engineering Affairs Project – Domestic Airport
Domestic Airports
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“My A1 project is (..) a domestic airport … I had a project team from all different disciplines,
project consultant was his first experience in airport project … The contractor was the first
contractor have work with (..) the public operator in airport projects … All different teams (..)
the in-house, consultant and contractor were working as a one unit, where we had to teach each
other in some points.”
“First of all we select the contractor based on a tendering process … Meanwhile, we decide who
the consultant will be from different offers too … So, if we reward both of them, we develop the
in house project team within the engineering department from all different disciplines … The
team has a project manager … Project coordinator between in-house disciplines and external
people as well … And responsible to coordinate with other external department or stakeholders,
operation, airport management, maintenance, different engineers and different disciplines
within (..) the operator … He act as a coordinator also between airport management and the
contractor to facilitate the work, access and so on.”
“It was clear as I have explained everything in the kick off meeting, each party rules and
responsibilities from all aspects, e.g., legal, technical and so on … Transparency and honestly
was exist between all parties involved.”
“The contractor completed the project successfully, he got his aimed experience, was so happy
and good reputation and credit for him as he completed a high standard successful airport
project.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Honestly project goals have developed by myself, actually based on my previous experiences in
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different projects … I was working with my department head continuously … He was
transferring all his project management knowledge to me and had insight on me to be good
project manager in future …
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“(..) the private operator was going through a transforming period and many changes in the
structure and the administration … Due to that I was a bit lost … (..) the public operator
president gave me full trust and confidence to manage the project, he gave me full authority at
the time.”
“sure we were sharing everything, I thing if the project success everyone in the team will be, and
vice versa.”
“We really spent lots of time during those days … Team members were so ambitious and
proactive, if they need any information they work hard to get it, whether by asking people or
online sources.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“They were relying on their own sources, online, standards and books … We had Inex14,
actually it was our bible (standard) … In some case and in case I don’t know or not sure what to
do, I go back to my managers and seek their helps … If team member got any problem, they do
come to me but with solutions and different suggestions, based on our standards, project
requirements or specifications I approve that or not.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“We were working in a teamwork environment, and from the very early stages of the project I
was telling them that, project success is your success … I was also always supporting the
contractor … I was working with him.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P5
Senior Engineering Project
Development of Seven
01:28:10
Manager - Domestic
Runways
Airports
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“Is not just necessary to have owner or client project team … The contractor should be suitable
for the project, have enough and good experience, competence and capability … If it mega
project it needs a consultant … In this case again we should have good contractor and good
consultant … If we have a small project, with no consultant, so we need a good in-house project
team to take the rule of consultant … Success of a project required good contractor and
consultant and/or good in-house project team based on the project size … Along with the people
who are responsible for project coordination, facilitation and all project related have the
required and adequate experiences … The project can be succeed.”
The project team should also contain young personnel so they can gain experience for future
works related … The client/owner project team should be hold all different disciplines … Leader
or project manager has an adequate leadership skills, experience in order to be suitable to
manage and control a project … Another vital party is the design consultant.”
“A good project which I involved in is a development of 7 runways project … There was a good
consultant and contractor, the project team also amazing … I was the senior project manager of
the project … Apart from the in-house people there were a consultant and contractor … Our
team main rule was to double check constriction works whether from the contractor or the
consultant.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Yes sure, you are talking about critical project, about runways. Everyone should be aware of
time, work, responsibilities and all related, this is include airport tower people, airport manager,
airlines, and everyone related and involve in that particular airport … Runways were in 7
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different airports, so the project was really associated with high level of challenge, we were
upgrading all airport airsides while they are under operation.”
“No actually, project goals have developed and designed in here (..) the public operator … As you
are responsible for those different airports … You have to think in advance about expecting
problems … If you do not solve them now, they will be worse later on … We developed project
goals and we worked upon that, we got the approval then before getting into details and even
select project contractor and consultant, as an owner … After getting the approval we started
project study and analysis stage and developed contractor and consultant RFB documents,
which all that gone through different meetings to clarify related details … All those details have
to be clear in project scope and its specifications … Should be so clear as much as you can to
avoid problems during the construction phase.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“If I need anything for the project interest they should provide it as soon as we ask for, as the
critical status of the project … it is runways and dealing with different aircraft that whether
landing or taking off, any delay will have serious consequences.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“Actually, everyone was responsible for that, in case of any problem the entire project team will
be responsible … Everyone was aware of his responsibilities, and issues were reported clearly.”
“Project team can make decision as long as it is within the project scope.”
“This is actually one of the project manager rulers and responsibilities … I had to manage it, go
back to my bosses or vice president … My project team, the contractor and consultant were
reported to me and I was leading them in all aspects, and solving their issues and problems, if I
could not manage it then I reported to higher authority.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“Should have the required skills, abilities, competence and experience … My team should be
interested and got the experience for the particular task … All must be responsible, interested
and active … If you feel anyone is not good in his job just replace him, I know I am a bit tough in
that but it has to be like this.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P6
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:10:45
Communication & Control
- Information
Systems
Communication
Technology of the New
Airport
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“The nearly completion design of (..) the airport … I was responsible for all the communication
control system and IT, new name of these things is ICT (Information Communication
Technology) … Air traffic control, air navigation system and anything to do with the navigation
… We had few people from (..) the public operator, more of them from the contractor … (..) the
public operator made arrangements through the contractor which allow us to hire certain
people, we hire the people through the contractor … Man power supplied by the contract.”
“We had 35 different packages, that means each project consist of major chunk of the whole
airport, then for various reasons the government has decided to cancel this idea and they went
to only 2 packages, instead of the 35, which become airside and landside packages … This is very
strange if you look at the entire world, airport projects are braking into many different packages
… it was a government decisions to make it just 2 packages.”
“I cannot say it as I am not with (..) the main contractor anymore and (..) the project manager
who is supervising the contractor … We are totally out of the project, but our part of design
incorporates all the requirements, all the system required for a successful delivery and
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operation of (..) the new airport.”
“Contract design consultant was (..) and my other stakeholders form ANS (Air Navigation
Services) and from (..) the public operator.
“Everyone from (..) the public operator was very happy, ANS were very happy too, because we
did care of their interests and requirements, they are the operator of the air navigation system
… We brought to them all design from primary of final design, we presented to them, ask them
to review it … We forwarded to the consultant … We took the ANS guys to Paris to review things
and actually see how Airport de Paris operates.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Actually totally win-win situation, because our team from (..) the design consultant, in other
discipline, who are responsible for the design of air navigation services or other special systems
(communication control and security etc.), are very cooperative and they are there to
incorporate comments of project stakeholders and operators, so we had no problems.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“They very much forceful and very cooperative, anything that we asked for.”
“I have full authority in making decisions but I am always cooperating with the end users who
are ANS to satisfy their requirements, who are actually the end users of one of the projects
within (..) the new airport project.”
“There are more than 60 systems are involve in the airport, IT and many various things.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We had discussed expected problems many times together.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“I have been given a person and I have trained him … If you are not trained, it is very difficult to
understand the system.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport –
01:10:42
Deputy Project Director –
Planning and Construction
New Airport Airfield
Development Project
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“Let us talk about (..) the development of the new airport … From planning stage up to
construction activities … We had a team on the late 90s, that team was developed only to make
project planning … So, we created a team from different disciplines and I was one of the senior
members of the team in dealing with coordination and civil discipline … We had invited so many
international companies to participate in the design stage … In a form of tendering process …
Then we have elected one of the company … We discover also during the design stage that we
cannot do the construction around the existing facility, so that project has been postponed
somehow.”
“Then, around 2002/3 we created another group … Different companies or contractor looked at
this airport and collected different sites that the airport can be done on there in the existing
area … This was only (..) the public operator team … We split into 2 teams, my group and
another group, the other group were against moving the facility to different location and they
wanted to do it around the existing south terminal.”
“Doing the new airport in a green land is the best choice … We got the approval from the
government to issue another design, we offered tender again and we received a company to
participate in the design … But even this project was not completed for some kinds of reasons
and other difficulties. Again it was not practical and effective, but we use the same company to
make the master plan for the whole airport.”
“We developed the master plan and then we make another tender for the design on the new site
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… We selected 2 of them … We awarded the contract and went ahead and started the project … I
was appointed as deputy project director … We made then a lot of efforts with airport
stakeholders, government agency, we have even made a debate during the process to bring all
related government agencies and the private sector to participate in the team with us to see
their point of views and we can take that and improve the development of the project … This
was during 2004/5 … After that we invited (..) a company, we invited (..) geological company for
survey, ministry of transportation and many other ministries … We have also invited ICAO, FA,
IATA and some operation people … Because the experience is so important, and I think those
type of people who you want to see and set with, they have the experience, especially IATA, they
gives you services of this airport … We managed to get all the feedback and comments and
decide to build the airport in this regards …The project was tendered for construction.”
Our rule has finished exactly after we awarded the constriction package to a different team, who
managed by (..) the CEO … We said OK ‘let us develop the airfield’ … I mean 3 runways, taxiways
and aprons … We considered the development of runways as phase one.”
“We had only one contractor, we have other stakeholder who is airport operation … We have
also (..) a company were in charge of navigation and satellite systems sort of things and the (..)
airlines as well.”
“The design stage and the airfield projects were going in parallel … Were working on the airfield
project and at the same time in the design project … We had a multi project at the same time.”
“Defiantly when we meet with stakeholders we introduce ourselves, who is who, so if I was
coordinating with the stakeholder … I was acting on behalf of the director as deputy plus as
coordinator to the external people.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“It is a win-win situation for sure, as the airfield is not for me, it is for the end users … The end
users are the airlines and the airport operation … They have inputs and requirements …
Decisions then are made from our side as we do the construction and the quality assurance.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“I have full support from my upper managers … This is very important because if you have
restrictions on your move, you cannot achieve what you want … If I need any support I find it
straightaway.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We always share and it is good to do teamwork … In some cases we make decisions on our
own, because if you want to leave it for stakeholders it will be endless … you will never get their
high level of satisfaction because of the numerous numbers of requirements … External
stakeholders always want more … You need to make a limit on that.”
“Without the team members you cannot do the work, so you need a team work strategy with
our team members to achieve our targets and goals.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“I am a flexible guy and my doors are open, when there is a problem I found that my team
always come to me … My colleagues they like to share with me my ideas and thinking … We
share it together to make sure that I guide them to the right direction and if we agree all of us
then, my team then can be successful in their work.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport 00:52:10
Head of Civil Department
Airfield Facilities Upgrade
Project
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“airfield facilities upgrade project … Reconstruction and rebuilding of all the 3 runways, all the
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taxi ways and a construction of the new apron … 6 satellite fire stations … We constructed a
positive drainage system and we upgraded the airfield lighting … We also built this project
management office building (PMB) we are setting in right now.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Basic team was built within (..) the public operator … They started to hire additional staff,
expert staff … Most important aspect, bringing (..) local staff from the very beginning and they
get trained and then they can take control of the project.”
“This is probably the biggest project in the history of (..) the public operator … The first one that
have (..) local senior engineers and they are really control a project of this magnify.”
“Apart from (..) the public operator, we had (..) a company who supply the fuel to the site, within
(..) the public operator organization we had ANS (Air Navigation system) … We closely worked
with air operation … We must have two runways available, so you cannot shutdown 2 runways,
we broken up 1 runway at a time and then closes up some taxiways, but however we had to
allow the movement of aircraft from one runway to the other at all the time.”
“(..) airport operation was very much involve … (..) airport security … We had to allow airside
movement of construction personnel … We had to make sure that airside was probably
protected.”
“Actually the whole project was under our control, however, when we needed we guided by all
these departments.”
“Without cooperation nothing can move … It is like 2 wheels, one turn and other one has to
return … The cooperation it was a 100% cooperation among all parties.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“Obviously there is something remaining but nothing related to the project … They were
supported the progress of the work.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We had series of meetings specifically, when doing the construction phase … But we had to
make sure that these two periods are not interrupted, one is the Haj period and the other one is
Ramadan … Those things you cannot compromise them but the other times, we were able to set
down and work around.”
“That is for sure, like if it is regarding fuel we have got (..) the supplier company, if it closing of
the runway we go to airport operation, getting permission you go to security department to get
a proper permission for vehicles and personnel … We had meetings, there were munities of
meetings.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“If I meet somebody new and he has not known me, you have to have period to get yourself
familiar with each other … Then once you build the confidence level then it is very easy to move
around.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Contract Control
Department
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“It is the new (..) airport project … Around 2002, our project team was not more than 8 people,
we focused at the time on the overall view of the project and its requirements … All members
were under (..) the public operator umbrella … We have faced many obstacles … It was not the
right location due to the difficulty in future expanding … From operation, we had a big issue too
… We had another issue in regards to security, how we are going to build a terminal in the
middle of an active airport and its different facilities, this means you will suspend the Middle
Runways, the West Runway and most (80%) of the South Terminal activities related to country
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Air Force … The selection of that location goes back to 1992, where different committees who
decided that … before we joined the project team … We realized that will not give us our
required capacity, due to the limitation in space … Altogether, security, operation and location
problems were an indication of expected project failure.”
“We made our recommendations and presented to our president … He invited the design
consultant again, although their contract has ended and asked them to solve all issues … We did
not want them to proceed with it, and at the same time we were working with (..) an airport
consultant to develop a new master plan, which was our main goal … That will provide different
alternatives for new location, and make every aspect clear and benefit the airport for the
following 50 years … they started to develop the new master plan from 12 tasks … We added all
our needs and requirements on the master plan … We asked (..) another airport consultant then
to do the final master plan with all its details and also the verification process for all airport
utilities, along with a 3D survey of our airport status.”
“Later in order to ensure master plan quality and efficiency we have developed an international
committee from ICAO, FAA, (..) a project management company and (..,..,..,.. and ..) various
international airport operators … We were hosting those experts once every month, so we
review together every update of our master plan … ICAO and FAA, work with us as at the end of
the day they will provide us with all necessary certifications and licenses … Once they know that
your airport built effectively and efficiency form the front stages, airport reputation will be high.
“We have selected the current location … Have opportunities for future development/expansion
… We know that sooner or later (..) the public operator will run its own business form its own
income instead of relying on government expenses.”
“We agreed on packages number and types, the package means project, e.g. terminal project is
one package and airfield project is another package, as you need special people in each area …
We designed the project team which includes 42 individuals, all of them under the umbrella of
(..) the public operator. Project team management comprises all different disciplines, from
project controls to all engineering divisions, electrical, mechanical, civil, special systems and so
on … Following to that we assigned a construction manager, off house, for the entire project …
Later (..) the project designer has allocated, and the design process started.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“We had different workshops with all bodies, designer, construction manager and form our side
people who are related to the matter discussed, whether from mechanical, electrical, civil or
special systems or any other … This is actually made project team familiarize with the project,
and also reduce time that different approval needs.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“In terms of daily management procedures, project team had full authority … major items that
required law, regulations and associated with contracts and financial related, these need upper
managerial level decisions and approval.”
“First of all risk that associated with project works which is shared between project contractors
and construction manager, because they are doing the actual work on field and our people have
regular visits to project site to meet or review works … The construction manager in charge of
project risk management … Another type of risk, which we are responsible for, is coordination
process with government authorities and bodies and airport end users, actually it was a hard
and complicated tasks … Coordination process and obtaining all approval and licenses is our
tasks.”
“Our project team comprised all end users … If we are talking about customs we invite airport
security, airlines and also any facility tenant and end users, as at the end of the day the final
product will be for them … It was a must to consider all their requirements from project early
stages … This is actually related to our own risk which we had to provide all end users’ needs
and satisfy their different requirements in terms of planning and design stage.”
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Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“The procedure of developing the master plan was based on our 25 years experiences in
developing airports projects … During the process we tried to avoid different issues that we
faced previously.”
“Other parties were following our procedures indeed, as we were working together … All
contracts were well defined in terms of rules, authorities, responsibilities and limitations
whether in construction manager contract, designer contract or contractor contract … There
was not any ambiguity or hidden agenda in this regards for all parties.”
“As long as you are playing with clear rules with different parties involved and vice versa, and
everybody aware his and others limitations in terms of authority and responsibility along with
each other risks, so there will not be any complications.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“All previous projects that started and have not completed, we did not participate on them … I
mean all 8 individuals who started this project have successfully completed (..) several airport
projects.”
“When any team member realized that there is a proper and clear project plans … Getting team
members involve in every single detail of the project over the project life cycle … Aware of what
is going on … Must be involved and aware of all details, team work environment.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P10
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Mechanical
Department
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD
“The project started by developing in-house project team from different departments …
tendering process is to be followed along with evaluation phase … Nominated designer and
contractor are to be selected … After submitting all design documents by design consultant, they
withdrawn from the image as their role has ended … (..) the public operator team will take over
project responsibility in terms of monitoring and supervising activities.”
“All various project parties are aware of each other responsibilities.”
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“I think it is all around government interest … Win-win attitude was not the case in my project
experience.”
“Project goals do not foster through cooperation … The first priority is government goals and
then what has agreed in project scope or contract … There is no clear cooperation activities
during the development of project goals definition stage.”
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“Project support when needed we, as a project team, find what we are looking for from the
upper managerial level … this is to certain level (directors) and not above that, where if any
required it is the directors role.”
“(..) the public operator is responsible for the vast majority of project’s success or failure, if not
al.”
“Project authorities are limited to in-house project directors and upper managerial level most of
the time … unless we got authority for special case.”
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
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“If not mentioned and discussed in developing project scope phase and other associated
documents, there is not official sessions I have experienced in regards with that.”
“Two methods have been identified … A clear structure of where to ask is established and a
formal procedures have structured in case of project difficulties … solve them immediately or
consult the project director if needed.”
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“High quality project is one of the most factors that always been emphasized by top-level
managers … Most of the team members (internal) is based on individuals experiences and skills
so they generate some extent of confidence by select a member and there is a use of verbal
communication to provide confidence.”
Context
Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P1
Deputy Construction
Totally New Airport
01:35:30
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“we organized our project in organization chart taking the consideration of all fictional
departments and the project requirements … We need to have departments managers of both
companies based on their experience”.
“We have two companies in the joint venture… Different departments and each company has
their own share in organization chart … All the departments including departments’ managers
that are from both sides … The second level of the managerial level selected equally from both
companies … They have a wide experience on building airports … have more functions that have
much influence on airport construction”.
“Main stakeholder in this project are the client, the investors or lenders of the project and on the
top of that is the owner which is the government body … Most of the government authority can
be also project stakeholders like police and security authorities, they have their own demands
and we have to meet that”.
“Everyone knows his role in the project … the client who will operate the airport later know
what is the relation with us … and also with the owner … They are at the mountain of the
organization of the whole project”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“First a master plan discussed by stakeholders … We hired an international designer and
submitted the concept design … All stakeholders agreed on it”.
“The lead designer do the whole design of the project from A to Z … All stakeholders they have
to contribute in the approval of each stage of the design … The job is all our responsibility; it is
called EPC (Engineering, Procurement and Construction) … we as a contractor have to hire the
designer to do the design … have it approved by the client and other stakeholders who influence
the project and then released the design for construction stage”.
“Positive discussions among each other … Many options in the table and they had to discuss
them … a conclusion this is the best design we need and they went for it everybody accepted
including of course the client”.
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“Every company have an obligation to bring their own people into the project … We had to bring
part of the manpower and they (the construction company) had to bring the other part …
combine them within the departments, no matter if they are mix from here or there … There is a
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department manager and everybody must report to him … It worked fine but sometimes we
have some sensitivities here and there but all under control”.
“Sometimes there are some obstacles … When you work abroad e.g. we have difficulties in
arranging visas and also issuing visa … They had to go and come back every couple of months …
Indeed, it is a common crisis for most of the companies working abroad … We expect these
difficulties … One of the most constrain and painful in the project”.
“We are sharing the risk and the success too … We as a local company feel that it is a very good
experience for us … We have a partnership with international company … Next time we can the
whole process of constructing an airport our self … We have already started bidding for some
local airports … We are gaining the required experience and skills … A great success for us and
we are getting that from an expert and knowable company in this field … This joint venture
organization has an agreement that we have to combined ourselves in one company in this
project only … If we succeed this partnership may continue in some other places”.
“The decision should be taking by both companies … Both of us should consider that even if in
the correspondent that we send it to the client or other stakeholders both of us have to sign the
letter … We share everything … In giving instructions and doing other things … We give (the
construction manager company) the leadership due to their wide experience on airport projects
… Both companies hold 50/50 shares as they cannot do anything without coming back to us …
The agreement is clear”.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“whenever there is an issue at site we all share it together it, discuss it and come out with
conclusion … They are more expert in airport construction and this is their only advantage, but
the rest is ours … We have been in this field the construction market for long time in (the
country) and we know most of the industry surrounding areas”.
“The nice thing about this project the communication lines are so strong among team engineers
... let us say the line of all traffic of reporting, everyone knows what to report and where as we
have clear structure of this … We really have expert and top professional engineers from both
companies whether in construction, communication and dealing with project management
practice and other colleagues”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“Airport standers and requirements are different and also airports have different systems that
not exist in other buildings … Baggage handling system is entirely new for us, the passenger
boarding and bridge system, security and communication system of airports, the building
management system is much different than other buildings … The structure work is like any
other buildings … What we have learnt in this project is construction and standards of different
systems that exist in airports and different requirements from the owner and dealing with all
different bodies involve in airport’s project which are all new for us”.
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P2
Project CEO
Totally New Airport
01:37:37
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“We (The client) are the investor and operator for new (..) the Airport with a concession
agreement with country’s General Authority of Civil Aviation (GACA) … (..) the client is
consisting of three shareholders, (..) the construction manager, (..) and (..) the contractors with
equal shares … (the construction manager) one of the leader in airport business and airport
construction and operation … We established another company as an operation company, (..)
for operation, which is concentrating on operation issues for the existing airport … We deal with
three lenders (..) the country (Three Banks) who are financing our project”.
“25 years just for the construction … (..) the owner is getting their concession fee each quarter
54% out of the company total income”.
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“BTO agreement is not like the other BOT agreements because the airport has to be under the
government authority and ownership … Two of the three shareholders created the joint venture
of the construction works (..) and (..) the construction manager and the contractor … We signed
with them a contract to construct the new airport”.
“I am the chief executive officer (CEO) of (..) the client as the project investor … We have also
another sister company (..) for operation also it is own by the same shareholders with a
different percentage to operate the existing (..) airport and also the future one when completed”.
“The main contractor has his own sub-contractors”.
“We hired an independent consultant (..) specializes in airport projects in particular … Through
cooperation between us and (..) the government owner to be sure about the minimum technical
requirements for airport construction process”.
“There is also (..)the consultant of the contractor for design details stag … doing the ABC
contract (engineering, procurement and construction)”.
“we are checking their (the contractor) performance on site, visiting the site in a regular basis,
approving their invoices, checking the monthly report, the progress, facilitating the contractor
job, coordinating with all government related authorities in order to provide the contractor his
requirements … All connection services have been coordinated with government authorities in
order to provide them at the right time to the contractor, access roads to the airport and
surrounding areas, etc. all the mobility issues have been coordinated to the contractor … we are
acting as a project manager for the contractor”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Project goals, general project theme, project conceptual design agreed and approved by the
owner … We had a monthly meeting during the design stage to approve all materials selection,
the final design, discuss all operational issues of the airport in future, maintenance aspects”.
“We aim to have the environmental certificate (friendly to the environment). The contractor is
targeting to achieve the silver category of project friendly environment scheme”.
“The client, the owner represented by public and private partnership department and group of
engineers (architecture and technical staff), project consultant … give comments for the design
stage … Review all documents … Very fast track project … We do not want to allow any delay …
the construction was going in parallel with design … we have a team of design and reviewing at
the contractor head office … We have engineering team at project site … Receive the final
approved drawings for construction activities”.
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“There is a board and a chairman of this project where below the board is the executive
committee … I am dealing with the executive committee on monthly basis to solve all important
issues … limited authority I have … I receive a full support … This is a large investment and
everybody have an interest … It is a shareholders investment and we have to take care of money
related issue and scheduled timeframe … the contractor will hand over the project to us … We
consider as a client for the contractor … We will transfer it to the operator”.
“In the event of any major issues (major decisions, cost impact, time change) consultation
processes between all shareholders take place to get all consents required”.
“The contractor has the know-how … The most experience in airport construction projects …
You can consider them having the power … The contractors role basically regarding internal
matters and political issues in the project … The client the leader in project direction, guidance,
construction opinion and the best practice … They take other parties’ approval”.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We have an integrated team including an ORAT project manager … Solve all expecting problem
… Coordinate with external stakeholders (passport department, custom, detectives, traffic
authority and police, airlines and all people involve in the airport) to understand their
requirements, offices, locations, monitors’ points, checking point, tickets’ desks etc.”… Provides
the external stakeholders with the necessary training needs … under the umbrella of us (the
client) … I am supervising them … They Coordinate between the contractor and an operation
company to see how the mechanism of handing over stage … Any problem we predict in the
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future we will try to solve it, provide solutions, put alternatives and coordinate with (..) the
owner if they involve”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“following up my team, being aware of each team scope, roles and job duties … This is one of
important factor to be sure everything is in right order and track … Also individual evaluation
and individual scope, roles, responsibilities … When well developed and follow up are an
indication of following right project track and ultimately develop team confidence … We
achieved good results, we are actually ahead of schedule”.
“The first project privatize by (..) the owner in (..) the country … (..) the owner is giving us all
support needed in order to succeed in the project … Shareholders are really expert and they
have the intension to succeed … These factors give us the success … A serious contractor in his
job responsibilities”.
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P3
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:11
Leaders of Project
Managers of IT Airport
Construction Project
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“The complexity of the project actually it the highest one … The most complex which make it the
best”.
“The IT department has the full load of airport IT … This project in IT part has the whole system,
the structure cabling and special airport systems, airport operation, data basis, CUTE
workstations (Common User Terminal Emulation), FIDS monitors (Flight Information Display
Systems) and all kinds of airport IT systems … The baggage system … Also some governmental
systems (police, customs or security … Full package of airport IT process plus the design … I
have my team with a design manager, a system wise designer not the architecture … Our
construction team working in conjunction with the design team … We have the IT construction
engineer here … Responsible for site works and following up the site works from IT point of
view … All team members are belong to (..) the construction manager company”.
“Some parties from outside … Only sub-contractors not within our team … Our structure here is
different … (..) the construction manager IT team is working with us for the design part … They
are going to operate the airport … They are my customer/client at the same time they are subcontractors … It is a conflict of interest”.
“Stakeholders in this project are so many … (..) the owner, (..) the client, (..) the construction
manager, airport customs, airlines, (..) airport ground systems and other companies like
catering and duty free and of course so many … To some extent they involve in IT process … We
had some meeting with some of them”.
“Everyone here knows everybody’s tasks from the starting point”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“The designer (..) the construction manager .. Going to operate the airport … We did is deep
analysis of the IT structure … The good thing here is that you are not only building the airport
like our previous projects … in BTO, you make a design and the IT structure according to that
design which should satisfy the customer … your company for 25 years which is the challenge …
Project goals must benefit and satisfy everybody … This is the real challenge”.
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“Everything we need”
“Shared between (..) the construction manager and (..) the contractor … This is a joint venture
project”.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
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“We do this all the time”.
“Team members aware where to ask … I developed the structure … They always ask me in case
of any problem … it depends on the level of the problem … The design team has the freedom to
solve minor problems by themselves … The construction team solves minor problems at project
site by themselves … I encourage and ask them to solve those problems … Anything that has an
impact they have to bring it to me”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“We are talking to each other a lot … Spending so many times talking about the project, what we
have to do”.
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P4
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:32:38
Quality Assurance &
Control Manager
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“There were a lot of people in the team … If I see anyone of my team need development I start to
make some training and other things … They maybe need some experience, other people have
experience … I like to work as a team not personally … Trying to push them to learn other
disciplines subject, not only focus on their own work”.
“This is a joint venture project … Half and half, from both parties (..) the CM and (..) the
contractor … They are sharing 50/50 the project … The system here is different … We have
pushed subcontractors to make their own QC and QA team, and they have to check on site as a
first step … Second step check by package manager engineers and other members of his team,
each discipline (structural, mechanical, electrical and etc.) has a head and we are calling them as
a package manger. Last step is making the spot check … To correct particular points … We are
working as a consultant not as a QA and QC team within a contractor … We are overloaded and
our responsibility is more … We have to check not just the site but also the people … We are a
consultant for the package teams, the joint venture construction group”.
“There are many quality groups in quality team … We have a structural team on site … We have
also a construction team in our group”.
“We have to share each other responsibilities and everything … We have to inform each other
and share all information … It is very important … This is a team work … If we cannot do it like
that we will fail”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“We are only doing all kinds of quality … There are some groups that are directly connected to
project director, the top management, these are HSSE (Health Safety Security and Environment),
quality control and project control and other finance group … Checking the entire project not
just specialize in one area … Under that there is the construction group”.
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“Yes of course they are shared … Everybody has to start this from the begging … The quality is a
must … We have to be like this … Otherwise we cannot finish the project”.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We are trying always before finishing any product … If we wait until any production on site
finish … It is an easy way but not the right way … Otherwise we cannot finish the project on time
… we do not have to wait until they make a mistake”.
“We have a structure … We all did this structure … I am the leader and trying to develop it”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“Everybody when come or assign to this project have to know … This project is a high level and
needed project … Complex projects … Trying to choose most people that have experience in
other airports’ projects … It is not enough … Teaching them and sharing experiences”.
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Context
Participant
Name
O3P5

Position Title
Senior Project Manager Contracts, Cost Control &
Procurement

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:01:06

Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“It was financed by (..) A Bank … The team has been formed mainly from (..) the main contractor
and (..) local company … We had another partner, subcontractor … (..) the main contractor
doing almost 86% of the project value … 14% for the other partner … (..) Public company for
Roads and Bridges … (..) was the main contractor, project leader, project manager and
everything in the project where the other partner just for external works … The owner of the
project is (..) local airport company and they represent the government body”.
“the project was based on tendering procedure … (..) was the main contractor and (..) the
subcontractor … (..) the owner have two consultant firms … (..) project manager and (..)the
design consultant who did all project designs and specifications … these two were under the
control of (..) the owner”.
“(..) the project manager were responsible for controlling the project above (..) the main
contractor … Represent the owner in the project … Even (..) the design consultant were below
(..) the project manager … Employed by (..) the owner but they were controlled by (..) the
project manager company.
“The project mainly BT, construction and then transfer it to the owner”.
“100% all project stakeholders were aware of each other roles and responsibilities”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“There was some kind of a weakness point in the project design, as it designed 15 years before
the construction phase … Technology has developed and upgraded … Airport location …
Political debate took 10 to 12 years … we were instructed by the owner to find out any recent
technologies and implement that in the airport … (..) The main contractor, CM, has developed
the project goals which then approved by (..) the project manager … It was developed based on
all parties’ benefits”.
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“To some extent … Not extremely high … It was a good support … Because the lack of experience
of (..) the owner in regards with the management capability … Below controlling such mega
project … Some political issues”.
“All belong to (..) the CM … This is more like a consortium rather than traditional relation
between contractor and subcontractor … Our process and cost control is separate and theirs is
separate too”.
“We (the CM) take decisions of the project 100%.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We have had many problems … A good system called Dispute Review Board (DRB) …
Established in the early beginning of the project in order to settle and resolve any dispute that
may arise during the construction … Otherwise we could have been disputing and going into
debates until now … Arbitration team composed of three members … one appointed by us (the
CM) … Another one by the owner and both of us appointed the chairman of the board … Was
very effective and very successful in order to solve any problems and obstacles that may arise”.
“We had a clear structure for this purpose”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“From the begging … Successful selection of highly qualified team members … Basic support for
assuring high quality work … The qualification and wide experience of (..) the contractor project
manager CM”.
Context
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Participant
Name
O3P6

Position Title
Senior Project Manager Project Finance Manager

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:11:56

Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“This project is a joint venture cooperation … (..) The owner announced the project tendering,
different alliances have been appeared … We are one of those collaborations … The alliance is
50/50 including a leader of the joint venture … Positions were based on the know how in each
field … (..) the contractor is a local company … Administration and government relations,
accordingly the head of project administration has nominated from the contractor … At the end
of the day we are working under the umbrella of (..) the joint venture project as one team or
company … We sat together during roles and responsibilities distribution process of (..) the joint
venture agreement and have developed an authority matrix and management levels”.
“(..) the owner and (..) the client … (..) the construction manager and main contractor of this
project … the CM company has two divisions the construction and operation … the contractor
too”.
“Mainly they are only the two partners (..) the construction manager and (..) the contractor …
Also (..) the owner, (..) the client and (..) the independent consultant engineers”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“(..) the CM has the experience and know-how in airport business, they are the leader of the
project … The project director from (..) the CM and the deputy project director from (..) the
contractor.
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“A full support is there and the best thing … Unique in this project … The same partners are in
the construction and will be in the operation too … The faster you finish the project the more
earning you will get … I am talking about quality, cost and time … The project time scale is 32
months, including testing and commissioning period”.
“100% it shared between project partners … One of the great government achievements when
you assign a project to a private body and they achieve the target on time and expected quality”.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We have met and discussed so many times … Imagine that the subcontractor of baggage
handling system field, how many problems and suffers will the main contractor be faced … the
baggage handling system is connected with many other milestones whether before or after the
installation … We have been discussing all those issues in a regular basis and consider them in
advance … Experience and the appropriate managerial skills that our project director has really
helped us”.
“There is a structure and it should be there”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“I believe in people investment … I have assigned the assignment for each individual based on
the function and started then to concentrate on the weaknesses he has … I used to invest on
them and teach them my experience … We used to share some information from outside parties
like external auditors, so I arrange seminars … I try to enhance and solve individual weaknesses
… Make him good enough in that by explanation, teaching, instruction and examples … I
implement test practice with him on that issue many times, even if he fails one or two times I
will not have any problem with him … Manager role in not just giving instructions … Develop his
team, support and pack up them … I do arrange training sessions and try my best to develop my
team”.
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P7
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Totally New Airport
01:05:57
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Manager
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“(..) the client has developed a partnership that involves (..) the CM and (..) the contractor … In a
form of BTO (build, transfer and operate) contract … The length of the contract is 28 years
including a construction of new airport and operation … We both are construction companies …
We are working in harmony in very good environment … I have five people in my team … Two
people are from (..) the CM and the rest from (..) the contractor side”.
“We set and have meetings together and we are so flexible … they can easily come and ask any
of my team members whatever they want … There is a very good relationship between different
departments”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“Main goal of this project is to finish the project as soon as possible within quality and budget …
goals developed from our (..) the CM experience … All departments know and understand what
they need to do … If you do not do your job well, everybody will see you … All departments must
work hard … Everyone must be very honest”.
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“If we need, we get hand from them”.
“Success and crisis shared between us”.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“I do set and speak with my team very often and discuss possibilities of problems … With other
departments … When needed … I have project procedures and strategies that established at the
beginning and everybody behave according to that, and this is very important … I prepared to
them and them and the accepted”.
“They direct anything to me”.
“If the matter is important, I meet and speak immediately with people involved and solve those
difficulties and problems”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“I really respect them … I trust them … Trust and respect … I never argue with them as I want
them to improve themselves and I help them … I let them understand how they help and
develop themselves … They will respect you … My team can speak comfortably with each other
without stress or pressure. All this is very important in team environment”.
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P8
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“In our HSSE department there is only one manager … I have 6 HSSE supervisors not including
subcontractors’ supervisors and managers … team that 5 of them belong to (..) the CM Company
and just one from (..) the contractor side … there is around 15 subcontractors’
supervisors/managers and all of them are working on site … Each subcontractor has one safety
representative on site”.
“All members aware of their roles in the project”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“We are managing all subcontractors working on site … We set together on a monthly basis and
have HSSE meeting … All subcontractors’ safety representatives are attending those meetings,
we discuss major safety issues … We have also weekly site works with all safety representatives
(..) the CM, (..) the contractor and subcontractors”.
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Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“They are supporting us, any time we need anything they provide it … Materials, workers, third
party training … They are providing anything … Third party training for operators”.
“A site construction supervisor is the first responsible person for safety issues then construction
safety supervisors … Subcontractors’ supervisors and then the officer supervisors and then
construction supervisor and then HSSE from contractor site and last one is the project
manager”.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We discuss full tasks and works with workers … We are doing this together”.
“We have emergency contact list in case of any minor or serious accidents on site …We have six
numbers, HSSE manager, HSSE supervisor, administration manager, site ambulance, doctors
and fire department”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“We are monitoring and promoting the people who are acting in a safe way … We are doing the
punishment (the valuation side) … If the people are acting in a good way we are promoting them
… We are giving them the confidence to work for us”.
“we have three ways … go to a guy and touch his shoulder … The financial benefits … promotion
… We issue also certificates”.
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:15:37
Design Project Manager
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
“Tender stage was quite early as it took few years before we started … The concept design was
based on a master plan provided by the client … (..) the owner got the master plan of (..) the new
airport from (..) the designer … (..) the owner and (..) the designer, as an airport consultant,
jointly created what we call the MTR (Minimum Technical Requirement) … Building this airport
at the least specifications and requirements … 8 groups have participated in the tender … We
were one of those group (..) the client, (..) the CM (..) the contractor … We won this … (..) the
client created an airport operation team … like an organization from the 3 major companies to
deal with project fund, tendering issues and award the construction contractor which is us (the
CM)”.
“the organizational chart actually was submitted to (..) the owner with the tender … The
structure of the entire organization including the design … Managing the design but not
designing the new airport … The client gave us the outline of the project, the land, capacity and
just few drawings … We employed a lead architect who has experience in airport design to
completely design the airport”.
“(..) the CM and (..) the contractor together in a form of a joint venture … To execute the project
… The whole building period is 36 months … The main challenge here was to have a team and
start the construction after just 4 months of the design and the entire design have not finish yet
… This is one of the mega challenges of design and build in a limited time frame … 11 different
consultants for all disciplines from the designer side then employed … they created a team of 12
entities led by (..) the designer to deliver the design … intensive coordination and workshop
meetings … The people that we employed are the head of every discipline … we have only 7-8
people for only attending meetings and to have like a maestro who guide others and we
communicate together”.
“At the same time our team is dealing with project stakeholders, the local authorities, (..) the
owner and everybody else … we have many interfaces … Meetings and so on to know their
requirements and to make sure the design is on the right track … The design we are working on
is based on RIBA (The Royal Institute of British Architect) plan of work … Normal contractor is
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focusing on how much I can make profit but for us is different story; we have to finish early so
the operator can make more money from what I lose … We are trying to focus how we can
achieve the best output in a minimum time and to benefit from technology”.
“Yes of course … We had almost a weekly meeting … It was a workshop meeting and sometimes
we have 40 people in the same meeting from all different disciplines setting together … We set
as a specialize team to discuss their problems”.
“We have to gather the information and present it to all parties, those parties will gather in
smaller groups and come out with solutions to solve the main aim of the project”.
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
“There are different goals for every discipline … My goal as a design manager is to finish and
deliver the design fully coordinated on time without delaying the construction … But now
construction goals are different … Finish and complete the design on time as a final completion,
and partial completion of what they need on site … We have to be always ahead for one or two
weeks from site team … Design progress is much faster”.
“This project is one of the best project for all parties … The government, (..) the client and
everyone to the financial body, everyone is wining in this project … PPP (Public Private
Partnership) by far is better than any type of contract in construction … If you want to make a
strategic project in a country and the government has involvement on it, the best way to do it is
the PPP”.
Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
“From day one I have full support … We communicate a lot and everyone know his role and the
upper managerial level also know the criticality of time as we have to finish on time”.
“Yes of course it shared … If you set today with (..) the owner CEO, he feels that this project in
his own success … The head of (..) the owner investment projects will be the same … Our project
director, this project also is his success … If you come down to the lower level, an engineer at
site, he feels this also … No one climb alone to the success, it is teamwork”.
“It is very important to have an open book structure, honestly and transparency with all parties
… We are following this in the project from day one, we are not hiding anything … If you really
work with transparency and place all your problems and obstacles on the table open to
everybody, everyone will be comfortable to say his words and views … Tell you this is right or
wrong … This will improve the relation between all parties … PPP project that is not moving
well, this means there are no transparency and some agenda are hidden”.
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
“We were actually speared everywhere plus here … Everyone knows exactly who is responsible
for everything and there were not any gap on this, there is not any gray area in design
responsibilities”.
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
“There is no high quality work but there is accepted quality work … What we need to achieve
and what is agreed in our contract … I do not put many pressures on my team … I do not blame
them for every minor mistake … I defend and support my team when they make mistakes … I
take full responsibility towards top management unless they are careless … Mistake happens … I
am always encouraging and supporting them, they feel comfortable to work … You have to know
your team
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P10
Intension
Theme A: Project Team Formulation (PTF)
Sub-theme: Project Team Design (PTD)
Sub-theme: Project Goals (PG)
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Sub-theme: Project Support (PS)
Sub-theme: Problem solving - Issue Negotiation & Resolution (PSINR)
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency (PTE)
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10.2

Theme A: Project Team Formulation - Data Interpretation

10.2.1 Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
Organisation 1’s (O1) senior project managers selected various successful project experiences
in two major airports in the country where they operate. Every five years the private operator
releases a strategic programme of airport business plans that clarify its agenda, direction and
ambition regarding several airport operations, management and development practices.
Currently, the private operator is adopting quinquennium 5 (Q5) strategic plan. All
management practices, construction-related works and expected culture and behaviours are
included in the plan. Various business cases provide future activities within a five-year
period for all airport projects. O1P9 clarified that the planning and programme director is
responsible for all development projects, in specific project programmes, and deals with key
airlines, airline operator committees and governance bodies (CIA) during the initial stage of a
project, in terms of prioritising projects and associated coordination and negotiation
activities. Airports’ project funds are generated from charging numerous airlines when
landing at airports, and the CIA determine and control the amount. Thus, an organisation’s
construction project managers can determine the number and size of projects within a fiveyear period.

A structured procedure for forming a construction project team is often adopted within an
organisation. In the typical process, a senior project manager, who will act as a project client,
is assigned to a new project, taking into account his/her experience and competence as
regards the specific project type. O1P6 stated that following this, the senior project manager
selects a project manager and project in-house functional team members, who specialise in
different areas, quality and control assurance, health and safety, design, industrial relation,
environmental management and contracting support. They would have been selected during
the development of the project business case. Project support and other team members come
from various areas, management services providers, framework contractors, framework
consultants and local project integrators who represent project suppliers. All these
organisations have signed a five-year contract agreement with the private operator to support
its various projects. According to O1P4, management services providers (MSPs) support the
construction project managers; they provide the expertise in a programme, cost, schedule,
risk and contract management and work in a number of different projects. Framework
contractors are experienced performers in an airport environment, who have been nominated
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by the private operator on account of their reputation in airports or mega projects (O1P7).
Framework consultants are also different expert organisations, who provide consultancy
services in various areas, e.g. financial, design, communication and health and safety
management (O1P6). O1P1 mentioned that a number of key stakeholders may also consider
team members and work with the project team throughout the project lifecycle, e.g. airlines,
people from authorities, immigration and various people from airport functional areas. O1P8
remarked that “we have so many stakeholders, if you do not go to all of them and then miss
one out, that one can still stop your project.” Thus, all these different individuals together
form the construction project team. This team can be in a virtual form as well. O1P3 noted
that:
…if I need anyone else to support the project I call on people who
already have their dedicated day jobs. It is more of a virtual team. I
do not have a line diagram that says here is my project team, range of
people who are allocated to support me in delivering the project but
they are a virtual team. It is around my ability to influence them to
get the project delivered.

However, all parties are clear about their roles and accountabilities with other project team
members, delivered through the senior construction manager. O1P10, a programme director,
highlighted an important change in the construction team selection criteria, which has arisen
following the quinquennium 6 (Q6) development plan. It concerns all people in a project. A
psychometric test is used to form a project team, and the project director considers whether
an individual is RED (a delivery director or manager), BLUE (a detail oriented person who
likes spreadsheets and is very introverted), YELLOW (a sunshine person who motivates
people and has leadership characteristics) or GREEN (a person who likes to talk to people in
the field). This is in order to develop a balanced team in terms of skills and people types, as
some like the development stage of the project, some the site and others the close out.
Different interviews are conducted with either project contractors or consultants to select the
most appropriate parties for a particular project.

The main project goals are established at the beginning, in particular, during the brief
development stage of the project (O1P9). A further stage of project development occurs
when project team members, internal and external, meet and discuss their particular needs,
and what is required from each party to support the project becomes clear to everybody. The
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senior project manager plays a fundamental role in explaining the nature of a particular
project and its objectives to all parties involved (O1P3). O1P7 remarked that one of the
crucial factors which makes a project successful is that various parties have a number of
common goals and everyone jointly works towards achieving those goals. Every
organisation in a project environment focuses on working together, completing the project
and effectively achieving its goals rather than the needs of an individual company. However,
each party has slightly different priorities that, ultimately, do not affect the main project
goals. O1P1 pointed out that internal and external people try to operate collaboratively
through arranging numerous goals review sessions on a weekly or monthly basis; while in
some projects there is daily contact between key stakeholders depending on the progression
of the project (O1P9). O1P7 stated that the internal project team and a representative of
every external team meet together every week, and also mentioned that “we all were working
together as a single team”. In line with this, according to O1P3, in her project experience,
everyone works in the same building or at least within the airport boundary, which facilitates
a series of weekly project meetings that include all parties and sometimes separate sessions
arranged with specific entities when needed. O1P5 remarked that “we generally do that
anyway. The way we work is to try to be collaborative, and yes you have the occasion where
people have got competing and requirement some priorities but we usually apply that.”
Furthermore, all established project goals are based on a “win-win” approach for everyone
(O1P6). Rather than making more profit than somebody else, everyone in the project
performs successfully and, in an airport environment, a “win-win” approach is needed to
achieve that (O1P8). He also added that “because I am a client did not mean I had any more
authority than anybody else. Even that with the hierarchy, everybody was working at the
same level and everybody had the same goals.”

Upper management level within O1 provides the required support to various airport
construction projects. Senior project managers also have the power to perform their tasks
effectively (O1P2). However, monthly programme review meetings are arranged, which
comprise board members, project sponsors and other key management people within the
organisation, as well as the construction project manager, who reports on performance
monthly to the airport executive. She also stated: “I have always support when needed, I was
given a free hand to do what I needed to do, and so I have given very clear business
objectives and what needed to be done.” O1P5 agreed and mentioned that “go and do this
and come back to us if you need any support” was the message from the organisation’s
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director. There is also another form of monthly programme review with directors, where
senior managers present related project information and project status within a project
dashboard. O1P3 stated that most accountability and authority are established at the board
level, and construction managers have responsibility for a project’s day-to-day decisions;
while decisions concerning financing have to be referred to the board. Accordingly, senior
project managers rely on their abilities to influence and their network connections to be able
to clarify issues; otherwise, these would be escalated to upper management level (O1P4).
With regard to project success and crisis, project risk is generally split and shared between
the private operator and contractor companies (O1P9).

The following Table 9.1 illustrates how project managers deal with team efficiency and
create confidence among team members, which ensures quality and high working
performance.
Table 9.1: Organisation 1 Project Team Efficiency Practices
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
- In terms of moral etc. which is sort of soft skills and motivating people, this is
O1P1

O1P2

O1P3

O1P4
O1P5
O1P6

O1P7

work … we are very control driven … we have a monthly projects reporting
structure, a dashboard … We use the value management rigorously … the
contractor has to prepare all the monthly reporting data … We review the
progress on site with the contractors … They review their suppliers … It allows
us to make assessment on our progress.
- Being available.
- They can talk to you and share their challenges and concerns with you.
- You need to be supportive both in the professional and the personal level.
- Come and talk to me.
- Making goals, objectives and responsibility clear.
- Reviewing as we go along of performance and where we are.
- Making sure that people of thought through probably.
- How they are going to do the next piece of work and that it is well thought,
well considered and well planned.
- Encourage and influence as much as possible that we are all, as a project team.
- Getting the most out of everything we do.
- Try and create collaborative environment and trying to maintain that for our
people even when you have very difficult issues.
- We keep the pressure on
- Very open and honest.
- Have to set expectation.
- Be very approachable.
- Be very supportive.
- Trying to handle soft skills rather than task skills … You have to do the task
skills but while you go doing it.
- I set very tough targets.
- I got the whole team into a room and said we have to make this date … in my
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O1P8

O1P9

mind I knew it was possible and we just drove towards that.
- You need to be quite flexible on how you ultimately settle and deal the changes
with them.
- Clearly set out what their responsibilities.
- Leading all the project managers and allowing them to get on with do what
they need to do.
- Supporting them on that rather doing it for them.
- Encourage them.
- Come talk to me.
- If there is any problem I help them with them.
- I am realistic in what I expect from them
- All about knowing, which roles, which procedures, which governance applied
to each specific area of the airport.

O1P1 stated that the problem solving process, including issue negotiation and resolution,
between internal and external construction parties, is a common practice within the
construction project. In a specific project, this process is not applied in advance as its
replacement project manager is assigned to the project when behind schedule and facing a
crisis mode of operation (01P2). Senior project managers have experienced in their projects
various meeting arrangements between team members to discuss and share ideas without any
barriers in this respect (O1P3, O1P4 and O1P6). However, they are accountable and
authorised to take issue-related decisions. This practice always happens during the project
scope development stage, when in-house people and key stakeholders, design team, airlines
and operation people, are brought together to talk about needs and requirements. In this
regard, O1P5 mentioned that “in the early days we had several sessions where we were
talking quite openly, you know, about what if we do this so a lot of different scenarios.”
O1P7 described the problem solving process as a valuable practice in a project lifecycle and
encouraged people from different disciplines to meet early and discuss the basic outlines,
programmes, schedules and processes of what they are going to build. He also emphasised
the importance of using visual diagrams, as these facilitate the understanding and resolution
of issues. O1 has a clear structure when project difficulties arise associated with risk; as
O1P8 noted, “at the beginning of the project we begin to do brainstorming bits, what are the
risks, how we can mitigate them, who is responsible for the risk and then as the project
evolved we probably review that each month, so keeping up with managing the risk.” The
project change control department is responsible for project risk. Moreover, the programme
director, project managers, programme office, commercial team and support team (including
cost and risk manager) meet first and discuss risk related matters. Subsequently, a project
manager and his commercial team meet with the contractor for project control change system
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purpose. O1P9 is very pleased with this scenario and the level of cooperation of the senior
project managers of external parties. He stated, “there are mutual respect between me and
their senior project managers, in terms of what I expect from them and what they expect from
me, it is a good relationship.”

The project construction team share and discuss site issues. In this context, O3P1 discussed
the strong communication lines within a project which help them to resolve difficulties and
are considered a great feature of the joint-venture agreement. The project has a team called
ORAT (Operational Readiness and Airport Transfer) that works and coordinates with the
construction project team to solve issues regarding external stakeholders, and deals with all
external people involved in the project. This group is also responsible for all coordination
activities between the operation and construction team during the project lifecycle. In each
department there is a clear structure of reporting and solving project issues, and team
members know what and where to report. O1P3 encouraged his team members to solve
minor problems at the project site, which do not have serious impact potentially; otherwise,
they have to follow the established procedures. Paying attention to problems in advance is
also encouraged in a project environment; quality assurance and the control manager (O3P4)
emphasised that they are always trying to do this as “otherwise we cannot finish the project
on time.” O3P6 explained that in such mega projects any issue or fault may affect other
activities milestones, which would seriously delay the project and increase its cost.
Nevertheless, the project director, who has extensive experience and appropriate managerial
skills, has helped the project team in dealing with this matter. O3P7 emphasised the
importance of project strategies and procedures that were established at the early project
stages and effectively delivered to team members, who have to behave accordingly. He
responded immediately to problems and encouraged face-to-face communication with parties
involved in important matters.

10.2.2 Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure
O2’s senior project managers have experienced a number of successes. Various projects have
been selected, from building a totally new airport to airfield and landside development. The
engineering department, which is responsible for project planning and development, is
divided into two units: domestic and international airport activities. They act independently,
and each has its own structure and project agendas. As a result, several procedures have
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appeared with regard to procurement method and project team formulation, even within the
same unit. However, all forms of delivery are tender-based and have an in-house supervision
team, which represents the project client and is responsible for reviewing design documents,
coordinating activities with stakeholders, site supervision and issuing construction progress
reports. The public operator announces a design tender to secure initial design documents.
The internal supervision team then reviews these documents, coordinates with relevant
stakeholders and obtains approval, so that the tender process for contractor selection can be
started. In comparison, in method (B), the only difference is that the in-house project team
develops a first draft of project design based on stakeholders’ needs, and then the main
contractor tender is designed and built (DB). Aanother form of procurement has also
highlighted, in which case the tender documents are broken down into three main packages:
design, construction management and project management. In this latter form, due to the
involvement of a new party, project manager organisation (PM), authority and the major
responsibilities of the internal supervision team are reduced. As shown in Figure 8.6, the
internal construction project team, which supervises construction activities and deals with
various stakeholders, as regards all delivery methods, includes in-house members from the
different engineering departments of the public operator, e.g. architecture, civil, mechanical,
electrical, special system, contract and finance. Team members’ selection is based on
individual experience and competence, and comprises a number of young engineers in certain
projects. The supervision team is guided by an in-house project director who is at the top of
its structure. The funding for O2’s projects is secured by a government body, which is the
airport owner.

Projects within O2 have different stakeholders: airlines, maintenance, operation, airport
management, security, police, customs, immigration, private aviation, air force, government
authorities, ministries, air navigation service and international airport association. The
internal supervision team is responsible for ensuring that their specific requirements and
needs are included in the project scope, and coordinating with them during the construction
phase in terms of scope changes and additional requirement.

Project goals are developed during the design phase by the engineering department or internal
supervision team before involving the main project contractor or a company that will manage
the project (02P5). However, following the selection of a construction manager and the start
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of construction work, the goals might be reviewed and changed (O2P3). Goals development
process involves in-house people and project stakeholders, and, in some cases, a design
consultant. In this regard, most important people are the end users who are going to utilise a
specific facility. O2P2 stated, “They are going to be the end users, and you do not want to
have something that given to them and then oh my god, what is this.” O2P4 remarked that he
had developed project goals independently according to his experience of working in the field
of airport construction. For O2P9, bringing together all people associated with the project,
including designer, construction manager and stakeholders, through workshop arrangements,
noticeably helped the project team become familiar with the project, increased the level of
understanding and reduced the time required to obtain the numerous approvals.

The vast majority of senior project managers agreed with receiving upper management
support when needed during the project lifecycle. O2P8 mentioned that the progress of the
work was highly supported at a high managerial level, but there remained individual support.
O1P3 and O1P5 linked this type of support to a project’s vital position; they remarked “you
are talking about aircraft safety related, it must be one of the first priorities for them,” and
“they should provide it as soon as we ask for, as the critical status of the project. It is
runways and dealing with different aircraft, any delay will have serious consequences.” In
terms of power in taking decisions, it appears that O2’s senior managers have full authority.
They cooperate and work closely with a project’s consultant and end users, in order to make
the final decision effectively. However, major items requiring legal decisions, regulations
and associated with contracts and finance need upper managerial level approval. As regards
sharing success and failure, the head of the control department (O2P9) stressed that there are
different types of risk. Any risk associated with construction activities is shared between
external people who are actually working on a project site, e.g. main contractor and
construction manager and project manager. On the other hand, the public operator/owner is
responsible for risk that is related to the coordination process with stakeholders and obtaining
approvals and required licenses.

Previous experiences have helped senior project managers to avoid various issues during a
new airport’s master plan development process (O2P9). In relation to problem solving and
issue resolution during construction activities, leaders or directors of internal supervision
teams coordinate with project consultants and other stakeholders, particularly, end users, who
will utilise an airport’s various facilities (O2P2). In this regard, they also support project
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contractors by arranging a series of meetings throughout the project lifecycle, including the
project consultant, in which they discuss project obstacles and expected problems (O2P3). A
project director and a representative of each party are responsible for coordinating and
arranging these kinds of activities. However, O2P7 mentioned that stakeholders were not
involved in taking decisions: “you will never get their high level of satisfaction because of
the numerous numbers of requirements.” The best experience of O2P4 was of team members
from both internal and external people relying on themselves to solve project issues based on
various sources, e.g. project standards, online and related books, and taking decisions within
project scope. In other experiences team members and external parties reported problems to
internal project managers and then led the situation (O2P3 and O2P5). Project managers of
an in-house team, who are at the top of the project structure, are fully authorised to solve
project issues, but they seek upper management help in some cases. However, O2P8 stated
that various project members had a clear structure of communication for issue resolution
developed at an early project stage. He emphasised the importance of teamwork and noted
that “without the team members you cannot do the work, so you need a team work strategy
with our team members to achieve our targets and goals.”
The following Table 9.2 shows how project managers deal with team efficiency and create
confidence among team members, which ensures expected quality and high work
performance.

Table 9.2: Organisation 2 Project Team Efficiency Practices
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
- We always have communication everyday early in the morning.
O2P2

O2P3
O2P4
O2P5

O2P6
O2P7

- Giving the confidence, and giving the respect to each other.
- If you see any problem, or you see I am going to a different direction, stop me
please.
- I have developed check list following every unit or sub-project handover.
- You need to be ready and aware of all standards and requirements.
- We were working in a teamwork environment.
- I was telling them that, project success is your success.
- Should have the required skills, abilities, competence and experience.
- My team should be interested and got the experience for the particular task.
- All must be responsible, interested and active.
- Anyone is not good in his job just replace him.
- If you are not trained, it is very difficult to understand the system.
- I am a flexible guy and my doors are open.
- My colleagues they like to share with me my ideas and thinking, we share it
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O2P8
O2P9

together to make sure that I guide them to the right direction.
- You have to have period to get yourself familiar with each other.
- Proper and clear project.
- Getting team members involve in every single detail of the project.
- Aware of what is going on.
- Team work environment.

10.2.3 Organisation 3 – Joint Public-Private Venture
Two new airport projects were selected by organisation 3’s (O3) senior project managers as a
best experience. Ninety percent of them chose the same joint-venture airport project, which
was under construction, during the time that data were being collected. However, according
to the project delivery procedure, the government body announced for tender to build a new
airport under a form of build, transfer and operate (BTO) arrangement, after securing the
master plan through a professional body, the airport projects consultant. Project funding was
secured through three lenders – local banks. The winning group comprised two companies,
who held equal share (50%) of the agreement, an international construction manager (CM)
with wide ranging experience in developing airport projects in an international context and a
local contractor. The BTO joint venture arrangement was structured over 28 years to build
and operate the new airport. The government assigned a company to act as a project client
and, ultimately, to be responsible for the management of the airport including airside and
landside operations, while the airport remained an entity under government ownership. A
design consultant, assigned by the CM, developed the project design and issued all required
design documents. The CM and the contractor constructed the new airport and were
responsible for the design and construction phases. However, a sister company of the CM
along with the operation firm assigned by the government operated the airport following the
three years of construction work. The project team design of the construction was developed
through cooperation between the CM and the project contractor. The project director, deputy
project director and the head of each department were selected according to individual
competence and experience, but individuals in each department team were selected from both
companies.

The project had various stakeholders: the owner, the board, the executive committee, the
client, the lenders, the operation firm, the construction manager, the contractor, the design
consultant, airlines, government ministries and other entities including police and security
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authorities, passport department, customs, detectives, traffic authority and others involved in
the airport. All of these people had requirements and various demands that needed to be
considered in the project.

Initial project goals were developed through stakeholders who were involved during the
master plan development stage. Following the selection of a design consultant, by the jointventure team, project goals were established by the CM and then discussed, agreed on and
approved by all stakeholders who had influence in the project. In addition, project
stakeholders, project team departments and other individuals became aware of their role and
responsibilities within the project. Following this stage, the project design was released for
construction work. The mutual project goal was to complete a quality project as soon as
possible within agreed budget. Indeed, most stakeholders and the various project team
disciplines have different interests, e.g. the client aims to award an environmental certificate
(friendly to the environment), the contractor wants to achieve the silver category of an
environment-friendly scheme and gain airport construction experience, the CM wants to hand
over the project early and realise additional operation benefits and the design department
wants to be always one or two weeks ahead of schedule. Throughout the construction phase
numerous meetings were arranged, whether involving the client, the operation firm or
different project team departments, in order to track goal achievements and discuss related
issues.

In terms of receiving management support, O3P1 mentioned some difficulties and obstacles,
but stated that they often face these issues when working abroad as they are related to country
visa conditions. Furthermore, the project owner gives the project team all the support needed
for success. The project finance manager (O3P6) considers management support as the most
effective in the joint-venture project. With regard to project success and crisis, these are
shared between people involved in the project, particularly, the construction project team.
O3P4 stated: “everybody has to start this from the beginning, we have to be like this
otherwise we cannot finish the project on time.” Partners in the construction phase are also
together over the operation phase of the airport, accordingly, they share everything and obtain
each other’s approval when taking decisions.

The project construction team share and discuss site issues. O3P1 mentioned that strong
communication lines within project context are helping them to solve problems and considers
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it as a great feature of the joint-venture agreement. The project has a team called ORAT
(Operational Readiness and Airport Transfer) that works and coordinates with the
construction project team to solve issues regarding external stakeholders, as well as deals
with all external people involved in the project. This group is also responsible for all
coordination activities between the operation and construction team during the project
lifecycle. In each department there is a clear structure of reporting and solving project issues,
and team members know what and where to report. O1P3 stated that he encouraged his team
members to solve minor problems at the project site, which did not have serious impact;
otherwise, they have to follow the developed procedures. Paying attention to problems in
advanced is also encouraged within a project environment. The quality assurance and control
manager (O3P4) emphasised that they are always trying to do this: “otherwise we cannot
finish the project on time.” O3P6 explained that in such a mega project any issue or fault
may affect other milestone activities, which could seriously delay the project and increase its
cost. However, the project director’s extensive experience and appropriate managerial skills
have helped the project team in dealing with this matter. O3P7 stressed the importance of
project strategies and procedures that are established in the early project stages and
effectively delivered to team members, and in accordance with which they must behave. He
responded immediately to problems and encouraged face-to-face communication with parties
involved in important issues.

The following Table 9.3 illustrates how project managers deal with team efficiency and help
team members become more confident, which ensures quality and high work performance.

Table 9.3: Organisation 3 Project Team Efficiency Practices
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
-Following up my team.
O3P2

O3P3
O3P4

O3P5

-Being aware of each team scope, roles and job duties.
-This is one of important factor to be sure everything is in right order and track.
-Indication of following right project track and ultimately develop team
confidence.
-We are talking to each other a lot … Spending so many times talking about the
project, what we have to do
- Everybody when come or assign to this project have to know … This project is
a high level and needed project … Complex projects.
- Trying to choose most people that have experience in other airports’ projects
… It is not enough … Teaching them and sharing experiences.
-Successful selection of highly qualified team members.
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O3P6

O3P7

O3P8

-Basic support for assuring high quality work.
-The qualification and wide experience of the project CM and contractor.
-I believe in people investment.
-I concentrate on the weaknesses he has … I try to enhance and solve individual
weaknesses.
-I teach them my experience.
-I arrange seminars.
-Make him good enough in that by explanation, teaching, instruction and
examples.
-I implement test practices.
-I do arrange training sessions and try my best to develop my team.
-I really respect them, I trust them.
-I never argue with them as I want them to improve themselves.
-I help them and let them understand how they develop.
-My team can speak comfortably with each other without stress or pressure.
-All this is very important in team environment.
-I do not put many pressures on my team.
-I do not blame them for every minor mistake.
-I defend and support my team when they make mistakes.
-I take full responsibility towards top management unless they are careless.
-I am always encouraging and supporting them, they feel comfortable to work.
-You have to know your team.

Another good project experience selected by a participant was a joint-venture agreement
between a governemnt body and two companies, an iternational main contractor and a local
sub-contractor, to build a new airport in the build and transfer (BT) form. The project was
also tender-based, but shares were not equaly devided. The main contractor (CM) held 86%
and the sub-contractor 14%, and it was financed by a single bank. As shown in Figure 8.9,
the government body asigned a company to be the project client and another two
organisations, a design consultant and project manager (PM) to be under government
ownership. The PM organisation was responsible for managing the entire construction
process of the project. The main contractor was in charge of construcion works and all
associated processes, while the other partner, sub-contarctor, dealt with external works and
coordinations. The construction project team mainly comprised individuals working for the
main contarctor.
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Appendix – K
11.1

Theme B: Project Team Strategy - Data Description

Context
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P1
Senior construction project Refurbishment of Terminal
01:28:46
manager – programme
Departure Lounge
manager
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“We follow project management association standards … We have business cases and briefs …
We have overall goals for the project so we know what we need to do … Why we are doing it …
What we expect the measurable to be at the end … What we expect the measurable outcomes to
be at the end and how we are going about it in defining the projects and the cycle that going
through … We set that path and we are engaging specialist team members … Rule quite clear
about who is responsible for certain deliverables … It is very much a collaborative collective
team, a virtual team, specialists.”
““We have certain measures, which we routinely measure our performance in the operation, so
there is ASQ (Accurate Service Quality), it is an independent assessment and use to measure
compare performance across the airports … The other one called QSM (Quality Service
Measurements), both of them involve into passengers, so they do a questionnaire, the QSM one
is organized by (..) the private operator and funded … The ASQ one is organized by an
independent body … We look at the easures at the beginning of the project and then we look at
them at the end of the project, so we can see the tangible benefits … We do a benefit study
where we identify what the outcome is, the strategic level and taking a step back on how we
hopes deliver that, what the measures are and then we produce a benefit map that relate all the
outcomes’ measurements back to that strategic aim.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“We have a standard structure in terms of documentation and forms … A month end process
where we have dashboard …Various project management indexes, trends in terms of schedules,
cost, quality, logistic reports etc. … We share that information … We collaborate in that respect
of communicating with suppliers on contract management … This is through weekly reviews
(face to face) … Also there is reporting structure in place for that … So that with project
sponsors and other key people so we communicate.”
“There is also monthly stakeholders programme board, this with terminals and key
stakeholders … Give them a monthly update of progress on site and any issues … We seek
endorsement for decisions when a decision has to be made … We have a monthly programme
level sponsor group … All the key internal, decision makers, finance directors, programme
leader, all the key directors, procurement directors, operation directors … If you need a decision
you have to go to them to seek endorsement for that decision, so that they are internal
governance.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Everybody is working towards the project goals … Those goals are aligned … The project as
whole was very successful, it has delivered ahead of time, significantly under budget, provided a
solution which was innovative and claimed, attracted a lot of attention … All of the success
factors were very positive and as a result each individual party was very successful.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
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“Everybody worked together, myself and the other key project management persons … Project
managers underneath me and my programme leader above me and project sponsors, and
ultimate project delivery directors within the organization to maintain the level of motivation
and team spirit.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“It is up to me to then share with the individuals and the project managers, in this case actually
was not (..) the in-house employees, but it was a huge impact on annual performance review as
it was the project manager being the contractor, got recognition and he has been rewarded in
that sense, he continue some employment, I passed my congratulation to them, they have one
industry.”
“In terms of managing the contractor for that is yes there is … It was NEC3 option C contract,
which a target price contract with pain and gain … If the contractor was able to deliver under
the target value, then they take a share of the gain … If they fail and deliver above then they take
a share of the pain. It was delivered under budget … so that for the good performance, one more
work.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P2
Senior Construction
Minor Construction Works
00:52:45
Project Manager Programme: Office
Portfolio Manager of Asset Buildings, Roads Networks –
Replacement &
Escalators
Commercial Capital
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“The key strategy to getting people to work together is to understand what is your common
goals are … You need to understand how do the various parties succeed and fail … It going to be
interest areas and going to be contractual and you just need to manage it that way … Actually it
is about establishing what the common goals are.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“It is down to your personal relationship … It is the key relationship that you have … Your
personal relationships allow you to have that conversation and still have all work and
relationship that you can afford.”
“All of the information is shared … Among common goals … I do not share all of my commercial
information with my contractors … I will share with them where we are working together to
solve problems … Actually I show them what are my challenges are, what my issues are and vice
versa.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Because we have long term relationship … We had to focus on the attitude as well … If you just
focus on the project goals you would be too narrowed and actually will be massive overlap
between that project and that project and that project.”
“We were structured to reflect our client organizations to simplify the communication from the
client to us and then until the contractor.”
“I do not run the terminals, but I am doing works that enable them to run the terminals.”
“We are the client and their interests same as my interests … I do not have the knowledge or the
expertise around their business … There is a bit of time you do see yourself separate from the
client because their expectations … Operational interesting in managing passengers through
that space and get the best services … They understand there is a need to develop projects.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“It is a matrix organization … Whoever is looking after the landside would know all of the
projects that are happening on the landside areas … Somebody who is looking from airside is
likewise … Only where those business units interfaced when you have a project across multiple
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business units … They be working in the team … They will talk to one another.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“The trategy is about being clear about what we have to do … About our current performance …
What need to change to achieve that level of performance … It is about a clarity of message …
I’ve given them the plan and supported them in terms of getting how to get there … I give them
the details they can work with … I give them the plan … Your commitments, where all we do
heading, are we on plan.
“Any project success is we had, we communicate it up through the capital director report … We
do a monthly report to the board and we always make sure that we have a contribution from
our team on that board talking about success … We make sure the individuals are recognized
too.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P3
Senior Project Manager in
Strategic Construction
01:25:56
Direct Support of Strategic
Projects Perspective
Initiative – Preconstruction Activities
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“Think I am going to be repeating myself a lot here, I have a regular project team sessions … I
encourage open and honest conversations, I do not dwell on issues … I encourage conversation
around the table, be honest how we move things on from here … What can we learn from that
past issue … Making sure that we are working in a way that is cross functional and integrated …
Making sure that people are often talking to the right people about what they are doing …
Making sure that at the very early stages that the broadest scope of people are involved …
Consistently, questioning, testing, challenging to make sure that we are doing things in a way
that is joint up in efficient.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“That is all open and honest conversation … How I want things to work … No hidden agendas, no
sort of side bar conversations … If you deal with things in a way that is just practical, straight
forward, open and honest and then encourage people to earn those sorts of conversations …
Then also making sure that we have got the right product in places ... So, actions, issues, risks,
register and all the stuff that allow us to track and capture those things and then make sure that
been dealt with and the people or taking ownership of sort them out.”
“Everybody has a clear rule to play and I encourage them to do their rules probably … They are
not doing something that either replicating or overlapping or in isolation.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“They should be doing that in a way that is more efficient and more integrated with everyone
else ... If you have a dialogue in a room then everyone can probably understand what all the
other members of the team are doing and how they all contribute to the project.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“I would say celebrating success not so much … Most of my project experiences is preconstruction … Have we got the business case, what is the right design solution here or not even
the design solutions but what is the right solution strategy first … If there is capital investment
needed … You have got to the point where you achieved your check points or Milestones … That
is the right time to say thank you to the last stage before you move on to the next one … We do
more formal celebration of success at end where something actually been delivered.
“This is just my skill is more suited to the early stages of the project and so because a lot of our
projects are quite lengthy … And I am quite happy to hand it over to somebody, because it is
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again there are lots of people in this organization who are much more better getting something
through physical delivery stage than I ever will be … I think in terms of where you can apply
your strength … Then I am quite happy for someone to take the project on, and actually be on
site with the contractor doing the delivery.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P4
Senior project Manager Airside Physical Facilities –
01:19:40
The capacity Optimisation Dealing with Snow in Winter
Programmes, Airfield team
Condition
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“I think the strategy is as I described early, I am trying to be quite collaborative and inclusive … I
find it much more productive to have a workshop style project team meetings where I allow the
ideas, so rather I say to my cost manager you need to develop cost plan in the next 5 days to
achieve several goals, I will sort of say this is what we want to achieve.”
“Success of the project is very much on time scale … Cost and everything else is a constrain as
well but people want to know how we going to finish on time … That has been the nature of
workshops and developing ideas … What do we need to do in order to achieve that and having
that environment working.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“My project team may recognize that they are making quite big decisions or contributing
towards big decisions on behalf of the project, and I think giving them that recognition makes a
different for them as well.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“I know if I ask them to do something in a short time line they will be working to the evening
and I do not want them to do that unless they really feel they want to do it … Because otherwise
it is quite severe.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“We have, certainly when we clear a gateway on January … We got really good feedback from
people about the quality of our governance paper work, very refreshing and no mistake on it … I
sent all of that straight on to the project team and let them know that we are getting good
feedback and at the end of that phase I sent an email saying ‘guys good job that was a good
effort’.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P5
Senior Project Manager –
Separate Temporary
01:13:47
Fast Development Projects
Terminal
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“We had different people from different areas … We only had one contract for the delivery of
the building with (..) the contractor and his subcontracted to the builders and that I think was
good thing to do … Everything was through (..) the contractor which worked well … And we
built up a very good relationship with (..) the contractor project team.”
“What need to be accomplished was clear to all parties, it was very open.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“Probably it was difficult initially … Because we were trying to set the project up and develop
the scope before we got (..) the contractor on board … At the same time we were had a lot of
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early meetings with suppliers of buildings … We could not talk to (..) the contractor until we
have got them into contract … Once we got their team in place and through just working very
closely with them they came on board and obviously helped us very much in the build process.”
“I think there were a lot of trust, it was probably difficult when we getting into contract, because
it was lots of financial discussions about how much we are going to pay them and if we have a
fixed budget … I think most of the other people wanted to get involve, people wanted to help, is
the right thing to do … Generally the level of trust and cooperation was really good
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“No everyone was coordinated and that coordination really was through everything of sort
come back to me … I was sort of pulling the strengths for other people to do things but it all
came back to me … I can keep it coordinated, views of where we were in each areas.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Yes I think, it had to be, as if you did not believe you can do it then we would not done it … You
have to almost going to it with a really positive outlook, you know, ‘we going to do this, we
cannot fail’.”
“We did not set together necessarily on a daily basis … We had weekly meetings with (..) the
contractor, and the weekly working group as well … There were probably 4 or 5 different
meetings every week as we went forward and it generated to get quite close team really.”
“we had several ways really, there was a very strong team ethics generally … At the end of the
project we had 2 or 3 events inside the (..) The terminal before it was used … We did a topping
out ceremony towards the end and we brought a lot of our senior management in to view the
project and then (..) the contractor senior management … That was a little bit of a congratulated
event … We had the undersecretary of state … We involve (..) the contractor in that, so (..) the
contractor handed the keys to me and I handed the keys to our operation team and it was
televised … We had a post project celebration … We went out for the day, (..) main contractor
team and our team … That was good really.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P6
Senior Construction
Refurbish an Old Domestic
01:05:16
Project Manager
Lounge
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“Following what we were taking about earlier … You have team building workshops, team
building events to actually get people know each other … What they do and what they bring …
Get their likes and do not likes … Getting them involve in the project, get them involve and be
part of the team, a naturally important … I think if you do not do that you will struggle.”
“You precisely say ‘these are the objectives, this what it brings to client’ … Then saying that
“these are the objective, where do you fi in those objectives, what is your objective and whether
it deliver those objective’ … Try to get people voting completely and get all work at the same
direction … We got a sort of understanding what the end look like … What people bringing to it.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“As we get to know each other trust developed and if there an issue resolved we will be open on
it.”
“Some of the commercial information was not shared … Some people would not know what the
cost estimate was of the project … Sensitive information we could not share that … We share
other information like schedule, quality targets, objectives and some of the stakeholders’
requirements … Get out of the stakeholders what will be successful for them.”
“Stakeholders were able to input into the project, in defining the requirements, mainly about
requirement to be honest … At the end what their expectations are … Stakeholders are
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important and you have to keep them on board … Making them feel on top of the solution.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Probably not directly, most of the issues prevent the project from delivering against time scale,
it may prevent project from reaching the cost and maybe quality issues … So, things that could
delay the project mostly or taking it off track and it could be different type of issues really.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“This is through workshops … We had a plan for the day … We have a structured day that we
went through with objectives … Everyone was at the same place … We went to a hotel, so got
everyone out of their office environment, where I think sometimes you feel social when are
there … We are trying to do is general again about team working … The client and project
management team are based on the same office, the contractor based on the same office, so any
meeting we had we had it in that office … It a very open plan field, where you can just get out
and talk to someone if there is an issue.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“It was driven by me really … If someone would say ‘we cannot do that’ I will say ‘why, why you
cannot do that!’ and get them thinking yes we can … I think it is the leadership elements of a
project manager makes it work.
“When we delivered the project we celebrated it … It was a social event … Some of our projects
we set targets for contractor and give them bonuses when they deliver or deliver earlier.”
“I think yes project environment made differences in team environment comparing with other
project … I think sometime doing the other fragmented project team affect the communication.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P7
Senior Project Manager –
Airside Segregation Project
01:05:57
Capital Construction
projects
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“The strategy I adopted was to have clarity really … What the purpose of the project was, what
the constrains of the project were … What the rules and the responsibilities were … Make sure
that there were appropriate forms where people did come together … I was aware of any issues
that came out of that … These are the targets which will be the project objectives.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“I think a lot of the trust in construction comes once having a common goal … And I think you
got to play fare with contractors.”
“We have a system set up … We had a person that would distribute information and that
actually is great important … You can put as many IT system as possible … We all collocated, I
was in the same office, I was with the managers for each of the suppliers.”
“All members had an input and were able to make decisions.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“We had the main target of the project or number of target … When rolled it down to the rules
and responsibilities and the actions that you need it by various people then it became or maybe
individual targets for them.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“The management contractor would coordinate the activities and then my rule as a project
manager would be to make sure that was happening correctly … Make sure that we still retuned
our objectives, change from the business … Make sure that they will reflected into the process.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Actually it was recognize by the whole team.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
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Name
O1P8

Senior Construction
Project manager – Leader
of project Managers &
Project Engineers within
Airport Runways Projects

Chosen
Airfield Pavement Projects
(Runway and Taxiway
Refurbishments and
Prefiguration)

Length
01:16:36

Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“Very difficult very challenging project … Now we are not in a collaborative partnering
environment in this particular project, so we are quite clearly the client with carry out the
design work we have given a tender to contractors to bid, so it is not in a collaborative approach
… Much more a traditional contracting with also a cost manager in there … We got to structure
to put everyone together … So we got the contractors … We got all our stakeholders … We got
project teams … We explain to them what we are doing and where we were with the project
process … So all the different stakeholders could see what happened, what we are aiming to
build, where we were in the process and then to encourage them to give feedback.”
“You then come down to the actual project team delivering the works … We met for couple of
days and also facilitated team building events and everything, that was quite good … Get
everyone to know everybody and obviously the aim was how do we deal with the aims and meet
them to flush out how we going to work together when we have problems … Because it is
always going to be a problem … We did all of that to try get everybody to understand everybody
else positions and get to know people and deliver the project.
“Actually no … Well the cost is tenders of the works so they are giving the price … A lot of people
do not need to know about it … We just look at the main contractor and his course … The
stakeholders do not need to know these stuff.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“The trust only happens through doing what you say you going to do … I always say to the
contractor if I said I am going to do something I will do it … That takes time to get that sort of
trust, you cannot just have a meeting and say we trust everybody, it has to be through
deliverables … Losing a bit of trust of the contractor because he is not doing some of the thing he
is saying, so we have not got massive amount of trust.”
“In this case you can only go down to the contractual root and hold it to account … We having a
regular meetings with the contractor and some of the key subcontractors with all the directors
every week … We continue telling them that you are not delivering items and we are not happy
with you, you do not satisfy our needs, you destructed the way that work on the airfield.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“There is a programme and we have some key dates within the programme … They have to
work … How they sequence to get to that point it is pretty much up to them … But do we keep an
eye on them.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“We regularly meet with all the different parties and we do try to meet everyone together … We
have a weekly meeting with the key stakeholders, the operations … Just keep talking, keep
communication lines going.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Like if there are some problems I will come up with some brainstorming … Some ideas and
then deliver stuff myself which then encourages them to do it … It is not good me just banging
the table and say you must do this stuff … Self-production, not just making orders.”
“The question is how you define success … If it just purely that we get the job done which we
will get it done … But actually the way that we have got it has not been successful.”
“The nature of work is incredibly complicated and complex on what you are trying to do … In (..)
an airport has another 60% of complexity on top of normal construction stuff.”
“You measure it by how you manage problems … I spent a lot of my time talking to our directors,
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make presentations and explain to them what we are doing in dealing with the problems on site
… They get confidence on that … If there is problems in the project and not been dealt by me or
others and the project get worse and worse, then that is not a good thing.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P9
Senior Construction Project Terminals Security Project:
01:43:20
Manager – (leader of
Security Equipment in the
Project Managers (Security
Passenger Security Areas
and Saving Operational
Cost)
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“I explained the team structure in terms of me in the middle and the construction company in
one side and the cost, risk and support services in the other.”
“In terms of making sure that the team performs effectively while working together … There are
few key things that have worked well … Regular contact, these two not necessary meet directly
… There is a regular weakly progress meeting … With the construction company, with the
architect, with the terminal operation’s team who are my client … There is a whole different
level of clients’ structure … The construction company their client is me … I am delivering for
the terminal … I believe in transparent nature, the majority, not all, of the information are
shared between us.”
“Because of the nature of the environment … Any construction environment can be dangerous
but some are more risky that others and the airport environment can be a disaster if things go
wrong … Everyone knows what is expected from them.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“Those progress meetings, the key to it is getting them set up from the start and the key is from
my perspective is getting people to attend them and the key to that I think is emphasizing the
passion and the importance of the project and the importance of collaboration … You do need all
the right people at the table in one place sometime to share everything … Getting them perform
effectively is largely around communication and the drive to get people to come to these weekly
progress meetings, taking effective minutes, issuing them in a timely manner … People have a
chance to action what they have asked to action.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Yes defiantly you have got to … If you go with anything rather ‘we can do approach’ you have
lost half the battle … That comes back to what I have saying before the drive in these meetings, if
you do not believe yourself that you can do it nobody else is going to believe it … I think it is
motivated team which is great … The motivation comes from effectively me being a ‘can do’ type
of person and instilling that can do attitude in everyone else in the team.”
“I do out them in pressure sometimes, which the firm preferred.”
“I sometimes think that in (..) this airport, in general, there is not enough recognition sometimes
for people that going extra mile because it becomes expected … The place where I recognize
people for putting good work is in those weekly meetings … It is probably my comments saying
‘thanks etc’.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P10
Totally New Terminal
02:24:06
Senior Construction Project
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Manager – Programme
Director of Terminals
Projects
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“Goals at the highest level, and then objectives … CPI (Cost Performance Index) greater than 1,
safety AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) 0.04 and below that, SPI (Schedule Performance Index)
less than 1, FAA (Fire Alarm Activations) and also quality Scores greater than 95%.”
“I have a dashboard which have to talk trough every month in my major project review … It is a
very tough session … I am driven by performance of hitting a number and hitting a date, which
is right for me as a job I suppose to get it right and hit the numbers … So, to hit the numbers the
pressures on me, I make sure that that numbers hit … Safety is something I spread, so every
meeting I start talk with safety … Safety is number one for a reason, and we have the safety
matrix that is why we have done well … You are able to achieve the impossible through the
leadership at time, creating that environment … They have got the objectives specific, their end
of year performance … Their bounce gets paid on them hitting their objectives … At the start of
the year I do objectives meeting for the year … Then I ask everybody to follow those objectives
… Contractors and my whole staff all got the same and then they have to fill it out … Then one to
one with me and I talk through it in specific.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“I got little contractors in … When I say contractor like you working for me but you working for
another company … But you have been one of my project managers … When I comes out to
trust, if I said ‘is there a trust in the team, is it a happy team’ ‘yes’, but do they think I share
everything with them ‘this no’ … I have a weekly meetings … I tell them which comes out from
the executive and what is happing in the passengers’ numbers … What is going on the
programme, safety, and what is happing in the other areas, take the learning on, that is
happened in (..) the previous project … Could you make sure that lift incident does not happen
here … But I cannot tell them commercial … There are different things … So I have got a strategic
level which is major programme reviews, the data, the dashboard, speaking to senior staff, big
directors and staff … Then there is this (me) and then there is my team … I suppose you can look
there are 3 levels.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“Different things different times … I bring all that team that works … That gone through a
crescendo and it start from the start and put the learning in and all the problems … But that is
also not good for the organization … Because (..) the airport like a city you have got to spread
learning So, I think there is a mixture there … But the teams I think it is good to have different
dynamics, because it is different learning, makes me better being with different people as well.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
I think doing the right thing is quite interesting first … I think it is really important how you
behave … I was out with my CEO and picking up letters … By the end of that visit and the
following visit he is doing the same … But why would my CEO pick up letters on my site … I am
proud of my site and he wants to be proud of my site … It is about behaviors … How I behave
and how I am seen to behave.”
“Achievement recognition is so important … We do awards internally … We star awards … We
can nominate somebody and get a little star … We have star of the month and things like that …
We have apple best thing, which is from 1974, this teddy bear called Harry … When somebody
has done something good they get a photo with the bear … If I see good on site, because safety is
all about, actually, where is your gloves, where is your hat, fine I tell you again and you are off
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site … I have got these tokens with the picture of aircraft on … You get free breakfast with them
… If you are doing a great job ‘well done mate’ … That sort of care for people … These sorts of
things are leadership … Team recognize good things as well.
“Team also … We have got team awards … For (..) the contractor every month we have safety
awards … I have got this book called Dragons Den, whereby we all set one side of thing … People
come with ideas of how we can save money … How we can be safer … How we can save time …
We have great ideas from this, and people seen things out side of the business … What we do we
give them awards at the end of it … They go into the book and they get put on a board that was
come up with a great idea … It is something that has driven the industry as well … They are all
put in one sheet for each of these as a photo of a guy or girl and what the idea is, and that
recognition as well, so recognition for goods … There are safety awards at site, there are good
ideas on site … There are processes in place for all these stuff … Basically if somebody has done
a good job, I just send him a text ‘well done’ or thank them.”
Context
Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Name
O2P1
Deputy Construction
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:35:30

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Private Aviation Terminal
Project

Interview
Length
01:21:25

Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P2

Position Title
Head of structural
engineering department

Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“One of the major strategy I have it for the … Their qualification and experience … It does not
mean that everybody is qualified or everybody have so many years of experience … We have our
young engineers who want to learn from us and to pick up everything that they can … I do have
the experience to understand what type of equipment that necessary required, other systems,
and all those sort of things … Anyone should have it being in that position, if you do not have it
then you are lost and then your younger engineers and other colleague may be thinking that
‘you are not having that much experience on what I am talking about’ … They are my right and
left hands, they are helping me out … There are several hard discussions we come across and we
argue, but the final solution is that the project that has to be done … Once the doors are open to
my all friends and colleagues, they feel much more comfortable and just walk in and start
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talking and discuss … It is a teamwork environment and you cannot achieve success without it.”
““This is very important actually … We want to make sure so we set together, review together
and we see all these kind of critical path and everything insure the work can be done in this
period of time … We have been giving time to get the job done, and we have to follow these
things in sequence.”
“Our staff is number one and once we decided what has to be discussed with the contractor we
call the contractor to get in … We call the top management … To see this is what we are looking,
this what we have in our construction activities … Once we discuss with the contractor, we
design some criteria, some schedule that we have to meet it.”
“once the design is completed and everything but yet we prefer we have him (the designer) on
board in a sense that there are lots of things which may be needed to follow it up and get the job
done.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“This is basically the beauty of the whole things … Our aim is to ensure that we have the job in
such a systematic manner, we should not have any problem … Sometimes it hard to manage
colleagues, but at the same time fully respect them and we told them let us set together, let us
work it out, what is the possibility, what is the possible solutions we can resolve it … And once
we have that, we will move forward, this is ok and that is great.”
“We have all information about the project from day one, we have the design criteria, the
specifications, we have bill of quantity … If they do not have adequate function we seek help
from our top management … We are working together in one project, and that went very well.”
“They work it out very well in the sense yes they can capture some types … Maybe early time
they may not be able to … I am giving them freedom to do that, this developing their own
confidence.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Not really competition, I do not think so.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“Yes that is the way we do it every morning, it is one hour … All team members set together and
if we have some problems or issues we solve it … This is not the regular meeting it is something
extra.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“My boss been watching us and looking to our abilities and capabilities to get the job done …
Having this much experience in the past … They do realize this person might have the capability
to get the job done … I do not have to tell them, but they do realize from all sort of activities,
jobs, design, construction activities … And that has developed the confidence in my top
management to make sure ok this is the person who can do the best … The well management
practice the more it can develop the can do approach.”
“Yes they do … But appreciation is there and they respect you and they have confidence on you
… They ask you and seek help … To get ideas and recommendations … The general director of
the airport sometimes called me and say ‘we have sort of problems, could you resolve it’ and I
do it … Responsibilities are expected, provided and I have already should be giving to them …
Without authority responsibility will not help you.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P3
Senior Project Manager Runways Development of a
01:18:19
Leader of Project
New Airport - Airfield
Managers & Engineers
Projects
(Civil, Structural &
Savement).
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
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“We developed the project cost and got the approval earlier, we have also set project timeframe
… The project schedule was not clear enough from the early stages … Issues have appeared
early along with additional requirements of users, at the same time we were not in a good
condition.
“we were very flexible … We did not take any decision regarding time extension unless we
receive an approval from CFO/president.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“Project information was not shared to everyone … I mean heads of department were aware of
everything … I may not send that to their staff … They may decide whether they send it to
people below him or not.”
“Yes sure … We had been always trying to develop e.g., any completed design and ask people,
get their requirements, ideas and recommendations … Actually we considered all requests and
requirements but we did not take any decision without carefully studying and analyzing it.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Most of the projects’ tools and equipment gone through confirmation tests abroad, in factories
… A group from our project team attend those tests.
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“One of the project requirements for the contractor is to set up an independent lap on site with
technician people of external company under (..) the public operator supervision, so our
engineer check every single test prior to proceed tasks.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“You need to have expert people in that field with the required competences and skills … We
tried to gather all these types of people … Who are appropriate to this kind of project, whether
engineers, legal and contract advisors, administrators … We formed a good team initially, then
we started and relied on previous reports and studies.”
“Actually it supposed to be, but unfortunately no … We had a promise from previous (..) the
public operator president, but so far nothing happen … It was actually one of the important
incentives for us in accomplishing this project as a team and any other project.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P4
General Director of
Airfield Development
01:14:21
Engineering Affairs Project – Domestic Airport
Domestic Airports
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“All that were clear from the begging, our main objective was to complete the project and
achieving the best of our specifications … We were so closely working with (..) local Airline,
which was one of major stakeholders, as the changes in flight schedules was so important factor
during that.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“We had emails at that time but not really adopted … Just between the consultant and
contractor … I have weekly meetings from 3 to 5 hours and the information was in hand of
everyone.”
“I had an architect engineer … Gave him authority and he was so happy and that really
developed his confidence … He was responsible for materials and color selections, and came to
me at the end of the day to be approved.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Cooperation was there, everyone was using ‘we’ instead of I, we consider us, all parties as a one
team.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“(..) my architect engineer had to visit the site with an architect from both the contractor and
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the consultant side as well … Same thing happened also with mechanical and electrical people.”
“when I came back I found the project status is messy and project management not in a good
condition, I realized later on that was of him being acting as the boss and adopting the ‘I’ instead
of ‘we’ … He got off the project team after that.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“They had thanks letter from my side as a project manager … Unfortunately, within this
organization we have not got these types of things, I mean officially … They do not realize the
benefit of that … I made several letters not just for my team, was for the consultant and the
contractor too.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P5
Senior Engineering Project
Development of Seven
01:28:10
Manager - Domestic
Runways
Airports
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“Everybody involve in the project should be aware of it, because of the project type along with
it is a public project so standards should be high … This is especially when you are talking about
airport construction … Individuals working in an airport should be aware of those standards
and specification, especially working in runways.”
“Time was clear from the beginning … The cost estimation was based on that time … Every party
aware of the time period, items and prices … You need to apply safety list issued by safety and
security department, we are trying now to apply penalty to anyone who does not follow safety
requirements in any aspect.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“Everybody should aware, contractor, consultant and my project team … I cannot hide anything
as it may lead to instability and different sorts of problems … If you want a good job, quality,
environment you need to spread all information … I need to get also all information form people
off the project environment, e.g., operation, custom, airport manager and so on … They have to
be aware of the project and get involve before you start the project.”
“We had a really cooperative environment.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Definitely we … It does not work, and even somehow this is with the contractor and the
consultant as well … We are going to share project success or failure.
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“In a regular basis we visited project site all parties together, my team, contractor and
consultant.”
“We designed and developed our entire plan by doing that, how you going to do this and how I
stop this.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“It is about confidence, as long as I have good project team, contractor and consultant … It really
a challenge and you need to believe that you are capable for it.”
“Actually no, the whole team become happy after any achievement … We had some gathering
when accomplished any milestones, dinner, lunch or any, this is to encourage people for
following tasks … I really care about appreciation in such cases, so it has to be all of them, as I
am looking always for better performance.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P6
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:10:45
Communication & Control Information Communication
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Systems

Technology of the New
Airport

Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“We have (..) the designer who have experience in civil aviation and air navigation services, we
have our (..) in-house navigation services and I have my team … I presented to them the primary
design and concept and so on, everybody was familiar with the approach and these things …
Stakeholders in each team are familiar with what we are presenting.”
“We have other interfaces and serious problems, as (..) the contractor company supposed to do
under the central runway a tunnel, which impacted us as they supposed to finish in 18 months
but now 3 and half years and it is still have not finished yet … We still cannot use the airport
because they have not finished their works.”
“Basically it is miss management, from (..)the project manager where they underestimating the
timeframe and the cost as well … Now a lot of works have been subcontracted to another
contractor with additional cost … At the initiation stage everything was clear, but during the
construction they asked for delay and then delay has extended and until now they have not
finished.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“Obsoletely yes, project information were shared 100%.”
“Yes, because they are the end users … They have the full right and whatever their
requirements, because it is not their baby and not my baby … Whatever the requirement is it is
not from them or us, it comply with a particular standards which is defined by the international
civil aviation organization or FAA … We need to meet those requirements … In the event of any
conflict it is their decision, unless it is not with the international rules … All of that was very
clear from the beginning.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“When we go to the site to install the lighting or the isles system, so all the stakeholders are
there, we go and visit the site and we see that everything is functional … Actually it cemented
our trust between us.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Understanding the (..) the local culture and mind set, and how people approach to develop the
trust and actually this help me to reach goals … The main key actually is understanding people
and develops working relations.”
“Yes we had … When we handed over the first runway, I have received a certification or an
award from (..) the public operator saying that I have got the second best performance … We
had a ceremony organized by the contractor; it was a cooperation between (..) the public
operator and the contractor.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport –
01:10:42
Deputy Project Director –
Planning and Construction
New Airport Airfield
Development Project
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“We looked for people who can really help us to achieve what we want … We started hunting,
but those people if they are not successful with us we got rid of them, and we kept the people
who adapted to each other and made this strategy.”
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“We keep the budget away from either consultant or contractor … We do our cost estimate, and
we share with them only how we want to schedule the different activities with the contractor
and the consultant … They give us feedback.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“Sometimes having too much trust would be a problem … There is some area we cannot really
disclose information, especially financially and when it comes to budget, funds and giving
information that can rowing the project … But trust between our team is highly open, but with
the external people is no way.”
“It depends on the level, they can share their opinions and if you accept that, then their opinions
can be translated into decision making later on … It is type of a hierarchal structure.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“no it is only by cooperation.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“I mean somebody gives an idea and then we share it as an active idea … We work together and
support each other.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“I am always positive and do not like to feel pessimistic.”
“Yes sometimes when we have colleagues or engineers from other disciplines and they spend
sometimes with us and they were successful at the time and have to go now, differently we have
to share with them their well performance.”
“Just under our team or division … We share other department success and it is something else
… But if you are referring to if somebody a successful level in the project definitely we have to
reward him.
“We give him a certificate, we do some celebration events as well.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport 00:52:10
Head of Civil Department
Airfield Facilities Upgrade
Project
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“From the very begging of the project, one of the major stakeholders is the user of the airport
and … We had to involve them and I think in some stages we had some foreign airlines involve
in also.”
“It was to finish the project on time, meeting the standards and specifications of the design.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“There is a trust building in the beginning, even when you hire someone, at the beginning you
do not know his capabilities, but once you develop the trust then you let him perform you keep
check from time to time.”
“We were limited to our discipline, if it had anything to do with civil works, you know, we would
be given the information … But the information was given to the upper management and then
they will take the final decision … Because we are the owner/responsible of the discipline, you
own the decision that has made.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“It is always a teamwork strategy … the team who make it a success, whereas one guy who is
going to screw it up … it is a team effort and without team you cannot say I did it, it is always has
to be we did it.”
“It was very cooperative, because sometimes one person cannot move without the other,
cooperation is hundred percent required.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“No during the project we used to have weekly meetings, progress meetings, then on a regular
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basis each discipline would meet if there is any requirement or any issue from contractor side …
Our people go and check the field to make sure it is comply with the design, any design input,
any changes.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“We try to listen to each other, try to understand each other, and have a positive attitude over
the project.”
“You cannot write everything down … I mean there are some written guidelines but then there
are a verbal … Communication in a daily basis.”
In the beginning when we finish the first runway, there was a little celebration … It was just like
verbal appreciation I guess from the upper level.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Contract Control
Department
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“Honestly our success in the master plan development has increased our team morale and
confidence … The international combination of different expertise of master plan committee …
The several global airport associations … The team comprised 13 members, each member added
value to the project form his experience whether expected obstacles or benefits to the project …
All that have considered and implemented in the master plan.”
“We studied project cost and its contingency … In terms of quality we followed international
standards and design accordingly … Regarding project contingency we assigned margin
additional to the expenses in case of any ambiguity … All this was clear for all parties … Ministry
of finance gave us high level confidence, we had members in our master plan team from finance
ministry, government bodies, ministry of interior, ministry of defense and ministry of planning
… Accordingly when you attend any of master plan meetings you can feel the high level of
master teamwork.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“Actually to build trust especially in the mega project, and this is one of them, when you
eliminate the ambiguity and make parties involved feel that they are part of the project itself …
What happened is that we looked at each stakeholder requirements and give him an additional
contingency space for such purpose.”
“Yes they do have input on decision making, on their needs, but not in additional spaces
(contingency).”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“Actually we meet with a specific body and the designer … To enable the designer to understand
all needs and requirements.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P10
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Mechanical
Department
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
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“All these factors are well defined and cleared to us … But just for limited to senior-project
managers … Not sure if this shared with the main contractors but I assume it is as they are
highly involved in project budget and other factors .”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“There is no clear method of sharing project information … If needed you start by sending a
request to the target division and you will receive it afterwards.”
“It’s very rare you experience making decision among project team members as the majority of
project decisions based on a top-town manner.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Government interest is the crucial one, apart from that no individuals/team interests are exist.”
“The solution focus is based on government/owner again.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“I have not experienced any kind of activity coordination between members or any official
session of sharing ideas or resources … If any, will be based on individuals’ initiatives.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Yes, I can say that ‘can do’ approach is clearly adopted and was from the early stages of the
project and over its cycle.”
“Achievements recognize by project team … Was through the very top-level … As a result of the
recognition some individuals received more responsibilities and additional tasks.”
Context
Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P1
Project CEO
Totally New Airport
01:37:37
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“We have clarified and defined clearly project scope of work to the consultant in order to avoid
any confusion and problem in construction stage … Also his limit … In order not to have any
impact on project contractor … We did not interrupt or involve in the process of creating the
joint venture team or even the organizational structure … Both parties have their own staff,
engineers and equipment … Everyone knows exactly his scope in the project and lines of
coordination as the hierarchy of coordination is well organized. Due to the huge size of the
project each side have their own leader and local project director and site manager in order to
control all activities.”
“We are sending our engineers in a regular basis to site office … The contractor is reporting to
the consultant and submitting all drawings, reports for approval … We are getting the same
documents at the same time so we can supervise and monitor.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“We rely on electronic system (ACONEX) in where you can monitor all performance of finance,
quality control and engineering departments along with the consultant works … The trust will
automatically develop when using this transparent system … Of course documents’ access has a
limit.”
“With regards to the internal contractor issues (financial or any joint venture related issue), it is
the contractor responsibility.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“My interest is complete the project on time and to start the operation as soon as possible … So
we can start having income and payback the lenders money … The interest is based on “win-
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win” solution for everybody.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“I usually visit the site with the general construction manager and director for particular issues
and also to share the ideas … We do not involve deeply as we do not have a big team for
supervision from our side because we trust each other … Each shareholder owns the same
amount of shares in this joint venture … They are also supervised and monitored by their higher
managerial … This is one of the agreement advantages … This is not the case with external subcontractors as they must have close attention (monitoring and supervision) from my side and
contractor side … Sometime we (the joint venture team) set together to discuss issues and try to
find what is the best for all parties.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Every board meeting I invite the construction manager (the contractor) and emphasize that we
must finish on time according to his schedule … We try to solve any issue and push him as well
to keep the project on the right track … We try not to give excuses to the contractor for any
delay … This pressure not just from our side, it is also from the head of all parties involved in the
joint venture.”
“The appreciation from the board was my recognition.”
“There is not any part of this project has been completed yet in order to recognize people and
celebrate achievement.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P2
Deputy Construction
Totally New Airport
01:35:30
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“Very high created by stakeholders as we have to comply with them … All team engineers
contributed in building the schedule and during the execution we started to control the changes
on the schedule including the cost … I personally make weekly and monthly reports which are in
house and send it to our company … We all make sure that we meet all needs of our upper
project management on reports and then we send it to them … All these factors are shared and
nothing in this joint venture is hidden … It is actually so clear and transparent”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“We have much diversity on the project, people almost from all over the world (around 20
nationalities) … It is the habit of local companies to be multinational … This makes things a bit
difficult … We have different culture, attitude, thinking, and believes … I think this is one of the
disadvantages … It is under control in fact … Most of multinational companies have this issue of
diversity.”
““Crucial project decisions in upper management hand, which is consist of me and the project
director … Other management level have freedom in making decisions to some extent within
project construction site … Cost and changes of design they should come to project management
team and make the final decisions … Even on decisions related to procurement of materials and
manpower they cannot make their own decisions.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
… We just melt our each authority together … I have the power to suck people, from our or their
company … We adopt the “we” concept here … We talk together always before anything happen,
before sending reports … We never have a sort of conflict, but always think that we have to be
careful and fully coordinated before sending any document.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“we are working as one team here.”
“There is nothing here is for us or them … We are here as one body.”
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Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“this is one of the most successful projects in (..) the country … We are ahead of schedule, our
cost is almost less than budget estimated, we are very much optimistic that we will make a very
good profit … All these factors made our attitude very positive … We are very happy and
enjoying the project … I enjoyed and realized everybody is positive … All problems that I talked
about them before, they are so minor comparing with the success level of the project ... Because
of small numbers of the key stakeholders influencing the project, it made it one of such success
really … We are doing the airport for ourselves as we do not have the headache of consultant
knocking on your head everyday on project site … Or even the project manager from external
body working with the client … We design our project and build it for our own, just like building
your house.”
“Whenever we are happy of something being finish we thank everybody for it … It is a
teamwork environment and we appreciate everybody … The project director or I send an email
thanking all staff for achievements … We send every month an email to all stuff and say “this
month we were able to achieve the followings, e.g. 1,2 and 3 … And thanks for this department
for their achievement on this and that.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P3
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:11
Leaders of Project
Managers of IT Airport
Construction Project
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“We usually use the package manager … You see me as an IT manager but actually I am here as
a package manager for special airport system and the structure cabling system … What is the
difference here; we give the whole responsibility to the package manager.”
“Package manager is responsible for the whole package.”
“We share that in related departments … Planning department, for example, we get their plan
frame for the project and its deliverables and everything … Quality department, we get all
documentations for quality and they check and approve them and also guide us for the
requirements … We have that interaction with other department.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“I always fully share the information with them … They see me I am working that way and
whatever their previous experience was they adapt themselves to work in this way … My guys
have that characteristic, so they can adapt … I knew them from before, so that I have chosen
these guys to work together.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“I am always open for any subject to discuss … Very straightforward … If there is a problem I
would like to hear it … Always also encourage them to tell me the correct situation they face … I
like always to hear what exactly (100%) the truth is and they really understand me.”
“Problems’ solution is based on we of curse … This is always happening in the joint venture.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“I am lucky that the team just became that much cooperative and collaborative or they make
them that way … I am so happy with the team, they are exactly following a teamwork strategy
you know.”
“We are working all together as a team here … We coordinate and organize things together …
Usually electrical, mechanical and IT groups are setting together for coordination and sharing
ideas purposes.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Actually we do not have this kind of stage achievement … But yes (the CM) does that in yearly
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basis and at the end of projects … It is money recognition type.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Name
Chosen
O3P4
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
Quality Assurance &
Control Manager
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)

Interview
Length
01:32:38

Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“I like to share any kind of things with my team; otherwise I cannot manage my team … Nobody
can be alone especially for this kind of works and projects … I directly share that with them
through any methods, email or directly face to face … This way of dealing with team of course it
develops the trust between us and actually all of them trust me and like my way too … I also
share social things and sometimes call them and ask about how they feel in this project or
country and if they have any personal problems … Otherwise, I cannot reach them and
understand their mentality. Accordingly, they are dealing with me like a big brother or father
sometimes.”
“I give them full responsibility but you have to inform me, you can make a decision sometimes …
I believe on that and trying to push them to do it, if they make some mistakes I have to know
that and then we can solve the problem easily and very quickly.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Mostly cooperation is my way; I am trying to do this … I have around 15 people from different
countries … This is the kind of culture here and languages … They are trying sometimes to make
small group in there, but I normally do not let them to do it … Because by that we cannot be a
good team, team is team for me in everything.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“We do activities together … The construction works never finish in construction site and we
have always to coordinate other activities … We have to share other things and see things
together … This is very critical for me.”
“We do work together … They (team members) have different kinds of responsibilities and
knowledge, it is normal … But I always push them, if you need any help of any kinds you can ask
others and then if they cannot answer come to me and we can then discuss al together.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“They (the local contractor) may have some other systems but not easy for me to have it … I
cannot say that they do not have that completely but not for me.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P5
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:01:06
Contracts, Cost Control &
Procurement
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“This was strictly controlled by project manager of (..) the project manager, so everybody was
clearly aware of project objectives … Those objectives had developed by (the main contractor)
but controlled by (..) the project manager.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
"The information was shared through series of management actions and systems, like meetings
of course and monitoring of performance.”
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“Team members were able to make an input I decision making process … They are qualified
with skills and properly selected in accordance with positions plus that our subcontractors
were also selected appropriately either from (..) main contractor country, like the
electromechanical subcontractor, from (..) client country or other European sources like all
supplier of baggage handling systems, boarding bridges and all airport components.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“We had sat with each other and build all interest related.”
“It was actually based on we … But of course the final decision is I, which is (..) the main
contractor as they have the highest share percentage.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“We had done many activities together … Design department were coordinating with site in
terms of how to simplify the construction … Same thing happened between quality control
department and construction, coordination between both of them in order to achieve the best
jobs quality.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“Every year for team including some individuals’ cases like solving a dispute with the employer
or doing something special … We had recognition and special evaluation for that … It was only
cash and certificate.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P6
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:15:22
Project Finance Manager
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“It was a bit difficult … Because of the communication, different mentalities or believes within
the team … The nature of this environment (..) project country, that employees hiring is
inefficient to some extent where some of the required skills especially communication are not
exist … You can find some people with lack of English language efficiency but still work in a
multicultural environment … One of the obstacles I have faced within my team.”
“I think an effort from both sides must be paid in order to solve the language issue … The
communication factor becomes better within this environment … From time to time we have
been asked to write some reports in monthly, quarterly and semi yearly basis …Way of how I
evaluate myself too … By providing the management with their requirements, information and
reports on time, I make sure things are moving well.”
“I do not hide anything from my team especially within the finance department of a construction
company … The matter of cost is so clear for everybody and each individual totally understand it
and try to make an input in a way or another.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“Some of the information shared with all members, while you cannot it share some of them up
to certain level and also there is a confidential information which cannot be shared with anyone
… Some information should not be shared for a certain period and then it is ok to be announced,
other information are shred just with top management level and even in that level they share
some of their information with us or the upper management level.”
“It is good to share project information with team member … Sharing the desire of upper
management level regarding the early opening … Some of my team member become annoyed of
this extra pressure, so I should explain to them the project status and all related issues, which in
fact make them part of the whole equation.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Cooperation is there … Most important thing in achieving targets is motivation from top
management.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
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“We have so many activities of most departments … I have to set with structural division
engineers … We are highly involved with the procurement department … We set actually to
discuss current issues and even we brainstorm and share ideas of expected problems … Prior to
any negotiation with external people we discuss and develop different strategies on how we
deal with them … This is in fact really helping us.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“I should make a good relation with my team … One of human being believes … You should leave
behind you a good reputation … One of project strategies is staff bonus … Which is very good
motivation for them to work hard and achieve targets … I am trying to help them improve
themselves.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P7
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Totally New Airport
01:05:57
Manager
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“Quality is to pay subcontractors the correct amount … I told them (my team) that never keep
any job in your desk finish it immediately … When we visit the construction site we follow all
procedures. We work here in office departments.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“We share information with everybody work under the joint venture.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“We are here like one family … There are many reasons for this … One of them is that most of
the people here are young so we speak the same language … Of course sometimes we have some
discussing and arguments,
“This is a hard questions … I give them a space but at the end of the day they must inform and
come back to me, otherwise I cannot control.”
“Of course we.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“Today afternoon we will go together to the site, I mean my team … I go with other department
senior managers to construction site … I encourage and let my team to do the same, as
sometimes they go with other departments’ colleagues to construction site too … We have also
some off-work activities, we go out together.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“I give them inspiration by telling them my previous experiences and how to behave when they
face problems as they have to face and solve them … I let them learn from my past experiences.”
“We got bonus in a regular basis, we have a scheme for that … We had a bonus last year.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P8
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“We are following (..) main contractor’s corporate discipline, from there we draw or find the
HSSE plan for this project”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“All information are shared between all team members … If any person started in this project
we give him an induction, regarding to what is happing in the project so far, where we are and
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what is our target … This is called safety induction in this project … We have a monthly report,
this is for responsible supervisors.”
““We are looking for safety and they (supervisors or engineers) know the work better than us.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“Actually this is a construction project, means coordination, communication and cooperation …
If a main subcontractor made an accident on site, we look at their engineers and assess the
scenario and then make the report.”
“It is we always, I must do it like this … And “we” means responsibility for everybody.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“We share activities … We have a weekly walk through on site; we call subcontractors including
our people … We are sharing and making reports and send those reports to everybody.”
“There are two ways for this one … We have a monthly meeting and we call subcontractors and
in the event of emergency we have separate meetings … In monthly meeting we discuss all kinds
of issues whether current or expecting problems.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“The head of this department assign duties for each individual … We are monitoring every day
activities, even when we have meeting, we are monitoring the outcome of every day.”
“We have achieved over 6 million man hours without a lost, our target at the end of the project
we need to keep the same standard … Once we achieve that we will receive recognition and
appreciations from our upper management level.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:15:37
Design Project Manager
Intension
Theme B: Project Team Strategy (PTS)
Sub-theme: Project Objectives (PO)
“the project as a whole is divided into several sections …Eevery discipline is a package, there is
package manager for those disciplines … They have started with me in the design discipline and
when the design is finished and developed they will start the site work ... It is not the issue of
high quality but it is the accepted quality … So, this is the approach to have low price with
accepted quality.”
Sub-theme: Team Trust (TT)
“I have insisted when I started here to have an efficient document management system … I
know that the document management system or the information is a project disaster if it is not
working properly in a correct way.”
“We had a similar project before where we had a huge gap in information flow such things will
make a disaster on site as you have to demolish and rebuild many things … That is why I
insisted to use web Based Document Management System called ACONEX … I see this one is the
best … I know the size of the project and we going to reach 60-70 thousands drawings and every
drawing has different revisions and versions, so how you going to control this … I think human
cannot control that.”
“Every team member can make an input, whatever his position he can make an input and we
listen to him and analyze every worth idea … As sometimes there are valid decisions come from
individuals … Everyone has an open channel during the development stage.”
Sub-theme: Team Cohesiveness (TC)
“we never talk about “I”, we are focusing on the project itself and we want to deliver the project
regardless of the issue.”
Sub-theme: Team Interdependency (TI)
“We have to share activates with other departments, as procurement department is connected
to us too much … We share also activities with project cost control and with construction site
team … We are having regular meetings with those people … We always discuss the future, we
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discuss possible problems and difficulties that might come in the future and just raise a flag to
take care of some particular areas.”
Sub-theme: Team Enthusiasm (TE)
“I do not interfere with people that have no experience but I only have to monitor them …
Younger generation we have to give them support … I have to let them think and then come
back to me, if any of them make a mistake I have to tell him but in another away like “yes you
might be right but we do it in another way” to be better in construction.”
“it is all about good communication.”
“Actually there is, but not in my department.”
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11.2

Theme B: Project Team Strategy - Data Interpretation

11.2.1 Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
According to O1P1, a programme manager, O1 follows the project management standards of
the Association of Project Management (APM), when developing its project objectives and
related goals. Project business cases and briefs illustrate project team members, stakeholders,
overall project goals, expectations and related measurables to project parties. The delivery
strategies, rules and responsibilities of project team members are also identified. The key
strategy throughout is to involve parties to work together at the early project stages, in order
to understand the common project goals and to define the nature of the project team
collaborative environment (O1P2). Senior project managers ensure that work is crossfunctional and integrated, and encourage open and honest conversations between project team
members (01P3, O1P4, O1P6, O1P7 and O1P9). Different people from various areas come
together through workshops or meetings, where they get to know each other, share ideas and
discuss business and project purpose, constraints, direction and what needs to be
accomplished become clear to all team members. O1P8 experienced difficult and
challenging periods during his selected project, and a lack of collaboration. The project was
based on traditional contracting procedure, tender to contractors to bid, instead of a common
organisational framework of collaborative approach to develop airport projects. However,
they managed to unite the project parties, the contractor, stakeholders and project team, and
ultimately overcame the difficulties. He remarked, “we explained to them what we are doing
and where we were with the project process, so all the different stakeholders could see what
happened, what we are aiming to build, where we were in the process and then to encourage
them to give feedback.” Overall, the project team strategy adopted within O1’s team
environment was transparency and openness. The project objectives and its associated
timeframe, cost, deliverables, quality and safety procedures were clear to all parties, except
financial information, which, in some cases, was not necessary to be released to particular
members of stakeholders (O1P8).

O1P1 clarified how an organisation’s strategic aims are associated with project goals and
objectives; two strategic techniques (Accurate Service Quality and Quality Service
Measurement) are used to identify necessary projects. Both methods measure airport
operational performance in terms of customer satisfaction, and, accordingly, various project
goals and objectives are realised. Senior project managers look at these measures at the
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beginning of the project and then identify what the outcome will be and how they hope to
deliver this with the project team. They consider the measures again at the end of the project
and produce a benefit map that relates all the outcome measurements back to the strategic
aim.

In terms of project information flow and trust level among all project team members, O1P1
stated that during the project lifecycle numerous procedures are followed. There is an end of
month process where project dashboard and various project management indexes (schedules,
cost, quality, logistic reports, etc.) are shared between project team, sponsor and key people
within the organisation. At the lower level there is a monthly stakeholders’ programme
board, for the project team to give a monthly update on progress and related issues on site to
key stakeholders. In terms of project common goals, all information is shared between
different parties, particularly, the challenges and issues. As O1P6 commented, “sensitive
information we could not share that. We share other information like schedule, quality
targets, objectives, some of the stakeholders’ requirements and what will be successful for
them.” O1P2 and O1P3 stated that developing trust in construction is all about good, open
and honest relationships with the project team, contractors and stakeholders. O1P3 stressed

open and honest conversation. How I want things to work. No
hidden agendas. If you deal with things in a way that is just practical,
straight forward, open and honest and then encourage people to earn
those sorts of conversations, you will have the right product in place.

However, sometimes building a good relationship with project parties takes time as it depends
on commitment to task promises (O1P8). O1P5 stated that working closely with others
facilitates the development of trust, while for O1P7, once parties have common project goals,
trust can be easily developed.

With regard to team ability and willingness to make decisions, O1P3 mentioned that
individuals have clear rules within projects and they do not do anything that either replicates
or overlaps. When team members follow the rules properly they may recognise that they are
making quite big decisions or contributing towards big decisions on behalf of the project
(O1P4). Consequently, project team members have an input and are able to make decisions
within their task boundaries (O1P7). O1P1 and O1P7 highlighted that various parties have
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different interests when participating in a project. A project has a number of targets towards
which every party is working to achieve project goals. Individual interests are also aligned
with these goals. O1P7 pointed out that “when rolled it down to the rules and responsibilities
and the actions that you need it by various people, then it became or maybe individual targets
for them.” In O1 all rules and responsibilities are clear and project common goals are very
well explained and agreed by all parties. Consequently, solution focus that achieves project
targets will, ultimately, satisfy everyone.
Working together and coordinating activities are common practices within most chosen
projects of O1’s senior project managers (O1P1, O1P2, O1P5, O1P6, O1P7 and O1P8). Even
when team members are not working in the same environment/place, they regularly meet
with different parties and stakeholders through workshops or weekly/monthly meetings.
O191 stated that in order to provide an effective working environment for team members,
there should be effective communication arrangements. As O1P3 mentioned, “they should be
doing that in a way that is more efficient and more integrated with everyone else.” By doing
this everyone can understand what all the other members of the team are doing and how they
will contribute to the project’s success.
Various techniques have been utilised by O1’s participants to maintain a positive approach
within their team environment. O1P2 stated that it is being clear about everything that a team
has to do and supporting it in terms of achieving project goals. O1P5 has very strong team
values and a really positive outlook: “we are going to do this, we cannot fail.” O1P6 said that
the leadership characteristics of a project manager are crucial in creating a ‘can do’
environment, in which there is optimism and positive thinking and attitudes are adopted.
O1P9 asserted “if you go with anything rather than ‘we can do approach’ you have lost half
the battle.” He added also that in order to motivate project team members, a project manager
has to believe in himself, to be a ‘can do’ type of person and encourage that attitude in all
individuals.

In O1 achievements recognition includes formal celebrations following the completion of
projects (O1P3, O1P5 and O1P6). However, when developing annual performance reviews
and monthly reports for board members and other key people within the organisation, project
team members who achieved great results are recognised (O1P1 and O1P2). Their
recognition can be through talking about their success, thank you letters and face-to-face
appreciation. O1P4 stated that he always made sure to convey, through email, any good
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feedback to his project team and to thank them for their hard work. In recognition of O1P5’s
project success a number of people were invited, the in-house senior managers, operation
team, contractor senior managers, main project and contractor team and undersecretary of
state. “This was really good” (O1P5). O1P9 remarked that “there is not enough recognition
sometimes for people that going extra miles because it becomes expected in our
environment.” In particular, he thanks the project team and recognises good work during
weekly meetings. Project objectives in O2 are developed early by either the in-house project
team or coordination activities with the design consultant.

11.2.2 Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure
Project objectives and related cost, timeframe, schedule and expected deliverables in O2 are
developed early by either the in-house project team or coordination activities between the
internal project team and project design consultant. Some senior project managers involve
major stakeholders early in the project and work closely with them to understand their
requirements and develop project objectives (O2P4, O2P6, O2P8 and O2P9). However,
following the selection of the main project contractor, these objectives are reviewed and
discussed with contractors and other stakeholders (O2P2). O2P3 has experienced unstable
conditions in terms of additional project requirements, following the late involvement of
project users. O2P6 stated that at project initiating stage everything was clear, but the
allocated external project manager underestimated the project timeframe and cost which
contributed to massive delay. O2P2 described his internal teamwork which contributes to
project success: “we sit together, review together and see all these kinds of critical paths. Our
staff are number one and once we decide what has to be discussed with the contractor we call
the contractor to come in.” For O2P7, “the project budget is away from either consultant or
contractor, after completing project cost estimate we only share with them how we want to
schedule project different activities and they give us their feedback.”

Project information is fully shared with upper management level and in-house department
heads and they have to decide whether to distribute it to their team (O2P3 and O2P8). O2P7
stated that “trust between our internal team is highly open, but with external people is no
way.” In contrast, O2P4’s project team was working cooperatively with a project consultant
and contractor as one team and sharing all project information. O2P5 adopted the same
concept in his project, in which nothing was hidden from different parties: “If you want a
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good job quality environment you need to spread all information.” He also emphasised the
importance of involving external people, operation, customs and the airport manager, at the
early project stages in order to obtain the relevant information and share it with project
parties. O2P9 mentioned that the only way to build trust, particularly in mega projects, is to
eliminate ambiguity and involve project parties and make them feel part of the project.

In terms of team ability and willingness to make decisions, O2P7 and O2P8 described it as a
type of hierarchal structure. Project members and end users, in particular, can contribute to
the decision-making process through sharing ideas, opinions and clarifying their requirements
(O2P3, O2P6 and O2P9). However, the upper management level of the public operator
makes the final decision. In one aspect of O2P6’s projects, communication control systems,
all decisions must be in accordance with the international civil aviation organisation or FAA
laws, otherwise decisions go back to upper management level. One of O2P4’s team members
had additional authority in making decisions of a specific task, which significantly increased
his confidence level.

O2P4, O2P5 and O2P8 believed that cooperation between team members is an essential
aspect of success. They have adopted a ‘we’ approach instead of ‘I’ in their project
experiences. For O2P8, “it always has to be we did it.” In line with this, O2P5 stated that
everybody shares project success or failure, so an effective project environment does not exist
without team cooperation including project contractor and consultant.

The various meetings and workshops of O2 are an opportunity to share activities between the
project team and other parties. O2P2 had daily meetings on the project site with his project
team, the project manager and contractor team, in order to discuss day-to-day issues and
suggest solutions. O2P3’s in-house project team, the technician team, shared a specific site
activity with the contractor team, in accordance with the contract requirement. However, the
internal project team of most of O2’s projects have coordinated and shared activities with the
project consultant during the project initiating stage (O2P9); while during the construction
phase in-house people, architects, mechanical and electrical, have had regular site visits to
check work status (O2P4, O2P5 and O2P6). O2P8 stated that apart from the weekly
meetings, various disciplines and the contractor team would meet if there is any additional
requirement or in case of site issues.
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O2P3 explained that the ‘can do’ approach is developed within the project team when all
members have requisite skills and competences to accomplish a specific task. O2P2 stated
that effective project management practices can provide a positive working environment for
success. In O2 there is no official method of achievement recognition and appreciation.
However, O2P4 sends thank you letters to his team members following any achievement.
The recognition and appreciation of O2P2 is when general airport directors assign him to
different projects as a project manager and seek his help and recommendation in complicated
issues. O2P5, in his successful project experience, had various dinners or lunches with his
team, project contractor and consultant when major project milestones were reached. He also
commented, “I really care about appreciation in such cases, so it has to be all of them, as I am
looking always for better performance.” O2P8 and O2P9 shared their departments’ success
by organising events and rewarding people who have been outstanding in their performance.
O2P6 received a certificate in recognition of his great performance from upper management
level. Following the project success, the project team had a celebration organised by the
public operator and project contractor. In contrast, upper management people have broken
their promise to O2P3’s project team members following their successful achievements.

11.2.3 Organisation 3- Joint Public-Private Venture
In O3, the main project objectives are developed by the public owner. Project scope is
defined clearly by both project client, who represents the owner, and project consultant
(O3P1). However, after creating the joint venture, detailed and common objectives and
organisation structure and lines of communication and coordination are established by a joint
venture team. Every party in the joint venture becomes aware of the project scope and what
needs to be accomplished. O3P2 stated that all project team members had participated in
developing project schedules through early project meetings. The entire project has been
divided into numerous packages, departments, in which each senior project manager was
fully responsible for his package including distributing the project plan, its deliverables, rules
and responsibilities to team members. Moreover, there is effective interaction between
different departments (O3P3 and O3P9). According to O3P3, “If we cannot work as a team
like coordinating with the package managers, subcontractors and all other disciplines, we
cannot manage the project, it is not easy.” Due to the multicultural environment of O3,
including team members, O3P6 experienced some difficulties in the communication between
team members, particularly lack of a common language. However, members have overcome
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this issue. Project scope including objectives, goals, timeframe and lines of communication
are clear for all project members and nothing is hidden or ambiguous (O3P1 and O3P6).

In O3, senior project managers and their team members have faced some difficulties in
developing trust in a project’s early stages. According to O3P2, this was due to differences in
cultures, attitudes, thinking and beliefs between project team members. O3P1 stated that the
effective and transparent electronic system they used in communication and documents
interchange was able to develop trust significantly in the joint venture. However, project
information was fully shared, especially between the department’s team members through
using the electronic system, meetings, email or face-to-face communication (O3P3, O3P4,
O3P5, O3P7 and O3P8). O3P4 noted that “nobody can be alone especially for this kind of
works and projects, this way of dealing with team of course develops the trust between us and
actually all of them trust me and like my way too.” He also considered social and personal
issues which helped him understand team members and gain their trust. O3P6, a project
finance manager, commented that it was crucial to share project information with team
members, but up to a certain point as there was confidential information which could not be
shared with everyone.

Package managers encourage their team members to contribute to the decision-making
process (O3P4, O3P5 and O3P9). Crucial project decisions also belong to the upper
management of the joint venture (O3P2 and O3P9). O3P4 and O3P7 give their team
members full responsibility and authority to make decisions, but they have to inform them
beforehand in order to maintain control. O3P5 stated that project individuals should
participate in the decision-making process as they are qualified and have been selected
according to their skills and competence in the field.
Completing the project as soon as possible and starting the operation phase is the common
interest of the joint venture team (O3P1). This makes the solution focus based on the ‘winwin’ approach for all parties, which, ultimately, benefits the overall project. As O3P9
remarked, “we never talk about ‘I’, we are focusing on the project itself and we want to
deliver the project regardless of the issue.” O3P2 and O3P4 stated that the project team and
other parties always cooperate and help each other to achieve their mutual goal. O3P3
mentioned that “this is always happening in the joint venture agreement.”
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O3’s project team was working at the same place, a project site. This meant that individuals
were working as one team, organising and coordinating various activities (O3P2, O3P3,
O3P6 and O3P7). According to O3P4, sharing ideas and discussing construction issues are a
common practice in a project team environment. He stated, “construction works never finish
in construction site and we have always to coordinate other activities. This is very crucial for
me.” Teamwork strategy was effectively adopted by various departments within the joint
venture. External people had several meetings and workshop arrangements, on a regular
basis, with the project team, in which they negotiated and discussed work-related issues
(O3P6). O3P7 encouraged his departments’ members to share both working and social
activities with other colleagues. O3P8 stressed that “this is a construction project, means
coordination, communication and cooperation. It is ‘we’ always, I must do it like this.”
O3P9 explained that all project departments are connected, so they have to discuss the future
and potential problems and difficulties.
The ‘can do’ approach of O3 has generated in all members the desire to complete the project
on time or even early to gain operational benefits. “We are very much optimistic that we will
make a very good profit” (O3P2). O3P7, based on his previous experiences and how he
solved construction-related issues, played a significant role in inspiring his team, while for
O3P9, supporting the project team, being always close to them, influencing their behaviours
and attitudes and adopting an effective communication method are key aspects of
professionalism.
In terms of achievement recognition, O3’s deputy project director, O3P2, sends a monthly
report to the joint venture’s project team underlining all the departments’ achievements and
expressing his appreciation for all accomplishments. O3P3 and O3P7 mentioned that the
construction manager’s company has an annual recognition scheme for their employees,
which takes the form of financial bonuses and certificates. However, there is no recognition
in the joint venture agreement apart from arranging celebrations and sending letters of
appreciation (O3P8).
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Appendix L

Interviews Data Description and Interpretation: Theme C

Appendix L

Appendix – L
12.1

Theme C: Stakeholders’ Engagement - Data Description

Context
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P1
Senior construction project Refurbishment of Terminal
01:28:46
manager – programme
Departure Lounge
manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“We are a very regulated organization, so we have to make sure that we engage with
stakeholders, it is part of regulate our model … We have monthly stakeholder programme
boards, we engaging with stakeholders to make sure that they aware of what we are doing.”
“We have what we call a capital investment plan working group, the lead stakeholders across
the whole of (..) the airport, not just within the terminals, so we present the project to them that
we seeking to deliver their endorse, if it ok for us to spend the money on that.”
“We give regular update to the stakeholders in weekly stakeholders’ meetings just to keep them
updated with the progress, seek their inputs into decisions have been made, special
requirements … Then we have special meetings with them and around certain issues.”
“Managing stakeholders is the project manager responsibility … We follow APM (Association of
Project Management), so we identify who the stakeholders are, the stakeholders plan, we assess
who the key ones are, stakeholders engagement plan, we also justify sort of meetings we expect
to have, who expect to be invited and how we intend to address certain aspects … We have
specialists’ stakeholders consultants, IT, security and specialist consultation log who determine
who want to be invited and when and confirm that you doing that … Typically the day-to-day
stakeholders’ management managed by the contractors themselves because it is very important
for their planning, then share at day-to-day level with stakeholders … And they do that more
informally by going around and talk verbally with people.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“At the very beginning of the project, one of the of real success factor was that we had 2 big
workshops, one more internally with all of the (..) airport top stakeholders, internal operations,
engineering, fire departments and etc … This is to present the project that was proposed, the
phasing and how we intend to do it, some graphic images of what we expect the outcome look
like and how it will look during the phases of construction … We have the 2nd one next day, this
one with the external, all the airlines, the ground handles, representatives from various retailers
who operate, the key persons … sharing our proposal for managing that work, minimizing the
impact … Gain their confidence in the outcome of the projects we mainly shared openly how it
going to look … At least they understood what was coming, so was not surprise … What is their
input to make sure that their views we considered and where we could do an improvement we
did … Obviously we just manage those expectations which are very important.”
“We have those key ones at the begging … We have the regular weekly … All the stakeholders
involve, just kind of more representatives’ people … Retail representatives … Representatives’
airlines, the 4 main ones will come to the meetings and the others they knew if those are happy
they will be happy.”
“The main ones have the most stakes in the organization, we make sure they come … The other
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ones maybe have a few flights a week.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“NEC3, the contract mechanism … It is supported by a computer system called SIMAR, sort of
contract execution management … It is a web based tool, all parties can access that tool, run by
an external company … We used it and it is very good.”
“This is how we manage change, accept notice and compensation events and raise a project
management extension and be around impacts for time and cost.”
“We have weekly change management reviews … Notice of compensation event will be raised
and then we will deal with and might then increase the target price on the contract, and might
not the target price might stay the same … Increase to the project cost, obviously then gets
manage within the pain gain mechanism on the contract or there might be extension to time …
An impact in terms of time extension which will then have to be addressed by either
accelerating the schedule, cover that or accepting that increase in time … It is all manage under
NEC3 and we use web based computer system that called SIMAR to manage the implementation
of that.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Incentives in terms of pain and gain to make sure they deliver under budget.”
“For individuals, at the end of the year they have a performance appraisal/assessment and we
have a performance related bonus … At the top of achiever, above average, middle or low
ground, their bonus is proportional on where they fit on that curves.”
So, there is strong incentive there for them to do a good job and there is also something we have
here recognition scheme called (..) the airport star, where I nominate them for doing a very
good job and they got sort of softer rewards, there is a small financial benefit … That is open for
people not just on delivering the project, it could be somebody does a good job … They get that
recognition, they get a badge, 100 pounds, sort of voucher that they can use … A small things but
it has seen very positive thing applied to this project.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P2
Senior Construction
Minor Construction Works
00:52:45
Project Manager Programme: Office
Portfolio Manager of Asset Buildings, Roads Networks –
Replacement &
Escalators
Commercial Capital
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“Stakeholders management always an interesting around the airport … Lots and lots of people,
huge numbers of people that need to be engaged … We have specialist consultation process
which is very formal process that allows us to go and engage with appropriate people and this is
very much internally, so this is technical things, building control, design and all the internal
functions … We have then the serious of established forms that we can go to and present what
we want to explain around the process in terms of getting signs from governance, there is a
certain established forms that it goes to stakeholders’ boards where we present our projects
and we can seek input from the airlines … It is very structured.”
““We have a portfolio works that we need to do, and as project managers we are assign to a
particular pieces of it and we then take it away and deal with it.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“We do a full stakeholders’ assessment … What influence they have, what we need from them,
how we are going to engage them, all of that captured and we start that from the scratch.”
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Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We do regular update of the stakeholders meetings, If need to be on bigger projects we then
have a specific working groups, groups looking at specific areas.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“In the working groups, you can do one-to-one conversations to understand people, what their
concerns are, and what their key drivers are … The same way you do with the contractor what
success to them and what success for our stakeholders … It is very much around everybody
come at the table and we talk about and this is the form and we take away the actions and if
anybody has a conversation outside, they bring that facts that days on that particular action …
So, on a way of making sure that everybody receive the same messages.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“It is dealt with it within the project, project managers effectively access the receiver of the
change notes, conversation events, and they are responsible for dealing with that.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Yes I believe on it, good working behavior … It is much better and more effectively in kicking
people.”
“With the contractor, pain gain relationship … We also had a one off incentive payment, so if
they delivered certain capacity by such and such day they are entailed to 25% of a bonus … If
they achieve full capacity that we need it by another date again they will entailed to a 100% of
their assets, it worked very well.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P3
Senior Project Manager in
Strategic Construction
01:25:56
Direct Support of Strategic
Projects Perspective
Initiative – Preconstruction Activities
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“This is a very difficult job at an airport I have decided, the stakeholders even on a very small
project, the stakeholder burden and vast, and they are usually or some of them are very
operationally demanding, some of them are commercially demanding and some of them are
both.”
“It is quite often an indeterminate problem that you are dealing with, which is also the thing that
make it quite exciting place to work … As a regulated industry we have a very formal, very
prescribe process for managing stakeholders engagement, it is a process known as consultation
… We have to demonstrate that we have a properly consulted with our airlines’ stakeholders …
We consult formally on monthly bases through a serious of organized board, we have different
hierarchies of board for airline engagement and priority … Any internal client board that would
allow the project to progress to the next stage.”
“Outside of the very formal monthly process, there is lots of less formal engagement that you
would do as the project manager … You have to have got everybody in the right box … Then you
have got all the client stakeholders or third party stakeholders.
“For every project on the airport you have client stakeholders which are usually on operational
members of stuff, our property department, commercial department, and you have airlines
stakeholders and you quite often have 3rd party supplier stakeholders, so they are the retail
concessioners and baggage handling agents and passenger services, contractors and quite often
you also deal with control authorities, so you have got quite sort of broad range of sort of
divergent group you after them.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“We rely on emails, regular meetings and workshops. The full sweet, every ways possible to talk
to people.”
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“That is in groups rather than individuals … There are couple of key individuals that might pick
out but largely focus on group of airlines, client people, 3rd parties, control authorities.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Yes we talk to people consistently throughout the whole project, end to end, so every single
stage of the project you are talking to people about whatever the issue is at that stage.”
“The person I am talking to around the early stages of the project is usually be somebody quite
senior with the ability to influence and also with the authority to decide or speak on behalf of
particular business area … Obviously, people that you need to speak to, then the numbers start
to get larger because you need people who know each little area of the business properly …
design work shops, sort of briefing sessions on design strategy and that sort of things … Start to
get into the details and then they will delegate 2 or 3 people and their department helps of take
things on a bit further.”
“The range of stakeholders you are dealing with in this specific leads for certain areas, changes
on the project goes through.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We have a formal change control process, so through an early warning system … The project
manager is accountable for it, but it is done through our MSP (Managing Service Providers), we
have our software system and I use my commercial manager to handle those sorts of things.”
“Actually they do not make the decision, I make the decision … They give me a recommendation
because they are the commercial expert … Each week and I would be setting down with my MSP
team and certainly ahead of any contractor sessions, we would go through the commercial items
and we would have conversation about commercial performance of the contracts and if there is
any issue we take a view of how we are going to play it with the contractor, and the commercial
manager will advise me.”
“I have not been in a situation where I have been in a dispute with a contractor, because we
work with framework companies and so we tend to have reasonably good relationship with
them.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“In terms of contracting options, we use any NEC3 contract, so there are options and full of
Gantt chart type, contractual mechanisms and less often used at the early stages, and it is
usually based on cost … We are using incentives, it is largely around the cost mechanism,
because at the end of the day if they finish early then they should save some money.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P4
Senior project Manager Airside Physical Facilities –
01:19:40
The capacity Optimisation Dealing with Snow in Winter
Programmes, Airfield team
Condition
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
lots of stakeholders’ and defiantly there is a potential of conflict … The whole phase of develop a
design, sign off the design and go and build it, we are really trying to stuck to that and we have
had various degrees of success.”
“That is very much the standard of (..) the airport’s stakeholder’s management process … I think
when you are in delivery an issue comes up and you need to solve it and then you do get the
potential for conflict between various parties, I think then it is just about this the issue, this
what I need to achieve to overcome the issue and understanding what we have to do to manage
that … I have got stakeholders in every new hat and I need to get their endorsement, so it is
about explaining the issue, what benefits you bring to me and what the impact of it if we do not
do it, asking for approval, what is the compromise that we can all agree to … It is just sort like a
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develop plan, influence and negotiate with them.”
“No, just me … I think it talk very much about stakeholders such as end users and other service
providers in terms of electricity companies and the IT companies.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We have got a contract on board, and all sort of that change control … We have got a change
control department which deals with scope change control … If completely new scope needed to
be delivered it would go to formal project change control to put that scope into my project.”
“There is that type of change control and then there is a change control about the contract or
new scope, dealing with change in the administration of the contract.”
“That is me, my contract manager, my planner and my cost manager.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“The contractor to meet a certain deliverable on time, but you would need the luxury of funding
to be able to afford that flexibility.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P5
Senior Project Manager –
Separate Temporary
01:13:47
Fast Development Projects
Terminal
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“Within our own people, I have involved as many people as I can think of in the scooping of the
project, so I have got people early and ask of their views … What they need to include … We had
several meetings … it is a bit of a PR (Public Relations) project.”
There were areas where we needed to be careful and make sure we got people on board …
There was a long process of taking them out, taking to them during the design phase and then
taking them out during the construction and after the construction and the trails I have
mentioned which run about 6 weeks before it went to operating to try and get them familiar
with the operation and with the timing of it.”
“No, I mean I did a lot of it, but also the (..) project team were already having those discussions,
because we had two big parts of the (..) terminal operation.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“Once we sent the scope and we knew the size of the building we stuck on it as far as possible.”
“I do not think changed very much.”
“they had input into mainly around the process that we are going to operate … For me the most
difficult stuff was getting all the IT right and making sure that was right, because there was a lot
of IT that was needed to go in there and the IT from both our side and from the airlines side is
notoriously slow, so trying to keep get those guys to nail their scope and deliver it was a worry.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“Well we had workshops around IT … Workshops around the security elements, what needed to
be there from the security point of view, but again mainly related back to IT.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
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Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We had a couple of days delay on erecting the building … Yes there was an allowance made
financially … Actually we had to finish; there was no flexibility about finishing on time.”
“Weather was the biggest issue around that, because you cannot change the weather if it
dangerous, so you have to delay, but we had enough built in, I think we had about a week to 10
days in the programme to allow for that … And financially any other delays that we could of
come up against delivery of items or workforce we would of pay extra to mitigate.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“We had incentives that built in to the contract for (..) the contractor, so if they hit the deadline
they got a bonus … Just for the contractor.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P6
Senior Construction
Refurbish an Old Domestic
01:05:16
project manager
Lounge
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“Always I try to do in project is develop a stakeholder plan to identify who other stakeholders
are, what their power influence is … Then set up the plan from there and you getting manage
stakeholders.”
In (..) the airport we have stakeholders’ management … Gnerally make sure that we engage all
stakeholders properly as part of the consultations that comes from regulations.”
“In the individual projects, we put stakeholders plan together, so that plan identifies who
stakeholders are, what their influence is, what their requirements are … You generate a plan of
how you going to manage stakeholders, do you have one to one with them, do you involve them
in developing solutions … Generally my philosophy is that you bring the stakeholders along with
you and you make them feel part of the team and make them feel part of the objectives … So try
to get them in a sort of win-win situation.”
“We did the matrix (X, Y), what we do we just say stakeholder 1 is up there and then we identify
influence and approach, it worked well actually, if you do it well.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“We have a change control process, so if there is a request of change that will then go for a
process … We will get the requirements from stakeholders, why are they doing it, and then we
just get a sketch and just cost it up and get it agreed … That why we use change control … As
soon as that approved we will introduce new information to a project team … This could be
through a phone call, it could be a meeting and it could be a workshop … Generally, at the front
end of the project at the early stages we do have workshops to get different options.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We would have regular stakeholders’ meetings … Change meetings will be every week … We
have change meetings and we have stakeholders meetings, we can say it is monthly.”
Generally, my workshops if I could set up some front end and then we would just use our
stakeholders plan and then move into the management of the stakeholders, to make sure that
they brought along all the way through the project so no surprises at the end.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Most of the issue around here is about managing the change, so what we do firstly is have our
change control process so that enables the contractors to raise what we call it early warning (it
is something just about to happen) you then get in to a meeting to talk about what it is … Then
the contractor will close that out … It is around using the processes having an open process
environment, so you can just debate issues … We have risk register, supplier of risk register …
We have regular risk meetings, risk meeting twice a month.”
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Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“On the contract we make sure at the start of the project we got acquisition plan or acquisition
strategy … What the key drivers are for the project and cost quality and time and then you
identify incentives in there … We use NEC3 contract and we generally have target, price that we
agree with our contractors, some of the consultants as well.”
“We have something called (pain and gain), so if they deliver the project below target price then
we going to share profits, if they deliver the project over the target price, they going to pay … So,
we might hold a risk of 50% going over budget and we might change plan.”
“Actually it is probably only one thing we do not focus on it is trying to line individuals’
objectives … It is always a team.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P7
Senior Project Manager –
Airside Segregation Project
01:05:57
Capital Construction
projects
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“The stakeholders were various as I said because of the way the assets basically covered a lot of
areas … Property and retail and airlines obviously … We had strategy that we would
communicate proudly what we were planning and doing and then we would go down in details
of talking to specific stakeholders while we are planning the works … So we can get the
understanding of what we are doing and their agreement about what we are planning and doing
and if there is affected areas of this … We make sure that we are still on track … We would agree
the more detail communication, so on a daily basis … We had planned and we would make sure
that we went and spoke to the people that we had agreed to speak to, and in certain cases we
had agree to speak to them each night.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“Through formal meetings, stakeholders meetings, or it was through emails … The formal
overall is big high level meetings … To tell them specifically about things … Then would be a
quite high level once on coordination.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“For that one yes, for the baggage, so the baggage manager was involve in site workshops.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Whenever it is possible and whenever we thought about it … We let people know and we got
their views, and we got their buy in to what we are doing.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We consider risk … There were a number of risks ... We put various risks in the project which if
we are realize those risks then we obviously we would need to do some work to can track them,
so we put risk into the project and then instruct the change in relation to that.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“I am a big fan of incentives but I am not allowed to do it on my own. It is a project course route
and I think it is quite a good idea.”
“We want to do it as quickly as possible … So, that is a fear one to put an incentive on, really
because otherwise why should they do it quickly or why they should do it cheaply.”
“Sure for future business … They actually know at the airport that, or at that time they definitely
knew because we had frameworks and we use to framework.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P8
Senior Construction
Airfield Pavement Projects
01:16:36
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Project manager – Leader
of project Managers &
Project Engineers within
Airport Runways Projects

(Runway and Taxiway
Refurbishments and
Prefiguration)

Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“Our strategy obviously right on the beginning we identify who the stakeholders are … You start
developing who stakeholders going to be and talk to … Then you gradually start that sort of
dialogue just about technical leadership, technical standards to be on the work … Then the
operation guys in terms of when we can do these works, what resources do we need you to put
in the project for us … Then talking to security to get formal people coming through gates … We
talk also to property because we need areas of the airport to build temporary our site facilities
on, site offices and storages.”
“So, we have got the stakeholders management plan, map of who the stakeholders are, who the
individuals are, why you want to talk to them, put all that together … Then we get into more
details about the project, you get closer to the start date, we know the programme that going to
be, we know what is the work that going to be, here is our workers, where we going to put the
compound … Then we have other couple of big stakeholders’ information sessions, to get all
stakeholders in, that will be day or half day session.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We set various workshops and get them do some brainstorming to get them ready spend a bit
time thinking about the project and how it may that affect them and to their concerns in, what
they are worried about, because we cannot think of everything.”
“Generally we did it a couple of times in the six months before we started … It was a day or half
day sessions … They are quite a big thing to sort of set out and have 60 -70 people … You go
through then the project, key stakeholders are the airside operation team … We meet with them
every week and at some levels of the project we meet the guys every day … Then once a week
with some other guys in the operation team … These are the key stakeholders.”
“Then all the other people we will meet more on ad hoc basis, just when we need to meet and
talk to other people … Then we meet with the other very particular stakeholders, some of the
services people, have them when we need to do their bit of work … Depending on what the
stakeholder is and how important he is we decide how often we meet with them.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“In those meeting what we trying to do … We try to show them what we going to build … We
then try to encourage them to ask questions and feedback what their concerns on … Things are
quite difficult, so we did several sessions … We were broke up into groups and said come back
with your risks that you thinking over about and then we collect that and send that information
… Just one of the challenges is to when you get the stakeholders together and take them to talk
rather than just being there and listen.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“It depends what it is … If you consider bad weather, If it what we called fuzzy condition, a lot of
low clouds and fogs … Not safe and we cannot give the contractor the runway, you cannot cross
the taxi way, we cannot let you go to work … In that instance we pay the contractor, we paying
the cost of all those people standing and not doing anything.”
“If it is just raining, so it is not a fuzzy condition it is just raining, so the operation team says ‘you
can use the taxi way and you can go to work’ but the contractor says ‘it is raining so I cannot do
my work’ that is his cost, so I did not pay that cost.”
“So, with all these elements it is very important understanding what is writing in the contract
about what I pay for and what he pay for.”
“In our environment very often you can pay money but cannot give any time, so that then comes
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down to negotiation about, how can you save that time and how much it going to cost … We do
have money but we do not have many time.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
Context
Participant
Name
O1P9

Position Title
Senior Construction Project
Manager – (leader of
Project Managers (Security
and Saving Operational
Cost)

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Terminals Security Project:
Security Equipment in the
Passenger Security Areas

Interview
Length
01:43:20

Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“You are delivering something for stakeholders … The stakeholder in this project really is
terminal operation, so I am delivering it for them … A lot of project deliverables or expectations
… Stakeholders engagement is between me and the terminal and a lot of it is around shaping
them up to speed or updated with what is coming next to the project … now we are delivering a
lot of it is around breaking down the schedule in terms of what are we doing tonight, what are
we doing tomorrow night, what are we doing next week and next month … I think a lot of , I am
keep them updated as they need to be updated … It is extreme but there are different
stakeholders have different expectations from me in terms of what information I give them … In
terms of working successfully what my key roles is to quickly grasp how much info I need to
give to each stakeholder, that is during the delivery and the implementation phase.”
“Key stakeholders change obviously in a different project stages generally … At the initiation
stage, the terminal probably would not be interested because it is so far down the line from
delivering … Stakeholders engagement is key because if the engagement is not the key the
project won’t go in that list … Stakeholders differ at different stages it is through the lifecycle … I
am in the implementation I do not have any dealing with the CIA because the project has been
agreed right back here, what I am doing now it is delivering it … The key stakeholders now are
the people in the terminal who are going to be using it ultimately, keeping them up to speed as I
said with the schedule and what we are doing.”
“In terms of their interests and their influence, part of the business case or one of the sections in
the business case or the project management plan is specifically link to listing the stakeholders
and assessing their interests and their influences … That would differ as the project goes
through.”
“We have as part of that (X) and (Y) matrix in the same document at the beginning of the project
but and also there is a live document as you go through, we have a stakeholders list … I would
make a list of all the people I thought they are interested or needed to be spoken to … In terms
of the team below them, it will be their job probably then speak to the team below them.”
“The importance of a stakeholder will change through the life cycle of the project … Just because
they are not the key one at any particular point, I think it is important to realize they might still
be interested in what is going on … That is generally sort of that monthly form where airlines,
control authorities, terminals’ operations, facilities team set at the same table.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“If possible yes … But generally because I have my weekly progress meetings with the
construction team, I also have one with cost, risk and schedule but in that weekly progress
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meeting with the construction team, the terminal operation are also encouraged to attend …
Each terminal will generally have somebody on the operation team who has been assigned to
this project who is my point of contact, I will meet them on a weekly basis … Even if they have
not raised issues in advanced, it is not going to be long before they raise it because I have got a
meeting with them that week … If they have got an issue they say ‘coming’ or if it just happened
they phone me … If I have got an issue in terms of I cannot deliver something when I have said I
was going to deliver it, I call them when.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“All done generally through the SEMAR … The contract change system, so that deals with scope
changes, cost changes, risk has been discovered … It is an ongoing system, a life system, it is
used by me every two weeks in my commercial meeting with the contractor … It is generally the
SENMAR contract change stuff gets resolved on an ongoing basis … It would be assess by me to
whether I think it is valid claim for additional time or additional money, it will then go to the
contract officer for the ultimate checking the box and then it will get added, formally added, to
the scope of (..) and (..) the contractor. They have got the original scope which they cost it, if
there is something extra it will be assessed and then will be added in.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“That is normally set up right at the beginning when the contract has signed … Speaking to the
contractor, overall there is no general incentive … Some projects do have it where if I deliver a
month early they given a percentage or a lamp sum as an incentive.”
“You could consider very much the long term relation as an incentive for contractors, especially
at the airport … If they perform well in (..) this project which they are at the moment I am likely
to recommend them for the next project defiantly … If they perform badly they know their
chances is getting the next bit piece of work are less.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P10
Senior Construction
Totally New Terminal
02:24:06
Project Manager –
Programme Director of
Terminals Projects
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“All of this has to be supported by good project management … But that why I have blues, who
like writing these things … We have got a stakeholders management plan … Stakeholders’
management plan moves around all the time, you must keep it updated … You must think about
a new interest which come to that stakeholders management plan as well … And there are
different stakeholders of different time of the project, inception, through implementation, had
over as well … I have got a great team and I have got somebody who do all the airside side of
things … I have got (..) an individual who is dealing with the logistic … I have got big team but it
is all covered … One for the airlines and all that sort of stuff … The other keep in the site going …
The other one is about the project externally … The other one internally to make the project
work … I am responsible for stakeholders here … I deal with the high level, but I have a team
that deal with it as well … Because I own the project, I own how we get through the project … I
am accountable for that, I actually take it and make sure that all the stakeholders are involve
with it … I make sure it delivered for all stakeholders and then the programme director comes in
and receive the benefits.”
“It is in the process … Who the stakeholders are, stakeholders’ management plan … You got to
have through pretty much every stage … It is in the process, you cannot get through … we have
to share who are the stakeholders that have been engaged … We have to demonstrate that in the
regulation.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
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“We have so many reports … We have the MPR which is about 8 pages of data … Information all
there visible it got the visibility goes to the airlines … All the project information, it has got all
the risk, the spent profile, the predicted, it has the schedule forms index, cost form index, full
page on safety … It has got how we are doing with the business plan, how we are doing on spend
for targets, how we are doing for risk … We got key issues and concerns, we have got quality,
key schedule issues, we draw down the risk … MSP (Management Service Providers) have been
doing that for me
“The dashboard is held by PMO (Project Management Office) and I get template to fill in and it
goes there … Information is open and transparent.”
“We have stakeholders assessment … We know who is up there and we know down there … We
know that we need to get handle on them and we know when we have to go and talk to them …
We have got stakeholders’ management plan, which is in there … There is something I do with
the team to put posted notes on who and where people are … That is a workshop, I want to find
out who is the key people are.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We just do workshop right at the start.”
“There are three levels of meetings … I have got something which is the MPR (Management
Programme Review) the top level, monthly … I have got a weekly at programme level … I have
got a weekly at project level … That is with my boss and everybody else who is a project
manager, project directors all together, strategic.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We have not got any claims … I have stopped change so I do not allow change, we will do it later
… If it is wrong we will do it later … I make sure that my team every single week I say ‘you are
the client, you are not verbally instruct anything, everything has to go through (..) an assigned
individual … It is creative real process to go through … They have no authority to do change on
site and it is frees them up … My life a lot easy now … I recommend people trying that.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Incentives we have something called an award fee which is a separate part … You have got a
project cost … I hold a 5-10 million in there to actually say ‘do you know if you work well with
me and you hit some KPIs’, so key dates, so 50% I will give you a million pound every three
months … The next if you work well with me collaboratively … If you keep your safety and
quality above 95%, so I link them in with my success contractually and basically it is million
pound ‘well done’ … and you find their behaviors to me towards the end of the first quarter … I
pay money for good behaviors.”
One other thing on incentives, I found towards the end as well, this is really key learning …
Sometimes it is about creating an event … I have created so many hoc events … We have this big
thing for a really senior person from the government coming along … The milestones which are
about events hold more weight than money to individuals because they do not see that money,
the company make that money … They see personal shaking hands ‘well done, you hit it’, ‘you
worked through the weekend’ … There is a lesson learn I have got on that.”

Context
Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Name
O2P1
Deputy Construction
Project Director/Project

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:35:30
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Control Manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P2

Position Title
Head of structural
engineering department

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Private Aviation Terminal
Project

Interview
Length
01:21:25

Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“Within our teamwork we chose a person to coordinate with stakeholders and once he catch all
the information from them we set together and resolve it … From time to time I do have
meetings with stakeholders and they come to us and we resolve it according to their
requirement, but we cannot do it because that might be conflict with other stakeholders …
Allocation of the offices because there are two stakeholders like (..) and (..) private aviation
organizations, they have conflict … And in that respect I ask upper management to help me out
to get the job done.”
“We seek help from expertise from other disciplines as well … they help us out, e.g., runways,
taxi ways, aprons, the approach that has to be taken care from other disciplines as well … It is
one of our major responsibilities to do coordination … It is initiative from us as well and it is
requested from us too.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“In that project at that time mostly we have letters communication actually, and has to be
documented as well and kind of circulations CC to other disciplines as well because there was a
kind of system. At that particular time 15 years ago we wanted to have certain documentation,
the contractor should be aware of it, stakeholders should be aware of it, we should have it. So,
we had a document control department (DCD) and they take care of it, and it has to go through
them, sign it and just go for it.”
“It does happen sometimes but not all the time … Again allocation of the area, bringing two
stakeholders, and (..) The major airline was involved as well to insure that we are on the right
path, because they have to coordinate with the (..) major airlines’ people to get the airplanes and
also planning to park in apron areas.”
“Aviation is independent autonomous body actually, this is their project, but since they are
building in our airport they come to seek support like a tenant … We help them out in doing all
of that… Eventually, it will be handed over to airport, the tenant.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“Of course we do had a lot of meeting with the contractor as well, once he collect the whole
information then we call them for a meeting and we take care of it.”
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“We have a schedule meeting every week … We have once a week a meeting for completion all
the tasks and everything … Every day we do have in-house one hour meeting then we invite the
contractor to come and set with us and we ask him if he have any problem, submittals to us,
then we review it and send it back to them … Once you have a good contractor and you have a
good designer, things are comfortable.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“In design problem we call the contractor … ‘This is the problem and you cannot proceed until
you resolve it’ … We give them the solutions but will not propose the solution … We ask them to
go back and propose the solution to us, this is one of the major critical point in construction
management … Never ever propose, you can discuss unofficially with the contractor and tell
them go back and propose to us, we cannot propose officially … Once they propose it they
should not blame later ‘oh you’.”
“Actions take time … Stop it for day or two then resolve it and give it back to us and then we give
the approval, once the contractor get the approval he can proceed with the work.”
“This is what we call it in-house site memos, which are also official … It is within parties
involved in site and sign it also … They send it to us and we give the approval or the solution or
what has proposed to us, then what is consider comfortable we take the action.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Most of the time contractors looking for time, and cost time to them … We have it very careful,
one of the thing is that never propose, let them come forward … Be a team, we have to help the
contractor at the same time but unofficially, no minutes of meetings and never documented …
Because every week we do have a meeting with the contractor officially, and that is called
minutes of the meeting once a week … That is their proposal and we are looking to that part.
Then they cannot claim for extra, because that is their problem not us.”
“We say to them unofficially to follow that direction, see the best and you then decide not us,
then you come to us. We give the help technically and it may be cost more to them or less, then
we assess the whole situation to make sure the things are right or not … If there are some
changes from the client and we about to take care of it, then they have the claim … Then we get
the approval.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Every year our (..) organization management has evaluation for every individual … One of my
team member has promoted … Once they know management knows that they are working hard
and the job successfully done, it is a big success to them as well.”
“In terms of other stakeholders ‘thank you very much, you have done the job for us, we are
appreciated’, and sometimes they give certifications to management and us as well.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P3
Senior Project Manager Runways Development of a
01:18:19
Leader of Project
New Airport - Airfield
Managers & Engineers
Projects
(Civil, Structural &
Pavement)
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“We have officially requested from the airport management/administration to assign a person
with adequate knowledge of all airport departments, operation, maintenance, engineering and
storages and has good communication skills so he can coordinate with us … They assigned an
individual/coordination … This guy was so professional, he was from the (..) an external airport
management firm, which is developing (..) two international airports in the country … Actually
(..) the external body came here to develop various aspects of the airport, but we have not got
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relation within our department on the mechanism of that … Our relation with the guy is to
facilitate and coordinate our project.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“It was electronically-based to accelerate the process … As a government organization we rely
on letter communication at the first place … Sometimes, we receive project drawings by emails
for review in order to just not delay the project … This was one of the things that made the
project success and minimized delay time.”
“This project is design and build form of contract, most of the previous projects the design was
already there … In this one, we developed the conceptual design prior involving a designer …
the designer who is from the contractor side received our initial design, completed and make
any notes, send it back to us to review it and make our comments and approval before the
contractor get the final version.”
“We decided project different parties early, I mean our heads of department and the project
director based on our experiences form previous projects.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We had weekly meetings, one day a week … Project director, his assistant manager and heads
of departments were attended … Other meetings every two weeks with the contractor and his
team, his project manager, project coordination, and the key person … We meet with (..) the
external body team, our coordinator, usually when needed … We have assigned an individual
from our team to attend airport management/administration’s weekly meetings … In case they
have an enquiry about project progress, so we can be up to date and easily manage our
communication.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“So fast unless they associate with financial matters … A huge additional cost while small
amount were easy to proceed.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We have not got claims so far.”
“The project admiration or (..) the public operator was so flexible to pay extra cost with this
regards … “Actually we had so many negotiations with the air force before ending up with this
solution, as we had offered them different options, but they preferred that.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“No not really.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P4
General Director of
Airfield Development
01:14:21
Engineering Affairs Project – Domestic Airport
Domestic Airports
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“The selection process of consultants and contractors under the supervision of particular
committee (offers inspection committee) … At the top of this committee is (..) the public
operator’s president and also members from different departments, executive, contract, legal
and so on.”
“We have a particular form to be filled after completing the project … During the project we just
monitor their performance in terms of completing their tasks on time, issues and problems
occurred, quality of works.”
“In terms of developing their skills, one of our requirements is to ask them to have team
members combine specific individuals, penalties and fines would be applied if not.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
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“In the weekly meetings we discuss all aspects, achievements, delays, issues and any related.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We had meetings every week with all project stakeholders … The contractor and consultant
had daily meetings arrangements between them … Me as a project manager, my team, the
contractor and the consultant … Otherwise when needed we ask for a meeting with people
involve in that.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Everything was happening straightaway … All decision actions were on time … So, we managed
to finish on time.”
“Based on disciplines and specialties … Within my team I meet with whoever involved in the
issue and we discuss and share ideas and thoughts.”
“The changes that happened in the overall structure of (..) the public operator, domestic and
international airport separation not just on the name but even in the way of management and
they become totally different department … The process takes really much longer especially if
related to both areas … Now different departments do a full review process for the same request
or letter … Sometimes they make comments and send it back to us, so imagine how many
departments do that … There are few projects that should be completed in terms of time scale,
but I am still working on their changes requests.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We have not experienced any claims in the project, this is because of the high level of
transparency in the project between all parties … Everything was clear to everybody.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Actually we have not got this … Just complement sometimes from managers.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P5
Senior Engineering Project
Development of Seven
01:28:10
Manager - Domestic
Runways
Airports
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“We set all together and discuss all problems and then every discipline concern with its issue
and proposed its solutions … Discipline’s people meet with other stakeholders associated with
the issue and feed me back later, I review then the outcomes and take decisions.”
“At the beginning, I ask () to provide their experience along with all team members’ information
… Any individual at site is not active … I talk with him give him another chance, if the situation
continue I ask whether the contractor or consultant for replacement … At the end of the day you
pay the price in time and quality.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“We were using official letters … Actions were based on what has written down contractually …
We still dealing with paper … I like to deal with papers … I know that is not the best method
nowadays but I feel that papers are solid reference anytime.”
“I was doing that besides my team where everyone focused on his specialty … After selection all
parties involved in the project, most importance is that the project manager of each
organization.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“Everyone if we discussing major issues … If it concern with particular discipline, everyone
invite but not necessary for irrelevant disciplines … It is good to know a bit of everything, the
language of other disciplines and to understand their basic knowledge … Project managers is a
must to be there.”
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“Sometimes you just get reports and no need to meet … Sometimes you need to meet every
week in a regular basis … I had not got that much meetings.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“It depends on the problems … It should go into process and sometimes take times … As we are
dealing with different government departments, e.g., ministries, licenses, airport management,
customs, you know, airport involve in so many different things … It is not just based on you as a
project manager, it needs some people and department approval.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We carry it as a project owner whether it is cost or time-related … Otherwise, contractor or
consultant going to handle it, if it related to their mistake or any delay they cause it … But from
the front target is to finish on time … If there is any problem … Squeeze our schedule and design
a revised schedule for the remaining period to avoid delays and penalties.
“We set together and negotiate and we justify the reasons behind that … It should be reasonable
and satisfactory for the third parties who going to give us the approval for any additional
requests … We had not have any department for that … It was based on our negotiations.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“When we finish the project we write a full report about the project in terms of contractor and
consultant performance along with anyone involved … We assess our own project team … In our
government department we have not got any incentives, even if you work over time …
Promotion for individuals which can be higher grade according to their performance and
achievements … I can just involve in individuals’ assessment.”
“The contractor incentive is that if he done a great job he can award any of our following
projects, and the consultant is exactly the same.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P6
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:10:45
Communication & Control Information Communication
Systems
Technology of the New
Airport
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“I assigned a person from our side to coordinate this activity including our security people, so
there was one guy who supposed to deal with, and I am always inform him that if we have
meetings with site agencies or design consultant, he make arrangement for stakeholders to
join.”
“We took these people also (..) out of the country to show them real practical demonstration.
And we had about more than 20 government representatives, not from one discipline … So,
many different agencies … How they are going to operate, what technology they going to use …
So, we told them and they are happy.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“The email as well as the official letter correspondences … This is the protocol here, just the
informal communication are sent by emails … With the design consultant … It is difficult to deal
with the security, as you know those people are a bit old fashion … it is not my decision it is an
official requirement here.”
“Email works but with other people than security, we mostly relay on letter as an official
requirement.”
“I do not think we have this thing here, it is something advanced.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We have several workshop arrangements, many workshops as I explained early and we always
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have workshops.”
“We have regular weekly meetings … To review the progress and what delivery have been made
… Minutes of meetings are prepared … From (..) the public operator side we have 2 -3 people,
my colleagues will be there plus the subcontractor, the contractor and the IT department.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“It was a very fast track project, we had problems e.g., with security … Sometimes they do not
allow you to go to the site … Sometimes gates are closed, so delay in getting access to the site.”
Due to the culture here, e.g., they inform us that a royal flight will arrive 7:30 am, they closed the
west runway half an hour before that, but it did not arrive, and then every half an hour we
informed that it will come, until 12 pm did not arrive … You cannot consider it as a project
management problem … It is actually out of the whole project management control … There are
many other such types of problems.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Again this a cultural problems, the contractor supposed to finish his work in 4 years, but in fact
he finished it in 7 years, not because of him but because of other contractor, and you can claim
on that … Project scope was very clear, if there is cost escalation then you can escalate.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Actually we have nothing implemented in regards to incentives … Good relations with external
people have been developed … No promotion or any type of incentives … I refer this to cultural
issue.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport –
01:10:42
Deputy Project Director –
Planning and Construction
New Airport Airfield
Development Project
Capital
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“We say that we need somebody from this department or that department he manage both
internal and external …To coordinate with us … We do that all the time and the same with the
airport side.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“Actually I use both emails and letters, but I rely more on emails … Other teams they do not like
it but I do … Officially I use the electronic communication but the department head rely on letter
communication … We make it clear for stakeholders … Correspondence will be by emails so they
change it to email and we make sure we get the information.”
“Initially we had, but it was not successful … Actually knowledge problem, people are not ready
yet.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We have lots of meetings, especially at the initial stage ... We engage stakeholders form the
beginning, the contractor actually in different stages … One from the beginning just to collect
data with us … Then we ask the consultant or the contractor or the CM to meet again with all
stakeholders to verify the information that we have collected to make sure that this
requirement is achievable.”
“We still involve after that, I am the contractor client … He has to report to me, he has to update
me what is going on, we have to meet with stakeholders, he has some people who meet with
stakeholders, and feed me back with a report whether weekly or monthly … We send the report
then to the right and relevant people … Then we can resolve it and correct it and send it back to
the contractor.”
“It is actually happening all the time … Some meetings are pre-schedule and some meetings are
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on call, when we find any difficulties or obstacles.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Some problem can be solved immediately … Some problems have to be really considered
carefully, because it might require different approval, not in our area, especially if it related to
money … Whatever in our authority we can do it, otherwise we have to reach different level and
that is usually does not take that long.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Sure there are, We negotiate and get the pricing from the contractor then … We have share
departments for that … We have the contract department within our division … We have a mix
team who do auditing, contracting and legal aspect within our own department, I am not talking
about the contract department of (..) the public operator, I am talking within our team.”
“We do not rely on other departments, we rely on ourselves … If we rely on ourselves we can
achieve better results.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“The plan is there, sometime you do it and most of the time not for different reasons … It has to
be according to the contract, and we follow everything included in the contract.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport 00:52:10
Head of Civil Department
Airfield Facilities Upgrade
Project
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“Everything was directed by (..) departments’ head or through him … If there is any external
communication, the letter directed through him to other departments and we would have
meetings to bring other people, like operation, security … So, the communication started from
the top.”
“(..) the contractor was involve in it, so, we need them when we have fuel involve and there is a
lot of safety issue … We would be guided by them … The people who we used to work in this
project, they would approved the contractor.”
“We do not have anything like that, stakeholders assessment”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“There was emails, the communication took form the verbal field instruction, verbal and
written, then we communicate through emails … Then in a monthly basis we would be writing a
progress report and we used to get the progress report from the contractor.”
“this was like a look back and look ahead … look back to what was done in the last one month,
look ahead is about what we expected.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“If they were needed they were invited, otherwise not all of them.”
“Actually we had both types of meeting.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“We look back and we look ahead … We make arrangements to meet with the contractor … If
there is an issue of closing runways or taxiways, we would meet with operation.”
“Because of the criticality of the project, everybody was instructed to respond as fast as
possible.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Actually if it a monitory claim then we had our legal contract department to go and investigate
that and close it.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“I wish there were but there were not.”
Context
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Participant
Name
O2P9

Position Title
Senior Project Manager –
Head of Contract Control
Department

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:16:52

Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“actually no, the 8 people I mentioned early where from 8 different disciplines and we really
trust each of them and their skills, as they have good track records of successful project within
(..) the public operator … So, each one of those people where responsible to coordinate and
select his own team.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“(..) the public operator network was not mature enough … All communication were based on
written documents … We started to rely on technology and most of our communications have
changed … With this regards, we did a great things when we dealt with external companies,
actually we implemented in few old airports projects where that was not available in
government projects … We adopted a system called CIMS (Construction Information
Management System) … The contractor is responsible to feed the system with data … The
construction manager and (..) our organization have access to the system … Actually we adopted
in (..) another international airport … Different complications with this regards indeed which
did not support us to use it in here.”
“In contracts structure itself, which is so important … We have added framework and
requirements in all different contracts whether, designer, construction manager or contractors
… We decided the level of people quality, and part of the assessment of any contractor before
assigning the work … the personnel and organization structure … I need each candidate to show
and explain his organization structure, so I can decide whether he satisfy my requirements or
not … So, what is happening, each discipline is supervising his related-activities in the project.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“Atually we have scheduled time for workshops, as we have something called master project
schedule for the project, which indicates all project activities including workshop arrangements.
This is for every contract … We tried also to acquire contractors trust by transparency … What
is between me and you is the evaluation criteria of constriction tendering … As a contractor you
are aware of evaluation process.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We are not involved any more and have other projects to supervise … When we have a project,
we plan it, make it prepared and then submit it to in-house department to supervise the project
… Contract’s matters were a key thing during developing projects plans, particularly, when we
establish the scope of work and its conditions … We tried to get contractors’ trust from our
transparency value … We added the evaluation criteria at tender early stages … So, as a
contractor you ensure how you going to be evaluated … I also add very detailed descriptions of
the project … Sometimes contractor have some ambiguities in their proposals … We have then a
clarification meetings when contractors are nominated and their proposals reviewed … So, they
sign to complete any shortages … In this stage I do not ask for any new thing, I just clarify what
he did not, I put him back on scope track … All tendering processes since the initiating stage of
the project until the award stage are recorded (voice and video), meetings, clarification
meetings proposal opening meetings.
“Things that on contract and things that new … If not, there is another procedures for that … We
bring three different prices form different companies … And then the contract committee decide
which one we chose … We have not faced any in the project … Just end users asked for extra
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things that based on existing items within the scope … So changes requests were based on items
that are part of project scope with known pricing lists, so we had not faced any issue on that.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“If you deal professionally with project contactor and guide him properly in a way that you are
support and help him, so automatically incentive will be there.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P10
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Mechanical
Department
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“There was an individual who responsible for other stakeholders just during the early stages of
evaluating project tenders … Have not experienced more than that.”
“Not at all, there is not any individual responsible for stakeholders’ development activities.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“No official process for updating project information … Information is available on request
through the division of documents control.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“Workshop arrangements and regular meetings are not applied to the project … However,
meetings are scheduled upon request … Members of each meeting are defined by whoever ask
for the meeting.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“This could be informally in the verbal communication between stakeholders … Indeed, some of
the issues are already discussed in project scope.”
“Actions depend on the type and the importance of each issue … But, in case, of any issue it
usually takes the needed time.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“I have not experienced any claim during my airport construction projects but all claims are
associated with the risk management.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“There is not any reward scheme is implemented and even for other stakeholders.”
Context
Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P1
Project CEO
Totally New Airport
01:35:30
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“(..) the client team is not a big team just I and another senior engineer who coordinate and
follow up the whole project, we are acting as a project manager besides the CEO.”
“Actually, I am doing all coordination activities with different project stakeholders.”
“This is under the joint venture team’s (the contractor) responsibility as they in charge to select
various sub-contractors … But, for major aspects they have to get our approval and acceptance,
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e.g the selection of major suppliers.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“Mainly emails, but we are using letters of course for some official matters between us, (..) the
owner and the joint venture contractor … We must use letters in some cases to follow
government procedures and regulations.”
“We are checking the monthly report and their performance according the construction
schedule … So we can realize where we have problem … Then we draw their attention … But we
do not have assessment criteria to measure their performance.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We have monthly meetings with the contractor team, but sometime we have unscheduled
meetings due to particular issues.”
“Actually, the contractor directors/PM (from both companies), the consultant and sometime (..)
the owner people involve when needed.” We had those meeting regarding project design stage
and now focusing on project progress and any updating information.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Due to the time importance I mentioned in the beginning, we are not allowing any impact on
the project that affects project completion and its progress.”
“Mainly the government related matter take time … We should wait until we get the approval
from many organizations (ministry of transportation, police, and traffic control) … In general,
sometimes we tried to get some information (queries, approval) from official authorities but
there is not clear structure or we do not know which department we should ask … This may
delay actions to take place … Information that related to existing infrastructure or airport
infrastructure (drawings, facts and figures).”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Of course yes, the contractor likes to claim … We are making the payment on time to the
contractor but some time it is beyond our control … This is due to the lenders (Banks) official
process … The contractor then claim for it ‘payment delay’.”
“In relation to that we are really trying hardly to avoid any impact on our project cost, time and
future operation of the airport … Our project is ahead of schedule.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“There is a bonus scheme for individuals at the end of each year based on performance
evaluation … We include this in the company policy … We have to evaluate each individual
performance and add points to his record during the year according to his attendance,
performance, time punctuality, attitude, behaviors and his overall look.”
“This scheme has suggested by (..) the CM human resource department … We created a similar
scheme not 100% the same as it is should fit to our organizational culture but the idea came
from them.”
“We have here “employee of the month’ for junior staff.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P2
Deputy Construction
Totally New Airport
01:37:37
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“We have only few stakeholders … (..) the client, (..) the consultant project manager, who hired
by (..) the client but with limited power as they do not have the power to stop our process …
They just report to their client the status of the construction process and if there is any major
issue we discuss it together.” … They do not have much influence of us.
(..) the client organization is the main stakeholder … With no much interference with the
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construction … Their concerns are mainly about project funding and work qualities; from time
to time they visit the site and ask questions but without bothering us.”
“The project lenders are also important stakeholder in the project, because they are funding the
project … We make sure they are always pleased about project progress … From time to time
one of them visits us and make random check on site, our reporting system … They are almost
there just to keep their eyes on us on making the project as scheduled.”
“We are directly in touch with them (the lenders and the investor/client, Banks and the client),
myself and project director … In project control department there are cost engineers and
planners directly connected to them … Not for high level issues, just for getting approval,
discussing project cash flow and gives the financial progress reports.”
“Unfortunately we are not running such sessions … I am planning to do that as I have just moved
to this position about month ago … We are not in a good shape regarding organizing
presentation for stakeholders and our staff showing them where we are, what we are doing,
what we are expecting from them.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“Within construction site and offices we are using all possible communication ways … Mainly
the email is the most important tool … We have these smart phones and we use them to
communicate between construction site and site office … We totally depend on smart phones to
communicate … We communicate also through meetings every week … Whenever there are
some matters we set down and talk … We do not communicate by memos, hard copies or thing
like that. All our communications are electronic … This makes life easy for us … Even send them
any photos (sketches), something to be done or someone ask about anything.”
“Of course we use letter, but with our client and other stakeholders and we use hard copies …
But if you go to most offices you will not find files of anything like that.”
“We have document software called (ACONEX) … For this project and to keep its data and the
whole records where you find anything you want we use (ACONEX) document control system.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“They are mostly for safety and quality … Whenever we have new comer to project site we take
them for training, and workshop (for all safety issue, what they may face in site and all possible
scenario that can happen) … We do not release any labor to site without having a certificate of
having those courses … When we bring people to the team we take the to a sort of orientation
for about a week almost, we must concentrate very much on safety, project office environment
… They are mostly for employees, engineers and any new comers … Any new comer to the site
going to work in site offices, construction site or workshops must attend safety courses.”
“We have only few schedule meetings ,,, What I do not like about this project that we are not
having much enough of weekly meetings … This is honestly something we miss … Meetings are
usually held with subcontractors … I criticize that lack of meetings among each other, I mean as
department with project director and deputy project director … Sometimes we have sort of
individual meetings … It is just when needed.”
“Exactly the simplicity of our communication because of the joint venture as we all really care
about the project .. I mean this something that we do for our own.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Sure they are immediate as long as we are capable to do them.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Yes we had some claims … We clamed because of lenders delay … When you submit an IPC and
inter its payment, you except to get fund (cash it) in maximum of 30 days according to the
contract … Everything is clear in the contract, but sometimes if something we think it is not in
the scope of work, we negotiate and then if we agree on sort of order or claim we go for a claim
and they do not mind … We had just financial claims not related to construction work as the
scope is really clear.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
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“We have started last month a very nice reward scheme for labor who complied with safety
requirements on site … Some rewards for labor who proved they complied with everything …
This made a very good encouragement for them … Actually, we suffered from some labors
working on site and not having their helmets and other equipment … All guys reacted very well,
and also we have started to give prizes (money) … Every month we make an assessment and
each labor proved that he had a good monthly record we give him the prize.”
“This has proved rewarding is very successful scheme … I have not seen any other reward apart
from giving bonuses … Every six months each company of the joint venture makes an
assessment of their own staff, and then each company decided on the limited bones that we
need to distributed to employees … Actually, we share it 50/50 … We have also appreciation but
mostly it is based on money not promotions.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P3
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:11
Leaders of Project
Managers of IT Airport
Construction Project
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“We start the design for this project we had no design for IT … But what we had in our hand
was the minimum technical requirement (MTR) … For the IT, it is not very easy to find anybody
from customers (stakeholders) and to have these meetings in order to get their information
from … That is way it was a difficult part for me, so I could not get any information in this
project.”
“I cannot find here people from IT government stakeholders, as they work in other major cities
not in here … That is way I just follow the information I have from MTR … I was able to attend
two meetings where I get their principles, requirements of what they want … After getting those
principles it was easy just to add them on the top of what we already have in design.”
“We have it with our design manager here and he is responsible for stakeholders’ arrangements,
he is from (..) the CM or let me say (..) the joint venture team … We have a representative from
(..) the client who is responsible for the ORAT (Operational Readiness and Airport Transfer) …
Right now we are consulting or brainstorming with him to discuss and share with him some
problems.”
“Actually it is not one of our responsibilities … Any kind of advanced technology not going to be
from my side to them, they have to take care of that from inside their system … What we are
doing here is we are trying to achieve the high level of technology that is available to them.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“We use emails, but officially we have a document control system called ACONEX., which is the
official correspondence system … We use it just inside the project and the subcontractors … But
with (..) the client and (..) the owner only letters.”
“I do not have direct relation with project stakeholders.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“We do not have regular internal meeting because we are working in the same space … But with
subcontractors we meet twice every week.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Yes they are immediate actions … We just have to wake up people and make them aware.”
“I do not involve all project team in project solving process, because we need to use our time in
a proper way … Guys all of them have so many things to do and I do not want to keep them busy
for something and they are not part of the solution.”
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Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“No not yet … And I do not think we will have any claim … We have a good contract.”
“You need to be tough and aware of every single detail of the contract and also have a good
memory and write down everything … You need to specify clearly your subcontractors’ scope of
work … We are very good and I was here from the beginning and I can tell you that,
subcontractors cannot get extra penny from us … I like (..) the CM strategy about this they are
really a good company.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Yes there is for joint venture project team, I am not sure if there is any for external people.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P4
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:32:38
Quality Assurance &
Control Manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“We have different subcontractors and (..) the project consultant … They are supporting the
client and also us … They help us to check site people and trying to find mistakes and damages
on site for quality purpose … But our main stakeholders are the subcontractors … This is an
airport project and it has to have other kind of things rather than other construction projects.
We need to have specialized subcontractors … The airport system and passenger boarding
bridges … We have many subcontractors in this project but the main ones are 40 to 45.”
“We ask subcontractors to form their own teams for quality control … Then our team coordinate
with package mangers and subcontractors’ people … Which is easier to solve problems … We
are working as team … If we cannot work as a team like coordinating with the package
managers, subcontractors and all other disciplines, we cannot manage the project, it is not
easy.”
“Yes we do development sessions … Because of the system as this system is very new for most of
the people, for me too … I have learnt the system first and tried to teach others, I have started
first by my people and then the package managers and subcontractors, this is not easy.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“We use emails and letters, but mostly emails … And also our documentation system is an
electronic system (ACONEX), which is very useful … Otherwise we will lose many times and
money of course, I do not like the use of paper … Using ACONEX system to transfer documents
between each other is very easy and very useful.”
“If they have some items that they cannot understand them we try to help and assist them and
find the right solution for that … We have also a form called certification of inspection and test
(CIT), which means that after finishing the work this step will be in a week or after one month,
all information regarding each step whether completed and checked or not, by whom (a
subcontractor first and then the package manger) … All these steps need assessment by us,
otherwise they cannot be managed … But (..) the client/users need to know and understand
how the system work or they cannot do anything.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“Actually we do not have workshops … We have in the project some workshops, involving
subcontractors and (..) the joint venture contract management.”
“Meetings not for all people here … Every week we have meeting with project departments and
sometimes we have meeting with the external group or finishing group … Monthly will be ok for
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us but also if we need any we can do it directly, it depends if disciplines want to share anything
… We are also having internal meetings with package mangers and subcontractors, sometimes
every day … We are always working together (with external) and if they have any problems they
come to us or we go to them.”.
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“We should do it immediately … It is not just in this project it is in all projects … It has to be done
very quickly otherwise we cannot catch our target.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“We always receive claims but they are within the contract … Negotiating is always good … We
need to follow the contract which is the rule of the project.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Actually I like this way, if you can make the people happy you can get more and better
performance … For subcontractors, actually we are trying to give them some honors,
certifications, special letters or something else.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P5
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:11:56
Project Finance Manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“No … Actually all that under (..) the project manager organization’s responsibilities, as they are
the PM.”
“So many advanced technologies … All system have been upgraded in accordance with latest
technologies, some systems were already obsolete in the market and we have proposed to the
employer that those system are not anymore in operation or appropriate for the airport.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“We used all method of communication, emails and letters … But emails were the most
dominated method.”
“Evaluation of project stakeholders’ status and positions is one of (..) the main contractor
responsibilities.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“Workshops were implemented through meetings, daily, weekly or special meetings.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“In that project time was a great essence … Time and quality were not tolerable under any
circumstances.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Of course we have many claims … Basically, any claims out of the contract were based on
negotiation process with main project stakeholders, project manager, design consultant and the
employer … I would say 70-75% we reached a conclusion via those negotiations … And the rest
were settled via the dispute review board (DRB) … The majorities were solved through
negotiations and meetings, and sometimes even without meetings … Something that is very
clear and obvious so they agree without any need for meetings … The DRB were responsible for
any technical and financial issues that could not be settled between us (main project
stakeholders).”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“We have nothing for external people … Within (..) main contractor’s team we have incentives
for personnel in cash form or certificates.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P6
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Totally New Airport
01:05:57
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Manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“This is should belong to project director.”
“Project departments’ framework has developed to help and support everybody and everyone,
from office boys until the project director, understands that we should deliver the project on
time, quality and cost … Departments’ segmentation is to organize roles and responsibilities of
each one … It is actually depends on cases and work needs, sometimes we spend one week with
contract department when there are so many contracts to be signed, in other cases I have to
spend more time with project team when having visitors like lenders (banks) sometimes.”
“We have assigned a subcontractor and main consultant only for the handing over stage
whether to communicate or to finalize the entire process … As it is a new Airport project so the
handing over will be really complicated … The airport will be handed over as one package at the
beginning and then divided into several divisions, baggage handling system, safety, fire system,
IT system, and security and monitoring system … Their role includes those segments manuals,
communication and coordination process with different users and us too … I do not think that
they involve in stakeholders (users) development skills, instead they provide a comprehensive
manual to be used in operation phase.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“We use emails in most of project communication internally and externally, and we do not use
memos and letters, even this with project approval and different meetings, seminars and
presentations’ announcements.”
“We have an archive and actually we have a document control department which is responsible
for that.”
“This is a mega project … The entire project is divided into several packages and there is a head
of each package, design, baggage handling system, structure, security system, IT and so on …
Then there is also a sub-head for each sub-package … This is one of the difficulties and
challenges that we were worry about it and raise it in advance … Based on my experience in
construction I was always concern about the coordination and communication.”
“We follow up, coordinate and also had many visits to abroad factories (lift system) and
subcontractors, actually this make us, as a main partner on this project, confident and assured
that we are paying the right people on the right time to get things on time.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“The workshop is mainly on a monthly basis with my team when having the closing of the
month, I mostly focus on senior managers as I am depending on them.”
“We do not have frequent meetings but we arrange them when required … Every six months we
have a regular meeting to discuss general issues and by the end of each year we meet also
officially to close the financial year.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“we do encourage issues to be raised in advance and immediate actions have taken … I think
this is the reason of project success so far.”
“Decision making process is related to power and authority … We have here the right people at
the right place with the right authority … Without that you will never reach success.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“If it minor issues never claim for it … But major issues we should claim for them, and it is based
on study and evaluation conduct by project control and design people … We then make an
estimation of total cost following by an internal discussion of the reasonable margin that we
expect … In negotiating we still keep a margin with the client and finally the claim will be
raised.”
“You know in construction business if it major matter I should claim for time extension … If it
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minor it usually resolve by additional cost … Project claims can be regarding mechanical,
electrical or construction.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Yes of course there is incentives … We have used this way in different methods … We pay (..)
the subcontractor early and reduce the credit facility period in order to make a big jump and
push for him.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“I am responsible for that … I see and check contract agreements every day … Coordinate with
the person on site who is in charge with subcontractors’ activities.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“Actually we use both emails and verbal method.”
“We use a document control system called ACONEX.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“All departments I think like workshops … We are working together very good now … If I see a
need for a meeting I will do and arrange it, otherwise no.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Until now we have not experienced this.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Yes there is … We have the contract department I directly send it to them and they deal with it.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“We just have the bonus scheme.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“We have stakeholders’ representative and he is from (..) the owner side … He is the safety
leader of safety department.
“(..) the owner is following a standard of a an international based company called (..) and they
are enforcing the same thing to here as well … They are a highly key skilled safety consultant for
everybody.”
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“Mostly we have a document control and sharing system called ACONEX and we use it for all
information related.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“Additional to monthly meeting arrangements, we have workshops … This included within the
training department … Training department provides anyone involve in the site with training,
not necessary just from the joint venture team.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“If an accident happened on site and the injury in there then it is an immediate action is
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required … We categorized this into 3 or 4 groups like low, medium, high … If there is a high
risky activity the remedy action will be immediate effect.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“At the begging of the contract itself, subcontractors are agreed to follow our safety standard …
If there is any valuation there we will claim to them and they will not claim to us.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“Intensive is clearly official … It is an initiative by the project manager.”
“If one contractor is complaining with most of our standard … We are then selecting that
contractor as the contractor of the month … If one man is always comply with full safety
equipment, following the rules and set a good example for others, defiantly we will reward him
with a certificate in front of the all high management with good money too.”
“We have our people on site, they are giving daily reports on individuals.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:15:37
Design Project Manager
Intension
Theme C: Stakeholders Engagement (SE)
Sub-theme: Top-level Support (TS)
“The client/owner gave us a booklet that contains every stakeholder needs and requirements,
standard of international or domestic airport and all other related … When we finished the
concept design before we lock the design stage, we invited all stakeholders for group meeting
and explained the status of the project and its design, this is in the present of (..) the owner and
client, and then we split into individual meetings with every stakeholder and explained
everything including his areas, rooms, requirements and so on .. This is not easy because
everyone wants more rooms, facilities, to control cameras and so many … Our role was to meet
with each one of them and start looking to the gaps and close them, whether by refusing what is
extra, and of course we communicate with (..) the owner because it will be a real cost affect …
Many times we comply with the requirements because we have the right to do … This is the
way, it is a regular meeting, communication with them and feedback from project stakeholders
then we release the final design … But actually the final role is from (..) the owner side.
Sub-theme: Project Information (PI)
“All top management level and CEO from all companies can access our airport document control
system ACONEX, the client but not the stakeholders … I mean external stakeholders … But all
designer, sub-designers, contractors and sub-contractors are using ACONEX … Everyone has an
access of what he needs to see, and we control the access … I am the only person who control
the access to whether (..) the owner, the consultant … This is in order to know what we send and
then control it.”
“The client can communicate with project stakeholders, as we are not communicating with them
directly … I am not communicating directly with custom, this is through (..) the client who is he
partner of (..) the owner in this project and then they will communicate with (..) the owner and
he will write to stakeholders, all that is by using letter system.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders Meetings (SM)
“During stage C we had weekly meetings, in stage D we reduced meetings to fortnightly or
sometimes every three weeks … Then we come to the details design stages (E and F), meetings
become almost every month … The real workshop meetings were in stage C and D.”
Sub-theme: Concerns and Actions (CA)
“Normally they are not taking time … For us we take immediate action … But sometimes there is
priority, if there is any issue we prioritize it, and then some of them we deal with them
immediately and some others we delay them as they are not affecting our schedule.”
“Here we are taking quicker action … Because we were involve in the design, so we can take
immediate action and contact the designer and change some elements or advice all parties that
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we need to change this … We are the designer and I think it is much easier that you have
external party designer where you have to communicate with him and wait for his reply and
study, it is in-house design.”
Sub-theme: Stakeholders’ Negotiation (SN)
“Claims will be analyzed and assessed, and if they have a really clear reasons they will get it.”
Sub-theme: Intensives (I)
“There is financial incentives and some morale incentives, trip to (..) a country for stuff when
they finish or achieve something … Some time they are sending them for meetings as they have
to feel their importance.”
“As a design we do not have such incentives for external people … Sub-designers or designers
the best incentive for them is to give them your second project, a future relation … They were all
targeting to deliver the current project in a good way to get the other one.”
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12.2

Theme C: Stakeholders’ Engagement - Data Interpretation

12.2.1 Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
O1 has a very structured and organised stakeholders management process (O1P1). Senior
project managers are responsible for managing stakeholders-related activities (O1P4, O1P5,
O1P9 and O1P10). All project managers engage with all stakeholders through various
weekly and monthly meetings whether informally or less formally (O1P1, O1P2, O1P3,
O1P4, O1P5, O1P6, O1P7, O1P8, O1P9 and O1P10). They follow their organisation’s
regulations in dealing with these stakeholders and also developing different plans to ensure a
proper engagement process (O1P6, O1P7 and O1P10). O1P2 observed that a “huge number
of people that need to be engaged.” Indeed, most of O1’s senior project managers mentioned
the large number of project stakeholders. They noted: “even on a very small project, the
stakeholders are a burden and vast”; there are “lots of stakeholders and definitely there is a
potential for conflict”; “it is a bit of public relation project”; and “the stakeholders were
various” (O1P3, O1P4, O1P5 and O1P7, respectively). Key stakeholders are organised in
different categories, whether control authority, property and facility, operation, commercial,
contractors or suppliers (O1P3, O1P5, O1P8 and O1P9). The main project stakeholders are
those who have the largest stake in the organisation and the biggest input in the decisionmaking process (O1P1). According to O1P9 and O1P10, the importance of project
stakeholders changes through a project’s different stages. O1 have specialist stakeholder
consultants, and it is their decision who should be invited and when (O1P1, O1P2 and O1P3).
A matrix approach is in place to determine each stakeholder interest and influence the project
(O1P6 and O1P9). O191 suggested that “the successful stakeholders’ engagement in this
particular instance is quickly grasping what each stakeholder wants to know to be satisfied”,
as they have many requirements and inputs in the decision-making processes.

Emails, official regular meetings and workshops and face-to-face conversations are utilised to
share project information with stakeholders (O1P3 and O1P7). However, in terms of the
amount of information that needs to be shared, this is based on assessment criteria that
measure their influence, what is required from them and engagement methods (O1P2 and
O1P10). Additionally, a change control process is also implemented to coordinate and
discuss all change requirements and associated matters with stakeholders (O1P6).
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Meetings and workshops involving both internal and external stakeholders are arranged in
each project. Their frequency and stakeholder involvement vary based on the nature of the
project, phase and key stakeholders. There is also a key representative of each project party
(O1P1 and O1P8). O1P2 stated that stakeholder meetings and workshops are updated
throughout a project’s lifecycle. Most of these meetings are held during early project stages,
the initiating stage (O1P10).
In O1 all negotiations between parties are based on NEC3 contract, which manages all
project scope changes with regard to time extension, cost increase and expectations (O1P1,
O1P4 and O1P6). In this regard, a contract change system, SIMAR, which is a web-based
tool, allowing all parties access, is supporting the entire process. All these procedures are
managed by MSP people, but the senior project manager is in charge of making decisions
(O1P3). He also commented: “I have not been in a situation where I have been in a dispute
with a contractor, because we work with framework companies and so we tend to have
reasonably good relationship with them.” On the other hand, O1P10 has stopped change in a
project scope and has not experienced any claims.

O1P2 mentioned that through project workshops all stakeholders’ concerns, including
contractors, are discussed in group meetings, so they can ensure everyone receives the same
message. In the project’s early stages, O1P3 started to discuss project issues with a senior
manager who had influence and authority to decide or speak on behalf of particular business
areas. Following this, the number of key people increased. During these sessions, a project
manager tried to explain all project dimensions in terms of what needed to be done and what
was going to be built, in order to encourage people to ask questions and feedback their
concerns. However, over the project cycle O1P9 had various weekly progress meetings with
different key project stakeholders, to discuss various issues.
The following Table 11.1 illustrates how project managers deal with stakeholders’ incentives.

Table 11.1: Organisation 1 Project Stakeholders’ Incentives
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
For contractors and some consultants and suppliers:
O1P1
-Pain and gain to make sure they deliver under budget.
For individuals:
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O1P2

O1P3
O1P4
O1P5
O1P6
O1P7
O1P8
O1P9
O1P10

- Yearly performance assessment and a performance related bonus … Top,
above average, middle or low ground, their bonus is proportional on where they
fit on that curves.
-The airport star scheme I nominate them for doing a very good job … softer
rewards … financial benefits … vouchers.
For contractors and some consultants and suppliers:
-Pain and gain relationship … If they delivered certain capacity by such and such
day they are entailed to 25% of a bonus … If they achieve full capacity that we
need it by another date again they will entailed to a 100% of their assets, it
worked very well.
- If they finish early then they should save some money.
For contractors and some consultants and suppliers:
- If they hit the deadline they got a bonus.
For contractors and some consultants and suppliers:
-Pain and gain … If they deliver the project below target price then we going to
share profits, if they deliver the project over the target price, they going to pay.
-It is a project course route … We want to do it as quickly as possible.
-Very much the long term relation as an incentive for contractors, especially at
the airport … If they perform well in (..) this project … I am likely to
recommend them for the next project defiantly.
For contractors and some consultants and suppliers:
- I pay money for good behaviours.
For individuals:
-Personal shaking hands ‘well done, you hit it’.

12.2.2 Organisation 2 - Public Ownership Structure
Stakeholders’ engagement activity in O2 is managed through a coordinator assigned by either
the airport administration or senior project manager and his project team (O2P1, O2P2,
O2P3, O2P6 and O2P10). This coordinator can be an internal or external individual, who
works with a company involved in developing various aspects of a country’s airports.
However, O2P5 and O2P7 project experiences were different; stakeholders’ activities were
managed through various representatives of different project disciplines and then reported to
a project manager. In some projects, each department head is responsible for stakeholders’
coordination activities, so all activities are directed by them through project managers (O2P8
and O2P9).
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Stakeholders’ relevant skills were considered in just one project experience (O2P6). Various
people from airport operation and government agencies had a practical demonstration,
outside of the country, regarding advanced technologies that were to be implemented in the
new airport. However, all other senior project managers required external parties to have
skilled and competent team members, which is one of the contract agreements.
In the majority of O2 projects, letter is the main tool utilised to share or update information
with project stakeholders, otherwise new information is discussed during a project’s weekly
meetings (O2P2, O2P4 and O2P5). In this regard, O2P5 stated “I know that is not the best
method nowadays.” O2P6 and O2P8 clarified that only informal correspondences can be sent
by email. However, O2P3 and O2P7 used email correspondence with project stakeholders.
O2P3 remarked: “this was one of the things that made the project a success and minimised
delay time.” For O2P10, there is no official process for updating project information; rather,
information is available on request through DCC (Document Control Centre).

There are various meeting arrangements in O2. O2P2 had daily meetings, for one hour, with
the in-house project team and then the project contractor was invited to discuss any issue, and
weekly meetings consisting of both. In O2P3’s chosen project, the in-house project team had
a scheduled meeting once a week. Another meeting arrangement was organised on a
fortnightly basis. O2P3 and O2P6 had weekly meetings with a project contractor and
consultant. O2P7 mentioned that many meetings with project stakeholders were organised
during the initial stage. Regular meetings and workshops were not arranged in the O2P10
project; meetings were held when needed. However, O2P6 experienced numerous
workshops in his project experience.

O1P4 and O1P8 mentioned that if an issue arises regarding scope changes, the project team
arrange a meeting with the contractor and whoever else is involved to discuss and share ideas.
However, O2P2 stated, “we give them the solutions but will not propose the solution, we ask
them to go back and propose the solution to us, you can discuss unofficially with the
contractor, but we cannot propose officially.”

Actions usually take time in O2, especially if an issue is associated with financial matter, as it
requires different reviews from internal departments and external government departments
(O2P2, O2P4 and O2P5). Most actions delays are outside of project management control
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(OP26). However, O2P8 commented, “because of the criticality of the project, everybody
was instructed to respond as fast as possible.”

A project claim in O2 is based on project contract, otherwise the negotiation process between
in-house project team and other parties, whether contractors or suppliers, is followed (O2P2,
O2P3, O2P5 and O2P7). The contract department/committee of a specific project is
responsible then for a projects’ risk management, so it handles all claims and makes
associated decisions (O2P8). Most senior project managers have not had any claim during
their chosen project experiences (O2P3, O2P4, O2P9 and O2P10). O2P4 suggested that “this
is because of the high level of transparency in the project between all parties.”
The following Table 11.2 illustrates how project managers deal with stakeholders’ incentives.
Table 11.2: Organisation 2 Project Stakeholders’ Incentives
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
For contractors and some consultants and suppliers:
O2P2

O2P3
O2P4
O2P5

O2P6
O2P7
O2P8
O2P9
O2P10

- Thank you very much, you have done the job for us, we are appreciated,
sometimes they give certifications to management.
For individuals:
- Organization management has evaluation for every individual, one of my team
member has promoted.
No not really.
- Actually we have not got this, just complement sometimes from managers.
For contractors and some consultants and suppliers:
- If he done a great job he can award any of our following projects, and the
consultant is exactly the same.
For individuals:
- Promotion for individuals can be higher grade according to their performance
and achievements.
- Actually we have nothing implemented in regards to incentives.
- It has to be according to the contract, and we follow everything included in the
contract.
- I wish there were but there were not.
- If you deal professionally with project contactor and guide him properly in a
way that you are support and help him, so automatically incentive will be there.
- There is not any reward scheme is implemented and even for other stakeholders

12.2.3 Organisation 3- Joint Public-Private Venture
Few stakeholders were involved in the joint-venture project team. The construction project
team dealt with the client, project lenders, subcontractors and client consultant, who reported
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project status with limited power and authority over the project (O3P2). O3P3 stated, “I do
not have direct relation with project stakeholders.” Thus, other stakeholders’ coordination
activities were the owner’s responsibility and managed through the client organisation, which
was assigned by the government owner (O3P1, O3P3, O3P8 and O3P10). The client was
responsible for providing all MTR (Minimum Technical Requirement) documents for
different departments of the construction project team (O3P3). O2P4 commented that
subcontractors were the main stakeholders; “this is an airport project and it has to have other
things rather that construction projects, we need to have specialised subcontractors, e.g. the
airport systems and passenger boarding bridges.” However, during the project concept
design stage, all stakeholders were invited to group meetings, in the presence of the owner
and the client, in order to explain project status and to discuss design elements. Following
this, the design team had various individual meetings with every stakeholder, where they
explained design information and discuss requirements and expectations (O3P9).
There is no application of stakeholders’ skills development. The deputy project director
(O3P2) said, “unfortunately, we are not running such sessions, I am planning to do that.”
However, O3P3, who is responsible for airport IT (Information Technology) stated that
making an airport operation team familiar with different advanced technologies was not an
obligation. A comprehensive manual is provided by a special consultant to be used in the
operation phase (O3P6). O3P4 also organised different development sessions for his team,
package managers and subcontractors, in which they learned an advanced system that could
be utilised in a project environment.

A joint-venture team relies on emails to update project information, while any
correspondence with the government owner is through letters (O3P1, O3P2, O3P4, O3P5 and
O3P7). O3P2 clarified that in addition to emails and team meetings, the project team used
smart phones when sharing information. He also stated that all correspondences within a
project team were electronic-based, as memos and hard copies were not relevant. Official
correspondences within a project team and with subcontractors were via a document control
system called ACONEX (O3P2, O3P3, O3P7 and O3P8). Top management level and the
CEO of all joint-venture companies along with the project team and various subcontractors
could access the document control system (O3P19). O3P4 stated that it was very useful to
use email and the ACONEX system in correspondence; he remarked, “otherwise we will lose
many times and money of course, I do not like the use of paper.” For O3P6, based on wide
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experience in the construction industry, coordination and communication should always be
the main concern.

Monthly meetings are arranged between the client and project team, and the owner and client
consultant are invited when needed (O3P1). Regular meetings are not held in a joint-venture
project team, but relevant departments and their package managers meet twice every week
with subcontractors. However, sometimes project departments meet every week on a
monthly basis. A joint-venture project team and its various departments work together in the
same place, which explains the lack of regular meetings (O3P4 and O3P4). O3P7
commented, “if I see a need for a meeting I will do and arrange it, otherwise no.” During the
early stage of a project, the design department has different meeting arrangements, weekly,
fortnightly, every three weeks and monthly (O3P9).

Workshops are compulsory for new project comers/team members, in which they receive
project status information and essential training with regard to safety matters (O3P2 and
O3P8). O3P7 stated that “all departments like workshops, we are working together very good
now.”
“We do encourage issues to be raised in advance and immediate actions have been taken, I
think this is the reason for project success so far” (O3P6). Joint-venture project managers
agree that problem solving actions do not take time unless they are government-related
matters (O3P1, O3P2, O3P3 and O3P8). This is due to the importance of time factor in a
project (O3P5). As O3P4 mentioned, “we should do it immediately. It is not just in this
project it is in all projects, it has to be done very quickly otherwise we cannot catch our
target.”

The joint-venture agreement including contract and project scope of work are very clear and
well defined to all project parties. However, changes in the project scope of work will be
based on negotiation method between parties involved. The contract department is
responsible for making the final decision after analysing and assessing the claim-related
documents (O3P7 and O3P9). The construction project team has claimed for lenders
payment delay, which is also included in the contract and not related to construction work
(O3P2). O3P3 remarked, “I do not think we will have any claim, we have a good contract.”
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Some departments have experienced a few claims, but also within the contract agreement
(O3P4).
The following Table 11.3 shows how project managers deal with stakeholders’ incentives.

Table 11.3: Organisation 3 Project Stakeholders’ Incentives
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
For individuals:
O3P1

O3P2

O3P3
O3P4

O3P5
O3P6

O3P7
O3P8
O3P9

- Bonus scheme for individuals at the end of each year based on performance,
according to his attendance, performance, time punctuality, attitude, behaviours
and his overall look.
For individuals:
- Reward scheme for labour who complied with safety requirements on site.
- Every six months each company of the joint venture makes an assessment of
their own staff, each company decided on the limited bones that we need to
distributed to employees.
For individuals:
Yes there is for joint venture project team.
- Actually I like this way, if you can make the people happy you can get more
and better performance.
For Subcontractors:
- We are trying to give them some honors, certifications, special letters
For individuals:
- Incentives for personnel in cash form or certificates.
For individuals:
- Of course there are incentives.
For Subcontractors:
- We pay subcontractor early and reduce the credit facility period in order to
make a big jump and push for him.
For individuals:
- We just have the bonus scheme.
For individuals:
- Intensive is clearly official, it is an initiative by the project manager.
For individuals:
- Financial incentives and some morale incentives
For Subcontractors:
- Sub-designers or designers the best incentive for them is to give them your
second project, a future relation.
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Appendix M

Appendix – M
13.1

Theme D: Leadership Structure - Data Description

Context
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P1
Senior construction project Refurbishment of Terminal
01:28:46
manager – programme
Departure Lounge
manager
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“They have to go and seek endorsement for the projects … A lot of more formal sort of
leadership and control aligning you to pass from one phase to the next … I perhaps more
involved earlier on when we establishing the project, scooping it, developing it, getting it to the
procurement stages and almost getting that into contract … My job is a lot easier when we are in
contract, because actually any responsibility for delivering the job goes then with the
contractor, because they are managing day to day, running it and they just feeding back to me to
make sure I am happy … I have more active involvement in getting up to that point and
determining who is going to scooping the work, developing all the project management
governance and documentations, going through the procurement process and managing that
elements of work … It is various in those various stages from concept going through explore
stages, defying the project, getting through the options, options development, solutions
development, definition and implementation stages … Various expertise you draw in from
various people … To lead that process and draw in the different people in different times;
organization’s suppliers, organization’s internal bodies … Leadership is kind of getting around
them, motivating the team, managing that changing, team structure under the evolution of the
project and its deliverables.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“It is very much actually on contract … The contractor project manager is the most important
person, because he is the one who is going to his suppliers and managing the actual delivery.”
“I am kind of a countable to degree on that project … I have a project manager underneath me
who is more responsible … He is responsible for implementing various actions … I am the one
who is ultimately held accountable for the overall project … But the actual project manager in
(..) the airport organization team is not the project managers, the contract specialist is the
project manager because he is the one under the contractor who is able to implement changes …
There are two key people, you as a project manager for the client and the contractor project
manager who is delivering the project.”
“At the early stage there might be the design body that were engaging to develop the solution …
We have the in-house design specialist, kind of provides a bit of guidance, support and
endorsement … Within our organization we tend to outsource that sort of functions … We go to
an architect body who design the project for us, so we have the internal people and they just
make sure they make the job … I might need somebody who is specialist in air flow and
management, so I may employ somebody who is an expert in certain building regulations to
make sure the contractor is giving me what I need in that respect … I might employ somebody
who is specialist in fire management system if my contractor is delivering a fire management
system.”
Context
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Participant
Name
O1P2

Position Title
Senior Construction
Project Manager Portfolio Manager of Asset
Replacement &
Commercial Capital

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Minor Construction Works
Programme: Office
Buildings, Roads Networks –
Escalators

Interview
Length
00:52:45

Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“It is various on the project and various on the individuals … Actually there is not very
hierarchal system and it is much more team focus, call senior team … Somebody has to make
that final call and that the leader of that team … As project managers we have influence on the
overall strategy, not with a specific areas or sub projects but on the overall.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“It tends not to be, the people will change but they change in a structured way … There will be
an appointed leader at the project who is accountable for and will lead the project, if the skills
need to change then that will happen.”
“We have not got too many stakeholders in this project because we are focusing around the
three principles suppliers … We have three contractors who were curry out a wide variety of
works, but there would just be a number of contracts … We are moving to a model now …
Putting much more emphasis on them to lead the design and technical evaluation of the project,
much earlier in the process … We have given them the concept and then the outline problems so
they can solve the problems and say this much money to do it, so that is quite new.”
“We are regulated industry, we got to keep control of them … We have to be very accountable
for change the control around them all … We have frameworks which give us the headline term
and then we have individual contracts of specific pieces of works.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P3
Senior Project Manager in
Strategic Construction
01:25:56
Direct Support of Strategic
Projects Perspective
Initiative – Preconstruction Activities
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“The in-house project manager is there throughout the project, because clearly we have to
make sure that we are getting what we want … In terms of leadership structure, depending on
size, scale and complexity of the project, we put various levels of project managers … The
contractor has his project manager on it which is the single point of accountability into that
contractor organization and he would absolutely be working in, although it is a client-supplier
relationship, it is essentially a partnership to get the work done and get it deliver.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“In the construction phase, we do put a lot of emphasis on the contractor project manager …
Early construction work, sort of in-house prime project managers are more leading and driving
the project … They make sure we are getting the right business solution for the airport.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P4
Senior project Manager Airside Physical Facilities –
01:19:40
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The capacity Optimisation
Programmes, Airfield
Team

Dealing with Snow in Winter
Condition

Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“I have got values around sort of openness and integrity and loyal … I am very loyal to my
project team and I will set with them and present us as a team … They are not (..) in-house
employees they are (..) project contractor employees, so I think there is a potential for (..) the
private operator project managers to be looking at (..) the contractor team and saying we have
not performed you or something like that … Being able to see ourselves as one project team …
We have always kept to focus on delivery and achieving results, so I feel that approach works
very well.”
“Basically, I do management-related stuff in terms of project relations, communication and
scope, and the contractor deliver the construction.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“(..) the private operator is giving the contractor this contract … Go and build A, B and C and
then if somebody comes to me and says I want D, E and F … I will sort of protect him and keep
him focus on the project by doing the analysis on D, E and F and making sure he is absolutely
right … If still need to be done so let’s start talking about how we can to do that, so it is kind of
keeping the contractor focus on the project, but gradually getting him more and more involve in
any change … I think there is a great resource there to be used in terms of dealing with issues …
I have got a quite collaborative relationship with my contractor, so I am able to introduce issues
to him and he will help me and workshop those issues.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P5
Senior Project Manager –
Separate Temporary
01:13:47
Fast Development Projects
Terminal
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“Myself and (..) The contractor project manager … He was a more expert delivery project
manager than me … I have managed all of the entire processes and he has got it built … He
managed the site and all of his team … We both had recognized in the early days so that was our
strengths were.
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“It is an employer-supplier relationship … They could not go off and do things without checking
back to us … If they found things that needed to add in to the scoop or change, they would raise
conversation events or an early warning through the system which then was assessed by myself
and the cost manager and then either instructed it back to PMI or send it and I do that … There
was quite a good change of information.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P6
Senior Construction
Refurbish an Old Domestic
01:05:16
project manager
Lounge
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“We have a core leadership team, an eye on the project from the start to finish.”
“We have what we call a development manager … The develop manager would lead the project
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and take that project to a certain point then the delivery project manager would come in and
deliver that project … The develop manager start his role before the delivery project manager …
There will be a hand over, between the develop manager and the project manager … And as you
get towards the end of the project and then start to involve the facility manager who then takes
on the project to maintain it.”
“Sometimes all of them are in-house … Sometimes we do and it depends on sort of availability of
resources … The majority is in-house so key leadership role is in-house … We do use supplier’s
project managers to deliver projects.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“The overall one is seen as a manager and a leader who has the authority … I would say the
commercial manager as well, and the contractor PM is a key role player as well, so that is the
leadership team.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P7
Senior Project Manager –
Airside Segregation Project
01:05:57
Capital Construction
projects
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“Leadership structure on the project that I thought it is quite successful was very clear … There
were not too many ambiguous parties, it was very clear that I was the main client body … There
was a main commercial body … There was a main coordinating contractor … The whole heads of
each of the main suppliers … It was very clear and unambiguous … Everyone played a fairly rule,
it was fairly level of leadership … There was not any lack of skills.”
“You have a team made up of lots of different people and I think the best structure is that
everyone takes on a rule which to some degree is a leader of someone else … The right skills, the
right place at the right time … Overall structure of the leadership was undoubtedly me the
leader of the whole team … The relationship of individuals and the clarity of the rules and
responsibilities that contributed to that.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
Context
Participant
Name
O1P8

Position Title
Senior Construction
Project manager – Leader
of project Managers &
Project Engineers within
Airport Runways Projects

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Airfield Pavement Projects
(Runway and Taxiway
Refurbishments and
Prefiguration)

Interview
Length
01:16:36

Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“We had a lot of discussions at the beginning about how we set the structure … Issue about how
you carry leadership through from day to the night time … We have got 4 project engineers at
night, and the issue about leadership is how to lead the night time team during the day … We
have that period when we had to go every day of the week because it had been particular
problems at night … One of the challenges is managing that … I would not say that the
leadership practices of the work through the project lifecycle is doing that, it is just making sure
it work better and we get everything without problems … In case of such problems I would lead
but will make sure this is ok … I would sort of identify that particular problems and then put
staff in place .”
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Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“We set together, but some of them they are not collaborative … With some of them it has to be
‘this is what I want you to do’ it is not an opinion thing.”
“We have to make the decision but then it all authorised by what called contracting officers …
We have the financial contractual authorisation setting with somebody with a little bit distant
from the project and because I think what we had in the past is hundreds of project manager
making decisions so we lost control over financing, we lost control over the scope and the whole
things.”
“Now we have more control … But at the end everybody has to clearly understand what your
role is and what you can and cannot do.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P9
Senior Construction Project Terminals Security Project:
01:43:20
Manager – (leader of
Security Equipment in the
Project Managers (Security
Passenger Security Areas
and Saving Operational
Cost)
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“It is all about instilling an emergency, a drive, a motivation and that mutual respect between
team I think … I believe the way to get the best out of the team is to work with them rather than
dictate to them … You get a better performance, they more honest with you if you work with
them … The less likely to be honest with me if I am a dictator I think … If they tell me there is an
issue, all I want to do is work with them to get it resolved because it is in my benefit to get
resolved as well … I report to my boss and he is going to be judging me on how well I deliver the
project … If I come across something they have not told me and then stop advantages anyone.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Yes, even though there is one project manager … The project manager is either me or anyone
has got the strength but they have also got weaknesses … To have a successful team you have to
recognize where people strengths are and where there weaknesses are … More important is to
recognize where your own strength and weaknesses are … There is the design leader in (..)
contractor side who I got every confidence in … The contractor can work perfectly well with the
operational point of contact … I have got every confidence on him to be able to speak coherently,
understandably and knowledgably about the design of this bench with my approachable
colleague.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P10
Senior Construction
Totally New Airport
02:24:06
Project Manager –
Programme Director of
Terminals Projects
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“I am not adopt to be specialist in contract or project control … I just get a feed by them and
they do not work for me … But I manage that team and I get what I want out of it … There is a
leadership function there … I expect people behave in the way I behave … When something bad
happen I do not shout … I go set them down and then sort it out one thing and another … About
telling people when they do good, leading by examples, starting the safety … If you talk about
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safety everyday with your other half she will start thinking about it … It is the same thing here if
I buy in about what is important … Messages about why we are here … What we are doing …
How fantastic this is, how important this is, we deliver those messages and people have got a
direction to going to … If they have got that little bits you talk about it, goals and objectives
along the way that link to money which link to me staying good in Friday.”
I think leadership really simple … It is just about being a person and not being frighten to be
yourself … I actually sorted I cannot pretend to be what I am not.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)

Context
Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Name
O2P1
Deputy Construction
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:35:30

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Private Aviation Terminal
Project

Interview
Length
01:21:25

Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P2

Position Title
Head of structural
engineering department

Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“To develop leadership structure; you cannot do it unless you have full support from the top
management … They should be given the responsibilities … This is the major idea behind this
and its major input should be from management level.”
“It is not only just from top to down, it has to be in different directions as well … Not also limited
to the whole team work … It has been expanded to other members of disciplines themselves …
To make sure things are exposed and let the people know what we are doing … Decisions are
yours, they may give you some ideas or some kind of thoughts but it is up to you, you can take it
and if you do not it is alright.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“I mean this the thing that has to be developed in all respect doing the whole exercises … What
is the basic concept of teamwork is to bring some leaders out of it … Somebody form my team
and maybe I will not bring that from outside, within our team they should say ‘ok’.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P3
Senior Project Manager Runways Development of a
01:18:19
Leader of Project
New Airport - Airfield
Managers & Engineers
Projects
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(Civil, Structural &
Pavement)
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“At the beginning it was a bit complicated but over the time and actually before kick of the
project everyone become aware of his job and responsibilities … We have developed a system
between us as project managers in terms of ways of communication and contact and weekly
meetings … Really helped us a lot.”
“It was type of people who going to benefit the project according to their background
experiences and skills.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“We develop a full report, including the benefit of our request in long term, how it is going to
benefit (..) the public operator, what is going to happen if I do not make it, also in terms of cost,
safety, effective operation … (..) The public operator president and upper managerial level were
very supportive and understandable.”
“We have almost managed everything, sometimes we asked and got recommendations to save
time and make sure we are doing the right thing … Airport operation asked us to make some
alteration on the taxiways as they have the experience and its one of their operation elements …
After realizing the benefit behind it we make changes in project phases.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P4
General Director of
Airfield Development
01:14:21
Engineering Affairs Project – Domestic Airport
Domestic Airports
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
Leadership structure should be formal to be able to make decisions and control he project.
When I have been appointed to be the project manager of this project, I have been asked to
select my project team in different disciplines. In fact I really made good choices of selection.
“selection criteria was just upon individuals ‘skills.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“It is always top-down in here.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P5
Senior Engineering Project
Development of Seven
01:28:10
Manager - Domestic
Runways
Airports
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“There were just one leadership body who is us … We had a plan and very tide timeframe
schedule, as we had seasons pressure, summer and winter and many other factors … We would
pay a lot for any delay or mistake.”
“There was a project manager and then my assistance … Then the different disciplines at the
same level … Project manager and assistant must have leadership skills, deal with people, strict
as well … They also need to make team members feel their importance and responsibilities.”
“it is top-down … I believe that it should be top-down whatever the organization is … The top
guy should be really competent and very strict, this is in order the team to be successful … If
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your boss is not as good as he should be, you will be the same.”
“Yes it happened a lot because of the experience, skills, quality and capability they have,
sometimes you do not even ask about the subject or task.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P6

Position Title
Senior Project Manager –
Communication & Control
Systems

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport
Information Communication
Technology of the New
Airport

Interview
Length
01:10:45

Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“It is based on the position and not about skills … If a guy who got a position is strong enough he
can then lead … Mostly single mind.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Actually we were flexible on doing that … But our management did not want that.”
“I have enough support from upper management level to proceed with anything rightfully to do
and finish the work on time … The confidence they have on me because of my past experience
on delivery.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport –
01:10:42
Deputy Project Director –
Planning and Construction
New Airport Airfield
Development Project
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“Everyone has his own leadership, if we are talking about my top-level management we support
him and he supports us … If an individual got the skills and the leadership characteristics I use
it, because this makes the project successful.”
“Initially we had a team leadership, but sometimes it get sloppy, then you start depending on
one guy and I think this is a problem … I always like teamwork`, unless we have in the team
somebody going to rowing your leadership then I get rid of him.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“I share these with my team and sometimes make my own decision … It depends on the case …
On the other side it has to be top-down.”
“They can lead especially if I do not have the required or specific knowledge … Definitely, I can
consult them, because they have hired for that reason at the first place.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport 00:52:10
Head of Civil Department
Airfield Facilities Upgrade
Project
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
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“We are coming from different cultural background … It is very difficult and very challenging.”
“The process of that came from the top level.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Honestly speaking each department is like a kingdom, they are all feel powerful within
themselves … Each of them has to cooperate with each other for the success of the project and
they are not.
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Contract Control
Department
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“At project early stages we have developed three levels of management, first level called
steering committee, comprises (..) public operator’s president level and various senior members
from different ministries, which meet every month to take project strategic decisions … Second
level is project management team, which is our team, in which we were taking executive
decisions associated with committee strategic decisions, we develop their plans and execute
them … The 3rd level called field management which was an external body (construction
manager) responsible to supervise site construction works.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P10

Position Title
Senior Project Manager –
Head of Contract Control
Department

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:16:52

Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“Leadership is not based on individual’s skills … Instead, working experience and the holding
position of managers.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Extremely controlled by top-down method … No way that the consultant or contractor can lead
the project unless generated from the nature of the contract.”

Context
Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P1
Project CEO
Totally New Airport
01:35:30
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“And we appoint leaders according to individual skills and the nature of tasks they assign to do.
Our COO has a previous experience on airport projects so we assigned him as a PM for ORAT,
and he is preparing the team, all coordination required, all staff, handing over schedule of the
new airport and the test opening period.”
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“Within project team each level has its own authority … It is horizontally based between
different parties, due to equal shares in the cooperation … (..) the owner is our partner … We are
dealing with the project without involving them … But of course, we must take (..) the owner
approval … In terms of our operation company, apart from financial matters (budget approval
or any increase on it) they take their own decision without involving us … Even this works with
the construction team.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“We are a team … I am not dealing with the contractor as a separate body or client … I offer all
help, support, solutions and any difficulty related to documents’ approvals whether from (..) the
owner or other stakeholders … It is a teamwork structure, the party who have the skills and
experience can lead … I give full authorities to the COO who is leading the ORAT, so he does not
have to come back to me in every single detail … I monitor the project status and take part when
I want to draw his attention to a particular issue.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P2
Deputy Construction
Totally New Airport
01:37:37
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“The key person here is the construction manager … The construction manager reports to the
project director and deputy project director … We give them (the construction manager team) a
space of freedom in construction issues of course … I can see that centralization is only in
crucial decisions, mostly in performance and financial related or something like that.”
“The leadership in the project is flexible … It is at the end of the day “the leadership of the
project” … There is a space of freedom of each department’s head to make his-own decisions …
Some decisions are not from the project director, instead from a department manager …
Straightaway when someone makes a decision from his department I can just only approved
that … It is his department and his decision … We make sure that the department managers
have enough power to work within their departments, make all issues’ reports, and manage
their staff, and also to have the power of hiring/discharge people.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Yes, we do admit that (..) The CM organization is an international company and has the
experience in building airports and we totally respect their experience … We had to consult
them for taking any decisions and we listen and respect their opinion … Technical things
regarding the airport we just say go ahead ‘you are the boss here’ as they have the experience …
Other concerns probably like financial issues or local market experience related, we are the
leader here.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P3
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:11
Leaders of Project
Managers of IT Airport
Construction Project
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“It is a team leadership and not focuses on one person.”
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“It is actually comes from top level and then distributed in horizontal way … Most of the power
and authority belong to the project director … We have a very hierarchal leadership structure
and project director also wants project teams in this way.”
“Actually we have not reached this point yet … If I face this I will let them lead and I, actually,
prefer that and would like to be the guy in this shape … I am in this business for like so many
years, since 1989 and I think this part is only for the construction.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
Context
Participant
Name
O3P4

Position Title
Senior Project Manager Quality Assurance &
Control Manager

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:32:38

Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“Team leadership is always better … I started my job and adopted this way and really like it …
Not only in airport construction it is in general construction.”
“There is a sharing responsibility about this … Mostly top management control the budget, this
is the reality of any kind of jobs especially the construction.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Sure always … We share project responsibilities we can reach our target easily and quickly by
that way … I am always like to work as a team not just with my team but also in all the
construction works.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P5
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:11:56
Project Finance Manager
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“I can say both an individual and team leadership … The leadership was through the project
manager and also through department heads … It is better to consider it as group or team
leadership.”
“It is top-down in general.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Yes defiantly we adopt that sometimes.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P6
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Totally New Airport
01:05:57
Manager
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“The leadership here is team leadership … The success of the project due to its clarity and I
mentioned we have independent decision making at site level … This is one of the most
important points.”
“The project director and deputy project director have the authority and power up to certain
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limit so we can proceed effectively.”
“Actually it is top-down.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Yes for sure, that is why in some cases we assign the right supplier and subcontractor even if
associated with high or extra cost … We know that they are the best in their field and will
succeed.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“It is hard to say, this is a construction project … I think both individual and team leadership are
important.”
“They are horizontally … I think in general or as much as possible it is horizontally in order also
to safe time, otherwise you can consider it top-down.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Of course other stakeholders can lead the project according to their skills and experience at
some particular points.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“It is a team leadership … It depends on the situation I can say they follow both ways.”
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“We are taking all advises … They must have big rules in special tasks.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:15:37
Design Project Manager
Intension
Theme D: Leadership Structure (LS)
Sub-theme: Leadership Type (LT)
“It is team leadership … Every package manager (discipline manager) is like a project director …
He is working like nobody is above him … I have designers and every engineer is leading
something in the design, so anyone can come and contact an engineer, it is not necessary to
contact me.”
“It depends on the content … If anything related or has a financial impact it is top-down …
Otherwise, sometimes it is mix, not fully horizontal, because there are no horizontal decisions.
Always there is top-down but in different ways.
Sub-theme: Empowerment Degree (ED)
“Not to lead … It is not a matter of giving him a space, I gain from his experiences and will not
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give him a room to control, because if he control his package he will affect the others … We have
to be in control even if his knowledge is better … We have to improve ourselves, read more, set
with everybody and we have upgraded ourselves actually by that.”
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13.2

Theme D: Leadership Structure - Data Interpretation

13.2.1 Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
Project leadership in O1 changes throughout a project’s various phases. A development
manager, from in-house, leads the project during the early project stages and manages that
project to a certain point. His role is to establish the project, scoop it, develop it and get it to
the procurement stages and then into contracts (O1P1). Thus, management-related matters in
terms of project relation, communication and scope are within in-house managers’
responsibilities (O1P4). O1P5 stressed, “I have managed all of the entire processes and he
has got it built.” A project delivery manager, from the contractor’s side, then starts his dayto-day construction management activities and reporting back to the in-house manager.
Following this, towards the end of the project, a facility manager takes on the project to
maintain it (O1P6). Hence, there are various levels of leadership, but internal managers hold
key leadership roles and manage the whole team (O1P3 and O1P10). O1P7 commented,
“leadership structure was very clear, it was very clear and unambiguous, everyone played a
fair role, it was a fair level of leadership and there was not any lack of skills.”

With regard to empowerment, O1P1 and O1P8 mentioned that an internal project manager is
the person who ultimately holds accountability for the overall project, but the actual project
manager is the contract specialist, from MSP, as he is able to implement changes. O1P6
stated that the commercial manager has also a high level of authority over the project.
Additionally, the two key people in the project are the internal manager and the contractor
project manager (O1P1, O1P3 and O1P4). He noted, “I might need somebody who is
specialist in air flow and management, so I may employ somebody who is an expert in certain
building regulations to make sure the contractor is giving me what I need in that respect.”
O1P2 stated that people will change, but they change in a structured way. Accordingly, there
is a collaborative relationship between internal and external project parties, which takes the
form of an employer-supplier relation (O1P5). “To have a successful team you have to
recognise where people’s strengths are and where their weaknesses are” (O1P9).

13.2.2

Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure

The leadership structure and associated responsibilities of O2 projects are developed at topmanagement level (O2P2 and O2P8). However, in some projects selected project managers
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can form their teams’ leadership structure (02P4). Throughout the project journey, public
operator managers hold leadership responsibilities (O1P5). O2P6 and O2P10 explained that,
within O2 projects, leadership is not based on individuals’ skills or competences, whereby a
person in a high managerial position and strong personality leads a project. O1P7 stated that
a project will experience some problems if people depend on just one individual; teamwork is
always good.

Department project managers in O2 have the required support, power and authority, form
upper managerial level, in construction projects (O2P2 and O2P7). O2P8 stated that
department heads hold power within their own divisions, but they do not cooperate with each
other. The whole leadership and its associated factors are closely controlled by top-down
method (O2P4 and O2P10). Accordingly, external parties whether consultants or contractors
cannot lead any project at any time unless it is part of the contract agreement (O2P10). In
this regard, O2P7 commented, “they can lead especially if I do not have the required or
specific knowledge. Definitely, I can consult them, because they have been hired for that
reason in the first place.” For O2P6 project managers can share leadership with external
parties, but an organisation’s upper-managerial level does not support this.

13.2.3 Organisation 3 – Joint Public-Private Venture
Leaders in O3 are assigned according to their skills, competences and the nature of the
project tasks (O3P1). However, the joint-venture project director is at the top of the project
team structure, but the key person is the construction manager, who is the head of the
construction department (O3P2). Overall leadership is based on team leadership and does not
focus on one individual (03P3, 03P6 and O3P8). O3P7 emphasised the importance of both
individual and team leadership within construction projects. O3P4 stated, “team leadership is
always better. I started my job and adopted this way and really like it.” Therefore, the
project director, deputy project director and department heads share project leadership. O3P9
underlined that each package manager is like a project director, and each manager carries out
his specific tasks and shares leadership responsibility with other discipline managers (O3P9).

Most authority in the project delivery stage belongs to the project director and deputy project
director, who are from the CM and contractor organisation, respectively (03P3 and 03P6).
The parties of the joint-venture (CM and contractor organisation) hold equal shares in the
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cooperation, but they must seek the owner’s approval with regard to financial matters
(O3P1). O3P2 mentioned that the CM organisation leads the project in terms of technicalrelated airport construction, according to its experiences. Financial issues and local market
related matters belong to the local contractor. Therefore, project responsibilities are shared
between parties involved (O3P4). The person or organisation with the most relevant skills
and expertise can lead the project (O3P5, O3P6 and O3P7). In addition, only the jointventure parties hold project authority in making decisions (O3P9).
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14.

Appendix N

Interviews Data Description and Interpretation: Theme E

Appendix N

Appendix – N
14.1

Theme E: Project Culture - Data Description

Context
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P1
Senior construction project Refurbishment of Terminal
01:28:46
manager – programme
Departure Lounge
manager
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“This is driven by overall organization … We almost call a framework suppliers … How (..) the
private operator operate and sort of the stand expectations and systems are in place at a
fundamental level … A certain sort of the employee requirements in terms of how we manage
information and how we deliver, how we handover, how we manage safety and cost etc. …
Suppliers have to buy into that … They understand how we operate the certain organizational
interfaces and forms up to safety management where people and all the suppliers have to
support that sort of forms to make sure we are sharing a culture for safety management, quality
management and having that can develop relationships and behaviours … Collaborative
organizational culture between our self and our suppliers.”
“The project going to be successful if everybody successful … That is part of our contract type
(NEC), as a contracting mechanism, it is must be sort of reasoned approach to managing
contract … Bringing the team together and filling the form … We draw people in and we all set
around the table together as a group of pairs … All with single aim of delivering the project for
everybody’s shared success.”
“The project only fall down when that is not the case (the various principles) … This is
fundamentally developed at the high level … It is about setting its expectations in the project
kick off meeting at the begging and all the key people come in … Actually, at the human level …
How you deal with other people and setting those expectations of talking openly and honestly
about issues … Respecting each other, personal values and other professional agendas and
inputs.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Safety is fundamental within the organization … Suppliers operating here are very aware of
expectations that come from top level down … We have our safety teams, regular forms, toplevel monthly construction safety forum which all the suppliers attend which is quite a general
strategic type forum … In addition to that in the lower level, programme level or sort of
programme regional type safety forum and various sub programme levels.”
“We have the overall top one, development safety leadership forums … And underneath that
there are various programmes for various projects … The other programmes which called
portfolio projects and this going to define the outputs, these 3 programmes have safety
leadership forums.”
“That is the overall culture for safety … Within the projects themselves there are certain targets
that we have to achieve in terms of safety and monitoring our success … We take learning from
previous incidence and make sure that we constantly learning, improving and driving that
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safety standards … safety is the first point in any agenda.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P2
Senior Construction
Minor Construction Works
00:52:45
Project Manager Programme: Office
Portfolio Manager of Asset Buildings, Roads Networks –
Replacement &
Escalators
Commercial Capital
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“I have never been part of something that is taking a structure approach to inducting people into
a culture.”
“Project values or targets, all set out in the project management plan … In the minors projects
there was not project management plan in place … Harder bit was understanding the business
driver behind it and making sure all roles are clear around that.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“Sure, we meet Every week anyway, if there is something quite specific, working sessions will be
in place when required … Again it depends on the nature of it, it could be just the project
management team, it could involve the client and it could involve the contractor or any
combination … But depend what the issue we are trying to fix … The weekly meetings are the
internal team meetings, the (..) in-house community and our supporting function (manage
service providers), and the ad-hoc meetings tend to be broader and more diverse.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“No compromise, simple is that … You do not compromise in health and safety, if you doubt or if
it down you cannot go anywhere nearer or find another way … The roles and regulations are
quite clear … Safety at (..) the private operator is about personal commitment … It is about what
you is the project manager, value about health and safety … I have to care about everybody on
site not related to me … I have to care about everybody pass on my site … I have to care of the
people who work for me even if they set in the office behind the computers … So, I have to
assure they are safe and well at all the time … Even for the contractor site.”
“The principle contractor is accountable of where the project execution requirements … All the
expectations, all the behaviours … The leadership role is very much around what behaviours do
our model, how visible am I in there, do I act and speak consistently around health and safety,
and actually am I interested in safety … That is where the leadership bit come is”
“Every person go through an induction when he come to the site … Part of that is an airport
safety induction … They are talk about a specific dangerous and hazards associated with
working close/in aircraft, also to the operational … It is a specific induction site project etc. …
The bigger the project the longer the induction tends to be … Everybody goes into site goes to
the induction, from any party whether in or off-house people.”
“The contractor manage the site, so they are responsible of the actual safety on that site … Our
role is to make sure that is done and we comply and make sure everybody get safe.”
“In-house project managers are responsible … We have safety advisor and reps, but they do not
live and breathe the project these days … We do not have a separate safety function … They are
there to support us.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
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O1P3

Senior Project Manager in
Direct Support of Strategic
Initiative – Preconstruction Activities

Strategic Construction
Projects Perspective

01:25:56

Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Usually I would get some sort of business case from a department that say, we need a project to
fix this … There be a statement of need, there be something that ‘we think we need a project’ …
My job is explore that business need a bit further and really get to the cause or what is the
problem that we trying to fix it, do we need to fix it … Is it align with our strategy … Once you
have got the business need established … We would go out to either some sort of
multidisciplinary consultant or design consultant to do a bit more exploratory study and to be
able to understand high level of solution strategy.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Safety is number 1 priority … We make sure that we are contributing to the safety elements
“Safety is a consideration in everything we do … Any project at all that involves design work,
part of the employer requirements to the designer will be to consider safety in design … In the
most dangerous environment that we have here ... Long before we get to construction we want
to be making sure that we are considering safety in all aspects of the project.”
“It is not pre-established documents … It is aligned with health and safety legislation, it is more
of a cultural mind-set.”
No, did not have any training … The only thing I have involve in where we put training pieces
again at the early stage working out … We consider training requirements as part of the project
delivering rollout operational radiance in an early stage.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P4
Senior project Manager Airside Physical Facilities –
01:19:40
The capacity Optimisation Dealing with Snow in Winter
Programmes, Airfield
Condition
Team
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“I it is definitely around openness and loyalty … We as a project team have a loyalty to each
other … I am the project manager and I give my cost manager, all the functional managers, the
flexibility to develop the cost plan or the risk register how they want to … But took me through
it … I will presented as if it mine, and if there is any mistake in it then it is my mistake … I have
given them that freedom and, you know, I show them loyalty in that way … I have got the luxury
of having a very good team, so it is easy for me to be loyal to them … I find it harder if they were
not so good … I am sometimes think about different ways of getting people to buy into the
project and performing well … I think we have defiantly got some shared values … The loyalty
things and the openness I think is defiantly the two that put the team together.”
“We have got a process to assure a good quality at the end of it … The first time you go out and
do piece of concrete … Then we want to see and exposure how they have done it and see
testing.”
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Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“Yes, the induction is definitely being focused between the old planner and the new planner, the
two guys talking and then I will take the new planner outside and show him the side, introduce
him to people … He probably gets a couple of hours on all the projects, all of the projects that he
responsible for.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“(..) the private operator is very clear about safety and what we expect from our contractors to
do … We know what is best in industry for safety in construction … The challenge as a project
manager to demonstrate that, to reflect the high standards that (..) the private operator has in
terms of figures, reflect it in how you are when you in front of the contractors.”
“When you first arrive, there is a safety induction … That very much talk about behaving safely
… There is all these harnesses, safety boots, gloves, glasses, pedestrian crossing and all these
thing around there to make you safe … Induction really helps you understand that sort of
behaviours or safety piece. I was in the army before this, I do not think the army as advanced as
Heathrow is in terms of safety. So, it is quite a learning curve for me.”
“I think it is just demonstrating to everybody that they are not willing to compromise, there are
safe ways of working on the airport in a live operational environment without putting anyone’s
life at risk … Whether passengers, employees and contractors, there is a way of doing that …
When we also deliver the project back to (..) the private owner, it is got to be safety build and
safety used … I think project teams would have a view of quality, is it safety used, is it going to
be efficiency used.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P5
Senior Project Manager –
Separate Temporary
01:13:47
Fast Development Projects
Terminal
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“The values and principles were needed to understand why would we doing the project and
why we would doing it in such a short timescale … It was slightly different of what we normally
do at here. Normally you have a lot longer, you have a lot more consultation and a lot more
inputs from our design and technical teams … We going to do this in 6 months.”
“We have a lot of standards at here for all sort different type of equipment, carpets, walls,
lighting, chairs, tables, screens … In this project I sat technical leadership and design down and
we had a discussion about what the project was trying to do … My main point to them was we
cannot go through lots of hold ups in trying to bend over backwards to hit our standards …
Specifications of carpet … Chairs … Desks where MDF painted finish.”
“How I worked really by building relationships … I guess that is one of the reasons why I always
chosen, because I think they thought I can probably deliver it, manage it, get people to work
with me … I have got quite a collaborative approach … I will bring people in and work
alongside.”
“Because you built up a certain reputation and all level of understanding people … They know
generally if I give my word on something, I will do my best to make it work.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“We held with (..) the contractor when they appointed … We held an afternoon session of
running through the scope … Talking to them about what we developed so far, background of
the project and what we are planning to put in there … What we thought the finishes might be …
They got both flavours for the project and understanding both of the phases.
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“People come and went off the project, so couple of people left halfway through and we got new
people in … But again it was the same process just reviewing everything with them and making
sure they understood.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Safety was very good … We used one of our safety advisors in here … Fortnightly safety
inspection either with me or (..) a graduate guy and with (..) the contactor project managers …
We had our quality team quite closely involved as well … We had not got any incidence on site at
all … (..) the contractor really who run it very well … Their project manager make sure that
anybody come to the site had an induction … They had a room dedicated to safety induction and
training on site … They have few cabins … Myself and a couple of the other in-house guys, went
over a few times and joined those sessions.”
“One thing actually before I forget, I brought this documents and you are welcome to take them
away, it is a lesson learnt session that we did after the project where I brought together some of
the team and we went through all of these headings … We tried to pick up a lot of the positives
… A lot of these we have covered today.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P6
Refurbish an Old Domestic
Senior Construction
01:05:16
Lounge
project manager
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“I always try to encourage open and honest discussions on everything … Encourage the can do
attitude … Working with integrity … Listen to people views all the time … Make sure that people
are able to raise concern, listen and communicate and resolve issues … Also making sure that
everyone’s clear on what expected of them as well, so people got accountability work on a team
and drive through a common goal … By brining everybody together and then you may follow up
by workshops as well.”
“Boundaries between discipline yes, but you know people know who do commercial works,
people know who the design team is … But I like to sort of generate, an environment where
everyone is work together … It is about people at the end of the day.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“Yes, we have developed an induction plan for people … They would know what the project is
about, the team they are working in, what I need to do in the first, what we do is … This is your
plan for the first two weeks … What is project structure … What (..) the private organization is …
What its objectives are, strategies and then we give an idea where we can fit in (..) the public
operator and things like what you need to do to get a pass … So there is a clear plan that they
followed … People need approach to follow.”
“You need a good induction plan for people … The induction strategy is back to 2011 and was
for the core team member, so the client, the PMs, the internal stuff and some of the junior PMs
who resource from contractors or contract agent stuff also get the induction … It worked quite
well and keeping a good start … When someone new started the project will go for induction,
you just use the same induction pack.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Health and safety is number one … It comes over everything else … Our view is if you get the
safety right everything else pulls together, you get a good quality project and project will deliver
on schedule … There is no any compromise on safety … Our target is no one gets hurt … We got
all the processes in place, we got all the tools and the method to make sure that we work safely
but we also work on our behaviour side of it as well … Everyone has the right to go home as
come to work and that includes getting to work as well.”
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“We use what we called behaviour safety training … How you approach people is powerful part
of it, engaging with the guys out in site … I make them feel they are part of the team as well …
Engaging with the stuff and the guys who got the tools … It is around you as an individual … If
you believe in it everyone else will believe in it, if you do not believe in it then there is a problem
… Just keep and look out for each other … If you see people walking down the stairs and they
have a cup of coffee on their hand … Drive that culture for the whole organization … It is not just
about construction it is every wear in here.”
“With regards to safety equipment, we provide the framework for our contractors … The
contractors have their own systems and tools that they use … They all have method statement
for risk assessment, they all have communication whether you communicate to the stuff, so the
staff will see how the project performing … We have a standard that the contractor sets, we
involve contractors develop our standards … We get all our contractor together in a regular
basis in a workshop environment, these our standards and we try to get all contractors to input
into that … It is a collaborative approach but setting the expectation very high, any deviation
from those standards is not acceptable, it is around no one get hurt on site.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P7
Airside Segregation Project
Senior Project Manager –
01:05:57
Capital Construction
projects
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Project values and principles that form the environment of success were that we had shared
values and we had shared principles … We worked closely together we were collocated … There
was a very strong target or number of targets.”
“I think showing commitment myself … I show commitment as basic as working along hours …
Show interest in most aspects of the work … I encourage people to share their learning and their
enthusiasms for the work and that was right through all levels.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“We will take them through the project … We did have sequential pack of information which
were both about the individual project and what we were developing … You could share a bit of
a longer story of what we are doing and why we are doing it … In terms of induction for
suppliers, it just a sort of culture really of encouraging suppliers themselves when they brought
people on to come and meet everyone … There is a formal induction … As everyone comes into
the project needs to be formally inducted … It is just a culture of we doing this today and we are
aiming to do this.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“We very much had what we call behaviour safety … You went up into the project … Went down
to the site and you talk to people and you have got different trades to talk to one another and
you did not let go by really … If you notice anything at all you are expected to say something
about it, get it rectified.”
“There was behaviour safety training … All the manager would have it, all the supervisor would
have it, most of the operatives would have it on that site … Behavioural safety at that time was
very much they show you how to literary go up to people and engage with them and talk about
what they all doing … Behaviour safety is about doing the things right … It is making sure that
everyone behave safely … What you want is people, ideally of different trades as well as
colleagues, to make sure that each person is safe … You need them to communicate, so you want
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them to be able to approach other trades … For the different trades we expected them to have
certain safety qualification … We have the different levels of trainings … We have the site
induction and that was specific of working at the airport and safety related to the airport.”
“In terms of delivering project equipment to project site, they have to have a site passes … When
you get an airside … You go to the central security place and you have a lecture … Before you
have the pass you have been told what the pass means … Where you can go with that pass …
Why there are particular security requirements at the airport … To work on the site, you get
some of that information in the site specific induction … You get the central information from
security … You get the site specific from the principle contractor.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P8
Airfield Pavement Projects
Senior Construction
01:16:36
(Runway and Taxiway
Project manager – Leader
Refurbishments and
of project Managers &
Prefiguration)
Project Engineers within
Airport Runways Projects
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Suppose in the current project, we are trying to get a culture of honesty and openness … The
environment working on the runway, if somebody does something wrong you got really need
them to tell you that they have done something wrong … Than the runway that is not safe and
become danger to aircraft … So we are trying to get this culture where tell me if you have done
something wrong … We want to know the issues and then we can go and do something to put it
right … It is very much what we are trying to behave is people to be open and honest with what
they doing … All the accident we had at least 50% or over is due people behaviours … It because
people decide not to operate to that method standards at all … We have done a lot of works on
behaviours so the contractors put all of their stuff through behaviour management courses …
Half day and one day courses on site to just to go through wrong standards and bad behaviours
and trying to change that concept.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“If he going to go out on site to do some work or visit then he will have an induction on site
process … If we get a new starter or new stakeholder coming to the project, we will then set
down with him and taking him through the project and explain to him what we have done and
what his role is … We do not have a particular process if somebody starts the project, it depends
on what we do on good management practices … Probably the APM stuff that saying that
somewhere you should do this, but we do not have a particular process because it could be
endless process a lot of it comes from experiences.”
“There might be bits and pieces … I mean there are some technical trainings at some level if you
want to go and work on the electrical system then you have to be trained, so there are elements
of trainings to do stuff … If you want to drive airside you have to go into training course to let
you to drive … You cannot just turned up and go out to work, you have to get card then you need
driving permits.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“When you got work in the airfield you have the normal construction safety related stuff which
is familiar to everybody and sort of things like the use of ladder or digging a hole in the ground
… But when you go out in the airfield you got another whole set of safety related things and one
of those once which we have suspicious with at the moment is driving … Drive in the airside
road you need to need to get a driving permit … Medical and then you have a half day driving
test … Explain to you the things about the airport and one of the key things when you cross the
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taxi ways you have to control crossing them … It is like a road that you give a way … Signs so you
cannot got a cross you have to follow the roles about planes so that is a big piece of that
explained to people about driving … Lots of things about how you work in the airfield.”
“Have got the airside operation department … They deal with the interface with the CIA … We
have got our airside safety department and they deal with driving and other related things …
We spend a lot of time trying to get the contractors that new to the airport … They understand
basic safety stuff but they do not always have much comprehension about the different
environment you work in and what they can and cannot do.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P9
01:43:20
Senior Construction Project Terminals Security Project:
Manager – (leader of
Security Equipment in the
Project Managers (Security
Passenger Security Areas
and Saving Operational
Cost)
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Behaviours and culture, again, it is respect, openness and working with the team rather than
dictating to the team … I do not actually have to interrupt or sort of get involved in terms of
telling them they are doing something wrong and they should doing it in that way … My
involvement is more working with them to resolve problems that arise rather than telling them
they doing something wrong … I think that is really built up quite quickly from the beginning of
the delivery because of the initial conversation we have and the manner in which I put myself
cross to them.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“The terminal operator as a stakeholder has become more and more important and now we are
in delivery they are the most important stakeholder … Key to that is working well, when we
started the implementation it was not a case that we started a new terminal now, this is what
we delivering … This is what we need to do in terms of a construction site … As soon as we
started the implementation they were already been brought up to speed on what we will be
doing … It would probably be more through the monthly stakeholder sessions … This is what is
coming up, we coming along in two month times and then we coming along in month time and
then probably a week or two before you actually start … You set up a session just with the
terminal operator’s guy as a more or sort of introduction on can be project managing … Who is
going to work on this … This is what they need in terms of construction site … This is how long
we going to be … This is what the benefits of the project are etc.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Any contractor on site will have been through a number of health and safety inductions sort of
processes … Each supplier has their own health and safety induction when they start a project …
In terms of the environment that will be working in … What need to be put in place in terms of
protection from passengers … Where the emergency exit are etc. … At the beginning of every
night work there is a briefing session from the in-house manager or managers on duties in a
terminal each night … All of the contractors’ night managers will go to that briefing session …
Night managers will then brief the team.”
“Health and safety at (..) the private operator is number one … We doing something to a good
quality, health and safety is part of that … Inductions are multilevel and everyone on site is fully
aware in terms of PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) that they need to wear … It is varies
between companies and between construction site … If you are in site you must wear your
boots, your glasses, your hat and your gloves, whoever the job.”
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“There is a very strict framework when vehicles can go airside and that is managed through
logistic centre … Any vehicle that delivering anything airside they have to go to logistic centre
first … They need to have a prior booking to say that they are delivering airside … The stuff at
logistic centre will chick on the system … They will hold that lorry until they designated delivery
time comes around … The lorry will then be escorted to (..) the airport … It will go to control
post/check point for vehicles and it will then generally have a certain amount of time to get in
deliver and come back again … In that way they can manage how many vehicles in airside at
anyone point, that is because the framework also includes registration number of vehicle, name
of driver … So they can all be checked that they have got badge and the vehicle itself has got
badge on it to allow it to come airside … It is quite rigid process.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P10
Senior Construction
Totally New Terminal
02:24:06
Project Manager –
Programme Director of
Terminals Projects
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“The word I live in life is integrity … I think it is about integrity, if you are honest with people
when you are not happy with them … Sometimes I do not because it is a bit of scary
conversation, most of the time I do … I think project values are my values, my values are my
team values … My teams’ values are my values … I think I feel quite simple these stuff really.”
“What I am talking about is the future … We moved from Parting client to intelligence client
through professional collaboration … It is about people particular knowledge and skills
necessary … We are changing how we work in Q6 … our supply chain must has the supporting
strengths and behaviours … These are Q6 values and behaviours … We are using that in the
contract with our intelligence client … Establish focuses and accountabilities … act with
professionalism and integrity … Demonstrate understanding and collaboration as well.”
“These are practices influencing successful development of Q6 behaviours … it has done by one
of our consultant … For this year … It is about politics, culture, communication, planning and
execution, conditions, achievements, learning, enjoyment, visibility and trust … and this is
another thing about leadership, we have couple of weeks ago … I think we have got technology,
we have got all computers … We have got process … We have got management getting people to
do stuff … it is the only way to achieve more, I mean through leadership.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“I am senior here … I have got young people reporting directly to me … I have got the youngest
people in the new organization … I think spending time with new people is important … Because
I am busy and sometimes I do not spend enough time with people … but I do what I can.”
“I have got written project guidance … I have got project process … It is developed by (..) the
private operator and based on the APM (Association of Project Management) … I drive that … I
feel quite proud I am working for (..) this organization … I think we are pretty organized, we
have to be.”
“We moved from Parting client to intelligence client through professional collaboration … It is
about people particular knowledge and skills necessary … We are changing how we work in Q6
… our supply chain must has the supporting strengths and behaviours … These are Q6 values
and behaviours … We are using that in the contract with our intelligence client … Establish
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focuses and accountabilities … act with professionalism and integrity … Demonstrate
understanding and collaboration as well.”
“These are practices influencing successful development of Q6 behaviours … it has done by one
of our consultant … For this year … It is about politics, culture, communication, planning and
execution, conditions, achievements, learning, enjoyment, visibility and trust … and this is
another thing about leadership, we have couple of weeks ago … I think we have got technology,
we have got all computers … We have got process … We have got management getting people to
do stuff … it is the only way to achieve more, I mean through leadership.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Safety is about technology … We have got process … We have got management to take safety
better through leadership … Management is doing the things right and leadership is doing the
right things … Everyone comes to (..) the airport knows he will go home safe and well go to his
family … lead by example … get people permission to do the right things … Pull safety to where
you work and think … Be the safety leader you want somebody else to be for you … Being in
charge does not make you a safety leader … Demonstrate the right behaviours, you will achieve
the level of safety performance that you demonstrate.”
“In construction site … The important thing is our behaviours … When I go to site I tell people
when they do something right and also when they do something wrong … Actually I don’t tell
them, I get them to the behaviour safety training … It is not about apology, it is about you getting
home safe tonight … It is again do the right things, it is sort of behaviours … So that is what I do
… We are 7.5 million man hours without reporting an accident … So, nobody had a twisted ankle
for 7.5 million hours … Our AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) is currently 0.03 … (..) The country
average is about 0.45 … So, it is all about demonstration and caring for people and wellbeing …
We have 2 days training, just for that particular project on how to deal with safety behaviours.”
“All site people have to be trained on knowledge for the risk in site … They all go to site
induction … there is an airport side of thing, a DVD which explain our behaviours, what we
expect … Everybody got that and there is a contractor specific thing as well … So, normally it is
two parts induction … And it is for everybody in here, 2 days purely safety nothing else rather
than how you behave.”
“We have got a number of people in safety team … a night safety manager, I have full time safety
manager who walk around the site … We have safety team that collect together and make sure
that lessons are leaned, and shared through the whole community … They pull together all the
contractors in one forum … There is a safety leadership team, they share what is done in the
month, good or bad … We have programme safety leadership team (programme level) … We
have (..) airport safety leadership team, which is all the directors and all the big construction
companies (high level or development level).”
Context
Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Name
O2P1
Deputy Construction
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:35:30
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Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P2

Position Title
Head of structural
engineering department

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Private Aviation Terminal
Project

Interview
Length
01:21:25

Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Behaviours and relations and project culture are not different from each other and had to be
coordinated, without this, actually you may be very good but your behaviours are not
acceptable … We have designers and we have contractor, they are also a good team members,
sometimes once a week we have to get together and chat together, not officially and subjected,
but casual to understand each other … This this something very important, social practises.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“We have induction … We have to brief new member actually, we have to review with him all
those packages, documents of the project as well … We have to introduce him to other members
who are working in the project, let him to be comfortable and we are not different from you and
we are the same and let us work together … If you have any questions we are happy to answer
you and at the same time feel free to come and discuss, and you are not just restricted to one
area, you may come and talk some other disciplines … Relationship and coordination
requirements.”
“Workshop is very important actually … It is not only construction activities what we have and
work on, we are also project management … You have to have sort of relations with all the
disciplines, with all stakeholders, contractors, consultants and everything … Project
management basically is communication, seeking ideas from people regardless who is from, and
give people chance to ask and get beautiful and very good ideas from them as well … If you do
not do that you will lost.”
P. We can list out that in the paper, but I do not do that … What has to be done, talk and discuss
… But number 1 is never go to the contractor office, let him go to our office and discuss the
problem or issue whatever he might have … Once you go to his house or office you lose your
credibility, you do not have that respect that is supposed to be from him to you … Because then
he will take it relax ‘he is my friend’ … If you have any problem call him ‘please come’.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“We have safety department … We call them from time to time to our meetings … This is a
required at the early stages to set up the whole system … All those kinds of requirements, what
is supposed to be done in site, what has to be taking care of, what is the precaution has to be
taken … We seek some kind of input from our safety department ‘please do come and help us
out’ … We call safety representative from time to time, not every day.”
“Safety gear has to be implemented obsoletely by our safety department … We make sure the
contractor is comply with boots, helmets, jackets and all of these things … Our duty is to ask for
safety requirements, contractor has to comply, our people has to comply … The contractor has
to comply with that.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P3
Senior Project Manager Runways Development of a
01:18:19
Leader of Project
New Airport - Airfield
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Managers & Engineers
(Civil, Structural &
Pavement)

Projects

Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Actually the respect was existing between all of us, the contractor was so cooperative with us,
especially in the implementation stage … We were so obvious with the contractor and always
give him his rights 100%, our requirements were clear, the design was ready and clear too, we
explained everything in details … We were so transparent and gave the contractor the freedom
where to start … All these factors develop trust and commitment between us and made the
contractor also so obvious and cooperative.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“I don’t think we have experienced such thing (Induction for new members).”
“Yes we had workshop every 3 month … We visited the construction in particular area and
reviewed the design drawings … Department head manager and his engineer were attended
those workshops.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Actually we have not made any development on the safety sort of thing as it is standard … We
have managed to develop the lab checklist, which we use for testing purposes.”
“Form the initiation stage we have allocated safety department, they were under the
supervision of project assistant director … Now it has merged with the security department …
We have also assigned a (..) External safety engineer with his team to be responsible for project
safety activity … He was actually our reprehensive on site plus (..) in-house safety staff .. The
contractor has also his own safety site engineer reprehensive.”
“I think there was safety training, but honestly I am not involved in that ... As safety procedure
there are two safety units in the airport; airport safety and security which is under airport
management structure and the other one safety and security management for airport and
airfield operational matters … We were actually dealing with both of them.”
“There was a safety pack for every individual visiting the site … It includes boots, helmet, jacket
and so on … This was organized by our safety reprehensive … We, project management, were
taking care of all of safety signs, posters and instruction on project site.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P4
General Director of
Airfield Development
01:14:21
Engineering Affairs Project – Domestic Airport
Domestic Airports
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“If you adopt all these principles and deal with people with that respect, so you will get that in
returns and being as a project manager your team will be adopting your behaviours … I give all
my respect to various different individuals in the project within all different levels … You can get
their work commitment and healthy working environment by doing that … Everyday early
morning I informally call the contractor and ask him about the site and all his related work, get
all the update as well, ask about our agreed actions … He will always make sure to check
everything daily to be able to talk to me … You have to check all personnel whether yours or
contractor team … Check every aspect of the project.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“We had not got new engineers … If so yes sure, we do that definitely.”
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“We had workshops with project architect and other related people … We can decide how we
going to apply that on the building … We always had many workshops.
“We had developed a simple guidance at the time … We have tried now to consider those areas
and make some development and changes.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“I had a safety engineers, from the contractor and consultant side … I gave them our safety
requirements of construction and engineering form our standard … I was in charge to check our
standards and requirements and also whether they are following that or not in terms of meeting
the requirements and wearing safety gears … I had not have safety representative from our
side.”
“The contractor and consultant were arranging safety trainings for site workers.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P5
Senior Engineering Project
Development of Seven
01:28:10
Manager - Domestic
Runways
Airports
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Actually within a working environment all that must be existed, everyone should be
transparent and clear otherwise it will not work.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
““If this happen in my team I am responsible to do that … In the contractor or consultant side it
is their job … I have to explain all project-related to new members … But the previous member
have already understand my way of doing the business, communication, report, following up … I
am not welling to do that twice, sometimes you force to do that, anyway when so I will pay for
that, and how much I do not actually know.
“If workshops needed yes, why not.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“We had not got or implemented proper and effective safety strategy especially with regards to
site workers … In this project, the most important safety rule for us is that making sure
individuals/site workers do not access prohibited area in the airfield, along with any vehicle …
We prepared for that by following safety guidelines.”
“We did not let any worker to start his task on site unless we took precaution for all possibilities
… Then allow him to access an area … Those precautions must be secured and it is one of my
project team responsibilities.
“Safety gears and safety requirements, we have here security and safety centre … They have just
effectively considering those matters in our project … We were in charge of this not the SSC, as
they just care about individuals’ precautions and behaviours on constriction site.”
“I prefer that their representative visit us prior starting site’s works and check that everything is
OK, ready and site is safe … Then they give me the green light to proceed … During the project
they are already applied regular inspections/site visits to check safety procedures … They
always report to me.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
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O2P6

Senior Project Manager –
Communication & Control
Systems

Totally New Airport
Information Communication
Technology of the New
Airport

01:10:45

Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“They all respect me because of what I have delivered and designed, the trust has established …
We faced at the beginning a difficulty because we do not know them (consultant and
contractor), we develop slowly the relationship … We presented to them what types of
problems we have and they have, and we took care of their comments … The trust has
established with them and now all the equipment has been delivered .. The more professional
you are with them, the more commitment, trust and respect will be … Everything was very clear
… All documents have handed in to them.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“In our team yes we have … Any member who was with us, 17 -18 people were with us, when
they joined the team we gave them an introduction of the system … We gave them also written
information … We took them to the site and show them around, and also they visited the project
consultant as well … We have also visited expeditions … I have some presentation prepared for
some people … I list the system that we are handling … They are familiar about what have been
done in the airport.”
“I do not have a guide … I recommend to (..) local young engineers to go to training courses.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“We have safety standards … We have safety equipment.”
“There is a site representative form the contractor … from (..) the public operator we have our
own people, those people are from the airport, safety people,
“We provide safety training for some department and also for the contractor.”
“Actually it is not my area. But all safety gears are provided … They provide us with the helmet,
shoes and so on … The contractor provides these to our team.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport –
01:10:42
Deputy Project Director –
Planning and Construction
New Airport Airfield
Development Project
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Actually respect comes from experience, because you do not know your colleague until you get
clash with him and then you know his mentality and how is he behave … After that you start to
develop that kind of behaviour with him whether trust, commitment or respect.”
“No I do not have any particular factor actually, I just use my own skills.”
“We do have transparency, especially with the contractor and other stakeholders as well … We
need to be transparent.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“Yes definitely we have induction for new members.”
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“We do have workshops with project team … We let every discipline to put their own scope, we
consolidate … This go to a coordinator in that area who will coordinate with other disciplines to
collect all data … All data to be collected together and make a final report on that … This is
related to project scope, project element, the construction activities, the design or whatever …
We put it in sequence.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“We have to coordinate with people who are related to safety … There is safety related to us and
the contractor directly … There is safety related to the users and the airport as a whole … There
is safety related to the security … We have to consider all of that … I have gathered all
departments’ requirements to apply it on the safety.”
“We have one from (..) The public operator and one form the contractor or consultant … They
have their own safety guy and we have our own … Ours is from the department of safety and
security.”
“Not really, because what we do is we already hired people with knowledge, if there is any
training It will be for young (..) local engineers.”
“It depends again, the contractor is in the site and has to prepare and provide everything for us
to go and visit the site … We have our own tools to visit the site without even advice the
contractor … We just go for random check to insure everything is ok … If there is an official site
visit that engage and coordinate with the contractor.”
“Yes sure it is part of the contract, the contractor should provide site posters and signs and
other related.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport 00:52:10
Head of Civil Department
Airfield Facilities Upgrade
Project
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“If there is no uniformity of personnel and no cohesion, where you have a multicultural or multi
nationalities working of different culture, all that will not exist.”
“in terms of commitment and respect, you have to make the person understand that he is part of
the team, if he screw up we all fail … That is incentives again, because we are from different
countries and if there is satisfaction in job, the job pays well, if there is no job then, you need to
succeed in the project, so that they keep you for the next project and then you have to learn to
adopt to each other … In the private industry there are bonuses, but here in this organization
there is not.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“No I wish they had induction for new members but they did not, it is like an orientation but no
they do not have it.
“We had workshops … We had design review workshops, but nothing like workshop trainings …
“Project guide is there actually but not activated as it should be.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“In the field they have health and safety guy inspector, we promoted HSC environment as much
as possible … We encouraged people to wear proper safety gears and the contractor was also
inspected for complying … This was one of the requirement of the project … We had one from
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our side and the contractor of course had his.”
“They have proper regular training courses where you are required to take them … But in (..)
the public operator construction business I think we had it when we get this airside licence … In
which They teach you like a 2 days course, they teach you how you drive, safety thing to drive
airside, because of the different equipment … One time there was a course of hazard materials,
but not anymore.”
“I think people who were involve in that fuel lanes, they were giving something like safety
booklet but not us, because they have different safety requirements.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Contract Control
Department
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Transparency is so high between team members … We have no boundaries between us as all
project information shared between us.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“Actually it depends on his field specialty … We have a process to involve new members and
make them familiar with project team … The beauty of our team environment that we all
cooperate and share project tasks regardless of different disciplines … There is no limitations
within team environment unless associated with very special tasks.”
“One of the contractor responsibilities is to induct project subcontractors; our task is to monitor
how they execute their works.”
“Actually we have scheduled time for workshops, as we have something called master project
schedule “for the project, which indicates all project activities including workshop
arrangements.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“In our projects we have this ‘safety is first’ … Which has introduced by (..) the public operator …
Before the contractor start project constriction works, he must provide us by organizational
structure, safety structure and safety policy and procedure … After receiving the contractor
documents I can proceed with amendments according to our safety requirements … We have a
huge section in our contract regarding safety … We have obtained safety documents (safety
section) from (..) external company during the development of one of our previous airport
projects … We have developed also this document according to our needs … Safety
requirements differ within each airport and also each project within all airports … We adapt
safety standard for each project according to its criteria … Safety and security is a must in
airport projects.
“We have safety and security department and they play their rule in each project ... They are
authorised to stop any project or individual who doesn’t comply with safety requirements …
They have also a booklet for all safety requirements … Our safety site representative is from
safety and security department and he is responsible to monitor site safety activities.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P10
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Mechanical
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Department
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“All these values developed verbally as there is nit any clear agenda for them.”
“Any information can be shared and the transparency level is so high … This due to the cultural
aspect of (..) this country and also to the respect that shared between people.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“No, they assume people assigned to these types of projects are already expert and
knowledgeable so no induction is needed.”
“I have not experienced any workshop or session that organized for updating information
purpose.”
Due to culture variations, the only guidance we have focuses on personal and cultural aspects.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“I think this is based on each individual and his self-discipline.”
“All these are available on written documents but when you are on site it’s really based on
individuals respect.”
“Safety officer is available but not effectively and efficiency accomplishing his work as he,
basically, focuses on few aspects (clothes and boots).”
Context
Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P1
Project CEO
Totally New Airport
01:35:30
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“By getting closer to everybody involve in the project and through the verbal communication …
Building a good relation (friendship) facilitates many things … I encourage the use of ‘we’ along
with giving the feeling to other party that I am here to help and support you and not to monitor
you … They do not hide problems when appear … We are trying our best to make the
transparency very high … I am trying to absorb bad reactions of some parties to make the
project going smoothly … Neglect bad people behaviours and attitudes and react in a positive
way, this will improve the relation over time including trust so you can get the most from them
… Positive attitudes will always bring positive results … Blaming is not a good practice for
teamwork.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“Any new member involved will have a brief of the project, strategies, history and structure of
the company, goals and major concerns … We are dealing with airport project which got a high
priority and value among government projects; it is the gate of the city.”
“Yes we have several workshops (design, materials’ selection, project schedules and other
critical issues).”
“Actually we have not got project guidance, as project team aware of what has to do.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“We ask the contractor to provide health and safety requirements according to the airport
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standards and regulations, where they have to be approved … There are health and safety
supervisor at site from the contractor side … The whole procedure is monitored by project
consultant … We want to have ‘zero accident’ … We are providing all the safety requirements for
employees, labours and site equipment … The site is provided by clinic and ambulance facility …
Site employees and labours are aware of those steps and procedures … Our role as a client is to
monitor and they have to maintain our contract requirements … All safety equipment (cloths,
boots and helmets) are provided by the contractor.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P2
Deputy Construction
Totally New Airport
01:37:37
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“We are working here as one family and let us be transparent and anyone has any problem he
just need to raise it … Do not hide anything as we are very flexible … We encourage people to
respect each other … We make sure that we do not have any miss among us … We kill any
problem straightaway as we bring the guys who did the trouble and then we just finish it … We
keep remind them that this project will be a great success for all of us.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“I have explained that we do have comprehensive induction for new comers and we implement
workshop sessions.”
“When I moved to this department I have moved also my experience to it. … Transfer my
experience to the staff there, I sat with them many times and guided them … We worked
together and in many case I have explained to them how we do things right … We should keep
learning … We share our experiences and then we come up with a good and agreed
method/system for us … I brought my experience to the department and they should follow and
implement … We work together as a really good team.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“There are safety officer and trainer on site … They represent both joint venture companies …
The head of the safety department is the safety manager … We have a sub-contractor security
company and they are taking care of all security issues on site … We have also inspector for the
environment and another one for safety and we have clinic in site as well with a doctor … We
have a contract with a hospital to have full time doctor including 2-3 nurses, ambulance cars
and all equipment.”
“Safety department provides all site equipment and they are responsible for that … They also
responsible for safety test and they keep an eye on all people working on site.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P3
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:11
Leaders of Project
Managers of IT Airport
Construction Project
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Me and the others have very good relationship, respect and commitment … Be open and
truthful besides having the required knowledge … They come and ask questions about so many
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different things, they come and get your opinion about what can they do … Such environments
develop respect and commitment.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“Yes we have this … We have induction for the project, HSSE (Health Safety Security and
Environment) kind of induction …
“No we just have what I mentioned (MTR and ATKINS).”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Actually we are not involve in this and aware of safety issues … My team is not doing the site
works.”
“Safety site representatives are from (..) the CM and also subcontractors.”
“Yes we receive different safety trainings from safety department.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P4
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:32:38
Quality Assurance &
Control Manager
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“I like to set and see all people in the project not only my group, also people from construction
site … I try to help them at the beginning, if I can mix different subjects that mean I can see very
easily than others … If they listen to me, which most of them do because my approach is very
friendly, it is ok … Otherwise I use my authority … First of all the friendly approach …
Relationship is so important; this is a good development way for everybody.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“I explain the project to new members and give them some project’s information … Also about
the job and myself … I always say that you can come to me and we can discuss and share
anything … When I joined this project my project manager has explained the system of this
project and who the people in here are and what our responsibilities … I do more, as of course
they need more … They need much more time to understand I give them that.
“We use the quality manual of this project or it is called PCP (Project Quality Plan) … It got all
explanations and we are trying often to revise this manual … Actually it is our law in general.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“We are trying to catch international standard of safety and quality, because … Any kind of
airports’ projects have to have high safety and quality procedures and standard.”
“We have HSSE (Health Safety Security and Environment) department who are responsible for
safety practices on construction site.”
"Safety training is also organized by the safety group … And at the beginning I have received my
safety training … There is a training scheduled and they calling and inviting us, for one or two
hours … Safety is more important than quality in the international standard, but here we are
trying to make a balance between them.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P5
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:11:56
Project Finance Manager
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Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“My own position was single and did not involve with no subordinates … I was the contract
manger of the project and had no other members with me, it was just me.”
“Transparency factor was a 100% exist within the project.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“Actually there was special information to be sent by email to every new comer which he should
read and absorb before he join the team and start his work.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Safety was properly controlled and managed … There was HSSE (Health Safety Security and
Environment) department and it was managed by one of (..) the main contractor specialist in
this field … Their job was very professional.”
“We have a safety training for each member at the beginning and then in a periodical basis from
time to time … Those trainings were prepared by HSSE department under the supervision of the
(..) the project manager.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P6
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Totally New Airport
01:05:57
Manager
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Actually, they have been built from the begging, all of us understand that our management
team respect people and their works and have commitment to the project and people …
Everybody have to act accordingly …
“The nature of this project actually makes a huge different, as every party behave as it is his
own baby and work according to that.”
“Transparency is very high … Sort of boundary must be existed … Actually it is not a boundary
this should be in the work place in order to have control over people you should keep limits or
work frame for each individual department, so it is a work frame not boundaries.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“So far, I believe there is no induction for new member … I do not think there is new members.”
“Yes there is a guide … In fact this project for me is a unique project as it is a joint venture …
Even the project culture, environment and the way of management or how things are moving is
little different … The direction here is that we have to follow contract basis and concentrate on
project management method.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“What I have understood in here is that safety is number one and we target to finish the project
with zero incident.
The head of health safety and environment, from (..) the CM side, is responsible for all safetyrelated … Health safety and environment department provide safety equipment to project stuff
and other people.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
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O3P7

Senior Project Manager Health, Safety and Security
Manager

Totally New Airport

00:54:22

Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“I always, especially at the beginning, check their jobs and coordinate and communicate very
closely with each team member … By doing this I think I can develop these factors … I let them
see very often that I am open, close to them and always there for them … There are no
boundaries between us it is an open environment … I never tell them you should behave like
this or that and it comes naturally.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“This is one if the hardest situation … New arm or new leg at the beginning it is very strange and
difficult. When they arrive I adopt my own style … I introduce the new member to the team and
make him comfortable at his place and with all equipment including devices … I bring new
member and work with the team all together.”
“Actually yes I have my approach, I read too much and try to implement management tips on my
work … Particularly on how humans are organized across the business and on the subject of
management theory and practice … I follow also Harvard Business Review.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Actually I have not seen any accident or any situation on site … I feel very comfortable when I
go to site.”
“HSSE (Health Safety security and Environment) leader is the key person, he is from (..) the CM
side, and also other members form Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC)
departments … Both departments have their own project manager but there is a leader who
lead them.”
“(..) the CM company, the HSSE department, provide all safety gears.”
“Yes they give us a safety training here on site office … I had it just one time.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“HSSE policy that signed by our project director plus senior project managers … It builds our
comment to work and organization as well.”
“There is some boundaries. And actually these boundaries enhance the performance of people
… Construction site is only for relevant people … If responsibilities shared with other people,
duplicated tasks will appears.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“We have multinational people and languages vary between team members … Before going to
the project site everyone should take project safety induction … Following that an assessment of
how they know and what they know about the project … All scores pass to admin department
and they will issue individual ID … Once he has the ID only can go then to the site.”
“This is for all people going to site … People who work on site have a comprehensive induction
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for more than two hours … Safety induction is there … For visitors we only give printed
information.”
”We are only following the international guidelines for health, safety and environment
(international safety standards), which is part of our HSSE plan.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:15:37
Design Project Manager
Intension
Theme E: Project Culture (PC)
Sub-theme: Relationship Values (RV)
“Because there is a clear structure of responsibilities, if someone did not do his work you will
know … There is also a close monitoring … If there is any problem with anyone you will
immediately know that he is not committed … Everybody has enough idea that he must be
committed and respect others in this project.”
Sub-theme: Habits/Behaviours/Attitudes (HBA)
“In here yes, I do explain the history of the project … It depends on his level actually … Even in
the lowest level, I do gather them and explain generally what the project is and what we have to
do and deliver, as they have to know … I send them to the site to see the project progress and so
on … They have to know why they are doing those amendments not just in 2D dimension … I do
this always.”
“We do not have project guidance.”
Sub-theme: Proactive Safety Strategy (PSS)
“Project safety team makes induction for all project members … They have to get all personal
safety gears (boots, helmets, etc.) from the safety department.”
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14.2

Theme E: Project Culture - Data Interpretation

14.2.1 Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
Project culture is well defined within O1 at its different organisation and project strategic
levels, and with regard to the project team and other parties involved. Culture dimensions are
concerned with how the organisation operates, the expectations and all employees’ related
requirements in terms of managing information, delivery and handover methods, safety, cost
and quality management and behaviours and relationships aspects (O1P1). O1P2 stated that
project culture was part of the NEC3 contract type, which was developed and defined at the
project “kick off” meeting of all key people. He commented, “I have never been part of
something that is taking a structure approach to inducting people into a culture.” O1P7
mentioned that values and principles contribute to an environment of success. Following the
development of Q6’s development plan, future organisation plan, O1 has moved from parting
to intelligence clients through professional collaboration, which is all about people’s
particular knowledge and skills. It is about politics, culture, communication, planning and
execution, conditions, achievements, learning, visibility and trust (O1P10). Project parties
must have the support and understand project behaviours.

Building relationships is how project managers work in O1 (O1P5). O1P6 always
encourages open and honest discussions, integrity and listening to the views of people all the
time. O1P7 stated that a project manager should show commitment himself and encourage
team members to share their learning experiences. O1P8 emphasised the importance of
developing honesty and open culture regarding what people do, as 50% of accidents are due
to people’s behaviours. Respect, openness, commitment and working with the team are the
main behaviours that O1P1 and O1P9 focus on, and which are crucial when putting a project
team together (01P4).

New member induction is a common practice in O1, especially when new managers are
assigned to different project stages (O1P4 and O1P5). O1P5 stated that contractors are also
involved in these types of inductions, during which the background of the project, project
status, expectations and all information relevant to the project are explained. In addition to
this, people know their project structure, team members and project objectives. These
inductions are not only for new members and contractors, but also for core team members,
the client, project managers and internal staff (O1P6). As a result, there is a clear induction
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plan for all people (O1P6, O1P7 and O1P8). O1P7 stated that “there is a formal induction, as
everyone coming into the project needs to be formally inducted.”

In terms of project guidance associated with project management practices, O1 has developed
its own version, based on APM (Association of Project Management), which organises all
management processes (O1P10).

Project safety strategy is fundamental in O1. The contractor is responsible for the actual
health and safety procedures on site; the in-house project manager’s role – whether in person
or through assigned safety advisors and representatives – is to make sure that this is done and
that everybody is safe. There is a safety leadership team at project level which works
together and ensures that all related lessons, good or bad, are learned and shared throughout
the whole community. At the programme level there is a programme safety leadership team
which comprises all the directors and big construction companies. For O1P3, “safety is
number one priority and it is considered in everything we do in the most dangerous
environment that we have here.” The common view in O1 is that if people follow correctly
safety procedures, everything else will be successful and a project of distinct quality
delivered on time. All technology, tools and methods that ensure a safe working environment
are in place, and project managers and all individuals need to work on their behaviour (O1P6
and O1P10). O1P8 mentioned that in the airfield there are other safety related matters, which
differ from the normal construction safety issues that are familiar to everybody.

In order to ensure that everyone is safe within a project environment, various forums,
workshops and training are arranged to discuss safety and safety leadership (O1P7).
“Behaviour safety is about doing things right” (O1P7). Everybody in a project must
complete a two-day safety training session, which is focused on how people work in the
airport and deal with safety issues. An additional session is for contractors on specific safety
procedures (O1P10). This is because contractors who are new to the airport need to
understand basic safety matters; they are not always clear about the different environment in
which they work and what they can do (O1P8). Everyone involved on site is fully aware in
terms of the PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) that they need to wear (O1P9). Various
procedures are associated with getting access to the airside, driving on the airfield and
delivering project equipment to the project site (O1P7). O1P4 commented, “I was in the
army before this, I do not think the army is as advanced as the private operator in terms of
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safety. It is quite a learning curve for me.” O1’s safety standards have been developed by its
contractors. However, project contractors have meetings on a regular basis, in a workshop
environment, in order to develop safety standards according to advanced technologies and
lessons learnt from previous project experiences (O1P6).

14.2.2 Organisation 2- Public Ownership Structure
Owner’s targets and requirements are clear to the design consultant and contractors. Respect
and transparency are also evident. O2P3 referred to the fact that all these factors had
developed trust as well as commitment between the parties involved. O2P4 suggested, “if
you adopt all these principles and deal with people with that respect, so you will get that in
return and being as a project manager your team will be adopting your behaviours.” O2P8
stated that as they work in a multicultural environment, project managers should make
individuals feel that they are part of the team, in order to increase their commitment and
respect. O2P10 further observed that within O2 there is no clear agenda for relationship
values; what exists in the environment has been developed verbally or through project
managers’ skills and experiences.

Induction for new team members was provided in O2P2, O2P6 and O2P7 projects. In such
cases, the project manager reviewed the project packages, introduced new employees to the
team members, explained the relationship and coordination requirements, took them to the
site and gave them written information about the project. O2P6 prepared an induction
presentation for his new members. O2P5 was responsible for any new member joining the
team. However, O2P8 stated, “I wish they had induction for new members but they do not, it
is like an orientation but no they do not have it.”

There is a lack of workshops for information updating purposes (O2P10). However, all
workshops are related to project design and construction activities (O2P2, O2P3, O2P4,
O2P7, O2P8 and O2P9).

An in-house safety department is responsible for safety-related matters, in terms of providing
safety gear for site individuals and visitors. A project team’s safety obligations are to
encourage people to wear proper safety clothing when on site, and to ask contactors to
comply with safety requirements (O2P2 and O2P8). A safety site representative from the
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safety department is responsible for mentoring site activities. In some projects there is only a
safety reprehensive from the contractor and consultant, whereas in other projects an external
safety engineer is assigned to support the in-house safety team (O2P4, O2P6 and O2P6). As
O2P5 mentioned, “we did not have or implemented effective safety strategy, especially with
regard to site workers. In this project, the most important safety rule for us is that making
sure individuals/site workers do not access prohibited area in the airfield, along with any
vehicle.” A project team deals with three different safety departments regarding, first,
construction activities, second, the users of the airport as a whole and, third, security matters
(O2P3 and O2P7). O2P10 stated that safety standards are set out in written documents, but
on construction sites safety behaviours are based on individual self-discipline. However,
there is no scheme for safety training in O2.

14.2.3 Organisation 3- Joint Public-Private Venture
Senior project managers of O3 consider highly the relationship values among project team
members. An official procedure for developing commitment, trust, respect and transparency
does not exist. However, most project managers play an effective role in their departments,
in terms of development. This is through verbal communications and building a good
relationship with others. O3P1 always encourages the use of ‘we’ and emphasises the
importance of supporting others. O3P2 underlined the fact that project team members work
as one family, so transparency and respect develop naturally. Due to the joint-venture
agreement and both parties’ interests in future operations, he always reminds project
members that project success is personal success, which helps develop good relationship
values. O3P3 was of the opinion that a project’s healthy environment including good
relationships, honesty and managers’ approachability developed respect and commitment
between team members. For O3P4, “relationship is so important”; therefore, he listens to
people and is friendly with all individuals within the project, not just his department team
members. These values are built from the early project stages, as the upper management
team respects all people and always shows commitment to the project and people, so
everyone acts accordingly (O3P3). He also mentioned that, significantly, the nature of this
project means that these relationship values are cultivated. Working closely with team
members and being open and always there for them is an effective approach to develop
commitment, trust and respect (O3P7). Project structure and responsibilities are well
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developed and defined, so all individuals are aware of each other’s role, which ultimately
develops their commitment (O3P9).
The O3 project environment is open, so transparency is very high between project parties
(O3P1, O3P5 and O3P7). However, O3P6 suggested that “in order to have control over
people you should keep limits or work frame for each individual department, so it is a work
frame not boundaries.”

Workshop sessions and comprehensive inductions are available for new members joining the
team. This includes a brief of the project, associated strategies, history, joint-venture
structure, goals and objectives and major concerns (O3P1, O3P2, O3P4, O3P7 and O3P9). In
addition to this, specific project information is sent to every new comer before joining the
team and starting his work (O3P5).

Different departments have various guidelines and standards that are relevant to the type of
work which needs to be followed (O3P3, O3P4, O3P6 and O3P8). However, O3P2 organised
different sessions with team members in order to share experiences and to highlight the right
work behaviours. O3P6 stated that as a project’s nature is unique, in terms of culture and
management practices, project contract and management method are an effective guide for all
members. O3P7 follows the Harvard Business Review in terms of management theory and
practices, and so adopts these ideas in his work and transfers knowledge to team members.

The contractor is responsible for health and safety procedures within the project. His site
supervisor, who represents the joint-venture project team, manages site safety activities with
a sub-contractor supervisor. Site safety is monitored by a consultant supervisor who is
assigned by the project client (O3P1 and O3P3). The client’s role is to monitor safety
procedures and the contractor has to maintain contract agreement. Security matters on site
are handled through a sub-contractor security company. O3P4 mentioned: “any kind of
airport project has to have high safety and quality procedures and standard.” In O3, safety is
a priority and the project team aims to complete the project with no accidents (O3P1 and
O3P6). “I have not seen any accident on site” (O3P7).

Safety induction and safety training session are compulsory for project team members and
other people involved in the project. Safety training is two to three hours long and organised
on a periodical basis (O3P3, O3P4, O3P5 and O3P7). Construction site visitors only receive
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printed safety booklet (O3P8). The project site is supported by a clinic facility; a contract
agreement has been made with a hospital to provide a full-time doctor, three nurses and
ambulance cars (O3P2). The health and safety department provides all safety requirements
and safety gear (O3P2, O3P6 and O3P9).
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15.

Appendix O

Interviews Data Description and Interpretation: Theme F

Appendix O

Appendix – O
15.1

Theme F: Internal and External Communication - Data Description

Context
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P1
Senior construction project Refurbishment of Terminal
01:28:46
manager – programme
Departure Lounge
manager
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We have very established communication structure … We have a document management
system which called Documentum … At the end of the projects, the organization in handing out
the project has to make sure provide evidence, loaded in to the system all of the drawing
information, all the key information from their side … As a senior project manager I have to
make sure all of my documentations through the project have been loaded in to there … Formal
documentation system … We have monthly project management communication dashboard
where we communicate our progress through the schedule, the cost plans, quality reporting … If
it is not verbal communication it has to be formally structured … Then we have the various
forms, minutes, to keep track of decisions that have been made … Drawings are prepared and
shared using Documentum … It transmitted to all the stakeholders and then they have the
opportunity to review it, comment on it and goes back in, hard drawing signed off by myself as a
project manager … make sure all specifications, drawings, manuals, schedules etc. are managed,
logged, controlled and stored.”
“It is managed by a programme management office (PMO) … Core organization … The project
manager is the one who has to load the information, he is responsible to load the information in
there, but this delegated out to suppliers so they can load their information in … The project
manager has to make sure it is over there, in signing off the project at the end, and will not sign
it off if one of those documentation is not in place.”
“Anyone has a stake on the project has an access to Documentum … Documentum is the library
where everything store and information is shared via Documentum, but those documents might
be emailed to certain people that ultimately … The library shelf as it where is Documentum.”
“We do in other system, another variety internet bases called BROX which we use for sharing
with the airlines’ stakeholders, stakeholders programme board minutes are loaded on to BROX
for people to then log in over the web, it is like a secure mean of accessing the data … Some
other web-based type systems for sharing information, but the actual official one in the project
is Documentum.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“It is just a structure, and it is not the communication have to go up to each step, we are not
quite a hierarchy on that stage.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
Context
Participant
Name
O1P2

Position Title
Senior Construction

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Minor Construction Works

Interview
Length
00:52:45
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Project Manager Portfolio Manager of Asset
Replacement &
Commercial Capital

Programme: Office
Buildings, Roads Networks –
Escalators

Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We have official mechanisms for communicating, document specifications, minutes and
everything it called Documentum … It is not an easy system to use, I would say it is more of an
archive that a communication tool … If it used in its full extend it does do function we needed to,
but the reality people usually have supplementary communication methods to communicate the
information, emails, verbal, phones and hard copies … People know how to use it but it just
slow, there is so much information in there, finding that is an art … On bigger projects we have
document control department.”
“External communication will be through working groups … It will be through the formal
stakeholder board meetings.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“We tend have fairly flat structures … They will typically follow the organizational standard …
There will be a director and there will be a programme manager and there will be senior project
manager and then project manager and that is set … There are four levels in that structure …
The flow of the information goes both ways … There is a lot of top-down and we have a monthly
reporting cycle where we provide all the information back up and we go and talk about those
projects.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“All that is through Documentum.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P3
Senior Project Manager in
Strategic Construction
01:25:56
Direct Support of Strategic
Projects Perspective
Initiative – Preconstruction Activities
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We have a very formal method of communication … Information systems which contractually
all of our suppliers are required to use it … We use a software system for managing our
documents, it is called Documentum … We have also a share point system for our internal
project information and we have another system which I cannot remember the name of it,
which is a Drop box system for externals like airlines and things, it is called BROX … All of the
project documentations, so drawings, briefings, schedules, reports, study reports, survey
reports and everything that produced as part of a deliverable from the contract is uploaded into
the suppliers file on Documentum, and it is assigned specifically to the project members.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“It is on me directional … With project stakeholders we are almost communicate through emails,
telephone calls, face to face, meetings, workshops, formal sessions, minutes, decisions and
actions logs.
“It is through all of those systems … It depends where the required information is … Every single
aspect of the project is filed and returned on whatever is the system is appropriate for whatever
we have been doing … Most systems are databases, so databases are not efficient are they … It
relies on somebody using it.”
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“The suppliers are contractually, part of their contract they will use it … Anybody who we are
buying a service from whether that is a construction service, design service, consultancy service
or anyone who is in contract with us, part of the contractual agreement or part of the
employment requirements is prescribe information around the use of our system and upload
the information and the distribution and sharing of information on our system … You have to be
quite process orientated in a bit formulate about making sure that people are managing
information in the right way … I intend to make sure that it is somebody’s job, as a project
manager just cannot set on top of that, you have not got the time to do … It needs to be clear to
people what is required and you have to have somebody managing it.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“It depends which kinds of information you need … Most likely all trough Documentum.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P4
Senior project Manager Airside Physical Facilities –
01:19:40
The capacity Optimisation Dealing with Snow in Winter
Programmes, Airfield
Condition
Team
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“I will say this is why we are meeting, and this is the outcome I am looking for … I think at (..) the
airport we have a meeting culture and you will have a million meetings in your dairy every day
… I am trying to say very clearly this the objectives, this is the outcome and so if I invited
somebody he does not to be there then they know what I am looking for and then they can make
that decision.”
“With the contractor, particularly, we use system called Tender Smart … We use that as a
method for formal communication during the tender process, it means all communication are
recorded and that takes you up to contract award and then post contract award we use 2
systems … Another system called SEMAR a bit more iterative allows you in the contracting to
have a conversation … I can present a risk for the contractor and put it in SEMAR and then we
can have a discussion through SEMAR about and it is all recorded … They can do all of their
monthly applications for payments, submissions and programme submissions and all that sort
of stuff can be sent through SEMAR … So, Tender Smart sort of pre and SEMAR post contract
award … Less formal stuff, you know, just Outlook.
“During project we have got this Documentum system and not well formally transmit or
formally record that people have in sent the document … There is still a quite bit of
Documentum phobia out there, people do not like to use it … Formal software package for
storing information and making sure everyone got the most recent version, but people still send
stuff around email … We are using also share point on our hub system … Documentum is very
slow … If I want to send a document to you, there are a number of processes that you have to go
through to be able to get it to you and it is very slow, it generates codes for a project which is
based on its location, where it is on the ground or above ground level … What the type of
drawings is whether it is general arrangement or long section … Then serious numbers based
on … To generate that code it takes you a bit of time, if you have to go through all these system
and select what you want … It is just a bit slow. I think here everyone is busy and they want
something fast.”
“Externally we communicate through email or face-to-face.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
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Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“As I understand through Documentum.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P5
Senior Project Manager –
Separate Temporary
01:13:47
Fast Development Projects
Terminal
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“A lot of it was face to face … We use Documentum for the drawings which is our document
management system … It was a little bit different in that, because this was a temporary building,
we did not have to load everything.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“I was in the middle between the suppliers and the contractors and then our own management
team and (..) an external party who were linked into them … We were working very closely with
our (..) the event management team as well the key airlines and the Airlines Operators
Committee.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Documentum system.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P6
Senior Construction
Refurbish an Old Domestic
01:05:16
project manager
Lounge
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“At the start of a project we try to agree with each other on meetings structure and minute
meeting of the project … We agree a plan of what are monthly cycle of meetings structure …
Those meetings we have terms of references, agendas, who attend those meetings, how long
those meetings takes, we set roles for meetings as turn up on time and if you not going to turn
up let people know, take notes, finish on time, listen, input and if you do not want to be in a
meeting do not go … We try to minimize emails where we can and have an open plan office to
encourage people to talk … Face to face always help … A phone call is the second method but do
not relay on emails … We have a structure way of managing our information, so we use
document management system where all our information goes, so that will be specifications,
drawings and meeting minutes, we try to use a document management system which called
Documentum … Commercial information is a bit more sensitive, so got her own system for
managing commercial information that is generally from our project management office to
where our schedule and cost information … We have got a structured way of managing our
information.”
“External people we would generally have our meetings with them regularly … Monthly
meetings and actions will get noted from those meetings … We are quite on a structure way of
managing our stakeholders … If there is any formal request is normally free to structure.”
“Documentum access depends on who you are, you got access to certain information …
Everyone will get access to all information apart from the commercial stuff … In terms of team
and individuals as well.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
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Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Once we finish the project that information we get transferred to Documentum and (..) the
airport Life, and that is where we keep all our information.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P7
Senior Project Manager –
Airside Segregation Project
01:05:57
Capital Construction
projects
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“Various methods of communication, various methods of distributing and issuing drawing
information … again similarly there were different forms and different agendas … There were
the set meetings that were airport specifics or set meetings about project specifics … Set
meetings which were stakeholders’ specifics.”
“We did not have a very good airport wide one at that time, so we used a system one of the
suppliers had i think … And I think at that time we used something called A-Site.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“If suppliers want any document could go on to the (..) the airport system, computer system,
they have full access apart from the commercial information … That possibly was did influence
the success of the project, because it is again was very straight forward … Was not complicated
… We had a system which is simple enough that you make sure that the right information there.
“Now It is getting worse … Because it is a complex system and now there is an assumption that
everyone uses it.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P8
Senior Construction
Airfield Pavement Projects
01:16:36
Project manager – Leader
(Runway and Taxiway
of project Managers &
Refurbishments and
Project Engineers within
Prefiguration)
Airport Runways Projects
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“Communication is our biggest failing problem/process … We have massive of communication,
200-300 emails … Lots of information in there … We then deal with contract communication,
that contractual communication … We then have Documentum system to deal with issues of
drawings … The operation guys, the share side, so we share the information … Actually we have
got lots of different things … We got too many thing, emails, texts, meetings, minutes, verbal,
face-to-face and we got all these system based things, project control change and document
control share points.”
“The idea is that to use just one tool to share all the stuff and then everyone just goes in and sees
that … We have 10 different systems to input information and everyone got access to those, and
they all valid for particular things but in the outcomes we just have one because it would be a lot
better everybody will always go there and see that sort of thing … If it just one it would be better
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because everybody will always go there and all the information will be available but we at least
half a dozen or more.”
“Well because the CIMAR thing project and project change and everything is required by the
contractor … We use email because the contractor use email … We use Documentum because
the airport wants all these drawing and key documents issued by Documentum … You got the
share thing which is only set up by operation but are not interested but they want to do … So for
me communication is really about all the time talking to people about what they worried about
and what they need help with.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
Context
Participant
Name
O1P9

Position Title
Senior Construction Project
Manager – (leader of
Project Managers (Security
and Saving Operational
Cost)

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Terminals Security Project:
Security Equipment in the
Passenger Security Areas

Interview
Length
01:43:20

Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“It depends what is communicating … We use Documentum which is a reference or sort of
library of any project documentation … We are regulated by the CIA it is very important that we
keep evidence of everything … We do need to keep published record of every drawing, every
stakeholders agreements and that all goes on Documentum … You can have different level of
permissions to access different documents … Internal people, who got access probably to
everything in that project … Then there is a list of contractors who have got access to some of
that … Not all of it because some of it is internally sensitive … Something they need to have
access to they have access to.”
“You will send what is called a (transmittal) which is effectively sending a document to a group
of people, they can either be from your internal group, external group or you can type in a oneoff email address and it will go to them.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Documentum is only good as good as the information that put in to it … We had a Documentum
system on (..) previous project, different set up and different folder structure to the one we got
now … It was absolutely diabolical because everybody put stuff in there but nobody knew where
it should go … They just put it where they thought it should go, and what that meant was … If
you try to retrieve something unless you knew what the reference number was it was
impossible to find anything.”
“Current Documentum system is better but still sometimes difficult to find stuff if you have not
got the exact reference number … Quite difficult to make a structure for such a wide range of
projects that makes it obvious to someone who want to find something where he should be
looking for it.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
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O1P10

Senior Construction
Project Manager –
Programme Director of
Terminals Projects

Totally New Terminal

02:24:06

Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“The communication here is about people working effectively in different ways … We are not
communicating just in our building stuff, this about we need to cooperate and change the business
… Change the way that people thinking and reacting … People are working in the same way for 20
years … So there is a whole team in here, what does it look like, communication processes … So, this
why I got specialist … I have (me) in there and I have got a built team down there and I have got a
number of various people … Also I have a team there which has 20 people who all to do with
operational readiness … What they do is communicate, they walk around the building saying this the
way we doing it, this is the way it going to work here … The benefits to you … It is going to be
quicker, you going to spend less time … That is a massive communication and it must be right …
Different messages for different people … You have got the airlines, you have got the guys in the
ground, and you need to make sure there is a link between them … So, this team out there, what
they do for me, they communicate, they have communication plan … They do more than
specifications, reports, manuals schedules, people want drawings, computer files, modelling, how it
works, prints out, agendas, minutes of meetings.”
“Your successful project is all about communication … We have newspapers, one/month … You have
got a nice little profile about the person who has been working on the job with a picture … So, you
know what is going on … I have got people who are ex journalist work in this team … This little
newsletter can go anywhere, CEO level, working level … It is about understanding … Above that I
have a corporate commence team who deal all the way from minister, prime minister etc.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“So, I don’t think the flow of the information comes top-down it is goes bottom-up.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“We have got Documentum … So we have a share point … On the home page you can click from
the A to Z … Departments, development, share learning, process … If you need any documents,
guides … It is quite simple … Lesson learns in there … Every project has to have a post project
review of learning … So, anyone who is doing a similar project can go to yours in the future … I
think it is not perfect, because a lot of people they don’t like searching, they like inventing by
themselves.”
“This is what we were going through in a meeting last week … We have the board, we have the
airlines, we have the terminal stakeholders … So, we have got a standard reports from our PMO
(Project Management Office) and we have agreed them all … We have got one version of the
truth and then all come off it … And they all similar … We have got standard reports for all
business now … We have them in a position … We are changing and developing them now.”
Context
Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Name
O2P1
Deputy Construction
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:35:30
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Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P2

Position Title
Head of structural
engineering department

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Private Aviation Terminal
Project

Interview
Length
01:21:25

Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We have communication with our top management and also immediate bosses and other
disciplines bosses … Once I have a team established and they are coming under my custody,
they have to listen to me and not to their boss as this a task giving to us … Does not mean that
we do not have communication with our discipline managers … We do have but influence
cannot be posed … We are independent task team and we have to get the job done.”
“The external communication is managed through the in-house coordinator.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“Anything goes from the project should go to the project manager … You should go to the project
manager and say I would like to seek some help from my immediate boss … This is one of the
most important thing, otherwise, the whole links will be broken and you will be lost.
“The whole team is restricted within a certain criteria that has been done and agreed upon
within the teamwork that should be followed … Does not mean that you cannot talk to other
disciplines or other departments … You should respect the criteria that developed by the project
manager.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“These are tools of communication and without them we cannot do it … It has to be documented
… Site memos and we have fax, emails … We have certain decimations that have to be summited
to us officially from our documentation control … We send to them also and they distribute to
other disciplines as well.”
“Documents storage and retriever was trough the DCC (Documents Control Centre) … They do
have backup … Nowadays they have computerised system totally … They have software,
softcopies and everything, they can retrieve anytime beside the hard copies.”
“They are updating documents style and trying to make it much more organised.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P3
Senior Project Manager Runways Development of a
01:18:19
Leader of Project
New Airport - Airfield
Managers & Engineers
Projects
(Civil, Structural &
Pavement)
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
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“We assigned somebody to attend airport management weekly meetings, and we have asked
them to assign a coordinator between us from their side … Actually our communication was
always with him whether by phone, emails, official letter request and all related … Things were
managed directly with airport manager.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“It is top-down way of communication.”
“Actually all documents were organized in details, subject heading, letter code or number.”
“We have learnt from our previous experience in international airport projects, we had project
documents storage system … People who were working in area have been selected to be
members of our project team … They looked after all those things and they were organized.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Actually the DCC received several copies … At the beginning they keep the original copy and
send a document to relevant people who then make their note and comments … The document
then to be sent to project director who approve and sign them before sending back the final
version to the DCC … Unofficial internal communication is between the senior managerial level,
in a form of email … If I need to write a letter according to email communication I ask for that
and it goes into a process … We have used new process in this project … If we receive any
document from external party, the DCC scan it and send it to project director who will then
distrust it to all department managers with assigning a department manager to make his
comment … Then if any other manager has comments or notes on that he write them and
distribute it too by emails … By using this method we safe time and papers too.”
“Actually we supposed to bring and implement such software, but when the whole project split
into two projects we decided to use our traditional method as we have already started the
project many years ago … Our part of the project is small comparing with landside projects.”
“Things that are so important and need to get back to them … I keep important documents’
copies at my office.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P4
General Director of
Airfield Development
01:14:21
Engineering Affairs Project – Domestic Airport
Domestic Airports
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“I had not experienced any issue internally … I faced some problems with (..) a subcontractor on
obtaining the bitumen (asphalt cement) … I was visiting them many times to secure our
bitumen needs.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“Actually, the designer was very close to us even after his contract finished … He was so
cooperative, supportive and even makes some alteration and changes if needed.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“All those documents were under our control in the site office … We had a department on site
called ‘document storing’, after finishing a project you have to hand all project documents to
maintenance department and keep your copy … If there is any update or upgrade project we can
get them.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
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O2P5

Senior Engineering Project
Manager - Domestic
Airports

Development of Seven
Runways

01:28:10

Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“In internal and external communication official letter is the adopted method … I encourage and
emphasise on that all agreements and communication-related between different parties
involved in a project should be documented including signatures of all relevant parties … This is
to be fair and protect yourself and others.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“It was like the leadership structure … Everything should be through me, as a project manager
… Management is about control otherwise things will go messy.”
“We had three different types of documents, technical, contractual and financial … These are the
3 main essential elements in our project … All that according to project specifications and
requirements … I do follow up the financial documents, but with regards to site works … Paper
works, release, cheques is belonging to the representative from financial department … Any
contractual issue, we have contractual department and they are actually aware of the project as
they involve in from the really early stages.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Document store and retrieve process is related to technical support department … Any project
document goes to them … The project manager get his own copies where I advise that a copy of
project documents for them and for project manager as well … In case of any emergency or
needs I can manage it.”
“Actually we are trying to develop standard … All these should be standardised; site handover,
receive a project, project supervision, reports about contractors, visit reports and monthly
reports, consultant reports.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P6
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:10:45
Communication & Control Information Communication
Systems
Technology of the New
Airport
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We have the internal communication between different departments … All the concern group
are informed about any activities … All concern parties will be communicated on an official
letter not by emails … Email will be informal as I said our procedure is officially inform by
letters.”
“External communication with (..) the design consultant and the other consultants outside, we
always communicate with them … We have a protocol also for that … I can write certain things
to (..) the head of airport development project department … But in any letter that is going
outside within the contract it should go through (..) the head … And things to outside (..) the
country have to go through (..) president signature, so we have protocol … We share
Information between each other … With different level of authority.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“In my previous experiences we had a proper structure and was from top to bottom … But here
in this project is different and I think it is mix of both flow structures … This depends on where
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the instruction is coming from and what is required.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“(..) the CM organization here is handling now in a small area, although the paper work is less
comparing to what we have, because of the computerization and still we have plenty of them …
So, there is no proper systemic documentation system … They are the construction manager and
they supposed to take care of this which has not been done … If you look at professional
companies, they have a systemic way of receiving the documents.”
“All people work in such huge mega projects have well documented and standard structure
exist, but here it does not exist.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport –
01:10:42
Deputy Project Director –
Planning and Construction
New Airport Airfield
Development Project
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“I use emails in internal and external communications except the official one with upper
managerial level I use letters communications.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“It is from the top and then distributed accordingly … And sometimes because of our big
involvement, the directors give us an authority if any information come from the outsiders it
goes directly … I look at it and then distributed to the right people … Likewise a director does
the same, either he make an action or leave it to me.”
“The DCC (Documents Control Centre) … They have the entire database … If any information
comes in it goes in electronic format except information come in from the contractor … Because
he has no channel within here … Any letter within our organization comes to us electronically …
Between us and the contractor comes in a paper works and then all place in as a database … We
put it in our system/storage and then distributed electronically.”
“If we want any old document we can collect them from the DCC … Either by phone or an email.”
“We have developed sort of document system and was not successful … People are not really
ready to use that.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“The letter head is the same within (..) the public operator … They follow just the letter head.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport 00:52:10
Head of Civil Department
Airfield Facilities Upgrade
Project
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We have verbal, written, emails and munities of meetings … Internally, it is like we walk over
each other offices and communicate with each other and also by telephone if there … We will
have communication through letter, emails, obviously if it involves money then it has to be
proper document … The official way is letter and verbal too, we talk to each other … Once it is
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concluded then we documented trough a letter as it was discussed in verbal communication and
meetings.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“The letter would come to the boss then he would the distribution based upon the content … If it
a technical submittal it will go down to the head of the department then down to the people
below him.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“We have department called DCS (Document Control Centre) … if I need a specific document and
I know the number I go and get it … If it has to do with other disciplines the right thing to do is
to go to the head of the other discipline and then go from there … They have to keep at least one
copy both digital and hard copy for all projects’ documents … If the size of the project is so big
we had our document control and once this whole project is completed, then we would forward
all the documents in a letter form to (..) the airport administration … Not all the letters just the
technical documents … We do still have copies in our archive.”
“The drawing, the numbering system, it was approved by the time where we decided this is the
form that we should follow and we follow the same format.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Contract Control
Department
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“In Internal communication we utilize official letters and we are trying to rely on electronic
communication with external people.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“All official letters should be signed by departments’ heads … In construction works you cannot
say that this letter is only related to that department … All activities have impact on all different
disciplines … Accordingly, everyone become aware of the matter.
“We have the document control centre DCC department … It responsible for all projects
documents … They have all official letters and also some electronic database.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Through DCC department … There is level of privacy in which some documents are open for
public, others required department approval and some need director approval.”
“We are trying to standardize our projects’ documents to minimize individuals’ adaptation time
… We are trying to develop our own standard and apply it to all projects … This is include all
document details.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P10
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Mechanical
Department
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“Internal and external communication are very well and all in writing format unless an external
stakeholder has got another procedures or instruments (email) but also will be further in
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writing format.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“An absolute hierarchy structure of communication with a downwards flow.
In writing format and all available on request through document control department.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“The entire process of storage and retrieve through document control centre.”
“Project documents are well organized with standard themes.”
Context
Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P1
Project CEO
Totally New Airport
01:35:30
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“With the owner and other government authorities we are dealing with letters and official
meetings … As government bodies are not officially utilising emails and they rely on letters’
communication … Project internal communication is mainly emails … The contractor
communication method is both letters and emails according to the contract … Our document
control system (ACONEX) is doing the whole job because by utilizing it you transfer all
documents and refer to any document you want, it is a complete project library … The
contractor communicates with project consultant through ACONEX and I can monitor
documents follow and exchange information … When my approval needed in any document it
appears in my ACONEX file.”
“The contractor responsibility and there are people assigned to monitor and deal with it.”
“ACONEX is very useful … A disadvantage is that the main server that has all the data is not in
this country … It is in two different countries … So, Imagine that the contract with ACONEX
Company is finished or any problem happened between the company and any user due to
payment delay or any other reasons … They can close the system and you will not have an
access to your data.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“All departments (finance, construction, legal department) can communicate directly … It is also
horizontally within department.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“We do not utilize letter all goes with ACONEX … All hard copies when dealing with the
contractor (official letters) are standardized and based on subject, even communication letters
with (..) the owner.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P2
Deputy Construction
Totally New Airport
01:37:37
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We deal internally by using (email and smartphones) and externally depends who you are
dealing with; you use both emails and letter.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
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“Actually it depends, I mean for instance; when talking about design the information go
straightaway to design department from project designer and then go up to us before we
approve it and send it to project construction manager. Some other information regarding
construction work instruction on site comes from top to down.
This has two traffic ways, first it comes from bottom that receives the correspondent and then
goes up and then the top level can just mark and decide who is going to take the action. Top
level means to me or project director. We have table/chart of key people on site that usually
take site actions when we have any correspondents from project stakeholders. And also this
depends on the nature of correspondents whether just for information, need action or just for
record. As I told you some communication come from top to bottom and others the other way
round, and also some has two traffic lines come from bottom and back to bottom again.
Sometime information is related to confidential issues which cannot be circulated to everybody,
so it comes directly to top and then we deal with it.
“All specifications of project communication instrument are set … We use the references system
of course … Documents like contracts, correspondents, minute of meetings, standards and any
other agreements; they are usually part of the contract agreement and they are giving priorities
and categories … We are aware of these different documents, their importance and when we
have to refer to and so on.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“We are using ACONEX software which is very flexible … So many nice features in this
programme which also you can filter or ask any queries, it is as the data base system … You can
chose which sort of documents you want (contract, correspondences with the client or us), outgoing or on-going documents … All stakeholders should have an access to the system but of
course some people have limitation on some documents access.”
“We are using also local server (dumping tool) where we just dump all and any information that
you think people can make use of … Each department has their own folder on share drive and
each folder divided into different folders … Project director and deputy project director can
have easy access to departments’ reports without any request.”
“Document styles are different because ACONEX is the official document control system … The
other one (local) you can change documents any time, delete and put them back … While the
ACONEX keep project records and nobody can change, delete or even edit anything … All of us
(main project stakeholders) use the same documents’ style … Some manufactures they had to
submit some drawings before getting the order to start manufacturing … They communicated
with us through the system where they put all the drawings there … We can then look at the
drawings, print them out, mark them with approve, scan them, put them back and send it back
to them … Our subcontractors have ACONEX access to share all information and drawings
(design, construction, catalogue, materials etc.).”
“Another system has more interactions and functions … We can communicate among each other
with regards to obligations … ACONEX is just a data storage system.”
“In fact, in the contract there is a clear statement that if anything happens we can retrieve our
data.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P3
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:11
Leaders of Project
Managers of IT Airport
Construction Project
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Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
”We are using ACONEX for project communication, this is for official correspondence in the
entire project … We are giving money to ACONEX programme which is a worldwide document
control centre and they keep all the pack ups in their system and not been deleted forever and
all your projects stay in there forever which is their warranty.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Yes we have and I guess they are the same under (..) the CM organization.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P4
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:32:38
Quality Assurance &
Control Manager
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We use ACONEX in-house but not only (..) the joint venture staff … Our subcontractors also …
They are using the same system with limited access.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“If the information come from outside we have distribution list … The main group (like project
control, project procurement, design, QAQAC, HSSE and other construction groups) their
managers’ names are written in this list … Then information will be distributed to whatever
who need the information … It is top-down communication … And also sometimes ACONEX is
used not for distribution information but for assigning responsibilities and tasks.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Styles and format can be different it depends on the document purpose. “
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P5
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:11:56
Project Finance Manager
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We had a particular system for internal communication just with (..) the CM people … We were
using mainly emails with external communication including few faxes.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“It was based on top-down method … It start from (..) the project manager, down to the
construction project manager, from (..) the CM side … Then to sections or departments’ heads.”
“We had what it called the Document Control Centre (DCC) system … This is one of our best
system that we have been implement in (..) the contractor projects … It is very efficient, very
tied, organised and helpful.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“We ask the DCC department for that … We had both electronic and hard copies archive … Only
(..) the CM people have access, and of course they are divided into different access levels or
limited access, it not open for everyone.”
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Context
Participant
Name
O3P6

Position Title
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Manager

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:05:57

Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We are using our company’s email through outlook … We have another internal document
control system (ACONEX) but this mainly just for engineers to share drawings and other
communications.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“The flow of the information is similar to the leadership control, top-down.”
“In the joint venture agreement … Main issues have been agreed … It should be a leader and
both partners should reach a win-win situation … They have actually discussed the
communication factor and its related issues … We have mix elements from both companies’
communication theme and style … It is based on the know-how, who got this his opinion will be
applied.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Storage and retrieval of project documents is from document control department as all are
scanned with copies too, and also documents are available through our project local share
folder.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“We deal with internal communication in the project by using email and ACONEX … We are
using email communication with our external people … Even the subcontractor got access to the
system.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“The DCC (document Control Centre), they are responsible for all incoming and outgoing
documents … I am dealing with the contract department; their contract documents got their
own style.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“When I need any previous documents I immediately ask the DCC (Document Centre) … They
are of course responsible for storage and retrieval of project documents.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
“In internal communication we use ACONEX system … We are sharing ACONEX with (..) the
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owner people also … We communicate also with all specialised subcontractors by ACONEX …
We use emails with other people communication … Communication with main stakeholders is
mainly by using ACONEX, and emails for other communications.”
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“The flow of the information here is top to bottom.”
“The thing is that we have developed our own system here for this project … The base of those
documents is from both joint venture companies … The one that most suitable and adoptable for
us we use it.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“Documents’ storage and retrieval also through ACONEX … The document control department is
also here … We go to the document control department to get any document if we are not sure
about the document name or number … ACONEX is accessible from your fingertips … With DCC
you need a help from another guy which normally construction people do not like that.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:15:37
Design Project Manager
Intension
Theme F: Communication (C)
Sub-theme: Communication Strategy (CS)
Sub-theme: Communication Flow and Instruments (CFI)
“The quantity of the information is so high to be controlled by a human brain or tools … I have
direct contact with the project director … With the operation team, which directly connect with
(..) the client … I have direct connection with subcontractors … Local authorities all these during
the design stage … I have direct connection with design coordinators who based on (..) abroad
and also our experts in every discipline that are like consultant teams … There are no barriers
for anyone of these except external parties who are not related to the project nobody can
communicate with them except us … But for me I can communicate with all of these for the
benefit of the project.”
“Always in the joint venture cases the most experience company will dominate the least
experience company in this type of thing … They have more knowledge and they know how to
deal with that … Most of project technical issues through (..) the CM … They are assisted by
people from (..) the contractor but they do not have any single airport experience … We (..) the
CM are leading this and they are adopting our system in almost everything.”
Sub-theme: Communication Documents (CD)
“We fully rely on ACONEX.”
“The drawings and its set up … How the drawing will look like, title log and other themes … We
have developed that at the early stage of the project and everyone has to adopt it … All
designers have to adopt numbering system, revision system, checking system and everything
else has to be unified through our lead designer.”
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15.2

Theme F: Internal and External Communication - Data Interpretation

15.2.1 Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
O1 has a well-established and organised communication structure. Three methods of
communication are available for three different levels. Internal project team members
including contractors and suppliers communicate through a document management system
called Documentum. An internet based system (BROX) is utilised to share project
information with airlines stakeholders. An additional share point system is available to share
information between project team members (O1P1, O1P2, O1P3, O1P5, O1P8, O1P9 and
O1P10). Documentum is the official method of communication in O1’s projects, and this
includes project briefs, documents specifications, reports, schedules, minutes of meetings and
drawings. Different levels of access permission are associated with Documentum, so
sensitive information can be controlled (O1P6 and O1P9). During contractors’ tender
process, a system called Tender Smart is used as a method of formal communication.
SEMAR system allows in-house employees to have conversation with contractors and
discuss various issues. Contractors can also send all their monthly applications for payments,
submissions and programme submissions (O1P4). Thus, Tender Smart is a kind of precontract communication and SEMAR is for post-contract awards. Email can further be used
between project members and other parties involved in the project, but for less formal
communication. The PMO (Programme Management Office) is responsible for managing all
communication-related activities. Additionally, senior project managers must ensure that all
communication instruments are managed, logged, controlled and stored (O1P1). All these
arrangements were developed recently – eight years ago O1 was relying on suppliers’
communication systems (O1P7). O1P8 stated that in their business, they have many lines of
communication and enormous volumes of information which need to be shared, in order to
manage effectively and efficiently. For this reason, various methods and tools of
communication have been established. O1P10 remarked, “the communication here is about
people working effectively in different ways, your successful project is all about
communication.” A newsletter is published every month and circulated to all organisation
members; it contains various project information including small profiles about people who
manage projects, so everyone becomes aware of the project activities. An operational
readiness team has crucial responsibility to communicate verbally with various people within
the organisation, in order to enhance business operation.
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External communication is through official meetings, emails and face-to-face methods
(O1P2, O1P4 and O1P6). O1P10, programme director, states that there is a dedicated team
who deals with all government ministries and other departments.

As regards the information flow in O1, it is not necessary to follow the up-down method.
O1P1 explained, “we are not a hierarchy on that stage.” There is a clear organisational
structure – a director at the top, and then a programme manager, and below him a senior
project manager and a project manager – and the flow of information goes both ways (O1P2).
However, O1P10 mentioned that most project information flow goes bottom-up.

All senior project managers and parties involved use Documentum in terms of storage and
retrieval process. In relation to document structure and style, O1P10, a programme director,
recently agreed on standard reports for all business issued through PMO. This was following
a meeting with the organisation board, airlines and terminal stakeholders. He stated, “we are
changing and developing them now.”

15.2.2 Organisation 2- Public Ownership Structure
Official internal and external communication within O2 is through the use of letters. Internal
communication occurs between department heads. However, all external matters, in a
country, must go through the head of the airport development project, whereas external
affairs should have the organisation’s president’s signature (O2P5, O2P6, O2P7 and O2P9).
Department managers use email and verbal methods in informal communications (O2P7 and
O2P8). Some correspondence with external bodies can be through email, but this is in a
written format. An in-house coordinator in each project is responsible for external
communication with various stakeholders (O2P2 and O2P3).

O2P5 stated that information flow within O2 is similar to leadership structure. The flow of
the information is based on top-down method (O2P3, O2P3 and O2P8). Within a project
team environment, all instructions and information must come from the in-house project
manager; he also authorises anything from the project (O2P2). Department heads should
have a copy of all official letters to distribute to relevant people (O2P9). O2P10 commented
on “an absolute hierarchy structure of communication with a downward flow.” However,
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from the project experience of O2P6, information flow was different, and a mix-methods
approach was adopted.

All project communications are managed through the DCC (Documents Control Centre),
which is an archive department. They have all types of project information in hard copy
format (O2P2). O2P3 mentioned, “if we receive any document from an external party, the
DCC scans it and sends it to the project director who will then distribute it to all department
managers with assigning a department manager to make his comment.” After completing a
project, all associated documents must be submitted to the DCC (O2P4). Project managers
keep copies of important documents in their offices (O2P3 and O2P3). Accordingly,
documents storage and retrieval process is through the DCC (O2P8 and O2P10). Project
documents within O2 have no standardised format (O2P5). O2 is trying to develop an
effective standard and apply it to all its projects (O2P9). As O2P6 argued, “there is no proper
systemic documentation system, all people who work in such huge mega projects have well
documented and standard structure, but here it does not exist.” This sort of document control
system, according to O2P7, has been developed, but proved to be unsuccessful because
people were not ready to use such a method.

15.2.3 Organisation 3 – Joint Public-Private Venture
Internal communication between project joint-venture departments is through emails and
smart phones (O3P2). A document control system (ACONEX) is also available for key
project stakeholders – the client, CM, contractor and subcontractors – to share officially
entire project documents including drawings, minutes of meetings, reports, contracts,
approvals, standards and agreements (O3P3, O3P4, O3P6, O3P7 and O3P8). People using
ACONEX have different access levels, which are controlled by the project team, in
particular, the CM through the DCC (Document Control Centre) (O3P1 and O3P7). A
project’s different departments can share project documents and relevant information through
a local server (share drive), and each department has its own folder which they can delete,
edit or make any alterations to – this is not possible in ACONEX. A project director and
deputy project director have easy access to the folders of all departments, so they can review
project reports (O3P2). External communication is through emails including a few faxes with
some parties (O3P2, O3P5 and O3P7). However, the project team communicates with the
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government owner and other government ministries and organisations by official letter
correspondence (O3P1). The owner has also access to the ACONEX system (O3P8).

Information flow in O3 mainly follows a top-bottom structure (O3P4, O3P6 and O3P8).
Furthermore, much information is from bottom levels to upper managerial levels. Therefore,
it depends on the nature of correspondence whether to share information, seek action or just
make a record. The top level always decides who is going to take the action (O3P2).
Confidential information comes from the top-managerial level and is then distributed to
whoever needs the information at project level (O3P4). Numerous information in the jointventure team are horizontally shared between different departments (O3P1).

The document storage and retrieval process is carried out by the DCC, ACONEX or local
share server (O3P6, O3P8 and O3P9). The DCC is responsible for incoming and outgoing
documents, so they have a project database (O3P7). According to O3P8, “with DCC you
need a help from another guy which normally construction people do not like that.”
However, ACONEX and local folders provide easy information access.

Official project document style is standardised and developed by the CM organisation as they
have airport know-how. It is developed at the early stages of a project and everyone has to
adopt it; this includes communication letters with the project owner (O3P1 and O3P9).
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16.

Appendix P

Interviews Data Description and Interpretation: Theme G

Appendix P

Appendix – P
16.1

Theme G: Stakeholders Development Strategy - Data Description

Context
Organization 1: Private Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P1
Senior construction project Refurbishment of Terminal
01:28:46
manager – programme
Departure Lounge
manager
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“We have personal development group … Part of the central project management organization
… They manage resource as it where and track people skills and training … We obviously set
and form the objectives at the begging of the year and monitor your progress … Then, obviously,
have sort of meeting with your boss and your management structure to improve project
performance, work based performance etc. … There is also talent … Educational and
development of people to look at what development they might need … Training or moving
them into other areas to give them some of broader experience … Sort of making an assessment
of their talents, the potential and performance and then give an overall type rating … Within
each sort of rating there is 3 battery-matrix, high potential people on the top right corner …
Then depending on where you are that will then give sort of guidance on sort of trainings and
development activities that people might need specific training courses to try specifically
improve particular skills, that might be more pediments in the underperforming people … It
might be more about giving wider experience on moving people across functional rules …
Having assignments in other areas … Promoting them into different projects … There are very
formal and well developed structured training and development in place.
“As an organizational level there is system in place ... Then me within my team I am, obviously,
using those systems and then appraising people and determining what I think their needs are …
Then with the project itself level .”
“We organize a separate sort of forums for that … We have done that in the past … For contract
managers … Who then give an overview on the control ... Through separate stand meetings or
team meetings or through some of the other forums … Monthly and safety leadership forums, or
we have monthly quality leadership forums … Somebody done a project and have a good
learning about off-site manufacture so we try to share that with the project team and other
projects’ teams via those forums and then they can try and implement it on projects.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
”Within me and my team … I have got a number of project managers on different projects … I
would then look at their development and try to motivate them by trying to broaden their
project development opportunities by giving them different projects … Different rules and
assignments … I am trying to work with them in doing their appraisal to determine what they
have fundamentally want to try to improve themselves … I can make sort of recommendation
for trainings and rules … If I have got a new project manager coming in who need a bit of NCE
training, I set up a training course for him or them, perhaps within the project team, to make
sure it is very clear what is expected in managing that.”
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Context
Participant
Name
O1P2

Position Title
Senior Construction
Project Manager Portfolio Manager of Asset
Replacement &
Commercial Capital

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Minor Construction Works
Programme: Office
Buildings, Roads Networks –
Escalators

Interview
Length
00:52:45

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“In terms of the project managers … We all have individual development plans … There are
selections of development packages you take on … Specific courses, specific qualifications etc. …
Most of us have been through APMP and some of us have done managing successful
programmes … Comparing business cases etc. … There are broader schemes which are
leadership development etc. … I would say there is a quite good of formal trainings … It is your
choice … You agree with your manager which one you going.”
“In terms of other development is through undertaking different roles … I changed them around
to give them the exposure they need to particular topic, people management, business areas etc.
… Actually we do not train the suppliers … We will put them through certain specific initiatives
that we want them to go through.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (T`M)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“I motivate my team through recognition when they accomplish their job, we motivate them
through future opportunities and development … Most powerful thing is recognizing what they
done well.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P3
Senior Project Manager in
Strategic Construction
01:25:56
Direct Support of Strategic
Projects Perspective
Initiative – Preconstruction Activities
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“We have such a massive project management organization here … Anything that around new
processes or new regulations tend to be across the board … Last couple of years, we changed
our project processes and our approach to project and programme and the whole organization
went through a process where everybody did practices sort of APM courses … We have recently
upgraded our project control system … Everybody is going through training process involved
with what they need to know for that specific rule in life in relation to that system.”
“With the stakeholders … They get what the project about without educate them and what we
mean by the initiate stage … I think one of the traps that we sort of often we fall in to in sort of
development world is that wherever we comfortable looking at technical drawings and project
schedule … If you show stakeholders a project schedule they will not have a clue of what they
are looking at … The challenge is more about explaining the schedule issues and some of the
milestones and how the works been broken down and build up in a way that is visually
acceptable to them … Talking about it without using lots of technical project management speak
… I am trying to find a way to explain it in a way they understand it without them feeling that
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they being overwound by a process they do not understand.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“Definitely team members have an input … I do not think anybody should be working on
something that they are not contributing to … If they are not contributing then they are not
needed .. Everyone must have contribution, for sure within different levels …. If they are needed
then obsoletely they are making a contribution.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P4
Senior project Manager Airside Physical Facilities –
01:19:40
The capacity Optimisation Dealing with Snow in Winter
Programmes, Airfield
Condition
Team
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“On my project team work for different companies other than Heathrow … I certainly tell them
good job if they have done a good job and give them that bit of feedback … I would only give full
feedback if I ask for it … 3 strengths, 3 development areas or something like that … Would not
give development areas unless somebody ask for it or was a performance issue and I felt that it
was needed to be addressed.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“The team do their company trainings, (..) the contractor provides training for them … They get
better at doing their job … They have recently done a lot of trainings to take that on board … I
am on the course this year, I am on a leadership and development course this year … Being a
leader and managing people and getting the best out of people … I set down with the project
team … What did you do this weekend … I say I have got some that I want to show you … Then
we talk about it.”
“Those trainings have developed by (..) the private operator … It is a structure courses, there is
9 or 10 of us from around the business, operation, IT, finance and we are all doing couple of
days every month
“I have been to (..) army school for a year … So, I know what it is to be a leader, but there is a lot
of stuff in this course that is new to me and I am taking huge amount from it … there is a lot of
stuff that I want to share with the project team.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant
Name
O1P5

Position Title
Senior Project Manager –
Fast Development Projects

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Separate Temporary
Terminal

Interview
Length
01:13:47

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“We just mentioned the safety induction and on the training that (..) the CM gave contractors
when they came on site … Then the people who going to operate the building … A period at the
end so after we finished the construction … To familiarise the stuff, and we focus on
familiarisation rather than training because we tried to make sure all of the process on the
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building were the same as you use in the rest of the airport … We had a number of
familiarisation sessions very early on for the stuff to identify the work … Then we held a series
of trials with passengers, so we used a lot of people from the offices and from our resource
based at (..) the airport to go out there and act as passengers with bags, with boarding cards,
some of them we have given them rules to play on the day … They made it realistic as possible.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“In this temporary project, everybody get behind it, when they went over there for the first time
it was a ‘wow’ because it was very different from what we normally do … they are delivering
something for (..) the sport event.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P6
Senior Construction
Refurbish an Old Domestic
01:05:16
project manager
Lounge
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“We encourage people to have personal development plan, to whatever objective that we have
to deliver … That will identify what people need to do … There is training courses for people
that they can attend … Business training courses … Presentation skills, personal impact,
influencing and negotiation … What we encourage people to do is do identify the courses that I
need to attend on the softer side … From a technical side we are taking everyone through APM,
project potential which runs by an external company based on identify people potentials and
again identify any training they may need to develop them … Our goal at (..) the airport is to
make sure that our people are up to the right competency level where we try to align with the
APM (Association of Project Management) to use their competencies … 13 competences we ask
our people to have and then we develop them … Some of them will be strong in some areas not
strong in other areas … There is quite a structure approach where we develop our people … We
got a number of training courses, and we got a process that all follow.”
“If it a key stakeholder we identify what is need for them … There are two strains of it, there is
people so developing our people … Stakeholders are around identifying what their power
influence basically, not as an individual but as an organization and how we need to manage
them … The development scheme is only for our people.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“From your leadership skills, we got around leadership programmes … We know that the only
way you going to motivate people by a good leadership skills … A good leader is able to sort of
harness the different strengths of the team to get to pull in one direction … We got an on-going
development programme for our people around leadership … Leadership is around how to keep
team motivated … Encouraging everyone has a role to play, that is our philosophy you are not
going to deliver project without engaging people.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P7
Senior Project Manager –
Airside Segregation Project
01:05:57
Capital Construction
projects
Intension
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Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“within that project, there was a very immediate recognition … In terms of the status, rewards
or whatever … In terms of knowledge we do not really advocate anything outside the project for
the companies’ themselves, only there was some complaints’ requirements that people had to
go through certain training.”
“Maybe that was because the short duration of the project (2 years) … I think if you have a 10
years-time scale you have also got to have succession planning, because people usually get
bored after 3 or 5 years.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“It was really getting the buy in, people buy in to something we are all aiming towards … We are
all as a team and we are all enthusiastic … It was almost a goal for all of us.””
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O1P8
Senior Construction
Airfield Pavement Projects
01:16:36
Project manager – Leader
(Runway and Taxiway
of project Managers &
Refurbishments and
Project Engineers within
Prefiguration)
Airport Runways Projects
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“We are trying to get the stakeholders to better their knowledge … By taking them out in the
site and showing them what we are doing and that goes right back to chief operator … He is
knowable but has not seen this bit of work … To drive him and get his knowledge up we took
him out to the site so that he can see, instead of just seeing presentation from me … That
increased massively his knowledge about what we are doing and the difficulties and
complexities … When we go and talk to him he got better understanding … We have lots of
training courses for people and we do find there is a particular lack of knowledge … Not so much
technical training … More about management and other stuff about our business benefit.”
“Everyone has the APM training for project managers … Just for our working development, so it
is just ours … Most of stakeholders’ development area is to get them out to see what we are
doing, how we are doing it and what the challenges are … Some of it is around trying to explain
to the contractor that what we have got … Why I can only construct this, why I need this bit of
information, to give it to them, to instruct them to do their bit of work … It works both ways, so I
can learn a lot from particularly the airside operation, what do they concern about, what do
their drivers, what do they need to know, why do they do, what they do and how they
understand what we do.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“Yes, I think they have input … I am trying to sort of give them some encouragement and
rewards ‘well done or whatever’ ‘that is very good’, that sort of prize and sort of stuff … They do
understand they have got and input … For some of the guys working in the ground within the
details I am trying to explain to them the big picture … Why we are not doing that.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
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O1P9

Senior Construction Project
Manager – (leader of
Project Managers (Security
and Saving Operational
Cost)

Terminals Security Project:
Security Equipment in the
Passenger Security Areas

01:43:20

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“Generally the training does not take place during projects implementation or any period in the
project … My APMP training, my MSP training and anything else that I have been on in terms of
sort of business case training, influencing people and all that sort of project management type
training courses, they managed separately from the project environment … Then bring to the
project in terms of knowledge … The only on-site training is about induction type training … On
health and safety courses … What I have to wear when I go in a construction site … For suppliers
and contractors we do not send them on training courses other than the induction type training,
whether safety or our main project management building induction … Their own management
organize training for them around better delivery practices in general but not specific to the
project they are currently working on.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“Both methods of training.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant
Name
O1P10

Position Title
Senior Construction Project
Manager – Programme
Director of Terminals
Projects

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Terminal

Interview
Length
02:24:06

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“Capturing knowledge is what we have to do now with regulations … We have a learning review
and it is formal and it captures all … What I do is as part of my APM (Association of Project
Management) stuff is I have this thing called launch and learn … for (..) previous terminal we
have got lots of learning from the project … I have captured all that learning and just put it
straight through into (..) this project … In presenting this a lot of people attended and debate
about it … It has written down and has given to the airlines as well to show that we are learning
… It is not great to say we fault on this … All in there and it is visible … People do not read
learning documents … A DVD, so we have got videos of me and videos of others talking trough
what other top-five things that were good and what were bad … We have been rubbish on the
past on it … Now we have got process in place, but we only started during the last two years
doing it probably.”
“We are going through a massive amount of trainings … Each person is going through 2 days of
training on behaviours of Q6 … We are doing this at senior level at the start to see how it works
before we roll it out … It is about training people to check that they know NEC3 contract …
Everybody has got to have APM (Association of Project Management) trained … Commercial
awareness … Q6 awareness … So, everybody has got training needs analysis … At the end of the
day, if anybody is not got their training will get their bonus reduced … These what we were
working on recently … all of our new construction companies who will be announced this week
have been assessed on these … In terms of the acquisition of them, they have been on behaviour
scenarios … They have been giving a scenario and they have been measured by independent
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people about how their behaviours are, in a case study … If they fail in this they don’t get in …
This is about how they can demonstrate those behaviours.”
“The thing that in your mind and what you are writing about, we are not there yet ... I have just
been in a session which is, are we at risk for some of these stuff … It is a bit touchy feeling for the
construction industry to start talking about behaviours … Contractors don’t get these stuff, but
they been contracted on that … How you can contract on behaviours … But there are
mechanisms we have got on place to the CEO we go along … We are going to give them the
availability to how we are doing … How me performing, how is my behaviours like … How we
can change (..) the country contractors, they are all about money … It is quite interesting … We
will make it work, I am going to be positive as a director on this.”
“Whether we do anything else people can put it in their training needs … I am helping a guy in
public speaking … You can choose whatever you want but it has to be ok with your line
manager.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“Recognition is through bonus … So, we have got bonus … We have a curve, top 60s … I may
rank somebody in the bottom … Somebody in the top, few in the middle and some below
average … and some above average … I may have everybody performing the same brilliantly and
few persons in the bottom … so, they got no bonus … they got 40% of their salary as a bonus …
how we measure it, so you have your objectives and you have to hit all of those … you got the
what and the how, what you achieve and how you achieve it … It is based on individuals
performance but I make people performance up of the project, so they may hit personal targets
but it is the project target … so maybe 15 of them working on one job, so it is about the
performance of that job.”
Context
Organization 2: Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Name
Chosen
O2P1
Deputy Construction
Totally New Airport
Project Director/Project
Control Manager
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)

Interview
Length
01:35:30

Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P2

Position Title
Head of structural
engineering department

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Private Aviation Terminal
Project

Interview
Length
01:21:25

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
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“I cannot see other people coming and telling us to do this really … This has been practicing in
the past several years because of this kind of development, do have all skills, do have develop
ourselves to insure that things are done … I think it should be part in doing standards,
practicing, project management practicing and a lot of tools we do have and we know that this is
the methodology … Unless there is a huge project where this kind of development be required
from outsiders.”
“Important thing regarding development strategy with stakeholders … Sometimes our
engineers are giving some courses that has to be attended by them … Within (..) this country or
outside, they go and then learn from them methodologies and procedures or how we handle all
stakeholders and other disciplines, communications, development and all this sort of things.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“We do have on-job training as well as for our engineers who are new to us … And sometimes
there are kind of extensive trainings that they go for a week time within (..) this country and
outside as well.”
“Within our managerial level of course they do have it also and sometimes we bring the people
to come in and give us lectures, seminars like a full day or two days sessions.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P3

Position Title
Senior Project Manager Leader of Project
Managers & Engineers
(Civil, Structural &
Pavement)

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Runways Development of a
New Airport - Airfield
Projects

Interview
Length
01:18:19

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“This is actually one of the importance elements … Develop the maintenance people in terms of
dealing with new equipment and spare parts, was one of our tasks in the project … We
developed a schedule for stakeholders who going to operate the project later on … Including to
that fire safety people as one of the project requirement that we build 6 fire stations equipped
with advanced facilities and gears … They have sent abroad to be trained and looked at new
machines and tools … Air Traffic control personnel have also been trained for 3 weeks in-house
and outside as well … As we have purchased new and advanced air traffic control system
including its equipment.”
“In managing this we send full details and explanations to targeted department asking its
manager to nominate individuals who need the particular type of training … So they can
function effectively … They appointed who need those trainings based on their needs.”
“Actually most trainings were targeting young local engineers … We have trained them in
various things … With regards to our level, we have several expeditions … We can acquire new
knowledge and become aware of the new airport technologies through those events.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“As mentioned, in-house and outside as well.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant

Position Title

Best Project Experience

Interview
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Name
O2P4

General Director of
Engineering Affairs Domestic Airports

Chosen
Airfield Development
Project – Domestic Airport

Length
01:14:21

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“We tried to organise different trainings to project team to expand their knowledge … Some of
them had trainings that arranged by training department … I had different trainings and other
managers also … When I first started my job with (..) the public operator I had a three months
training programme, abroad, with an airport consultant … They trained me different things
related to the airport business … I went also to another country for 2 months and a half for
training as well, in terms of how to design an airport, how to operate an airport and how to
maintain an airport.”
“We had people from technical college who got some training on site … I ask the contractor to
involve them with his workers in different disciplines.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“Both methods.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“This is by complements ‘well done’, ‘good work’, etc. … I use a verbal method for that … We
have not got any other way to do that.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P5
Senior Engineering Project
Development of Seven
01:28:10
Manager - Domestic
Runways
Airports
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“This is based on an individual himself … To be or not to be … If you want to develop yourself,
you will end up with a remarkable development … If you are not interested in development you
will stay the same, at the same level maybe.”
“Yes it is for all … Again it depends on the person where you have to dig here and there to get
what you aim for … I will be always with you if you want … If I see any ambitious individual I try
to give him training and even send him abroad for short courses … Individuals training
programme is one of (..) the public operator interests.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P6

Position Title
Senior Project Manager –
Communication & Control
Systems

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport
Information Communication
Technology of the New
Airport

Interview
Length
01:10:45

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
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Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“All our stakeholders get good training … We gave them training on advanced equipment or
tools … We gave stakeholders training on any different or new policy … Any training is a
continuance process and we gave them also the maintenance manuals plus workshops on how
to conduct …
“In some cases the training is there … In our case we have training in the use of most equipment
… for project team, recommended trainings which in certain cases sometimes it happens … Not
everybody get training … Training generally speaking, people did receive training, people go to
expedition and go outside the country for training in so many places.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“Anything to do with the contractor is on the site … We brought also foreign people … We bring
the original manufacture and present to us, they will train the team … Equipment people …
Operators which are air traffic control … We have both on-the job and off-the job.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“Actually with the (..) the young local engineers, all the time I try to help them, motivate them to
stay on the job and tell them this is the best opportunity … You must engage yourself in this
good opportunity and interact with professionals.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport –
01:10:42
Deputy Project Director –
Planning and Construction
New Airport Airfield
Development Project
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“This is a very good question … Initially we start hiring people because we have a long term
project and we have those people from different places we place them within (..) the public
operator … They are not necessary to be local … From outside also … You get more people then
and when it goes down to almost hand over people start to leave … We seek for people who
have experience on the particular area that we looking for.”
“Actually we send them for training, conferences, seminars, in-house training and so on …
Especially if they requested that … If I feel x number of people really need training I send them
and I encourage them to go … (..) the public operator send letters to each department ‘we have
these seminar or conferences, if anybody would like to be nominated just send us their names’.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“In-house training and outside too.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“We encourage and push them to work hard; we push them to participate in related projects …
We take them to our big meetings … We do not really motivate external parties … We do not
have authority to retreat them … But actually I felt from experience that when I see a contractor
and we invite and advise him to share with us certain conferences and seminars, because that
give a very good skills to acquire knowledge and be at the same level as we are.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport 00:52:10
Head of Civil Department
Airfield Facilities Upgrade
Project
Intension
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Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“We had like that young engineers are assign to senior guys and they work under them and then
… They take them along, show them and of course we are looking for more self-initiative.”
“One of the item that included in the contract that the transfer of knowledge to local … The more
initiative come from his side the more excitement from a senior guy … Once the project is
completed the contractor is required to train the operators and then they provide trainings for
them … But whatever is needed they provided.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“Motivation is looking to the sky … Motivation is that you want to work hard … Because you
want to go up there … Working in foreign countries, my motivation is if I perform well I have a
job and maybe they would give me an increase.”
“Over my experience here, appreciation from bosses … But defiantly awards and financial
recognitions would be good as well, I mean you have to appreciate man or women performance,
if a person performing well it is a human nature.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O2P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:16:52
Head of Contract Control
Department
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“We had implemented long time ago in another project a programme called SEDP, it is a
development programme for young local engineers … We were selecting a number of local
engineers in different fields whether engineering, contract, legal or finance … According to our
agreement with different international universities, they have sent to study Master degree and
continue their learning cycle through working at (..) an international project management and
construction company, particularly for 2 years in its various construction projects … This
method was really helpful and supportive as we have realized its tangible benefits … Most of our
senior managers and airports’ executives have involved in this development programme.”
“Currently our main assigned responsibility is to develop project plan, make evaluation process
and assessment procedure until contractor award stage … We do follow up the awarding and
mobilization stage … Following that, there is another team that will be developed in order to
supervise and lead the project … Indeed we have developed another training programme and
made various agreement with high level international universities … However, (..) the public
operator president has postponed this programme for some reasons.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“Both.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant
Name
O2P10

Position Title
Senior Project Manager –
Head of Mechanical
Department

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:16:52
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Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“Development level is not applicable to senior managers or even above levels.”
“I have not experienced any development or training activities for project stakeholders ….
Mainly all initiatives are related to young (..) local engineers.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“I assume they have both methods on-the-job and off too.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“We have not got clear method for motivation … if so, it is always personal initiatives and based
on individual’s leadership skills.”
“There was team recognition by the very top managerial level but in form of complement and
assigning more responsibilities … However, I have not experienced this in my previous
projects.”
Context
Organization 3: Private and Public Airport Operator
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P1
Project CEO
Totally New Airport
01:35:30
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“The training for construction team is not our obligations … Within the operation team we have
training programme for junior staff and sometime they are attending several workshops to
develop particular skills … We have off-job training and also on-site training … We are utilizing
(..) the CM experiences by sending different employees to site office in order to attend some
workshops or we bring some instructors in our head office to present some training.”
“Actually I attended some personal training programme … Yes we provide training for some
external stakeholders in order to explain how airport system, equipment and facilities must be
operated.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“By providing good relation and also checking employees’ personal needs … Involve them in
social events (dinner, parties, special celebrations) … Including reward for appreciation
whether by using emails, letters or certificates and announce it to all company members … In
some events we mention people achievements and good practices in front of all staff … Some
gifts also in personal celebration (wedding etc.) … All these elements make all employees more
motivated, loyal and commitment to their job … Also in county’s official events, we send
invitation to all stakeholders involve in our project (internal and external) in order to break the
ice and create healthy environment … My door is open to all employees and I try my best not to
make any obstacle between us … I do not like the manger-employee relation.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P2
Deputy Construction
Totally New Airport
01:37:37
Project Director/Project
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Control Manager
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“The company picked up some guys from each department to be sent to the main office in
Riyadh for Oracle training … When we started we were looking for expert guys with good skills
and wide experience, we did not want to waste our time in trainings … We interviewed
nominated people at the beginning of the project and we then picked the good ones … If you find
anything missing in one person you can guide him how to do it … Official training scheme, I do
not think it is a policy in this project … Within (..) the contractor company, nothing involve with
this project but they have their future strategy so they ask directors of all different projects to
provide evaluation reports of their staff … They pick people from different projects and their
departments to send them for training … Not necessary what they learn will use it in the project,
but they will keep it for future … Workshops are always running in different areas … Those
workshops are excluding the compulsory training where everyone should be subjected to
training, testing and certification.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant
Name
O3P3

Position Title
Senior Project Manager –
Leaders of Project
Managers of IT Airport
Construction Project

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:16:11

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“Yes we (..) the CM company have a lot, but in the head quarter they have special department
who gives training people and also education centre that gives a lot of airport business
trainings, different languages and so many kinds … But actually we are (construction team) not
getting this benefit from our companies because we are always working outside.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
Context
Participant
Name
O3P4

Position Title
Senior Project Manager Quality Assurance &
Control Manager

Best Project Experience
Chosen
Totally New Airport

Interview
Length
01:32:38

Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“About subcontractors’ trainings, mostly they are for their managerial level (managers) … We
call subcontractors’ mangers for training and sometimes they bring,
“Yes, sometimes we have … Most of our jobs are ‘practise’ on site, in any practice we have to give
training or teach people and sometimes to formal people not only engineers or project
managers.”
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Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“It is in general life … I like to listen first … I listen to any kind of people but also I want them to
listen and understand me … Communication is very important between all kinds of people.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P5
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
01:11:56
Project Finance Manager
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“They do receive trainings, as training sessions and other materials are mainly based on
different language, some of them English languages … Other trainings for people are depending
on their needs … And the subjected trainings scheme for all managerial levels.”
In general no, unless there is a must under the subcontract where (..) the CM provide certain
experience, knowledge or information for external parties.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“Actually both.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“Incentive was the main motivation factor … At the end of each three months there was a
performance report of each team member and it was confidential … Whoever got less than a
certain level he will get off the project.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P6
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Totally New Airport
01:05:57
Manager
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“In some cases if I have any good training I nominate them … Next week we have seminar for tax
and zakah.”
“Within (..) the contractor company, not in this project, we had so many internal (in-house)
trainings and seminars … We have here safety sessions for each person who going to work in
this project.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“We have the best employee of the month for staff working on construction site … It is money
recognition.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P7
Senior Project Manager Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
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Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“Actually there is not any development programme or training here in this project … But in our
head office there are too many training programmes (..) the CM has.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
“Most of trainings are in office.”
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“I let them to do whatever they like … I give them freedom and free space.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P8
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
00:54:22
Health, Safety and Security
Manager
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“Yes it was a rescue training specially organised for safety people of this project, heavy
equipment training and people treatment training … It depends on the people, who involve in
this practices get these trainings.”
“For external we are just giving a specific training like people who are working at site, people
who are not trained we call and train them.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“Actually this is by appreciation (certificates, awards), financial ways and promotions … For
subcontractors it is just financially and appreciation too.”
Context
Participant
Position Title
Best Project Experience
Interview
Name
Chosen
Length
O3P9
Senior Project Manager –
Totally New Airport
01:15:37
Design Project Manager
Intension
Theme G: Stakeholder Development Strategy (SDS)
Sub-theme: Development Level (DL)
“Actually they have employed me because I have experience and Master in engineering
management and I am aware how to use strengths and weaknesses for the benefit of the job …
There is no time for training … If you mean that we send them for training courses, this is not in
a fast track construction business project … We cannot employ someone who needs such
trainings … Few engineers have weaknesses in some areas and do not know that, so you have to
explain to them to show them how this will be done and ask them to make research by
themselves on particular subjects.”
“When dealing with other stakeholders, they might do not have this and cannot even imagine
spaces, sizes and other things … It was a difficult issue because when you show them a drawing,
they will say what is this, are you going to put me in here … But actually we are trying as much
as we can to explain and try to observe their comments and make them happy.”
Sub-theme: Training Method (TM)
Sub-theme: Motivation Method (MM)
“When they do something good you show them appreciation … This is very important and I
always focus on their strengths not weaknesses … The design team are highly educated people,
so a good word is an award for them.”
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16.2

Theme G: Stakeholders Development Strategy - Data Interpretation

16.2.1 Organisation 1 – Private Ownership Structure
In O1, there is a formal and well developed training structure in place. The personal
development group, which is part of the project management organisation, manages all
development programmes (O1P1). All levels within O1 receive training and are enrolled on
development programmes, including directors, project managers and all other individuals. In
terms of individuals, project managers move between different business areas to acquire
broader experience (O1P2). A talents assessment plan is provided for people, in order to
offer a sort of guidance on types of training and development activities that people might
need, which is run by an external company. A personal development plan and technical
development are available for people. The former relates to presentation skills, personal
impact, influencing and negotiation skills and other personal competences, while the latter is
achievable through APM (Association of Project Management), that is, various training
courses that develop 13 different competences. O1P2 observed, “there is a quite good formal
training, it is your choice, and you agree with your manager which one you are going to do.”
Everyone in the organisation has to have APM training, as the airport goal is to ensure that its
people have the right competency level (O1P6, O1P8 and O1P10). All this training is
managed separately from the project environment; the only on-site training is induction type
training (O1P13). For project managers, in addition to APM related training, there are
various development sessions and forums on good management and leadership practices
(O1P1, O1P4 and O1P10). Training and development schemes are provided just for in-house
people. However, another aspect of stakeholder development is to familiarise them with a
project site, status, operational elements and associated challenges and difficulties (O1P5 and
O1P8). They are also involved in different induction sessions whether related to project
briefing or health and safety matters (O1P9).

O1P10 stated that capturing knowledge is what O1 has to focus on with its new regulations
and Q6 plan. Accordingly, launch and learn, which is part of the APM programme, is now
implemented. It is about learning from previous projects and putting this knowledge into
practice in the new development projects. O1P10 remarked, “in presenting this a lot of
people attended and debated it, it was written down and given to the airlines as well to show
them that we are learning. It is not great to say we are at fault on this but it is all in there and
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it is visible.” In this regard, DVDs are provided with directors and project managers talking
about the top-five positive elements and what was bad in previous projects. All people must
have training on behaviour for the new Q6 plan, which includes people’s awareness of the
NEC3 contract. Those who do not complete all the compulsory behaviour training, their
bonus will be reduced. Contractors also involved in behaviour scenarios, which are evaluated
by an independent party, and if they fail, they are not awarded a contract.
The following Table 15.1 illustares how project managers deal with motivating people.

Table 15.1: Organisation 1 Motivation Methods
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
- Broaden their project development opportunities by giving them different
O1P1
O1P2
O1P5
O1P6
O1P7
O1P8
O1P10

projects and different rules and assignments.
- I set up a training course for him or them.
- Through recognition when they accomplish their job.
- Through future opportunities and development.
- Most powerful thing is recognizing what they done well.
- It was very different from what we normally do, they are delivering something
for (..) the sport event.
- By a good leadership skills, a good leader is able to sort of harness the different
strengths of the team to get to pull in one direction.
- We got an on-going development programme for our people around leadership.
- It was really getting the buy in. We are all as a team and we are all
enthusiastic, it was almost a goal for all of us.
- ‘Well done or whatever’ ‘that is very good’, that sort of prize and sort of stuff.
- Recognition is through bonus, they got 40% of their salary as a bonus. it is
about the performance of that job.

16.2.2 Organisation 2 – Public Ownership Structure
Individual training programme is one of the responsibilities of the public operator (O2P5).
The majority of development opportunities in O2 are reserved for graduates, young local
engineers, working in various departments (O2P2, O2P4, O2P9 and O2P10). There is no
established or organised development method. Instead, it is based on self-initiative and
individual awareness of personal development needs, which depends on a department’s head
agreeing to requested training or a development programme (O2P5, O2P7 and O2P8). For
O2P5, “this is based on the individual himself. If you want to develop yourself, you will end
up with a remarkable development, and if you are not interested you will stay at the same
level.”
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Airport operation stakeholders have received different training sessions, at home and abroad,
on how to deal with operational aspects in terms of new equipment and advanced
technologies in new projects (O2P3 and O2P6). Department heads nominate individuals who
need particular types of training (O2P3).
O2P10 stated, “development level is not applicable to senior managers or even above levels”.
However, training opportunities for upper-managerial levels are in the form of in-house
lectures or seminars delivered by external people on particular knowledge or technologies
(O2P2). They also attend different expeditions for the airport industry, which is business
related, whether in their country or abroad (O2P3 and O2P6).
The following Table 15.2 illustares how project managers deal with motivating people.

Table 15.2: Organisation 2 Motivation Methods
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
-I use a verbal method for that, we have not got any other way to do that. This is
O2P4
O2P6
O2P7
O2P8

O2P10

by complements ‘well done’, ‘good work’, etc.
- With the young local engineers, all the time I try to help them, motivate them to
stay on the job and tell them this is the best opportunity.
- We encourage and push them to work hard, we push them to participate in
related projects and take them to our big meetings.
- Motivation is that you want to work hard … Because you want to go up there,
working in foreign countries, my motivation is if I perform well I have a job and
maybe they would give me an increase.
- Appreciation from bosses.
- We have not got clear method for motivation.
- Complement and assigning more responsibilities.

16.2.3 Organisation 3- Joint Public-Private Venture
Each company in the joint-venture cooperation has its own training and development
programmes for all managerial levels, but this is not included within the project agreement
policy (O3P2, O3P3, O3P5 and O3P7). Most individuals in the project team have acquired
skills and competences which are part of their selection criteria (O3P2 and O3P9). O3P3
explained that the CM airport construction team does not receive this training as they are
always working abroad. In relation to this, O3P9 mentioned, “this is not in a fast track
construction business project, we cannot employ someone who needs such trainings.”
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However, in some cases training and seminar activities are organised when needed (O3P6
and O3P8). The only established training or workshop sessions are those related to health
and safety and project induction.

The operation team transfers CM airport knowledge to their personnel by sending certain
individuals to construction sites in order to attend specific workshops. There are also
organised training and workshops for airport operations people on advanced airport system,
new equipment and facilities, in terms of how they function (O3P1).
The following Table 15.3 shows how project managers deal with motivating people.

Table 15.3: Organisation 3 Motivation Methods
Sub-theme: Project Team Efficiency
Participant
Response
- Good relation and also checking employees’ personal needs.
O3P1

O3P4
O3P5
O3P6
O3P7
O3P8
O3P9

- Involve them in social events.
- Appreciation whether by using emails, letters or certificates and announce it to
all company members.
- Some gifts also in personal celebration (wedding).
- I listen to any kind of people but also I want them to listen and understand me.
- Incentive was the main motivation factor. At the end of each three months
there was a performance report of each team member and it was confidential,
whoever got less than a certain level will get off the project.
- We have the best employee of the month for staff working on construction site
… It is money recognition
- I give them freedom and free space
- Appreciation (certificates, awards), financial ways and promotions.
- When they do something good you show them appreciation, This is very
important and I always focus on their strengths not weaknesses. The design
team are highly educated people, so a good word is an award for them.
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Appendix Q

Managing and Controlling Airport Construction Projects: A Strategic Management
Framework for Operators
Paper presented at 2013 International Conference on Construction and Project
Management held on Beijing, China , September 2013, and published in Journal of
Advanced Management Science (JOAMS)
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Appendix R

Managing and Controlling Airport Construction Projects: A Strategic Management
Framework for Operators
Poster presented at Northumbria Research Conference held in Northumbria University,
Newcastle, United Kingdom, May 2013
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Appendix S

Postgraduate Professional Development and Research Training Programme Activities
Details of the Researcher’s Completed Development Programme
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Vitae Researcher Development Framework (Vitae, 2011):
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The Researcher Completed Development Programme:
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